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TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1988

WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
COMMIrrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:43 a.m. in

Room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Hon. Max S.
Baucus presiding.

Present: Senators Matsunaga, Moynihan, Baucus, Pryor, Riegle,
Packwood, Roth, Danforth, Chafee, Wallop, and Durenberger.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Press Release No. H-29, June, 30 1988]

BENTSEN ANNOUNCES FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING ON THE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS
ACT OF 1988

WASHINGTON, DC-Senator Lloyd Bentsen (D., Texas), Chairman, announced
Thursday that the Committee on Finance will hold a hearing on tax issues now
before the House that have not been previously considered by the Finance Commit-
tee. Those issues are being considered by the House Committee on Ways and Means
as additions to H.R. 4333, the Technical Corrections Act of 1988.

The hearing is scheduled for Wednesday, July 18, 1988 at 9:40 a.m. in room SD-
215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Bentsen said, "I want a technical corrections bill to pass in this Congress. To do
that, the Finance Committee needs early action. Now that a House package is
taking shape, it's time for our Committee to begiD formal work.

"Many of the proposals that appear to be headed our way already have been
before the Finance Committee, including a response to the diesel fuel tax problem,
extensions of expiring provisions, and provisions making technical corrections to the
1986 Act. Other proposals may be new to our Committee, and we want to give af-
fected individuals and businesses opportunities to comment on those," Bentsen said.

Senator Bentsen added that additional hearings on technical corrections would be
scheduled if necessary.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MONTANA

Senator BAUCUS. The hearing will come to order.
Today's hearing is on the Technical Corrections Bill, and also

particularly those provisions in the House Ways and Means bill,
not yet fully enacted, that this committee has not yet examined,
including the Dividends Received Deduction, the Completed Con-
tract provision, the Estate Tax Freeze provision, the Non-Discrimi-
nation provision, Section 89, and I think there is one other.

Before we get to that, though, I would like to just note that the
committee is very honored with what happened yesterday to our
Chairman. Because of that incident, he is not here. I also found
out, and you may be interested to know, that eight previous mem-
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bers of the Finance Committee have been elected Vice President of
the United States. So, the precedent is firmly established.

Senator PACKWOOD. Oh, that is a bad sign. (Laughter)
Senator BAUCUS. On that note, let us begin.
Secretary Chapoton, we are honored to have you here. and anx-

ious to hear what you have to say about all of these provisions.
Senator PACKWOOD. I guess it is the first time we have had twin

brothers testifying against each other, too.
Senator BAUCUS. That is right. On the same day.
Secretary CHAPOTON. We can excuse him, because-(Laughter)

STATEMENT OF HON. 0. DONALDSON CHAPOTON, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR TAX POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREAS.
URY, WASHINGTON, DC
Secretary CHAPOTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here to present the Treasury's views on the

Technical Corrections Bill, H.R. 4333 and the other provisions that
are being considered by the House Ways and Means Committee at
this time.

Before I get into the specific bills, though, I would like to make a
few observations, mainly about the constraints on the process that
we see occurring right now.

First, we do need a Technicals bill very badly. There is very
much uncertainty in the tax law. The 1986 Act left some holes to
be filled. There are some uncertainties out there about various pro-
visions that very badly need to be enacted. And furthermore, there
are several circumstances under which the intent of Congress
needs to be clarified, to be carried out as we see that intent was
intended to be expressed in the Tax Bill. So, we very badly need a
Technical Corrections Act.

At the same time, we don't think we need much more. We are
very concerned that the 1986 Act, the Tax Reform Act, be given a
chance to work, that there not be substantial changes in that Act
before it is given a chance to work. And therefore, we would very
much hope this process does not somehow develop any significant
changes in that Act.

Furthermore, we have real concerns and reservations, as you
know, directly from the President, about any revenue-raising meas-
ures that might grow out of this process.

The President's Budget did include one revenue-raising proposal,
the extension of Medicare to State and local employees. We think
that is a very appropriate change in the tax law. Right now, the
Medicare fund is subject to a significant drain because so many
State and local employees are already covered by Medicare through
former employment or through spouses being covered, and yet they
are not paying the amounts to justify their coverage. And further-
more, 25 percent of those employees cannot get coverage because
they don't have that ability and they don't have a spouse or former
employment.

So we think that is a very appi-opriate change in the tax law. It
does pick up revenue, and .we suggested it as a method of paying
for the relief and the extension provisions that we think are appro-
priate.
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We have also considered the other revenue-raising proposals that
are contained in the House Bill, and I will comment on them.
There are those in there that we could support. But I just would
wish to encourage the committee that the process of raising reve-
nue should be very limited and a great deal of consideration should
be given before any additional revenue raisers are included to pay
for additional extenders, and things of that sort.

The proposals that we supported extending are the R&E credit,
the 861 R&E allocation, the provisions relating to the application of
the 2 percent floor to mutual fund shareholders, and triple tax
relief for foreign corporations with U.S. branches and U.S. share-
holders.

Now, since the budget was prepared, we have become aware of
this diesel fuel problem particularly as it adversely affects farmers,
and we think that some relief should be provided. And of course
this committee acted on that in March, and the Ways and Means
Committee is considering that as well. So we strongly support that.

In addition, we think some careful consideration should be given
to extending the relief provisions for S&Ls, for troubled thrifts. We
would like to work with the committee on some method of accom-
plishing that.

But beyond those specific items, we urge the committee to go
carefully and slowly, because we think that the available revenue
is very limited, and it should be spent very wisely.

Let me turn now to the specific provisions that the committee
asked us to address.

The first one is the proposed change in the dividends-received de-
duction, which is in the House bill.

Under current law, dividends are entitled to a complete or par-
tial relief from current taxation when they are received by corpora-
tions. If they are members of an affiliated group, the relief is com-
plete. If they are non-affiliated, there is a significant dividends-re-
ceived deduction, which of course was reduced last year. But the
proposal would drop the dividends-received deduction to 50 percent
on portfolio dividends.

The level of the dividends-received deduction is a central issue in
corporate taxation. The issue is whether the taxation of dividend
income that is received directly by an individual from a corpora-
tion should differ from the taxation of dividend-income received by
an individual after it is filtered through another corporation.
Under present law, the fact that there is an intermediate corporate
owner does not change the taxation of that dividend income to the
extent the dividends-received deduction is available. We think any
significant change to that system is inappropriate.

Our system does not integrate corporate and individual taxes.
We considered that in the 1986 Act, and I think one day we should
address that issue again. Many scholarly individuals, many at the
Treasury, who have previously considered this issue think that it is
ultimately the way we should go. But we are not there now.

But the mere fact that we don't have an integrated system does
not in our view justify a reduction of the dividends-received deduc-
tion, that would of course result in multiple taxation of the same
income within the corporate sector, and we think that that is the
gist of the matter and is what is very troubling to us.
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Let me just recap:
Before 1986 we had an 85 percent dividends-received deduction.

In the 1986 Bill, that was reduced from 85 to 80 percent, primarily
because of the reduced income tax rates and the concept that that
was fair to maintain the approximate percentage of tax on inter-
corporate dividends that had existed before the 1986 Act.

But then in 1987 a distinction was drawn between portfolio hold-
ings and non-portfolio holdings, and the DRD was then dropped
from 80 percent to 70 percent.

The current proposal, which would drop that all the way to 50
percent, would significantly increase the differences between divi-
dend income which flows to individuals directly and dividends
which flow through corporations.

I think we need to consider that this matter be studied carefully
before a change of this sort is made, and that it not being made
merely for revenue considerations. It will have a number of conse-
quences.

Number one, and probably the most significant, it will shift the
current balance between equity and debt financing away from
equity, requiring corporations to go significantly further to debt fi-
nancing.

It will significantly impact industries such as banks and utilities,
that traditionally rely on corporate shareholders and which have
used preferred stock extensively because of regulatory require-
ments.

It will cause a drop in the market value of existing corporate
stock, a significant drop in those values from the indications we are
getting.

Furthermore, the revenue generated from this will primarily
come from current holders of portfolio stock, because we would
clearly expect that in the coming years, if this provision is adopted,
corporations will adapt somehow to it, probably by increasing their
debt structure, and therefore, while we see some significant reve-
nue in the near term, the revenue in the long term would be limit-
ed because of those changes.

In summary, let me just say it this way: I think we really should
step back and look at what we are doing here before we just drop
this bomb in the corporate tax structure.

The DRD has been a part of this structure almost from its incep-
tion, recognizing that the mere fact that a dividend goes through
several corporations should not change or significantly increase the
tax on that income before it reaches the shareholder.

As I indicated, it will cause a significant drop in existing stocks,
particularly preferred stocks which are held by corporations. But
let me point out why I think that drop would be quite significant.

What we are doing now should not be viewed as merely an ad-
justment of the dividends-received deduction. All of the arguments
advanced to support the reduction from 70 percent to 50 percent
would justify dropping it all the way from 50 percent to zero. So I
think corporate America, if this provision goes through, would
have to look at it as if the DRD deduction for portfolio stock might
well go to zero, and I think they are already looking at it that way
with some concern.
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I think, therefore, that the drop in the value in corporate stocks
will take that into consideration.

More than just producing a drop in value, it would significantly
change the structure, the capital structures, which corporations
have relied upon for many years, for more than 50 years. And it
will change their financing mechanisms, which they have relied
upon in current law; it will require them to go more to individuals,
I suppose, for equity money; it will require them to go to debt, in
many cases, where they cannot issue equity securities.

It will particularly hurt the utilities, which as I have indicated,
rely heavily on preferred stock and in many cases cannot go to
debt.

It will hurt banks very significantly, which rely quite heavily on
preferred stock.

Our testimony has, on page 7, some examples of data that indi-
cate how significantly preferred stock is used. I think it is pre-
ferred stock that we are primarily talking about here.

Approximately 27 percent of some $27 billion of preferred stock
issued in the years 1984 through 1987 was issued by utilities, 17.5
percent was issued by banks, and 14 percent by industrial. Utilities
obviously are the biggest users of preferred stock.

So what I am saying is that I think, if something like this should
be considered, it should be done in a more reasoned fashion, with
studies to see where the appropriate level of the DRD should be. It
should be done with some grandfathering for existing stocks out
there so that it does not adversely affect the stock values so signifi-
cantly; and really it simply should not be done in the context of a
Technical Corrections Bill as a revenue-raising measure.

The next item covered in our testimony is the proposed elimina-
tion of the completed-contract method of accounting for long-ter"
contracts.

As this committee knows, the completed-contract method already
has been reduced. Starting in the 1986 Act, corporations otherwise
eligible to use long-term contracts were able to use them only to
the extent of 40 percent of their total long-term contracts. This was
further reduced in the 1987 Act, so that 70 percent could not be
used, and only 30 percent of the income can now qualify for the
completed-contract method of accounting.

We have considerable concerns about going again to this source
for revenue. I think it is an illustration of what I just said a
minute ago about the DRD, though. When an argument does not
stop at any given point, the tendency would be, once the argument
is accepted in the legislative process, the tendency is to go all the
way to eliminate that perceived tax benefit to raise revenue, be-
cause revenue in these days is very hard to find. And I think in the
case of the completed-contract method of accounting this is going to
far.

When the 1986 changes were made, there was some recognition
of the fact that the cost capitalization rules we were adopting in
1986 would have some limitation on users of the completed-contract
method of accounting and therefore it might have been appropriate
to consider some changes in those rules. I do not think it was ap-
propriate to consider them again in 1987, and the Administration
does not support taking this step at the current time.
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The next item in the testimony is the speed up of collection of
the corporate estimated tax. This proposal is an extension, and we
think an appropriate one, of something that was addressed by the
committee and by Congress last year. That is, where a corporation
uses a safe harbor method of paying corporate estimated taxes and
uses the annualization method, for example, in one quarter but
then changes to the annual income method in the next quarter, it
should catch up so that it does not get a benefit from shifting from
one method to another from quarter to quarter.

In 1987 the committee addressed that issue and determined that
the makeup should be to the extent of 90 percent of the benefit
achieved by altering from one method to the other. The proposal
being considered by the Ways and Means Committee would say
that the corporation, when it shifts from one method to another,
has to make up 100 percent of that difference, of the benefit gained
by the use of the other method in the other quarter, and we would
support that proposition.

Alaska Native Corporations: This was a proposal that came in
originally in 1984 but then was further expanded in 1986, the pur-
pose of which was to allow special affiliation rules for Alaska
Native Corporations to sell their losses and credits through 1991.

The proposal being considered by the Ways and Means Commit-
tee is to repeal this special affiliation rule effective kpiil 26, 1988.

We think that this is an appropriate proposal, and we would sup-
port this proposal.

The revenue losses originally estimated for allowing Alaska
Native Corporations to sell their losses and credits without the
usual limitations applicable under the tax law, such as Section 269
and 382, have been far exceeded. There have been just far more
,osses than were anticipated.

As a tax policy matter, these provisions have always been some-
what controversial. This has been particularly so in light of the
many restrictions which came in in the 1986 Act and the 1987 Act,
on the ability of corporations to transfer losses.

So in view of those circumstances, we think that proposing a
change or requiring a change in that provision effective April 26 is
appropriate, and we would support that.

We would encourage the committee, if it agrees and does consid-
er that matter, to clarify some of the provisions that are now in the
House bill. There is some uncertainty of when the loss arises,
whether it is when the loss is economically incurred or whether it
is when the loss is realized or recognized. We think refinements of
that sort, and perhaps some further consideration of the applica-
tion of the effective date rule and the transition rule when a loss is
incurred before April 26th but income is earned after April 26th.

These rules are complex. We think, by and large, they are good
and accurate, but we would have some suggestions, which are dis-
cussed in the testimony, for rationalizing them somewhat, and we
would be happy to work with the committee on that.

The next item listed in the testimony is Section 89, Non-Discrim-
ination Rules.

These rules came in in the 1986 Act, and we supported them.
They were Treasury-supported proposals to include in the law non-
discrimination rules for employer-provided health benefits. We sup-
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ported those because we think employer plans should provide com-
parable health benefits to lower-paid employe- -, and we think it is
appropriate to have fair allocation among payers, both high-
paid and low-paid, of the tax benefits associated with health cover-
age.

Section 89 is scheduled to go into effect now on January 1, 1989.
We have heard a lot from employers and from staffs on the Hill

who have expressed concerns about the difficulty of proving compli-
ance with Section 89. Employers have to collect and analyze em-
ployee family status and health coverage data, and they have to do
this with respect to every day of the tax year.

We are very concerned about these complexities and the difficul-
ties of complying with these rules. We have worked with the staffs
of the Ways and Means Committee and the Joint Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee concerning the changes which are
proposed in the Ways and Means bill now on the table, and we
think these changes are by and large appropriate, and we would
support these. We would hope that they are adopted.

They would apply Section 89 by using any reasonable ,;aluation
method for the time being. We think this would give needed relief,
because employers would be able to determine what a reasonable
valuation method would be. They would allow statistical sampling.

By and large, we think these changes are appropriate. We think,
if adopted in the fashion proposed, they would give significant
relief to employers, significant relief which we think is necessary.
But we think with these changes, and with our continued efforts to
get out guidance in the form of regulations as soon as possible, Sec-
tion 89 will work, and we would urge that no change be made in
the effective date of January 1, 1989.

On this related subject, there is one issue that is not addressed in
the Technical Corrections Bill in the Section 89 provisions, which I
would like to just comment on, because we have gotten a lot of in-
quiries and know business is worried about it. It is discussed in the
testimony in detail. There is concern about whether under Section
89 there will be a separate line of businesses or operating units rec-
ognition. In other words, whether, when a large corporation has
separate businesses and operating units in various parts of the
country, it can disaggregate those business units for the purposes
of making the valuation calculations and the non-discrimination
rules under Section 89.

We plan to issue guidance at a very early date to say that em-
ployers can disaggregate. We think that will significantly give guid-
ance to employers in this regard and, I think, give them the relief
which we think is appropriate.

The next item in the testimony is the extension of the Low-
Income Housing Tax Credit.

This credit does not expire until 1990. And in part for that
reason, we would oppose taking any action to extend it at the
present time.

The Ways and Means, Committee proposes to extend it for one
year. We think that instead of extending it now, it should be re-
viewed and studied for another year, and action to determine
whether or not to extend it and whether or not it should be
changed should be taken a year from now, to determine if the
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credit is working properly or if it is not working properly, or how it
needs to be changed.

We have some considerable reservations about the credit that are
touched on in the testimony: Whether some of the subsidized units
that are being built are simply replacing units that would be avail-
able in the absence of this federal assistance; the fact that the
credit includes no incentive for maintenance, and therefore it
would allow units to deteriorate, which we think could be very det-
rimental to the overall low-income housing situation.

We have some concern whether, without continued economic in-
centive in the future, owners will continue to rent to low-income
tenants, and whether that point should be clarified; and, further-
more, just whether the program is sufficiently efficient or whether
more reliance should be placed upon the Administration's efforts to
use rental housing vouchers to help low-income individuals have
appropriate housing.

So we think all of these questions should be considered before
the committee or the Congress acts to extend the present Low-
Income Housing Tax Credit.

The final point that I have been asked to speak to this morning
relates to the Estate Tax Freeze provisions, Section 2036(c).

The Estate Tax Freeze rules came into law in the 1987 Act. The,
removed various advantages of the so-called "Estate Tax Freeze,
whereby taxpayers were using a mix of corporate and common
stock or, in partnerships, preferred interests versus so-called"common interests" in partnerships to attempt to transfer to lineal
descendants or others in their family a valuation or future growth
in value in the business entity.

We had some concern about those provisions when they were en-
acted in the 1987 Act. There are tax policy arguments to support
some of the changes, but our concern really went more to the point
that this was a further increase of tax on estates.

There were other proposals to increase taxes on estates that were
adopted in the 1986 Act-phasing out the rate schedule, holding
the tax rate at 55 percent rather than allowing it to drop to 50 per-
cent as it was intended to do-and therefore we would suggest that
these provisions be carefully studied and further tighteners of
these Estate Tax Freeze provisions be implemented only to the
extent deemed absolutely necessary.

Primarily for that reason, because it does impose additional tax,
as we see it, on estates, there are provisions that we recognize are
really necessary that need some attention, that the rules simply
need some clarification, such as when debt might be used so to not
violate the estate tax free rules, or when bonafide buy-sell arrange-
ments might be appropriate, and things of that sort.

So we would like to work with the committee on making those
changes, and we do go into some detail in our testimony. But we
would suggest that the committee not adopt all of the tightener
provisions, because of the reasons I have outlined.

One final point that I would like to address and have touched on
in my testimony and that I have testified on before this committee,
just about a year ago, and that is the provision in the Technical
Corrections Bill now before the House and in this Senate Finance
Committee on Residual Treaty Overrides.
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I have expressed my concern about this a number of times, and I
simply want to reiterate my concern and make a few additional ob-
servations.

We have been working closely with the Joint Committee staffs
and the staffs of Ways and Means and Finance in trying to deter-
mine what would be appropriate with respect to the Residual
Treaty Override, because we simply think that as it is currently
proposed in the bills it is not properly justified and should not be
enacted.

As I have indicated in prior testimony, this provision significant-
ly hurts our relationships with our foreign trading partners. They
simply cannot understand why, when we enter into bilateral treaty
negotiations, which treaties are subsequently ratified and approved
by the Senate, that without going back to bilateral negotiations the
Congress would see fit to override treaty provisions by a statute.

Now, we do recognize that there are some concerns that some in-
dividuals take unwarranted use of treaty provisions to get around
legislative provisions-thatthis Congress enacts, and we are worried
about that, and we would like to work with the Congress.

As I say, we have worked with staffs, and we think we are devel-
oping proposals that would address these concerns, but still not
have the residual treaty override which so adversely affects our re-
lationships. It would set out rules for interpretation between trea-
ties and statutes, which we think would be a much more beneficial
way of approaching this issue.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Secretary, I am going to have to interrupt
you here. The vote is on now, at this moment.

The committee will temporarily recess until either Senator Moy-
nihan or perhaps Senator Pryor returns, then we will immediately
resume.

Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 10:12 am., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS (10:20 a.m.)

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Senator MOYNIHAN. I wonder if I might ask our guests to quiet
down. We are sorry the hearing was interrupted by a vote, but that
is what we do here.

Mr. Secretary, have you completed your formal testimony, sir?
Or would you like to add some further remarks?

Secretary CHAPOTON. No, Senator, I have finished. I was right at
the end of it when the vote broke. I might have had another sen-
tence or two, but I will let that go.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, you are always welcome here. You
don't always bring welcome news, but you are always welcome
here. (Laughter)

Secretary CHAPOTON. Well, thank you. That completes my state-
ment, and of course it goes into much more detail in the testimony,
which we worked very hard on and would invite the committee's
attention to.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It is very detailed testimony, and we appreci-
ate that.
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I know that Senators will want to send you some written ques-
tions. Senator Packwood, in particular, may wish to do.

And then, for the moment, Senator Danforth?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN C. DANFORTH, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MISSOURI

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Don, I have previously expressed the thought that, when I pass

to my reward, I hope I know where I will be going.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, if you don't, who does? (Laughter)
Senator DANFORTH. Well, you and I might have different opin-

ions on it, Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, thank you, Your Grace.
Senator DANFORTH. I have this mental image of St. Peter greet-

ing me at the pearly gates and saying, "What did you do with your
life?" I will answer, "I have done my best to save something called
The Completed-Contract Method of Accounting." (Laughter)

But I have a feeling that my death is more at hand than it used
to be on this particular subject.

Don, first of all, can you explain to us in very simple, comprehen-
sible language what the percentage-of-completion method does with
respect to long-term contracts? Maybe give us a little example of
how it works.

Let me just say how I understand it works:
My understanding is that you can have, say, an aerospace com-

pany and enter into a long-term contract for the delivery of say 100
airplanes. Those planes will be delivered beginning maybe five
years from now, and then they will be delivered over the next five
years.

The contractor gets paid as the planes are delivered, but typical-
ly there is the retainer; typically they are paid about 75 percent
until the end, and then there is a balloon at the end of the con-
tract. In other words, payment under the contract, a very expen-
sive contract, typically balloons out very late, a number of years
down the road.

On the other hand, the costs of the contract are often incurred
very early, including the cost of preparing the bid itself, the cost of
the research, and so on, before anything is delivered, before there
is any payment, before there is any contractual obligation to make
a payment.

Now, it is my understanding that under the percentage-of-com-
pletion method, the contractor begins recognizing income at the
very early stages, even while he is preparing his bid for the con-
tract.

Is that a fair statement?
Secretary CHAPOTON. Senator, he begins recognizing earlier;

when he incurs costs, that is when he begins recognizing income.
The percentage-of-completion method, in simple terms, is that

you take into income a pro-data share of the total contract price at
the time costs are incurred, rather than at the time you receive
income.
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Senator DANFORTH. Isn't it correct that these long-term contracts
typically incur costs that are front-loaded, and the full payment
tends to be at the very end of the contract?

Secretary CHAPOTON. Certainly the payments, as you indicated,
are something less than 100 percent of a pro-rata payment. So, yes,
the costs are earlier and the payments are later.

Senator DANFORTH. Now, the completed-contract method, by con-
trast, that is the old completed-contract method before 1982 provid-
ed that the income was not recognized until the end of the con-
tract, right?

Secretary CHAPOTON. That is right.
Senator DANFORTH. And that was subject to abuse, because con-

tractors could put off the final act, and in fact they would be paid,
but the payments wouldn't be recognized as income until the end
of the contract. That was the abuse, correct?

Secretary CHAPOTON. Correct.
Senator DANFORTH. And so it was true at that time that defense

contractors, aerospace contractors, could have a very substantial
forward pass, and yet not be paying taxes on it, and it was widely
publicized as an abuse, right?

Secretary CHAPOTON. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. So we began in 1982 to correct this situation,

first to change abuses in the system and then to start chipping
away at the percentage of the contract that could be subject to the
completed-contract method, right?

Secretary CHAPOTON. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. Now, the question is, as you pointed out in

your testimony, where do you stop on this continuum that turns
something that is an abuse into something that is fair, and then
into something that is no longer fair because it is an excessive tax
on money that isn't received and on a contract that isn't even fin-
ished yet, and there are no obligations that have been incurred
under the contract yet by the recipient of, say, the aircraft?

Right now, under current law, it is my understanding that the
aerospace industry, in 1987, has an effective tax rate of 38 percent.
The maximum corporate tax is 34 percent. Right?

Secretary CHAPOTON. I have seen those figures. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. Typically the effective tax rate for most cor-

porations would be lower than the maximum tax rate, right?
Secretary CHAPOTON. Typically, yes.
Senator DANFORTH. And it would be somewhat unusual to have

an effective tax rate that is 34 percent?
Secretary CHAPOTON. It is very clearly a factor of phasing out the

completed-contract method of accounting.
Yes, I agree with that statement, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. I want to put this in the record, Mr. Chair-

man, and ask unanimous consent to put this table in the record of
Aerospace Industries Association's survey of the average effective
tax rates in 1987 and 1992.

Senator BAUCUS. Without objection.
[The table appears in the appendix.]
Senator DANFORTH. But let me just read the numbers under cur-

rent law, without the change that has been proposed by the Ways
and Means Committee:
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"In 1987, under current law, the effective tax rate for the aero-
space industry is 38 percent; in 1988, 60 percent; in 1989, 41 per-
cent; in 1990, 68 percent; in 1991, 40 percent; in 1992, 37 percent."

Under the House bill, the full elimination of this system, the ef-
fective tax rates in 1988 would go from 60 to 61 percent, in 1989
from 41 to 43 percent, in 1990 from 68 to 76 percent, in 1991 from
40 to 46 percent, in 1992 from 37 to 39 percent.

Now, Mr. Chapoton, you are appearing here as the Assistant Sec-
retary for Tax Policy. Do you see purpose from the standpoint of
tax policy to be served by the total elimination of this system?

Secretary CHAPOTON. Senator Danforth, we obviously oppose this
change. We have heard all of the arguments you alluded to about
the circumstances being abused in earlier years, we have looked at
those concerns, and we understand those arguments.

But we think that there is clearly additional complexity in going
to the percentage-of-completion method, as you pointed out. It is a
cost-against-cost method, which is questionable, and we think going
back to this same source for these significant revenue dollars that
are involved here--

Senator DANFORTH. What is it?
Secretary CHAPOTON. It is $800 million in one year, I know, but I

don't have the figures before me.
Senator DANFORTH. It is $2.4 billion.
Secretary CHAPOTON. And we think most of those costs will be fil-

tered right back to the Defense Department, which has already had
significant budget reductions as a result of last year's Budget
Summit Agreement and things---

Senator DANFORTH. The industry would also presumably lose for-
eign sales, correct? Not that we care about that around this place,
but if we did care about foreign sales?

Secretary CHAPOTON. I have not thought that through. I suppose
that is appropriate. But we know it would very clearly increase the
Defense Department costs in acquiring weapons and any items that
need to be purchased under long-term contracts.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Senator Chafee?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM RHODE ISLAND

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chapoton, I wasn't here through your testimony, but you did

support the extension of the R&D tax credit, did you not?
Secretary CHAPOTON. We did support that. I did not comment on

it elaborately, but we do support extension of the R&E tax credit.
Senator CHAFEE. Would you have it permanent?
Secretary CHAPOTON. We would have it permanent, yes.
Senator CHAFEE. At the 20 percent?
Secretary CHAPOTON. At the 20 percent. Well, let me take that a

bit further.
This was covered in more detail, Senator, in testimony yesterday.
But we would support the Danforth-Baucus Bill on that. That

has a 20 percent credit with an alternative 7 percent credit. We
would support it only if it does not increase the revenue cost under
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current law, and with that alternative credit, which we think is
highly desirable because it brings in a number of companies that
are engaging in research that we think should have the incentive
of the incremental credit; but with that alternative 7 percent
credit, it raises the revenue costs some. That would be, in our pro-
posal and in the Danforth-Baucus Bill proposal, paid for by reduc-
ing the amount of R&E deductions to the extent of the credit.

Senator CHAFEE. What is Treasury's position on the Mortgage
Revenue Bonds?

Secretary CHAPOTON. We oppose extension of the Mortgage Reve-
nue Bond provision. We think, first, it has been an inefficient pro-
vision. We think that it simply is, not working as it should be, and
it is just terribly expensive.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, all the testimony we have had from every
one of our housing officials in our States is contradictory to that. I
don't want to belabor it here, but I know there was a report out by
the GAO that said that it wasn't efficient; but that was an old
report that dealt with it when there were abuses. We believe we
have straightened out those abuses.

Just speaking for my own State-and I have met with the hous-
ing administrators of the other States as well-that is their
number-one priority in wrestling with this lack of adequate hous-
ing.

Secretary CHAPOTON. Well, we know that. We know there is a
great deal of support for that extension, and we have tried to make
our case on that.

I can furnish you some moro details in testimony we prepared on
that point, but it does have to do with the inefficiency, the fact that
a great deal of the tax benefit from the issuance of the tax-exempt
bonds is filtered out before it ever reaches the intended beneficiary.
It is filtered out by investment bankers or people that participate,
that buy and sell the bonds, by investors in the bonds, and things
of that sort. That is inherent in any tax-exempt bond to some
extent, but we think it is even greater in that case.

Furthermore, a number of the people who are benefiting from
this provision would be able to buy homes anyway. Now, some of
the concerns that we have, such as it not taking into consideration
family size, we know that has been addressed in the House bill,
and we welcome those changes if it is to be extended, and some of
the other concerns we have.

But even with those changes, we still have considerable concern
about it as being too expensive.

Senator CHAFEE. Getting back to this completed-contract busi-
ness, Boeing would fall under that, would they not? If they get a
large order from the Japanese Airlines, or whatever it might be?

Secretary CHAPOTON. I would assume so, yes.
Senator CHAIP. So wouldn't they come under this? It isn't just

defense contractors, by a long shot.
Secretary CHAPOTON. Oh, no, it is not just defense contractors at

all. No. But a substantial portion of the defense contractors do
work under long-term contracts. I don't have percentages to what
extent the total revenue com-s from defense contractors, but it
would be substantial.

But it does. Very clearly, it is anyone on long-term contracts.
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Senator CHAFEE. Well, obviously few of us are immersed in this
to the extent that the Senior Senator from Missouri is, but it does
seem that we are getting into an unfairness here with the sugges-
tions that come up of getting rid of the completed-contract method
totally, and that obviously is your opinion, likewise.

Secretary CHAPOTON. That is our concern. Even if some inroads
were appropriate just to change something so dramatically, so
quickly, just boom, boom, boom, the 1986 Act, the 1987 Act, and
now in 1988, we think is just hitting one source too often and too
much.

Senator CHAFEE. Again, I am sorry I wasn't here, but as I under-
stand it, what you said was that we should not do anything further
on it this year?

Secretary CHAPOTON. That we should not do anything further on
it this year, that is correct.

Senator CHAFEE. And do what? Look at it? I mean, study it?
Obviously the House has gone ahead. Have they eliminated it to-

tally?
Secretary CHAPOrON. They have eliminated it totally in their bill.

Their bill has not been finally acted on, of course; but that is where
it stands now.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I may come back
later.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, we have distinguished guests

arriving in one hour's time, as you know, and I suggested earlier
that some of us might want to put our questions in writing.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Senator. You are cor-
rect: the presidential nominee will be visiting us at 11:45 today, so I
remind all committee members to try to keep their questions short.

Senator CHAFEE. We will quit in an hour, here, is that it?
Senator BAUCUS. An hour and 10 minutes. That is right.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVE DURENBERGER, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MINNESOTA

Senator DURENBERGER. Are we invited to keep our questions
brief, or are we invited to this 11:45--

Senator BAUCUS. That is your choice, Senator.
Senator DURENBERGER. Either one? Where is the meeting?
Senator BAUCUS. Well, the Democrats are meeting with Governor

Dukakis. (Laughter)
Senator DURENBERGER. That doesn't sound like an invitation to

this side of the table. (Laughter)
Senator MOYNIHAN. What are the possibilities of a joint nomina-

tion? Now, that would be a new move in American politics. (Laugh-
ter)

Whoever you got as President, you would know who you were
going to get as Vice President. Think it over.

Senator BAUCUS. W01l, there is New York precedent for that, in
New York politics. That is right.

Senator CHAFEE. You fellows are just trying to move up the
ladder on that side over there. (Laughter)
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Senator PRYoR. I heard Senator Matsunaga say he had a lot of
new friends yesterday. (Laughter)

Senator BAUCUS. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chapoton, let me just explore the

issue of the inefficiencies in tax policy in housing. I don't know if
ou are an expert on it. I presume you are, since you are rasponsi-
le for Administration views.
I heard your reaction to John Chafee's question on Mortgage

Revenue Bond financing. You said it is inefficient, and then you
followed up by saying that a lot of money went to folks that are
involved in helping capitalize the project, and so forth.

I just sold my home in McLean and bought another one, and I
noticed a lot of people made money off of my tax subsidy, including
me. I mean, I made a big chunk of money that I have been able to
pocket, like every other American, from something called the Mort-
gage Interest Deduction. But then, a lot of other people made it on
me, too.

Let us say, theoretically, my house doubled in value during my
tenure here in the United States Senate. That means what I got
out of the subsidy by way of savings or investment potential has
substantially increased. What my realtor made on his or her 6 per-
cent commission and what my mortgage company made on their
little investment in my mortgage keeps going up as well.

And I suppose if I totalled all cf that up for all Americans, it
would amount to a huge tax subsidy plus a lot of what some people
might say is extraneous benefit.

Yet in this country, at least where I come from, we have a lot of
low-moderate income folks who cannot afford housing off the mort-
gage interest subsidy all by itself. We have a whole generate ion of
our children coming online who can't afford the rent on a house.

So I guess, my question to you is, would you compare the so-called
"inefficiencies' of MRBs with all the other subsidies that we cur-
rently employ in the Tax Code and tell me why MRBs, targeted,
are more inefficient than say the Mortgage Interest Deduction and
the Real Estate Deduction, and all the rest of those tax policies?

Secretary CHAPOTON. Well, I would give it a try. I think, first, to
say that I am an expert in the area might stretch it somewhat. We
have testified on it several times. Frankly, I have not come today
prepared to discuss that in detail; but I am generally familiar with
the area.

There are clearly incentives, and not necessarily the totally effi-
cient incentives that you talk about in the present Home Mortgage
Interest Deduction Rule.

It is a little difficult to compare those with the Mortgage Subsidy
Bonds, because they are so different. But we have concern all the
time about tax-exempt bonds, but some of the points I made would
really go to all tax-exempt bonds. And I think we could get into
that debate-when tax-exempt bonds are good, and when they are
inefficient, and compare them with other tax incentives-and that
would be a drawn-out debate.

I think my main concern with the mortgage revenue bonds is
that it is not sufficiently targeted.

Now, the House bill does target it more. It changes some of the
income provisions, the median income provisions that must be met.
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As I indicated, it affects the family size-it tries to aim at the
family size-and it reduces the benefits somewhat based on the
income scale of a particular recipient, or the beneficiary of it.

But we still have indications that a s 9stantial portion of the
benefits go to people that would have been able to afford homes
anyway, simply with the interest-deduction subsidy, the interest-de-
duction benefit that you made reference to. And that is one of the
inefficiencies.

When I talk about "inefficiencies," I am not talking just about
those thf ', affect all tax-exempt bonds; I am talking about the fact
that people who would buy homes-who would be able to afford to
buy homes, and are already getting significant tax subsidies or in-
centives through the interest deduction-are benefiting here, and
therefore they get that double benefit. We think that is simply
spending the government's money a little bit unwisely.

Senator Durenberger Well, you know each of us deals from our
own sense of experience. But I come from a community in which
the conclusion that you arrived at and GAO arrived at with regard
to other options people have just isn't true. And the Mortgage Rev-
enue Bond is used for those who do not have other alternatives, be-
cause in the market those alternatives don't exist.

I reqd the GAO report, and it said, "You are encouraging $60,000
homes when people should be in $40,000 or $50,000 homes." Well,
there aren't any $40,000 or $50,000 homes in, say, a metropolitan
area. There only are $60,000 homes, and most of these people can't
get at them without this subsidy.

So I would love to, and I think we are going to have to beginning
next year, get into an extensive debate of the whole issue of effi-
ciency of these subsidies as we talk about tax-exempt bond financ-
ing. And I think the efficiencies is a good place to start.

Secretary CHAPOTON. We would be happy to work with you on
that. Some of the changes in the Ways and Means Bill are clearly
in the right direction, if it is to be extended, and we certainly
would like to work with you in improving its efficiency and making
it more targeted. So we would be happy to have that discussion.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Senator Matsunaga?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM HAWAII

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chapoton, for almost 2 years, since the passage of the Tax

Reform Act of 1986, individuals and businesses have had to operate
under tax rules which in many cases were inconsistent with the
intent of Congress.

Now, we tried to remedy the situation by trying to include the
Technical Corrections Act in the Budget Reconciliation Act, but the
Administration opposed it.

But last December, you will recall, Secretary Baker assured that
passage of the Technical Corrections Act would be given a high pri-
ority.
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Now, has that position remained the same? Will the Administra-
tion give full support to passage of the Technical Corrections Act
this session of the Congress?

Secretary CHAPOTON. Absolutely, Senator Matsunaga. We strong-
ly support it. We think we urgently need this Technical Correc-
tions Act. And I agree with your comments, that it has been two
years since the 1986 Act was enacted, that in a number of ways the
intent of Congress is being frustrated by technical inaccuracies or
just confusion on some provisions that need to be clarified.

That is why we are urging that this bill not be used for broader
revenue-raising purposes or broad extension purposes, or other tax-
losing measures that will simply jeopardize its passage-slow it
down at the very least, and.possibly jeopardize its passage.

I think the main focus should be upon getting the Technical Cor-
rections Bill into law, and we strongly support it, and Secretary
Baker very strongly supports that proposal.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman, I have other questions, but
in the interest of time, since there are other members here to ask
questions, I will submit those questions in writing, to which I ask
that the Secretary respond.

Secretary CHAPOTON. We will be happy to, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I am just informed that the

Committee on Foreign Relations has to have one other person for a
quorum. It will be our last business meeting of the year. We have
ambassadors that have to be confirmed. If you would excuse me?

And if I could ask Mr. O'Brien and Mr. Graziano to excuse me? I
look forward to their testimony. I certainly will read it.

Senator BAUCUS. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Secretary, it was not in your testimony

in chief, and if the question has been asked I apologize. This is on
employer-paid education. Were you quizzed on this while I have
been gone?

Secretary CHAPOTON. No, sir, I have not been.
Senator PACKWOOD. Is Treasury's opposition to it fiscal, or philo-

sophical, or both?
Secretary CHAPOTON. Well, I wouldn't say it is fiscal. I wouldn't

quite go so far, though, as to say it is totally philosophical. It re-
lates in part to the comments I was making about mortgage reve-
nue bonds, but for entirely different reasons, and that is that it is
poorly targeted toward low-income taxpayers.

Senator PACKWOOD. It is-say that again?
Secretary CHAPOTON. Poorly targeted toward lower-income tax-

payers. It is spending government money, the tax subsidy, on many
higher-income individuals.

Senator PACKWOOD. Okay.
Secretary CHAPOTON. The subsidy, the benefit of employer-paid

education, by definition, is available only to those whose employers
make plans available. It is available only to those who are em-
ployed, for starters.

We think that if a tax benefit is to be given for seeking employ-
ment or improving one's ability, where under the current law you
get a tax deduction for improving your abilities at your current
job-you do not get a tax deduction for an education to qualify you
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for a new job, but the employer aid to education is not so limited-
it can clearly do that.

And we know there are many worthwhile examples that do
occur, that people are educated and go on to higher-paying jobs,
and there is benefit from it. But it is by and large used by higher-
income taxpayers, and it gives them a benefit to qualify for a
higher-paying job, when the tax law generally doesn t allow that
benefit.

It just seems to us that if the law is to be that there should be a
tax benefit for going to school for getting a higher-paying job, why
not have that apply to all who pay for it themselves?

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you about your study. Who did
this study? Because I think your conclusions are flawed. But who
did it?

Secretary CHAPOTON. It was done in my office, under the Office
of Tax Analysis.

Senator PACKWOOD. Oh well, that speaks for itself, then. I under-
stand. (Laughter)

1 will make you this bet, Mr. Secretary, that the bulk of employ-
er-paid education in terms of cost does not go to higher-paid em-
ployees. It does go to employees, and I suppose, perforce, people
who work make more money than people who don't work; but I
will bet you the bulk of it goes to middle and lower-income employ-
ees.

And if your complaint is about targeting-and that is why I
asked you-it is my understanding the House is attempting to
target this. I haven t yet found out exactly how, but they are at-
tempting to target it to lower-income employees. That should
remove the bulk of your objection, shouldn't it?

Secretary CHAPOTON. Well, if it were clearly more targeted to
lower-paid employees, that would eliminate that objection.

It is, though, difficult to see why the benefit should be denied
those who don't have employers who have such plans, or don't
have a job at all, and they want to go to school to get a good job, or
to get a better job than the job they had last time.

Senator PACKWOOD. But on that argument, we should not allow
health benefits to be tax-free. Some employers provide them, some
employers don't. Why should the employees of employers that have
a health plan benefit over employees of employers who don't?

Secretary CHAPOTON. That is correct. You can extend that argu-
ment teo far. I concede that point. And just because it doesn't
reach everyone, if it is very properly targeted, there is certainly a
good argument for having it, because those plans can be affected.

Senator PACKWOOD. If you target it, frankly, Mr. Secretary, what
you go back to is the old law. If you are a Vice President of Gener-
al Motors, you can go to Harvard for a year or, to Brookings for
two weeks, or to AEI for two weeks, and say, "This is to make me a
better employee in my job." That, therefore, becomes tax-exempt.
There is almost no kind of education for a vice president that you
couldn't make a case for: "This training will make you better in
your job."

But you take the 18 year old girl or guy that has dropped out of
high school, and they are working for Tektronix or Mentor Graph-
ics in Portland, and they say, "Listen, we will help you get a GED,
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and that will let you move from the tool crib to something else, and
you will go to Portland Community College to do it," that moves
you up in the job scale. And what you are saying is those people
ought to be taxed. That isn't fair.

Secretary CHAPOTON. No, what I ami saying is, if we ought to
have tax incentives to move up in the job scale, there is a good ar-
gument to be made that we ought to say those expenses are deduct-
ible.

If I work for a company that does not have such a plan, and I
pay for it myself, you can make the very same argument you just
made and say I should get a deduction for doing that.

Senator PACKWOOD. But that gets back into the argument about
how far do you go.

Secretary CHAPOTON. That is true.
Senator PACKWOOD. We used to do that when individuals provid-

ed their own health insurance. They got a deduction, as I recall, of
up to $150 or $300-I can't remember which-per year. And we got
rid of that.

If you want to carry the logic all the way through, I might agree
with you-I don't know what the cost would be if you allowed the
deduction in addition.

Secretary CHAPOTON. The cost would be astronomical. I agree.
Senator PACKWOOD. I think so, especially if you carried it philo-

sophically through to all fringe benefits that you provide, that
other employers provide you for nothing.

Secretary CHAPOTON. That is correct. That is a problem, I agree
with you. And I share some of your frustrations about it. I mean,
you can't do everything that we would say you ought to do, so are
we saying you should do nothing? I think that is one point you are
urging on me, and I understand that point.

If it is more targeted, if we actually had this benefit, I can see
your arguments in favor of it. But we do think it still denies these
tax incentives of some sort to non-employed people, and that still
gives us somewhat of a problem.

Senator PACKWOOD. We somewhat targeted it 2 years ago when
we limited it, as I recall, to $5,250.

Secretary CHAPOTON. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. So at least you can't have your full tuition

for a Harvard MBA paid for by your employer totally tax-free.
Secretary CHAPOTON. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Senator Pryor?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID PRYOR, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM ARKANSAS

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr.Chairman.
Mr. Chapoton, 2 years ago in the 1986 Tax Bill there was a Sec-

tion 89, and that of course related to the benefits to employees. In
that section the congress in its wisdom, I think, delayed the effec-
tive date of Section 89 until the Treasury Department had an op-
portunity draft regulations and guidelines that would show busi-
ness people, what the rules of the game were going to be.
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Two years later, Treasury has adopted no guidelines and no regu-
lations. I cannot explain that to especially the small business com-
munity in my State, nor any business person, any company. And
here we are, 6 months before the implementation of Section 89,
with no regulations and no guidelines.

I find this inexcusable, and I wonder if you have an explanation?
Secretary CHAPOTON. Well, Senator, our testimony in main does

address this concern, and we understand your frustration on it.
There are a number of concerns that have been expressed by em-

ployers. We are very sympathetic to those concerns. One is just
keeping the mass of statistical information to make the calcula-
tions, the evaluation calculations, that need to be made.

What we are supporting, there are really two aspects: The regu-
lations deal with mechanically complying with the rules; and the
other, the valuation, how you make these valuation calculations.

We will not be able to get thesevaluation regulations out inside
of 12 months. We have been working very hard on them. They are
simply-very complex and very detailed. So for that reason, we are
supporting the proposed change in the Ways and Means Bill which
would say that an employer can use any reasonable valuation
method. We think that is fair. We think that in other areas, the
fringe benefit area, there are valuation procedures they use that
we think are very-

Senator PRYOR. Why don't we do something, Mr. Chapoton, that
is not only fair but simple, and that is extend the effective date?
That is something we can all understand.

How would you advise a small business person out there to reart
to what we are doing here? How do they make any plans 6 months
before this legislation is going to be implemented?

Secretary CHAPOTON. Well, I would have to confess to you, when
I first started really hearing all the problems that were developing
in this area some 4 or 5 months ago, that was my reaction, too,"Why don't we just extend it?"

When we look into it further, I think these provisions in the
changes in the bill do address most of the concerns. We will be able
to get out some guidance in the mechanical side of things, coupled
with the changes that are made, which I think will be very effec-
tive.

The Congress thought-and we certainly agree with them, and
we support it-that some anti-discrimination rules in the health
care area were very appropriate. And if we can eliminate these
complexities, as a policy matter, to go ahead and enforce, to have
some guidance here.

Senator PRYOR. All right. Let us assume for a moment that we
might have a Technical Corrections Bill-I underline "might"-
and let us say we leave here October 8th, and that is the last thing
we do. That gives October, November, December for the American
business people to come to grips with the guidelines and with the
regulations of this new law that will be implemented January 1,
1989. That is not enough time. Even if we do it in Technical Correc-
tions, that is not enough time.

If I might, Mr. Chairman-I don't want to overuse my time-I
would like to submit for the record two studies just completed on
the issue of small businesses, and how Section 89 is impacting
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them, especially with regard to no guidelines, no regulations; also,
a recent study by the National Rural Electric Cooperative Associa-
tion, a study done in June of this year on Rural Health Care. If I
might put those in the record at the appropriate place, Mr. Chair-
man, I would appreciate it.

Excuse me, Mr. Chapoton.
Senator BAUCUS. Without objection.
[The two studies appc in the appendix.]
Secretary CHAPOTON. vould be happy to review those.
Senator PRYOR. Why don't you just support an extension and just

give these people a breather? There will be a new Administration,
and we can re-look at this in January. But we have got to give
some relief and guidance and help to these people out here.

Secretary CHAPOTON. We will certainly look at the data. And as I
say, we seriously considered and studied the merits of an extension.
I truly feel, based upon these changes that are being proposed by
this bill, that if they don't come into place maybe we would have to
rethink the thing.

But if they do come into place, with the regulation and guidance
that we know we will be able to get out on a timely basis, I mean
within a couple of months, based upon these, then I would think it
would not be that difficult.

Now, the rules? Employers are going to have some difficulty with
them, simply because it adopts new policies, anti-discrimination
policies. And for that reason alone, there is going to be some resist-
ance to them. But we think those policies are worthwhile.

Senator PRYOR. I think, for once around here, we have an oppor-
tunity to do something for the small business people, and I think
we ought to take advantage of that opportunity.

Thank you, sir.
Senator BAucus. Mr. Secretary, I want to thank you for your tes-

tiniony and also for your emphasis at the very beginning that this
be not a purely clean Technicals Bill, but that the emphasis and
direction of this bill should be to make it as clean as we possibly
can, and to avoid raising a lot of revenue.

I don't think this committee is very anxious to raise a lot of reve-
nue this year. I have also noticed from your testimony that Treas-
ury is not anxious to raise a lot of revenue.

Secretary CHAPOTON. As I understand it, the provisions that
Treasury does support do raise revenue over a three-year period:
the Alaska Native Claims provision for about $.8 billion, and the
Estimated Corporate Tax speed-up which it, about $.9 billion, and
the single-premium life provision which, (e)endiIg on how it
works out, is about $.3 billion, for a grand total of about $2 billion
over 3 years.

As I also understand it, the revenue-losers that Treasury sup-
ports over a 3-year period are the R&D Tax Credit, to make that
permanent, is about $2.2 billion; the 861 Credit Allocation is about
$2.4 billion; the 2-percent floor provision is about $1.5 billion; the
Diesel Tax, $.4 billion; S&L extender, $.6 billion; and the Foreign
Triple-tax Provision is about $.2 billion; for a total of about $7.3 bil-
lion.
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That leaves about a $4.7 billion shortfall over 3 years; although
the administration would like to have enacted a State and local
Medicare provision, which raises a significant amount of revenue.

I am just encouraging the administration and the committee to
be circumspect this year and not try to enact a lot of provisions
that, first, are not necessary this year; and, second, which are just
not practical, for other reasons, to enact this year.

But to the degree that there are provisions that do make sense-
and there are many that do make sense-that we try to find ways
to raise revenue in a way that takes care of their money.

I have in mind as a possible candidate maybe a more creative
way to address the dividends received deduction provision.

You yourself, Mr. Secretary, have said that there are some
abuses in the area-not "abuses," but that perhaps the provision
could be better targeted to get at some questions in that area, the
dividends received deduction provision.

We don't have time to go into those now, but I urge all of us to
look for ways to try to pay for the research and development credit
provision and others that I think should be enacted this year.

I have no further questions. Are there any other questions? (No
response)

Senator BAUCus. Thank you very much, Mr. Chapoton.
Secretary CHAPOTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. In the interest of time, I would like to ask the

remaining witnesses to shorten their testimony. I apologize to all
the witnesses, but the members of the committee are very verbose
and take a lot of time.

But I ask the remaining witnesses to please shorten their testi-
mony.

The first panel will be John O'Brien, Chief Executive Officer of
Grumman; Mr. Dale Stuard, President of the National Association
of Home Builders; and Mr. Glenn Graff, who is the Executive Vice
President and Chief Financial Officer of Linbeck Construction
Company.

I know each of you earlier had been advised that you will have
five minutes. I regret that I am going to have to cut that down to
two minutes, two minutes each, and I also urge the same con-
straint upon members of the committee.

Again, just to remind everyone on the committee, the reason for
the constraint is that Governor Dukakis will be rmieeting with
Democratic members of the Senate at 11:45. That is why we have
to constrain this meeting.

Mr. O'Brien, why don't you begin?

STATEMENT OF JOHN O'BRIEN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
GRUMMAN CORPORATION, AND CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMITTEE,
AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION, BETHPAGE, NY

Mr. O'BRIEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The aerospace industry is a major source of U.S. employment,

the producer of a solid trade surplus, and a significant contributor
to our national defense and our standard of living.

Since 1982, changes in the method of accounting for long-term
contracts have increased the taxes of the aerospace industry dra-
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matically. These changes are expected to raise almost $40 billion
from 1982 through 1992, by accelerating taxes paid by long-term
contractors. A survey of 11 major aerospace companies shows their
average effective tax rate is expected to be 60 percent in 1988.

The Ways and Means Committee has proposed a further accel-
eration of tax payments by the imposition of the 100 percent per-
centage-of-completion method and the repeal of the completed-con-
tract method.

The cost-to-cost percentage-of-completion method currently used
to report 70 percent of the income from a long-term contract is nei-
ther a proper nor a fair system of taxation. Cost-to-cost percent age
of completion taxes profits before they are earned; that is, before
payment is received, before a right to income accrues under the
contract, and before financial income is reported.

These proposed tax changes would impose an unfair system of
taxation on long-term contracts, create serious cash flow problems
for the industry, and adversely affect the ability of the industry to
produce more jobs, to contribute even more in fighting the nation's
trade deficit, and to make the technological breakthroughs that
will strengthen our national defense and improve our standard of
living.

We ask this committee to consider the serious flaws in the cost-
to-cost percentage-of-completion method Affd to substitute a new
system of accounting for long-term contracts that is fair and con-
sistent with the tax accounting system of other U.S. manufactur-
ers.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. O'Brien appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BAUCus. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Brien, particular-

ly for shortening up that statement and also giving such an articu-
late 2-minute statement.

Mr. Stuard?

STATEMENT OF DALE STUARD, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS, NEWPORT BEACH, CA

Mr. STUARD. Mr. Chairman, my name is Dale Stuard. I am a
builder from Newport Beach, California, and currently the Presi-
dent of the National Association of Home Builders.

I have submitted a written statement, so I will direct my con-
cerns today to remarks concerning the Ways and Means Commit-
tee's decision to require the percentage-of-completion contract ac-
counting method for long-term contracts.

Additionally, the IRS has recently announced, in Advance Notice
88-66, its position that a home builder will be subject to long-term
accounting rules with respect to any home that has a sales contract
on it and is under construction at the end of the taxable year. We
believe that this position of the IRS is flawed, for several reasons.

Except for some very limited parts of the installment sales rules,
no other provision of the Tax Code requires payment of taxes prior
to having bookable, recognizable profits. Builders are unable to
book profits on homes under construction for the following reasons:
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Funds are received in escrow until closing and are not for the
benefit of the builder.

Two, the buyer has the ability to withdraw from the sale virtual-
ly any time prior to the closing of the sale; and

Finally, the builder retains title to the property un.il closing.
So, for these reasons, FASB has not allowed builders to book

profits on these transactions. To require home builders to report on
a percentage-of-completion basis would impose an extremely unfair
and unjust hardship.

Under general rules of accrual accounting, income is included for
the taxable year when all events have occurred which fix the right
to receive such income and the amount thereof, can be determined
with reasonable accuracy. It would be difficult to meet this test,
when as many as 25 to 30 percent of the builders' sales contracts
may be canceled prior to the ultimate closing of that sale.

Additionally, accounting on a percentage-of-completion method
would be administratively impractical. It would be extremely diffi-
cult to estimate the percentage of completion of each home with
any reasonable accuracy, because of the overall volume of ongoing
construction and because many builders account for costs by tract
and not by house.

Also, due to the high number of cancellations, builders almost
certainly would have to amend their tax returns each year to re-
flect accurately the number of homes under contract at the end of
the taxable year which actually close in the subsequent taxable
year.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, let me note that sales contracts in
housing developments are completely different than long-term con-
struction contracts, mainly because the house typically is complet-
ed within a 12-month period of time. Also, the builder does not re-
ceive progress payments during construction. Thus, we think Con-
gress never intended for these sales contracts to be treated as long-
term contracts.

For this reason, I urge the committee to clarify that residential
sales contracts are not intended to be treated as long-term con-
tracts.

Mr. Chairman, thank you. This concludes my remarks.
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Stuard.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stuard appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAucuS. Mr. Graff.

STATEMENT OF GLENN GRAFF, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, LINBECK CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF TIlE ASSOCIATED GEN-
ERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA; HOUSTON, TX
Mr. GRAFF. The construction industry has been hit hard by two

major tax law changes in two years.
The changes to the method of accounting for long-term contracts

in 1986 and 1987 brought widespread confusion to both the con-
struction industry and the accounting practitioners.

The administrative difficulties that the construction industry is
encountering as firms struggle to implement the new rules are far
greater than the industry or the government estimated. Firms are
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finding that the amounts they are paying to have their tax returns
prepared this year are at least double the previous year's.

For example, I know of one construction firm that paid nearly
$100,000 for preparation of its 1987 federal return, double the cost
of the prior year.

AGC urges Congress to make no changes to the method of ac-
counting for long-term construction contracts this year; rather,
AGC respectfully asks the Congress to address certain problems
that construction firms are encountering in trying to carry out the
new percentage-of-completion method.

These problems center around the implementation of the look-
back rule. AGC believes that the interests of simplification and
fairness could best be served by repeal of the look-back method.

It is important to note that the Joint Committee Tax staff has
said repeatedly that the look-back method is revenue-neutral. How-
ever, the look-back rule will cost the construction industry millions
of dollars annually. These additional costs stem from what, for
most construction firms, will be thousands of additional calcula-
tions each year.

This look-back rule has proven to be an administrative and ac-
counting nightmare. A construction contractor can spend literally
thousands of dollars to discover whether it should receive $10 from
the IRS.

For example, a construction contractor in Georgia had gross re-
ceipts for his 1987 taxable year of $10.3 million. He had 30 con-
tracts open at the end of the taxable year. Each of those contracts
was subject to the look-back provision. The largest contract was for
$1.9 million; the smallest was for $600.

The contractor's accountants made the look-back computations
and determined the contractor was due $1.35 in interest on the
$600 contract. The contractor paid nearly $20,000 for the prepara-
tion of his tax return, approximately the same cost as his compa-
ny's audit for the entire year.

Construction contracts unfortunately do not always finish in a
neat and orderly fashion. Increments of both costs and revenues re-
lated to a contract may continue to dribble in on a sporadic basis
for years. The look-back rule requires all of the calculations I previ-
ously noted to be done each and every year on eacb contract that
has additional revenue or costs.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Graff appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much.
Mr. O'Brien, one question that I have is about the degree to

which the industry can encourage changes in terms of the contract,
so that income, cash flow and receipts match, say, the cost of the
contract in any given taxable year; that is, the degree to which the
industry can go back to the government or its suppliers and work
out a cash-flow and receipts income schedule which more approxi-
mates the cost incurred to the contractor, in the event that there
are continued changes and cutbacks in the completed-contract
method of accounting.

Mr. O'BRIEN. There is no way under existing contracts that we
can go back through--
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Senator BAUCUS. That is right. I am talking about as a practical
matter ,with future contracts.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Because -you are in effect under the proposed
change, taxing us on income not received, there is no way that we
can make up that shortfall.

We would have to try to finance that shortfall. And since it is
not a legitimate revenue item, we cannot even finance that. So, we
will be borrowing against our equities at all times. We cannot proc-
ess changes through our subs to offset those shortfalls in financing.

Senator BAucus. I understand that. But I am talking about in
the future, as you enter into and negotiate new contracts. As a
practical matter, to what degree can those changes be made?

Mr. O'BRIEN. It is impractical to make any, in my opinion. We
cannot raise the profits-we have a profit-limiting bill imposed on
us by other members of the Senate and Congress. Where do we
generate the added income? In my view, there is no way to gener-
ate -Jdded income to offset this problem, if I understand your ques-
tioni, sir.

Senator BAUCUS. Well, we don't have the time to go into it in
more detail. But it does seem at least an area to explore, the prac-
ticality of those subsequent changes in future contracts. And the
degree or not that that is possible has some bearing, I think, on the
merits of the provision before us.

Mr. Stuard, you suggest a 12-month extension for home builders.
Mr. STUARD. Yes, sir.
Senator BAUCUS. Why shouldn't that also apply to other con-

tracts or other businesses in addition to home builders?
Mr. STUARD. Well, I think the reason that we are suggesting the

12 months is because of the absolute dissimilarity between a sales
contract and a construction contract. In other types of businesses
where you do have a 12 month contract, you have a reasonable as-
surance, by the document that you have signed, that that contract
is going to be fulfilled. In a sales contract there is no reasonable
assurance of that; the buyer virtually has the right to withdraw
from that contract at any time.

So therefore, the similarities don't exist, and the sales contract
aspect should be completely withdrawn from the proposal.

Senator BAUCUS. All right.
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. O'Brien, there was an article in the busi-

ness section of Sunday's New York Times about the defense indus-
try. The point of the article was that the defense business isn't that
great a business to be in anymore. It talked about changes in pro-
curement, and the fact that this Pentagon thing that everybody
has been reading about in the paper has got Congress' dander up.
But it did not mention the repeated changes we have made in the
tax laws.

Do you think we are in danger in Congress of doing serious
damage to an essential industry in this country?

Mr O'BRIEN. I believe that the tax laws changes which have im-
pacted us most seriously, coupled with the other revenue imposi-
tions on us-the sharing in investments, the reductions of progress
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payments that do not relate to current interest rates-all com-
bined, are dangerously liquidating the aerospace industry in this
country, as the British did 30 years ago in their leading technology
industries. And we in the industry are very concerned about that;

Let me make a point, Senator, if I may: We are not asking you to
repeal any laws that have been passed to date. We have proposed
to the Joint Committee revenue-taxing methods that would be
much more fair and equitable, and that would have us, the indus-
try, taxed at rates equal to the rest of industry.

So, we are not asking for any forgiveness or any repeals; we are
merely asking that this added burden not be placed on us without
further study because of the damage.

Senator DANFORTH. My understanding of your testimony is you
are saying, "All right, Congress, you have now, three times to date,
taxed the completed-contract method of accounting; you are going
back for the fourth time in this decade. So, do away with it; but
before you do away with it, at least make some changes in the per-
centage-of-completion method that make it more fair for our indus-
try." Is that right?

Mr. O'BRIEN. That is exactly our position, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. And, "Don't jump the gun on this, at least."
My understanding is, you begin paying taxes before you even get

the contract.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Let me use an F-14 as an example, which is nomi-

nally a 5-year contract with the U.S. Navy to produce airplanes out
in the future-3 to 5 years. We will pay taxes, under the present
rules, the day we order the material, which will not be turned into
an airplane for between 3 and 5 years, on an assumption that all of
our costs generate equal profits, which is a false assumption and is
nowhere imposed on any other industry.

Senator DANFORTH. And there is, generally, retainage-isn't
there?-on the payments that you receive?

Mr. O'BRIEN. There are, generally.
Senator DANFORTH. So about 20 or 25 percent, typically, of the

total amount that you receive in the contract is held back to the
end of the contract?

Mr. O'BRIEN. That is correct, and liquidated as deliveries are
made.

Senator DANFORTH, So, you are paying taxes when you are order-
ing the material to be made into a plane 3 to 5 years from now,
and you are being paid at the back-end of the contract period?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Let me make it even more simple. If your tailor or-
dered a bolt of wool, he would pay taxes when he got the bolt of
wool, even though you didn't order your Fall suit until November
or get it until December.

Senator DANFORTH. In your testimony you have a table which in-
dicates that, under current law, without this bill that the House is
about to pass, the effective tax rate for the aerospace industry in
the next 5 years would range from 37 percent to 68 percent. Is that
correct?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. And that with a full repeal it would range

from 39 percent to 76 percent?
Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir.

92-267 0 - 89 - 2
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Senator DANFORTH. And what you are saying is, before we go up
to a 76 percent effective tax rate on your industry, let us at least
look at some of the problems for the percentage-of-completion
method?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir. I am effectively saying, "You have been
unfair enough."

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Senator BAUCUS. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. O'Brien, I am interested in the internation-

al point of view and your comment about the demise of the British
aerospace industry; although, judging from the latest contracts
they got from the Saudis, I guess they are not totally "demised," if
that is a proper word.

Tell me, you are here not speaking solely on behalf of Grumman
but you are here speaking on behalf of the Aerospace Industries
Association?

Mr. O'BRIEN. That is correct.
Senator CHAFEE. Grumman itself does not do much export, do

they?
Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, we do a fair amount.
Senator CHAFEE. Do you?
Mr. O'BRIEN. We have exported some of our airplanes, through

the-Navy and through the Air Force, to foreign countries.
Senator CHAFEE. But I am looking at your membership: McDon-

nell Douglas, Raytheon, General Dynamics, and Boeing. Could you
just amplify briefly on what the effects of all of this would have on
your exports? As an industry, you are a major exporter and yielder
of dollars for the United States in the trade surplus.

Mr. O'BRIEN. The problem is deeper than the tax law, of course,
Senator. The problem has to do with the competition with rising
aerospace industries in Europe and Japan, heavily in competition
with our leading fighter manufacturers, some of whom you have
mentioned, including ourselves, and our commercial aircraft manu-
facturers.

The tax laws, the progress-payment laws, the tooling laws, all
are reducing the revenues of the industry at a time when the subsi-
dies to our competing industries in other countries are rising.

The Japan aircraft industries are part of the Japanese Govern-
ment. The European industries are part of the European govern-
ment. For Margaret Thatcher to say she is not lending money to
Rolls Royce is to pull the wool over our eyes; she may not be lend-
ing money to them, but she is deferring payments and canceling
payments in future years.

So, when Rolls Royce, for example, competes with Pratt & Whit-
ney or General Electric, they are competing on a subsidized basis.

If we do not have the monies to keep the lead in technologies
which have allowed us to control the worldwide markets to date,
we will be surpassed and unable to compete.

The British industry went through that cycle and are now being
dramatically subsidized by the government in all of their competi-
tions. We know that for a fact.

If you wish to have a fully-subsidized defense or aerospace indus-
try, we are well down the track in that direction by imposing on us
laws that reduce our ability to earn and invest in the future.
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That is the extrapolation of how we get there, Senator. It is not
just the tax law.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Matsunaga?
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It has been said that there are two certainties in life: death and

taxes. The major difference is that death doesn't get worse every
time the Congress convenes.

But now, as applied to your respective industries, are the current
tax laws better than what is being proposed?

Mr. O'BPTEN. I would have to exclude the 1982, 1986, and 1987
changes, but we are living with those. I think the damage has been
done by those, only in the method.

We are willing to pay what the Senate decides is the reasonable
rate of taxes. But the imposition of the laws as scheduled has
raised our tax rates to higher than the other industries, nominally
higher than the industries in this country. That is our concern. We
believe we should pay our share, as an industry, of the tax burdens
of the nation.

Senator MATSUNAGA. I haven't yet had the opportunity to read
your written testimonies, but I do intend to do it. But, Mr. Stuard,
will you state your position as related to your industry?

Mr. STUARD. Well, Senator, I think as I listen around the table
here, you are right, death and taxes are always certain. But from
the time I was a young man I always heard the word "income"
taxes, and we seem to have gotten to the position in the last go-
around here that we are now taxing people before income is de-
rived, and that is what is being proposed now by this new IRS
ruling. It would literally impose taxes upon us before we have boo-
kable profits.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Well, I believe the present Administration
does not refer to such increases as "income taxes" but "revenue en-
hancements." (Laughter)

Mr. O'BRIEN. I think that is exactly what we have gone through.
I think that is a mistake for our country, to get into a position
where we are not longer an "income" taxing country.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Graft?
Mr. GRAFF. Senator, our industry is opposed to any further

changes in long-term contract accounting. However, one of our pri-
mary concerns is the administrative burden that has come upon us
because of the 1986 and 1987 Acts.

We are asking for relief from that administrative burden. The
primary burden is revenue-neutral, but it is costing us millions of
dollars to comply. That is our major focus.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you.
Mr. GRAFF. Thank you, sir.
Senator MATSUNAGA. I wish we had a little more time, but in the

interests of time, Mr. Chairman, I have no more questions.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you all very much. Thank you for your

testimony. You have made some good points that have not been
lost upon this committee. Thank you again for appearing before us
today.
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Our next panel is Mr. John Chapoton, who is the Managing Part-
ner of Vinson and Elkins, testifying on behalf of Goldman, Sachs
and Merrill Lynch; Mr. Anthony Graziano, Senior Vice President
of Triangle Industries, on behalf of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
and the Dividends Received Deduction Coalition; and Mr. Nelson
Stephenson, Senior Executive Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer of East River Savings Bank, on behalf of the U.S. League of
Savings Institutions and the National Council of Savings Institu-
tions of America.

Let us begin with Mr. Chapoton.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. CHAPOTON, MANAGING PARTNER,
VINSON & ELKINS, TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF GOLDMAN,
SACHS & CO. AND MERRILL LYNCH & CO., WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. CHAPOTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think I can be very brief. My point, addressing solely the divi-

dends received deduction, is that a reduction of that corporate de-
duction is incompatible with sound tax policy. It violates a basic
premise of sound tax policy-that is, neutrality.

I would also point out that most of the revenue is going to come
from its retroactive effect; it is going to reduce the value of existing
stock held by corporations. Some of that hoped-for revenue may not
be produced because there will be tax losses, capital losses, generat-
ed by the reduction in value of existing corporate stock, and by
changes in corporate finance for the future.

I think the thing for the committee to keep in mind, Mr. Chair-
man, is that any argument that the dividends received deduction is
not necessary has got to rest on the premise from a tax policy
standpoint that we really do not mind more than two taxes paid on
equity-financed corporate income if it flows through more than one
corporate entity. We really don't mind it being triple-taxed or
more.

Another way to say this is that we really do not want corpora-
tions providing equity financing for other, unrelated corporations.
If we remove the dividends received deduction we are indeed, for
some reason, as a policy matter, discouraging one corporation from
investing its funds in the equity of another corporation, because as
we noted, if it does so, then it will be subject to more than two
taxes. And obviously, corporations will react, and they will provide
less equity to other corporations.

The main argument we hear for removing or reducing the divi-
dends received deduction is that corporate dividends should be like
any other corporate income. It sounds persuasive, but when you
work through the math-and I think the math is quite simple;
there is an example on page 7 of our written statement-the only
way that you achieve neutrality between corporate investment op-
portunities is to provide the dividends received deduction. Other-
wise, you are imposing three taxes on the stream of income that
was represented by the dividend income.
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That is my point, the one that you have to decide. If you don't
mind triple taxes, you don't mind reducing the dividends received
deduction. But if you do, you cannot reduce the dividends received
deduction.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Chapoton appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator BAuCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chapoton.
Mr. Stephenson?

STATEMENT OF NELSON L. STEPHENSON, SENIOR EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, EAST
RIVER SAVINGS BANK, TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF THE
UNITED STATES LEAGUE OF SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS AND THE
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS, NEW RO-
CHELLE, NY
Mr. STEPHENSON. Good morning.
I would like to limit my remarks to the specifics of the issue re-

lated to the Dividends Received Deduction, simply because we
think, from the institutional perspective of the savings institution,
that our industry will be accessing the capital markets in a sub-
stantial way over the next three to five years.

We would like to make the point that has been made previously,
that the elimination of the triple taxation provisions that have
been described is very, very important to corporate finance.

We would also like to make the point that we believe there has
been an insufficient amount of research done with respect to a
change of this magnitude. We are just slightly under nine months
beyond a period of extreme stress in the financial markets, and it
is our belief that a change of this nature will produce an unknown
effect on the capital markets.

We are very, very much concerned about the limited access and
the increased cost of accessing capital, and we believe that the
changes that are being proposed are simply something that is not
mandated by the amount of revenue that is being raised.

We believe also that fairness would demand a prospective appli-
cation of this provision. We clearly feel that current stockholders
and people who have purchased shares have done so in reliance
upon the Tax Code that has existed since 1917.

We also believe that issuers have made significant corporate fi-
nance decisions on the basis of the particular economics of the case
caused by the current tax structure.

So, in conclusion, we would like to preserve the 70-percent Divi-
dends Received Deduction. But if this has to be enacted for some
reason, we would propose that it not be retroactive but would be
prospective in application.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stephenson appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator BAucus. Thank you very much, Mr. Stephenson.
Mr. Graziano.
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STATEMENT OF ANTHONY W. GRAZIANO, SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT, TRIANGLE INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED, TESTIFYING
ON BEHALF OF THE U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND THE
DIVIDENDS RECEIVED DEDUCTION COALITION, NEW YORK, NY
Mr. GRAZIANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am a Senior Vice President of Triangle Industries, and today,

gentlemen, I am appearing on behalf of my own company, The Alli-
ance for Capital Access, the U.S. Chamber, and the Dividends Re-
ceived Deduction Coalition.

The point we would like to make to you is that the DRD is not
simply an arcane tax issue; it fundamentally affects the economics
of capital formation.

Contrary to popular perception, corporations are significant pur-
chasers of the stock of other corporations. In fact, in the $43 billion
public preferred stock market alone, nearly 80 percent of the pur-
chasers are companies eligible for the DRD.

Since 1986, the DRD has been reduced from 85 to 70 percent, and
now we are talking about further reductions. The effect is going to
be to increase substantially the cost of raising capital for industri-
al, utility, and financial corporations.

Triangle itself is an example of a company that has benefited sig-
nificantly from the DRD. Through our flagship, American National
Can, we are the largest packaging company in the world. We are
also the lowest cost producer in most of the markets in which se
compete, both domestically and internationally.

We employ about 23,000 American workers, and we are only one
of 57 companies in the Fortune 100 who have had net positive em-
ployment growth in the last 10 years.

There is no question, we think the DRD has assisted us in this
record of growth.

The practical reasons for the DRD we think are compelling.
Simply put, industrial companies need capital to grow. To attract
this capital, we must offer investors a competitive after-tax return.

If the DRD is reduced, investor tax liability rises, and we must
offer higher yields to business investors to continue to attract their
money. A higher cost of capital makes it more difficult for us to
grow, to create jobs, and to compete in global market.

We would urge you, gentlemen, when you look at revenue en-
hancers, as I know you must, that you pay attention to the effects
on the industrial companies of what you must do. Let us earn
money, but give us the ability to raise capital so that we can con-
tinue to compete.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Graziano appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, gentlemen.
It is obvious that there is, at the very least, a theoretical and

probably practical effect of continued changes in the Dividends Re-
ceived Deduction for a corporation to move away from equity into
debt financing.

I am wondering if any of the three of you are aware of any spe-
cific studies or could give some direct evidence of what actually in
fact did happen in 1986 and 1987, when there were earlier changes.
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That is, to what degree did utilities move into debt financing, or
savings and loans change their preferred stock position?

I am trying to determine not the theory but the facts. That is,
what evidence is there, and what specific evidence can you refer to
to show the degree to which the adverse consequences that you
mentioned in fact occurred?

Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think we can, and we
would be happy to provide information to the committee to show
the change in price of preferred stock as a result not only of the
1987 changes but of the Ways and Means proposal this year-that
would be the most dramatic impact.

I think what we are talking about is the effect on the cost of cap-
ital. That is where the impact would be.

Senator BAUCUS. Are either of the other of you aware of any
data that this committee can look at?

Mr. STEPHENSON. No, Mr. Chairman, I am not. I can just give you
practical, inside-a-company kinds of experience.

When we go out to try to market preferred stock today, investors
want a higher yield. They want a higher yield because they figure
their after-tax return is going to be diminished as a result of what
you are doing, or perhaps doing.

I might also suggest-to you that the investing community is
somewhat cynical since there have been two reductions recently in
the DRD and this would be the third in three years. People are be-
lieving that the DRD is a dead letter, and that the next step a year
from now is going to be to take away the rest of it.

So, we are already seeing, when we discuss rate with our invest-
ment bankers, that people are assuming that it is going to get
worse in the future.

So we are presented with higher rate quotes from our investment
bankers. That makes us tend to want to finance more with debt
rather than with equity. And while I certainly think that there is
an appropriate use of debt in the balance sheet-and my company
has a fair amount of it--too much of a good thing is not good,
either, Senator.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Stephenson?
Mr. STEPHENSON. I would simply comment that the effect of

these provisions on the capital markets can be somewhat chilling.
You can have tremendous uncertainty with respect to the applica-
tion of provisions like this, which can effectively dry up access to
capital almost immediately.

The one thing that capital markets can't deal with very well is
uncertainty, and investors do demand a direct and immediate in-
crease in cost for taking the risk that the provisions will change.

I think that is one of the reasons we think a retroactive applica-
tion of something like this imbalances the market, from the per-
spective of an investor's concern over his retention of what was
previously negotiated, and in an issuer's perspective, changing the
rules in which he has established his entire corporate structure
from a financial perspective.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Very briefly, what about this prospective/retroactive question? I

mean, of old stock and new stock. It just seems to me that, if Con-
gress moves in the direction of the Ways and Means proposal and
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then makes it only prospective, and you have different categories
of stock, it is a further complication, and I don't know how wise it
is.

Very briefly, I would like your reactions to that.
Mr. Chapoton?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, I think if you make the change prospective,

you would find it loses almost all the revenue. But doing this would
simply take away the objection that it has a retroactive effect. It
would still have exactly the same effect on future corporate deci-
sions-moving more toward debt, less toward equity.

Mr. STEPHENSON. Senator, I have the same reaction. As a compa-
ny that would like to build more plants, when we go out to raise
the money we are going to be a new issuer, and we are going to
face the problem of higher rates on preferred. So we are going to
lean more toward debt financing than equity financing. And I am
not sure that increasing the leverage of American corporations is a
very wise thing.

Senator BAUCUS. Well, frankly, I think all of you make a very
good and even deeper underlying point. In some degree, here we
are today, thinking very short term. That is, we are trying to face
a one-year budget cycle, and a technicals bill, and try to find out in
a very short period of time how to raise some revenue, rather than
looking long term.

I strongly encourage your industry and others this year to begin
addressing how we raise revenue next year, because I think the
future of this country very much depends upon not only whether it
raises revenue-and I think to some degree it must, in addition to
cutting expenses to get the budget deficit down-but even more im-
portantly, how we raise revenue.

I tend to think we are going to have to move further away from
savings and investment as a source of raising revenue and more on
the consumption side, whether it is excise taxes or whatever. But I
think it is worth our time this year to think of how we begin to
address these questions next year.

America is thinking more long term: how it is raising revenue in
a way that increases productivity and lowers the cost of capital-
the comparative cost of capital as compared to other countries and
because our cost of capital, as we well know, is still significantly,
on a comparative basis, higher than it is in other countries. And
we are kind of nickel and diming here in the wrong way, instead of
thinking more long term.

I have no further questions.
Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Just one quick question of Mr. Chapoton.
Mr. Chapoton, in your prior incarnation, or maybe it was with

Mr. Mentz, your successor, we went through this business of in-
creasing the amount that was non-deductible.

I must say-and I am not trying to pin you down on what took
place in those years-I have never understood it. To me it seems
that we are subjecting any income to, as you say, a triple tax-it is
being taxed three times. I never quite understood the philosophy of
it.

But when we changed it, I guess it was in connection with the
1986 bill.
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Mr. CHAPOTON. That is correct.
Senator CHAFEE. We received remarkably little objections. I

mean, we were besieged, as members of this committee well re-
member, on everything we did; but on that particular issue, I was
just surprised how little resistance there was from the business
community.

Can you account for that in any way?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, I think, Senator, as you will remember,

there were several other things going on-
Senator CHAFEE. That were far worse?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, in 1986, if you are talking about the tax

rates, for the better. The whole theory in the 1986 change in the
dividends received deduction was that without a reduction in the
percentage of the deduction, you would have a significant reduction
in tax on portfolio income as compared to pre-1986 law. It was not
a philosophical change; it was simply saying we want the tax on
portfolio dividend income to stay at about what it was before.

But when you get into the philosophical side of it, you had the
100 percent dividends received deduction for all corporations from
1909 to 1935. In 1936 it went to 85 percent and essentially stayed
85 percent until 1986. And then the 1986 change was just an aspect
of corporate rate reduction.

I am not really surprised there wasn't much reaction to it. The
philosophical side was not the focus in 1986.

Senator CHAFEE. Oh, I think at some point we ought to look at
the philosophic side and determine what we are doing here, as you
mentioned in your testimony.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Thank you very much, gentlemen, we appreciate your testimony.
The final panel is Mr. Richard Hauslein; Mr. Barry Zigas, and

Mr. Malcolm Moore.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Hauslein, go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF RICIARI) E. IIAUSLEIN, VICE PRESIDENT,
1IUMAN RESOURCES, DRESSER INDUSTRIES, TESTIFYING ON
BEHALF OF TIE ERISA INDUSTRY COMMITTEE AND TIlE SEC-
TION 89 COALITION, DALLAS, TX
Mr. HAUSLEIN. My name is Richard Hauslein. I am Vice Presi-

dept for Human Resources, Dresser Industry, of Dallas, Texas. I am
appearing before you today at the request of the Section 89 Coali-
tion, and The ERISA Industry Committee.

My testimony will outline, from a Dresser perspective, important
issues concerning Section 89, Non-Discrimination Rules included in
the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

Let me make it clear that we endorse the concept of non-discrim-
ination rules for welfare plans. Unfortunately, Section 89 as it cur-
rently stands does more to test the ability of the employer to
gather data than to ensure an equitable distribution of benefits,
and it positively discourages the expansion of health coverage.

It is not likely that Dresser or any other major company will
drop their health coverages because of these rules. Most major
companies think they run non-discriminatory plans and will make
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every effort to pass whatever rules are laid out. The issue is just
the high cost of compliance.

In many cases, employers with good health plans simply will not
be able to tell whether their plans pass these rules.

The Ways and Means Committee proposals address some of the
symptoms but fail to go to the heart of the problem. We need more
substantive relief, including safe harbors to make it possible for
health plans to pass nondiscrimination rules without resorting to
elaborate, costly, and burdensome testing.

Time is very short. Section 89 rules are effective beginning Janu-
ary 1, 1989. Failure of the committee to find a way to implement
welfare benefit non-discrimination rules on a phased-in and gradu-
al basis will cause chaos in an area vital to the health and wellbe-
ing of employees and their families.

Mr. Chairman, we need your help, and we ask for your help.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hauslein appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you. Mr. Zigas?

STATEMENT OF BARRY ZIGAS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL LOW
INCOME HOUSING COALITION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. ZIGAS. Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me here to tes-
tify on the Technical Corrections Act.

My name is Barry Zigas. I am President of the National Low
Income Housing Coalition, which is a national nonpartisan non-
pi-ofit group representing advocates and consumers for low income
housing.

Given the shortness of the time, I would lilhe to submit my writ-
ten statement for the record and simply focus on one part of the
testimony that I prepared for the committee.

We believe that, in the issues confronting this committee on the
Technical Corrections, the very most important for low income
housing is the extension of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit
beyond its current expiration at the end of 1989, and we fully sup-
port the efforts of Senators Mitchell and Danforth and the other 48
cosponsors of S. 2411 to extend the tax credit to 1990. I note that 11
members of this committee are cosponsors of the legislation and
very much appreciate the support you have shown for it.

I would like to respond very briefly to Secretary Chapoton's com-
ments about the extensicn.

Housing development, particularly for low income people, is an
extremely time-consuming and risky process. Companies, non prof-
its and for-profits, who cannot be assured they will have credits
available for their investors when their property is completed will
not undertake the extensive expense of acquiring land, undertak-
ing architectural engineering expense, and the other parts that
housing development require.

We are hearing from our nonprofit members, who are actively
using this credit throughout the country to produce housing that is
affordable to poor people, that if they cannot be assured credits
will be available in 1990, that they are not going to start projects
any much further along than this Fall, because the process is too
uncertain, takes too long, and requires too much investment, and
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you cannot get commitments for equity without the assurance of
the credits.

I would like to add to my written statement an additional series
of comments on S. 2411, which I would just like to submit for the
record.

I finally note that the National Low Income Housing Coalition's
Board had a long debate about whether to support extension of
Mortgage Revenue Bonds, and we decided that we would, because
so many of our people are working in communities where home
ownership for moderate income people is also an impossibility.

I would note one of the recommendations that our members
made was that this committee try to find a way to ensure that,
when State agencies provide these proceeds of the bonds to lenders,
that the lenders are required to undertake affirmative marketing
to low income households, and that institutions that are in those
communities and relate well to those borrowers are used and if
necessary given preference to ensure that the lowest possible quali-
fying income households get the advantage of the Mortgage Reve-
nue Bonds. And with those stipulations, we would support exten-
sion of the Mortgage Revenue Bonds.

Thank you for your comments, for the opportunity to testify, and
I wiil be happy to respond to any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Zigas plus his additional com-
ments on S. 2411 appear in the appendix.]

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Mr. Moore?

STATEMENT OF MALCOLM A. MOORE, PRESIDENT, THE
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PROBATE COUNSEL, SEATTLE, WA -

Mr. MOORE. My name is Malcolm Moore, and I am President of
The American College of Probate Counsel, which is a national orga-
nization of probate and trust attorneys consisting of some 2600
members.

I am here to testify on Section 2036(c), the so-called "Estate Tax
Freeze Provision" passed last December. If there was ever a Code
section in need of technical and substantive help, it is this one.

Our organization and a number of other professional organiza-
tions around the country have spent a lot of time looking at this
statute. The effect of the statute, without improvement, is that vir-
tually every intra-family transaction involving a transfer of proper-
ty from an older generation to a younger generation has been put
on hold. I do not exaggerate. It has virtually paralyzed what used
to be the every-day transfer of property from one generation to an-
other.

The statute was designed to deal with abusive anti-freeze situa-
tions wherein adequate transfer tax was being paid. It is so broadly
drawn that it affects virtually every intra-family transaction.

Unfortunately, the Ways and Means Committee's suggestions
with respect to Technical Corrections did not make it better; they
made it worse. They don't define admittedly ambiguous terms; they
provide so-called "safe harbors" which are so narrowly construed
as to be illusory in terms of the protection they offer. You violate
one requirement in an area, and you are out of the safe harbor.
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And finally, they not only don't correct the inadequacies, they go
further. The Technical Corrections proposed by the House would
even include situations that the statute would cover that are not
now covered.

As I said, the result of the existence of the legislation as is, with-
out substantial technical correction and different technical correc-
tion than the House has produced, has been to really discriminate
in favor of family businesses, closely-held businesses, where in
effect a family's stock is worth less to a family member than it is to
an outsider because estate tax will have to be paid in the end by
the family member buying that stock-not even receiving it by gift
but buying it-from an older family member. It is better for the
older family member and the family to sell it to an outsider than
to sell it to a child. And that can't be something that Congress
would have in mind in passing Section 2036(c) or even the Techni-
cals.

Both the Minority and Majority Staffs of this Committee, I be-
lieve, are looking at a different approach to dealing with truly abu-
sive freeze situations. We support them in that effort and will be of
help to them should they desire.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Moore appears in the appendix.]
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Zigas, let me ask you what happens if we extend this credit

for a year, and then we get to next year. Because, as I understand,
part of the argument is: Things that are online now simply won't
be completed. Do you mean that nothing will be started next year,
even with the extension of the credit, because you wouldn't be able
to finish it in the ensuing year with the credit expiring?

Mr. ZIGAS. Well, Senator, I think it is an excellent question.
earlyrl, as you sunset these kinds of provisions that offer incen-
tives for equity investment in development and preservation of low
income housing, you are constantly going to face this problem.

We have only sought a one-year extension with the belief that
next year Congress is likely to revisit many substantive areas in
the credit. If we do not resolve them, surely we will be back next
year making the same argument, because it will apply. But I think
it is our expectation that this is kind of a transition year for the
committee and for the Code, and that substantive changes will not
be made, and that in light of that it is necessary to just keep us
moving, because so much expertise is being developed in this.

I might also add that one of the difficulties we have confronted
is, it is now getting into the later stages of 1988. The credit was
adopted in late 1986. We still don't have a full set of regulations
governing the use of the program, which is then another hurdle
that we have not been able to overcome.

So there are a lot of issues about utilization and the credit that
allowing the sunset to stay in place would simply be kind of the
final nail in the coffin. It says to people doing this work that "it is
unlikely to be extended, we shouldn't be investing time and energy
in it, so let us go do something else," and that is exactly the situa-
tion we want to avoid.

Senator PACKWOOD. Actually, based on our experience, we should
have known I guess when we passed the Tax Reform Bill that the
regulations would not be out in time for Mr. Moore, for you, or for
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any number of other people, the Non-Discrimination Rules, that
they just wouldn't. They haven't been in the past. I am not sure it
is anybody's fault.

Mr. ZIGAS. No, and I don't mean to suggest it is. It is just one of
a series of hindrances, and it is one of the reasons I really can't
agree with Secretary Chapoton's comments. I don't think it is pos-
sible to draw these kinds of inferences. The credit is being widely
used in a number of localities; it has attracted large amounts of
corporate investment through the use of the credit as equity in
low-income housing. It is about the only device by which housing
investment in preservation is taking place today.

Senator PACKWOOD. My hunch is we will revisit it next year.
Whether we change it or not, I don't know, but there were three
areas in the Tax Reform Bill where we weren't sure, and we knew
we weren't sure, as to how it would work out. One was low income
housing, and one was capital gains, and one was historic preserva-
tion.

But it wasn't a question were we flying blind; we thought it was
worth the chance and that we would see over the ensuing years
how it happened.

Mr. ZIGAs. Well, we appreciate your leadership on that issue in
1986, Senator.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Hauslein, when was the Section 89 Coa-
lition formed?

Mr. HAUSLEIN. It was formed in 1987, early 1987.
Senator PACKWOOD. I am curious-how was it formed?
Mr. HAUSLEIN. A group of employers who belonged to the ERISA

Industry Council, formed together with other members from other
areas of common interest, and created a study, worked with the
Treasury Department in trying to develop the measures and values
of how to value plans, and this sort of thing.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Zigas, it seems to me that we have got two problems here, do

we not? One is the extension of the Low Income Housing Tax
Credit; and, secondly, some changes in it.

Now, I don't think you got into any depth in the changes, did
you?

Mr. ZIGAS. Well, I did, in my written statement.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes, in your written statement, but in your oral

statement did you?
Mr. ZIGAS. No, I did not.
Senator CHAFEE. I have looked over your statement just briefly

here, and you cite some significant figures.
You touched on the Mortgage Revenue Bonds, also. Now, what

exactly were you saying there? First, I was rather surprised that
your group, the Coalition, hesitated over whether to even recom-
mend the extension of the Mortgage Revenue Bond situation. But
you did-not like a get-well card, "By a vote of 7 to 3, the commit-
tee wishes you a speedy recovery," but not very enthusiastically, I
take it.

Mr. ZIGAS. I wouldn't characterize it that way. I think we had a
lengthy and substantive discussion about the degree to which our
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coalition, which spends its time and energy trying to ensure the
Federal Government's attention to the problems of low, very low
income people-what our position should be on a program that is
not generally perceived by our members as benefiting very low and
low income people.

Senator CHAFEE. Because your members would be primarily rent-
ers?

Mr. ZIGAS. Well, our members are renters or homeowners who
own their homes through programs or through loans that aren't
covered by this program. And there is a sense among some of our
members that people that are of very low income have not had
good access to the program.

I believe, though, Senator that in having this discussion we came
to an agreement that this is part of a series of tools that is neces-
sary to provide different opportunities to different people along the
home ownership spectrum.

Senator CHAFEE. Also, isn't it true that the more housing there
is, the better it helps everybody, including those who are renters or
low income people? That is not completely true; there are a whole
series of exceptions.

Mr. ZIGAS. Well, I guess I would take exception. I would say I
think it is the wrong way to characterize the housing economy.
There are plenty of markets with a surplus of housing today where
very poor people still cannot find affordable housing.

Senator CHAFEE. All right.
Certainly the folks I have been talking to, the housing directors

from the various States, put the Mortgage Revenue Bonds right at
the top of the heap as far as their concerns are, and these, individ-
uals are concerned with the low income as well as the medium
income. \

In our State the statistics are extraordinary. In one year, 70 per-
cent of the mortgages taken out in our State were through the
Mortgage Revenue Bond financing. I don't think there is a State in
the country that comes even close to matching that. \

And we have limitations. And that is what you were talking,
about.

Mr. ZIGAS. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. As I understood, your final comments were that

you wanted some limits on the income.
Mr. ZIGAS. Well, I think the limits on the income are established

by the Congress, and I think the House bill makes some changes to
those.

Of more concern to some of our members who have worked di-
rectly with the Mortgage Revenue Bond Program on behalf of their
constituents was the question that they believe that, while policies
may be enacted to provide first preference to lower income people,
that there is not enough requirement or effort made in some States
to require the lenders to have real affirmative outreach into low
income markets. So, if preference is provided, the time slips by, no
marketing is done, and people who come up at the higher ranges of
the income limit get the mortgages instead.

Senator CHAFEE. You don't have to give it now, but I would be
interested in which States you give high marks to in this, and just
see what they do vis-a-vis the others. Do you have that?
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Mr. ZIGAS. I would be happy to put together some information on
the programs we think are exemplary.

Senator CHAFEE. Good. If you could send that to me, I would ap-
preciate it.

Mr. ZIGAS. I would be happy to.
[The information appears in the appendix.]
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PACKWOOD. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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My name is John E. Chapoton. I am a partner in the Washington office of

the law firm of Vinson & Elkins. I appear today representing Goldman, Sachs &

Co. and Merrill Lynch & Co. I am accompanied by J. Gregory Ballentine, a

principal in the Washington office of Peat, Marwick, Main & Co. and a former

Deputy Assistant Secretary (Tax Analysis) at the U.S. Treasury Department.

The sole subject I wish to address concerns the dividends received

deduction ("DRD") allowed domestic corporations. To avoid multiple taxation

of corporate earnings, the Internal Revenue Code permits corporations to

deduct a specified percentage of dividends they receive from other domestic

corporations. Under current law, a recipient corporation that owns so-called

"portfolio" stock (stock representing less than 20% of the stock of another

corporation by vote and value) may deduct 701 of the dividends received on

such stock.
1
!

The Ways and Means Comittee of the House of Representatives tentatively

has determined to reduce the 70% dividends received deduction for portfolio

stock to 501, after a two-year phasedown. For the reasons set out below, this

change to our current corporate tax system would be most unwise.

My remarks today focus on the basic tax policy rationale for allowing

corporations a dividends received deduction. The DRD plays an essential role

I/ The DRD is 80% if 20% or aore and less than 801 of the outstanding stock
is owned, and 1001 if 801 or more of the outstanding stock is owned.
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in our corporate tax system. The change proposed by the Ways and Means

Committee has no policy basis; it is simply-an attempt to raise additional

revenue. The anticipated revenue may be offset, however, by market

adjustments -- the capital losses on existing stock and the shift to a greater

reliance on debt finance.

The Ways and Means proposal is an arbitrary and retroactive tax increase

affecting large numbers of corporate taxpayers and increasing the current tax

bias in favor of debt finance. Moreover, a further reduction in the DRD will

affect adversely the issuance of preferred stock, which is a major source of

low-cost funding for important sectors of the economy such as thrift

institutions, banks, and utilities. For banks and thrifts this is of

particular importance today, since preferred stock provides an important layer

of equity protecting debt holders and depositors.

Taxation of Corporation Income

Under the- eternal Revenue Code, we treat corporations as separate

taxable entities. Income is first taxed when earned by a corporation, and is

taxed again when that after-tax income is distributed to the corporation's

shareholders in the form of dividends. This system gives rise to what is

usually referred to as the double tax on corporate income.

The double tax applies only to income earned on equity capital.

Corporate earnings attributable to debt-financed capital are taxed only once.

The deduction for interest paid offsets the income used to pay the interest,

so there is no tax 4t the corporate level; thus the only tax is that imposed

on the debtholders' receipt of interest income.

Tax policy experts generally agree that the double tax on equity-

financed corporate income is both inequitable -- it forces some taxpayers to

pay two levels of tax while other, similar taxpayers pay only one tax -- and

non-neutral -- it distorts financial decisions. The distortion of financial

decisions causes corporations to be overleveraged -- to issue debt rather than

equity -- thus increasing their vulnerability to insolvency and bankruptcy.

This double tax, however, is firmly ingrained in our system for taxing

corporations.

Key Role of the DRD in the Coruorate Tax Syste

It is not my purpose today to debate the wisdom of the double tax on

corporations. However, to understand the role the DRD plays in our corporate
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tax system, it is crucial to understand that the DRD is needed to prevent

corporate income earned on equity capital that is invested in stock of a

second corporation from being subject to greater than double taxation.

This is the basic point I am here today to discuss -- the potential for a

"triple tax" if a dividends received deduction is not allowed. As the

following shows, the DRD prevents arbitrary triple taxation and allows the tax

system to treat different corporate investments in a neutral fashion.

The Triple Tax Problem

The need for a mechanism such as -he dividends received deduction to

avoid excessive taxation of corporate income is hardly a new concern. The DRD

has been part of our tax law since the first federal corporate income tax was

adopted in 1909. Although the percentage of dividends deductible has

fluctuated over the years from 100% to the current 70%, the conceptual

rationale for dropping the percentage below one hundred percent has never

been articulated clearly. Indeed, the necessity for a full or almost full

DRD as an integral part of our corporate income tax rarely has been questioned

-- until recently.

Ignoring this history, the suggestion has been made recently that, where

a corporation owns an "insubstantial" interest in the stock of another

corporation, ths dividends it receives on this investment should not be

distinguished from interest income or other types of income this same

corporate taxpayer might receive from an unrelated corporation. 21  
This view

clearly rests on the belief that, as a policy matter, we should not mind if we

impose greater than a double tax on earnings of corporations financed by

corporate equity. I strongly disagree. As a policy matter, we should seek to

avoid multiple taxation of the same income; two taxes are certainly enough.

rhis is no idle academic issue; multiple taxation of the same income

raises the cost of capital to all corporations, including troubled thrifts and

other financial institutions that now are experiencing the most difficulty in

raising new capital. In addition, multiple taxation further discourages the

use of equity financing by otherwise healthy corporations, thus fostering the

deterioration of corporate balance sheets by increasing debt-to-equity ratios.

21 Joint Committee on Taxation, DescrLtion of Possible Options to Increase
Revenues Prepared for the Committee on Ways and Means 164 (1987).
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Examples of Triple Taxation

It is important to understand why the absence of a dividends received

deduction creates a triple tax. Some simple examples will help.

Direct Eguity Investment. If an individual invests in a
corporation by purchasing stock, that individual will be taxed twice
on the resulting income. Suppose, for example, that an individual
purchases $300 in stock in a corporation that invests the funds in
a project earning a 10 rate of return. The $30 in earnings will be
subject to the 34% corporate tax. When dividends are paid, the
earnings will be taxed again to the individual investor at a rate of
28%.1/ Thus, after $10.20 in corporate tax (34% of $30), $19.80 is
left to pay out as dividends. The individual owes a tax of $5.54 on
the dividends (28% of $19.80), leaving $14.26 as his after-tax
return. Total taxes paid on the $30 are $15.74.

Debt Investment. If the individual makes the same $300
investment by lending it to the corporation, the $30 of earnings is
taxed only once, at the individual rate. The interest deduction
allowed the corporation prevents any corporate-level tax. The total
tax collected is $8.40; the after-tax return to the individual
investor is $21.60 (versus $14.26 in the direct equity investment
case).

Equity Investment Throuh Tiered Corporations. If the
individual invests the $300 by purchasing stock in a corporation (Y)
which in turn purchases $300 of stock in another corporation (Z),
triple taxation will occur if a full DRD is not allowed. Assuming
Corporation Z undertakes the same project as in the earlier example,
the results will be as follows:

No DRD Full DRD

Before-Tax Earnings to Z $30.00 $30.00

Tax to Z (34%) 10.20 10.20

Dividend to Y 19.80 19.80

Tax to Y (34%) 6.73 -0-

Dividend to Individual 13.07 19.80

Tax to Individual (28%) 3.66 5.54

After-tax Return 9.41 14.26

Total Taxes Paid 20.59 15.74

As this example shows, a DRD is needed to maintain double taxation and

prevent triple taxation. With no DRD, tax is collected three times and the

total tax is $20.59, versus the total double tax of $15.74 when a full DRD is

allowed. The case with a full DRD results in exactly the same total tax as

when the individual invests directly in Corporation Z. There is no avoidance

of full double taxation.

The extra layer of taxation that occurs in this third example is quite

arbitrary. Some projects must bear it and others will not, depending on their

The individual tax liability may be postponed, but not reduced, if the
corporation retains the earnings instead of paying dividends immediately.
Even if this occurs, however, the individual bears a tax burden equal to the
full double taxation of dividends. The postponement of the tax through
retaining earnings does not lower the present value of the tax burden below
the burden resulcitlg from the immediate payment of dividends.
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ownership structure. Indeed, some projects may bear more than triple

taxation, if they are financed through more than two tiers of unrelated

corporations.

Neutrality Among Multi'le Corporate Investments

The dividends received deduction prevents arbitrary triple taxation and

allows the tax system to treat different corporate investments neutrally. For

example, suppose that an individual invests $300 in Corporation Y through the

purchase of stock. Corporation Y invests $200 of that in a project yielding

l0%, but finds, for business reasons, that it is wise to delay a further $100

investment In that project. Corporation Y might invest this $100 in equity of

Corporation Z, which in turn invests in a project yielding 10%. If a DRD is

allowed, the full $30 of income on the $300 will be double taxed. If no DRD

is allowed, two-thirds of the investment is double taxed and one third (the

income on Z's $100 project) is triple taxed.

To continue the example, suppose Corporation Y later finds that it has

become feasible to make an additional $100 investment in its project. Suppose

that, to do so, Corporation Y sells its stock in Corporation Z to an

individual for $100. If a DRD is allowed, then this transaction has no tax

effect -- Z's investment would be double taxed if its stock is held by

Corporation Y or an individual. If no DR) is allowed, however, then this

entirely non-tax motivated transaction (Y's sale of stock in Z to an

individual) would have important tax consequences on Z's pre-existing

investment -- the triple taxation of Z's investment would be changed to double

taxation once Z's stockholder becomes an individual.

Clearly, by maintaining uniform double taxation, the DRD treats

underlying investment income in a neutral way, no matter how many tiers of

corporate ownership may be involved. Some have argued, however, that a DRD

actually causes a distortion by taxing a corporation differently depending on

its sources of income. This argument, which is addressed in the example

below, has a basic flaw; it fails to distinguish between the receipt of

untaxed income and the receipt of previously taxed income.

Example: Multiole Investments. This final example illustrates
how the DRD maintains neutrality among multiple corporate
investments. Suppose Corporation Y invests the $300 in equity
raised from an individual investor as follows:
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o $100 in a project that earns a 10% return.

o $100 in the debt (yielding a 10% interest rate) of Corporation
W, which $100 Corporation V invests in a project earning 101.

o $100 in the equity of Corporation Z, which Corporation Z
invests in a project earning 10%.

The tax results would be as follows:

Use in Corp. Y's Business Full DR N

Investment $100.00 $100.00
Income to Y 10.00 I0.00
Tax to Y 134%) 3.40 3.40
Income to Y S/H 6.60 6.60
Tax to Y S/H (281) 1.85 1.85
After-tax return to S/H 4.75 4.75

Purchase Debt of Corp. W

Investment $100.00 $100.00
Income to W 10.00 10.00
Tax to W -0- -0-
Income to Y 10.00 10.00
Tax to Y (34%) 3.40 3.40
Income to Y S/H 6.60 6.60
Tax to Y S/H (28%) 1.85 1.85
After-tax return to S/H 4.75 4.75

Purchase Equity of Cor. Z

Investment $100.00 $100.00
Income to Z 10.00 10.00
Tax to Z (34%) 3.40 3.40
Income to Y 6.60 6.60
Tax to Y (34%) -0- 2.24
Income to Y S/H 6.60 4.36
Tax to Y S/H (28%) 1.85 1.22
After-tax return to S/H 4.75 3.14

In this example, a neutral tax system would impose the same tax on the

three different $100 projects undertaken (one each by Corporations Y, W and

Z), all of which earn 10%. If a dividends received deduction is allowed, that

is what occurs. The project Y invests $100 in directly is double taxed. The

project W invests in is not taxed to W, since its $10 of gross income is

offset by $10 of interest expense. Instead, Y is taxed on this $10 as It

receives $10 of interest income. This amount will, in turn, be taxed again to

the equity investor in Y. Thus the income on W's $100 investment is double

taxed. Corporation Z's $100 investment also will be double taxed. This

neutrality occurs in spite of the fact that, due to the DRD, Y pays no tax on

its dividends from Z.

If no DRD were allowed, it might appear that neutrality would be achieved

-- Corporation Y would pay full tax on its $10 of income from its project, on

its $10 of interest income, and on its $6.60 of dividend income -- but, in
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fact, Z's project would have been overtaxed arbitrarily. The key difference

between the dividends received by Y, on the one hand, and its interest income

and income from its own project, on the other, is that the dividends represent

previously-taxed corporate income.

The Debt Vetsus Equity Dilemma

The preceding examples also illustrate a basic tension that exists in our

corporate tax system, one that has many unfortunate consequences: income from

an equity investment in a corporation is subject at least to a double tax,

while income from a debt-financed investment in a corporation is single taxed.

This bias toward debt often causes corporations to raise capital through debt

issues, when the issuance of common or preferred stock would be more prudent.

Reducing the dividends received deduction does not diminish the tax bias

in favor of debt over equity; to tha contrary, it exacerbates this problem.

As the examples demonstrate, equity financing becomes more expensive from a

tax standpoint -- and debt financing is relatively more tax-favored -- as the

double tax on corporate earnings from equity investment is increased, to a

triple tax or even greater, due to reduction in the DRD. Clearly, reducing

the DPD moves in the wrong direction by exacerbating the tax bias in favor of

debt.

Loss Corporations

Loss corporations face a different set of considerations when raising new

capital. A corporation that has no current taxable income and thus cannot

utilize currently the deduction for interest paid on debt receives no Cax

benefit from raising debt capital. Not surprisingly, such loss corporations

do not find debt financing as attractive from a tax standpoint as do taxable

corporations. There is no abuse or manipulation involved; it is just an

unavoidable economic consequence of allowing a deduction for interest paid on

debt capital.

loss corporations therefore tend to issue common or preferred stock for

new funds more often than corporations that are fully taxable and can utilize

the interest deduction. However, a loss corporation issuing stock receives no

unusual benefit from the DRD available to a corporate purchaser of its stock.

If the DRD were reduced or removed for dividends on stock issued by a loss
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corporation primarily to other corporations, the net effect would be denial of

the net operating losses, which has no justification.

Reclassification of Eouity as Debt

It has been suggested that stock issued by loss corporations is often

more like debt than equity (because of the financial terms under which such

stock is issued). That suggestion is very strained and, more to the point, it

is irrelevant in the context of the Ways and Means proposal, which applies to

portfolio stock of all corporations. There is no attempt in the Ways and

Means proposal to reclassify portfolio stock as debt rather than equity when

held by a corporation and to justify reduction of the DRD by such

reclassification. If such investments were reclassified as debt, obviously

there would be no dividends received deduction, but just as obviously the

payor would be entitled to a deduction for interest paid on such "debt."

Reclassification of such investments as debt would not raise the total tax on

the investment.

Reclassification of purported debt as equity or vice versa is always a

legitimate inquiry by the IRS on audit, by the Treasury Department in issuance

of regulations, or by the Congress in legislation. That issue is not

relevant, however, to the analysis of the need for a DRD.

Conclusion

A reduction in the dividends received deduction is at direct odds with

our system of taxing income earned by corporations. One of the results of an

erosion of the DRD will be a further distortion of corporate finance,

enhancing the bias toward debt and, thus, increasing corporate vulnev.bility

to insolvency and bankruptcy.

Finally, a further reduction in the DRD will affect adversely the

issuance of preferred stock, which is a major source of low-cost funding for

important sectors of the economy such as thrift institutions, banks, and

utilities. For banks and thrifts this is of particular importance today,

since preferred stock provides an important layer of equity protecting debt

holders and depositors.
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STATEMENT OF
0. DONALDSON CHAPOTON

ASSISTANT SECRETARY (TAX POLICY)
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BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

N:. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to be here this morning on behalf of the
administration to express our views on certain provisions

,ntained in H.R. 4333, the Technical Corrections Act of 1988, as
*-ntatively marked up by the House Ways and Means Committee. In
keeping with the purposes of this hearing, my testimony will
focus primarily on provisions in the ways and Means bill that
.ve not previously bcen considered by this Committee and certain
other provisions of the bill which the Committee has determined
to cover in this hearing.

Before proceeding to the specific proposals in the Ways and
tOaans bill, I would like to describe for the Committee our view
of the constraints that should limit this Committee's
consideration of substantive provisions that go beyond technical
corrections to the Tax Reform Act of 1986 ("the 1986 Act") and
the omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 ("the 1987 Act").
First, it is imperative that Congress pass technical corrections
legislation this year. Such action is necessary to alleviate
taxpayer uncertainty and to ensure that the intent of Congress in
enacting the 1986 and 1987 tax legislation is carried out. The
addition of numerous substantive provisions to the technical
corrections bill jeopardizes the prospects for enacting such a
bill this year.

Second, we are stll not very far down the road from the
1956 Act, which substantially overhauled the federal tax system.
As all interested parties have recognized, the system needs a
reasonable amount of time to assirilate these changes.
tonsequently, no maicr changes in the tax laws are presently in
order.

Finally, the President remains firmly opposed to any new
a&ies, and will not support revenue-raising provisions adopted

:ely to fund tax relief for some particular group or interest.
hope this Committee will support the President in his

_.ermination not to raise taxes on business or workirfg
icans.

The President's budget does propose the extension of
Medicare insurance coverage to state and local government

:loyees who began work before April 1, 1986. This is the only
..iaor group of employees in the United States who are not
'-ticipating fully in Medicare. The proposal would eliminate

drain on the Medicare trust fund caused by the fact that most
state and local employees are covered by Medicare even though
they are not subject to the payroll tax. It would also ensure
Medicare benefits to the 25 percent of state and local employees
who do not currently receive these benefits.

Although we have proposed extension of Medicare coverage
an appropriate reform of the Medicare system, the proposal

-. o has a positive revenue effect. As I will discuss below,
could recommend to the Prejident certain of the revenue
.ures marked up by the Ways and Means Committee, where those

.easures have a sound policy basis and are not designed merely to
raise revenue. I should again emphasize, however, that the

" sident's tolerance for revenue measures is very limited, and
will not recommend and do not expect him to support provisions

beyond those I will discuss here today.

Given that the legitimate revenue sources available to this
Committee will be very limited, it will be necessary for the
Committee to carefully limit possible revenue-losing provisions.
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our own priorities in this regard are generally reflected in the
budget. We believe it is essential that we continue to stimulate
research activities in this country. The encouragement of such
activities through an R&E credit and R&E allocation rules plays a
strategic role in our countryis commitment to technological and
competitive leadership in the international community. The
budget also proposes a permanent extension of the one-year
deferral of the application of the 2-percent floor on
miscellaneous itemized deductions to mutual fund shareholders.
.he President's budget also proposes remedying the so-called
"triple tax" problem faced by foreign corporations with both a
U.S. branch and U.S. shareholders, and we support recent efforts
to develop a domestic election procedure for solving that
prc blem.

Since the budget was prepared, we have become increasingly
aware of the burdens imposed by recent changes in the rules
relating to the collection of the excise tax on diesel fuel.
These burdens are especially pronounced in the case of farmers,
who are now experiencing what may be the worst drought since the
"Dust Bowl" days of the 1930's. We are pleased to see that the
Ways and Means Committee has essentially adopted the relief
provision that this Committee adopted in March of this year. we
strongly support this relief provision.

we also believe this Committee should give careful
consideration to extending the expiring relief provisions for
troubled thrifts. As recent months have made clear, the
financial problems facing the savings and loan industry and the
FSLIC have not diminished. Allowing the relief provisions for
troubled thrifts to expire would only complicate the task of
restoring the thrift industry to fiscal health.

REDUCE DIVIDENDS RECEIVED DEDUCTION

Background

Under present law, dividends received by domestic
corporations from other domestic corporations generally are
entitled to complete or partial relief from taxation. The extent
of the relief depends upon a number of circumstances, including
the relationship between the corporations paying and receiving
the dividend. Complete relief generally is allowed for dividends
between members of the same affiliated group. In the case of an
affiliated group that files a consolidated return, this is
accomplished by excluding intra-group dividends from the income
of the recipient. In the case of an affiliated (but
nonconsolidated) group, intra-group dividends generally are
eligible for a 100-percent dividends received deduction ("DRD").
In the case of nonaffiliated corporations, relief from tax on
dividend income is not complete. A recipient corporation with
so-called "direct" holdings (i.e., ownership of 20 percent or
more by vote and value of the-i-ck of the distributing
corporation) is allowed an 80-percent DRD. A recipient
corporation with so-called "portfolio" holdings (i.e., ownership
of lesser amounts of the distributing corporationsistock) is
allowed a 70-percent DRD.

A number of special rules limit the benefit of the DRD in
certain situations in which allowance of the full DRD is viewed
as inappropriate. For example, the ability of recipient
corporations to utilize the DRD to avoid paying any tax is
limited by section 246(b) and the alternative minimum tax rules.
The ability of recipient corporations to gain an "arbitrage"
benefit by deducting interest or similar amounts used to finance
dividend-paying stock is limited by the debt-financed portfolio
stock rules of section 246A and the proration rules applicable to
insurance companies. The ability of recipient corporations to
maitpulate the character of income to take advantage of the
differing treatment of dividend income and gain or loss from the
.9:_ , of stock is limited by the holding period rules of section
246(c) and the extraordinary dividend rules of section 1059.
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n~osal

The Ways and Means bill would reduce the DRD available with
.. ct to portfolio holdings of stock from 70 percent to 55

.cant for dividends received in 1989, 51.5 percent for
dividends received in 1990, and 50 percent for dividends received

.. 91 and subsequent calendar years.l/ No transition relief
.ould be provided for existing stock holdings.

scussion

Decisions regarding the appropriate level of the DRD address
-ntral issue of corporate taxation -- to what extent will

i come earned indirectly by an individual through one or more
, rations be taxed differently than income earned directly by

the individual. Under our tax system, income earned through a
,,-tion is taxed at both the corporate level and the
vidual level. As a matter of ideal tax policy, the

imposition of two levels of tax on income earned through
,!n-norations may be questioned. Economists and academicians have

.ed that the corporate and individual tax systems should be
.-iegrated to produce only a single level of tax, and many of our
"-jor trading partners provide some degree of integration of
tiair corporate and individual tax systems. In recognition of
:,. tax policy merits of providing relief from double taxation of
.,.orate income, the President's 1985 tax reform proposals to

congress proposed to allow corporations a partial dividends
deduction. This tax reform proposal was not enacted,

everve, and we recognize that, for the foreseeable future,
we earned through corporations will continue to be subject to

wo levels of tax.

Although our tax system fails to provide relief from the
double taxation of income earned through corporations, the system
'i"s since its inception provided relief from multiple taxation of

e same income within the corporate sector. The first federal
tax based on corporate income, the Payne-Aldrich Tariff Act of
IP09, allowed corporations a 100-percent DRD on the ground that

here is no reason in the world why a corporation that owns
stock in another company should pay a double tax on those
holdings...." 44 Cong. Rec. 4696 (1909) (remarks of Rep. Payne).

,.hough a DRD was not contained in the Revenue Act of 1913, a
100-percent DRD was reinstituted by the Revenue Act of 1917.

Since that time, the DRD has been retained with only minor
changes. The DRD was reduced from 100 percent to 90 percent by
the Revenue Act of 1935, and to 85 percent by the Revenue Act of
j936. These changes were intended to offset an anticipated
incentive for businesses to divide their income among several
corporations to avoid a newly-enacted surtax on income above a
certain level and to discourage the formation of holding
'ompanies and other complicated corporate structures. Both of
,hese concerns have since been dealt with more directly and
ffectively.2/ In connection with the limitation of the benefits

J, The Ways and Means bill would also revise the threshold for
distinguishing between "direct" and "portfolio" holdings of
stock. It would provide that the 80-percent DRD is available
only with respect to dividends received by a corporation
owning more than 20 percent (rather than 20 percent or more)
of the distributing corporation. The principal effect of
this change would be to preclude any corporation that is a
member of an affiliated group from paying dividends
qualifying for the 80-percent DRD to any corporation that is
,iot a member of the affiliated group.

2/ Holding companies were regulated by the Public Utility
Holding Company Act of 1935 and the Investment Company Act of
1940. Multiple surtax exemptions for affiliated corporations
were limited by the Revenue Act of 1964 and eliminated by the
Tax Reform Act of 1969. Finally, the ability of
nonaffiliated corporations to take advantage of multiple
surtax exemptions was limited by the Tax Reform Act of 1984,
which phased out the benefit of the graduated tax rates for
corporations with taxable incomes exceeding $I,COO,000, and
by the 1986 Act, which reduced this threshold to $100,000.
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multiple surtax exemptions for affiliated corporations, the
Avenue Act of 1964 increased the DRD for affiliated corporations
not utilizing multiple surtax exemptions from 85 percent to 100
,rcent. The DRD for dividends between nonaffiliated

,urporations remained at 85 percent. The 1986 Act reduced the
"nn for nonaffiliated corporations to 80 percent to prevent the

36 Act's reduction in corporate tax rates from producing a
significant reductin in the effective tax rate on intercorporate
dividends.

Thus, prior to the 1987 Act, dividends between nonaffiliated
corporations had been treated consistently for over fifty years,
ince the Revenue Act of 1935. The House version of the 1987 Act

.uld have reduced the DRD to 75 percent for all nonaffiliated
corporations. The report accompanying the House bill stated that
the 80-percent DRD was "too generous for corporations that are
not eligible to be treated as the alter ego of the distributing
corporation because they do not have a sufficient ownership
interest in that corporation." H.R. Rep. No. 391, 100th Cong.,
2d Sess. 1094 (1987). This proposed reduction in the DRD for
dividends between nonaffiliated corporations would have
represented a significant change in the historical treatment of
intercorporate dividends. The 1987 Act, as enacted, however,
made an even more significant change in the treatment of
intercorporate dividends by introducing a distinction between
"direct" and "portfolio* holdings of stock for purposes of the
DRD.

The taxation under current law of dividends between
nonaffiliated corporations diverges to a minor degree from the
pure corporate-solution model of taxation inherent in allowance
of a DRD. The further reduction in the DRD proposed in the ways
and Means bill would substantially increase that divergence. The
stated rationale of the new House proposal to further reduce the
DRD for portfolio holdings is the same as that given by the House
in connection with its 1987 proposal to reduce the DRD to 75
percent for all nonaffiliated corporations -- the supposed undue
)nerosity of the current DRD for corporations that are not alter

egos. Description of Possible Committee Amendment Proposed By
Chairman Rostenkowski to H.R. 4333, prepared by the Staff of the
joint Committee on Taxation, June 21, 1988 at 85. This second
reduction of the DRD in two years, and the walter ego" theory
that is said to Justify the reduction, augurs future erosion --
ven the complete elimination -- of the DRD for portfolio stock.

Although the 'alter ego" theory has in the past justified a
higher DRD for dividends between affiliates than for dividends
betEween nonaffiliates, we believe that it does not justify
further substantially reducing the DRD for nonaffiliate dividends
and discarding the long-standing policy that the same stream of
corporate income should not be subject to tax at the corporate
level more than once. The combined effect of the 1987 Act
reduction and the proposed reduction in the DRD for portfolio
stock would be to increase the maximum effective tax rate on
intercorporate dividends from 6.8 percent (20 percent of the
dividend taxed at the maximum rate of 34 percent) to 17 percent
(50 percent of the dividend taxed at the maximum rate of 34
percent). This change would increase the aggregate corporate
level tax on this income from 38.49 percent to 45.22 percent.
Complete elimination of the DRD for portfolio stock would
increase the aggregate corporate level tax to 56.44 percent.

Although the erosion of the DRD for portfolio stock would
thus represent a substantial change in a basic tenet of our
system of corporate taxation, it appears that this proposal (and
the change made by the 1987 Act) were made without consideration
of its financial and economic impact. Indeed, revenue
considerations seem to be the only force driving this proposal.
We strongly believe that a change of this type in a basic
finciple of corporate taxation should be made only after careful

consideration has been given to all its financial and economic
effects.
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Any further erosion of the DRD for nonaffiliate dividends may
have a number of significant consequences. First, by further
encouraging corporations to rely on debt, it will likely alter
I3amatically the existing balance between equity and debt
financing, a balance that arguably already favors debt to too
7reat a degree. This is particularly true, because this change,
coming on the heels of last year's legislation, could rationally
be taken to indicate that the deduction will soon be completely
eliminated.

Further reliance on debt capital may increase the
vulnerabilityof corporations, and the economy as a whole, both
to the risks of bankruptcy and to cyclical changes in the
economy. Moreover, corporations like banks and financial
institutions and utilities that have traditionally relied on
-orporate shareholders as a source of capital will be affected
Disproportionately by a reduction in the DRD.

One study shows that of the over $27 billion dollars of
-Luferred stock issued in the years in 1984-1987, approximately
21.7 percent was issued by utilities, 17.5 percent by banks, 14.9
percent by industrials, 7.6 percent by insurance companies and
The remaining 38.7 percent by other financial institutions
including thrifts. In the case of many of these heavy issuers of
oceferred stock, the equity raised by preferred stock serves
crucial business and financial objectives. For example, banks
are required by both national and international regulatory bodies
to satisfy minimum capital requirements. See "Banks New Minimum
Capital Rules Add to International Banks' W-ries," Wall Street
Journal, July 12, 1988, p. 17.. One study has indicated that i'n
the three year period 1985-87, the U.S. banking industry raised
$3.5 billion of equity capital through preferred stock,
representing 42 percent of the total equity raised by the banking
industry. The manner in which banks currently meet regulatory
requirements may thus be significantly altered by the proposed
legislation.

Similarly, utilities, which generally have very high capital
requirements, historically have relied on preferred stock as an
important source of equity. One study has indicated that, in
1987, a group of 100 investor-owned utilities had $27.8 billion
of preferred stock outstanding.

The proposed reduction in the DRD would therefore likely
increase significantly the cost of equity capital of corporations
in these and other industries which have historically relied
heavily on preferred stock financing. As a consequence,
corporations in these industries will find it more difficult to
meet regulatory requirements, or to the extent not constrained by
regulatory requirements, will be induced to increase their debt
load and, potentially, the financial vulnerability of their
capital structures.

In addition, the proposed decrease in the DRD will likely
decrease substantially the market value of existing corporate
stock because it will reduce the after-tax return realized by
corporate investors. This effect will be especially large where,
as in the case of most preferred stock, a large proportion of the
stock is held by other corporations. The revenue generated by a
reduction in the DRD, then, will come largely from current
corporate holders of portfolio stock. In addition, the rate at
which any reduction in the DRD is phased in may affect the extent
of any decrease in the market value of stock. The rate of the
phase-in contained in the House proposal, however, appears to
have been dictated by revenue considerations and not by concerns
regarding the potential market impact of a reduction in the DRD,
a market impact that is likely to be a substantial one as is
indicated by the reaction of the market since the proposed
reduction was first announced in early June.

We recognize the concerns of some that, in certain
circumstances, the DRD may serve not merely to provide relief
from multiple levels of corporate taxation, but rather to provide
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unwarranted tax benefits. it is certainly appropriate to study
and address these issues, and general reduction in the DRD with
respect to portfolio holdings may, indirectly, be responsive to
these policy issues. The proposed reduction in the DRD would,
however, affect all corporations that issue or hold portfolio
stock, whether o-ot allowance of the DRD had any effect other
than providing relief from multiple taxation. If Congress
ultimately determines that the existing restrictions on the use
of the ORD are not adequate, it should consider more targeted
measures to strengthen those restrictions.

In conclusion, we believe that the House proposal to reduce
the DRD for portfolio stock should not bc Adepted. Proposed
without careful consideration of the consoque,,ces, this measure
would reverse long-standing and fundamental pr.;iciples of
corporate taxation solely as a revenue-raising itasure. We
question whether a change of this magnitude can be justified as
part of technical corrections legislation and without the
foundation of a comprehensive study of its policy merits and
financial and economic impact.

REPEAL OF THE COMPLETED CONTRACT METHOD

ckground

Pursuant to changes made by the 1986 Act, taxpayers producing
onroperty under a long-term contract generally 3/ are required to
uz.e either of two methods of accounting: the percentage of
. iLpletion method or the percentage of completion-capitalized
t-ost method. I.R.C. $460.

Under the percentage of completion method the taxpayer is
required to include in gross income in each year of the contract
a portion of the contract price based on the percentage of the
contract completed by the end of the taxable year. This
percentage is determined under the "cost-to-cost" method, and
generally is based on the ratio of all contract costs incurred
through the end of the year to total expected contract costs.4/
Under the percentage of completion method the taxpayer also
Oaducts contract costs in the taxable year in which they are
incurred.

Upon completion of the contract, a "look-back" rule requires
the taxpayer to redetermine contract income for each year of the
contract based on actual price and costs. The taxpayer is
entitled to receive, or required to pay, interest for each year
of the contract based on the difference between contract income

originally reported and contract income as redetermined.

The percentage of completion-capitalized cost method is a
hybrid method under which the taxpayer is required to report a
portion of the contract price and costs using the percentage of
completion method. The remaining portion of contract price and
costs may be reported using the completed contract method, if
that is the taxpayer's normal method of accounting". Under the
completed contract method no amount is includable in gross
income, and no contract costs are deductible, until the contract
is completed.

4, The 1986 Act generally does not apply to any construction
contract of a taxpayer with average annual gross receipts not
exceeding $0 million, if the taxpayer estimates that the
contract will be completed within two years. See 5460(e).

4/ The Internal Revenue Service has permitted taxpayers to use a
simplified method of determining the degree of contract
completion under which only certain costs are taken into
account. See Notice 87-61, 1987-2 C.B. 370, 373.
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The 1986 Act required that 40 percent of contract income and
costs be accounted for under the percentage of completion method,
and limited the use of the completed contract method to the
remaining 60 percent. The 1987 Act raised the percentage of
contractt income and costs required to be taken into account under
the percentage of completion method from 40 percent to 70
recent, and reduced the percentage allowed to be taken into
account under the completed contract method from 60 percent to 30
[percent.

In addition to requiring that a portion of income and costs
from any long-term contract be taken into account under the
percentage of completion method, the 1986 Act also provided new
rules for allocating costs to long-term contracts. The general
effect of these rules is to require that more costs be allocated
to long-term contracts, and therefore to reduce the amount of

I ble income that can be deferred under what is left of the
L leted contract method of accounting.

Under the 1986 Act, all costs, including indirect costs such
administrative expenses, that directly benefit or are incurred

by reason of long-term contracts must be allocated to such
-tracts. This rule effectively applies the cost allocation

cules provided by the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of
198Z for extended period long-term contracts to all long-term
,ow racts. In addition, the 1986 Act requires that all costs
identified as contract cost" under a cost-plus contract or a
contract with the Federal Government be allocated to the
rnntract. Finally, the 1986 Act requires that interest costs be
located to long-term contracts, and therefore deferred to the

eLent that the taxpayer uses the completed contract method.

. . ,osal

The Ways and Means bill would, by requiring use of the
percentage of completion method for all long-term contracts,
Fu~ly repeal the completed contract method. This provision
,jddrally would apply to all long-term contracts entered into on
or after June 21, 1988. The provision would not apply to

., tracts of small construction companies exempted by the 1986
Act, or to certain ship construction contracts exempted by the
1 q7 Act.

Discussion

The Administration opposes repeal of the completed contract
method. This proposal would again reopen a compromise reached in
1986 in the context of tax reform, and do so solely to raise
revenues, rather than for reasons of tax policy. This revenue
increase would come at the expense of certain industries that
already have experienced an increase in their relative tax
burdens as a result of the 1986 Act.

During the process that led to passage of the 1986 Act, the
relative merits of the completed contract and percentage of
completion methods of accounting for long-term contracts, as well
as the need for new cost allocation rules, were thoroughly
considered by both the Administration and the Congress. The
Administration did not propose repeal of the completed contract
method, but instead proposed to limit the potential for deferral
of income under the method through expanded cost allocation
rules.5/ The tax reform bill passed by the Senate in 1986 would
have retained the completed contract method, while providing such
expanded cost allocation rules. The tax reform bill passed by
the House, in contrast, would have repealed the completed
contract method and required use of the percentage of completion
method, except for certain construction contracts of srni11
taxpayers.6/ Recognizing that significant policy arguments can

5/ The President's Tax Proposals to the Congress for Fairness,
Growth, and Simplicity 198-207 (May, 1988).

6/ See H.R. Rep. No. 841, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 11-310-11 (1966).
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be made for and against each method, the Congress arrived at a
compromise between the percentage of completion and completed
contract methods, which was embodied 1,n the 1986 Act. In order
to raise revenues, the 1987 Act reopened this compromise and
further restricted use of the completed contract method. The
Administration did not support this action.

We believe that any change in current rules governing
accounting for long-term contracts should be based on tax policy
rather than revenue considerations. Such a change should take
place only after a thorough reexamination of this area, including
a reexamination not only of the relative merits of the completed
contract and cost-to-cost percentage of completion methods, but
also of alternatives to these two methods.

SPEED UP CORPORATE ESTIMATED TAXES

Deckground

Corporations are subject to a penalty with respect to

underpayments of estimated income tax liability. I.R.C. 56655.

In general, estimated tax payments must equal 90 percent of the

tax shown on the return for the taxable year to avoid imposition

cL the penalty. Under a safe-harbor (not available to large
corporations), no penalty is imposed if the estimated tax
n'?yents equal 100 percent of the tax shown on the corporation's
,; urn for the preceding taxable year.

An additional safe-harbor, available to all corporations,
n.irmits the amount of any quarterly estimated tax payment to be
based on an annualization of the corporation's year-to-date
income. This annualization safe-harbor is intended to allow
c, rporations to estimate their tax liability by reference to
• ,. nts that have occurred prior to the due date of a required
payment.

Under current law, any reduction in a quarterly estimated tax

payment that results from using the annualization safe-harbor
must be partially made up in the next estimated tax payment for
I.. taxable year if the corporation does not continue to use the

_.nualization method in computing the subsequent payment. In
such cases, the corporation must increase the amount of the

. !Lsequent payment by 90 percent of the shortfall resulting from
the prior use of the annualization method to avoid the penalty.

To illustrate the effect of this "recapture" rule, assume

that a corporati-mn-with a seasona) business has relatively little
income during the first part of its taxable year and
.Istantially higher income in the latter part of the year.

Assume further that under the general rule, which requires that

estimated tax payments equal 90 percent of the tax liability
I'ovn on the return for the taxable year, each of the quarterly

,;;imated tax payments would have to be $88,000. Under the
annualization safe-harbor, however, the required payments for the

first and second quarter would be, say, only $27,000 each. If

'the corporation did not continue to use the annualization method
iii its third quarter, its required estimated tax payment of
$88,000 for the third quarter would be increased by $110,000 (90
p-rcent of the excess of $176,000 over $54,000). Thus, an

underpayment penalty can be avoided if the corporation pays
estimated taxes of $198,000 ($88,000 + $110,000) for the third
qp;arter.

Proposal

The Ways and Means bill would require corporations to
increase quarterly estimated tax payments by 100 percent (rather
than 90 percent) of the reduction in a prior payment that results
from using the annualization safe-harbor.
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Discussion

The recapture rule under current law, and under the proposal,
applies only if a corporation computes at least one quarterly
estimated tax payment using the annualization safe-harbor and
does not continue to use the same approach for the remainder of
the taxable year. If the taxable income of a corporation is
recognized uniformly throughout the taxable year, or if the level
of taxable income consistently declines throughout the taxable
year, none of the estimated tax payments due will be based on the
annualization method. In contrast, if the level of taxable
income recognition consistently increases throughout the taxable
year, all of the estimated tax payments due will be based on the
annualization safe-harbor. Thus, in these circumstatIces, no
recapture is required under current law or under the proposal.

If, however, taxable income recognition levels fluctuate
during the taxable year, the recapture rule may increase the
amount of an estimated tax payment. This is likely to occur, for
example, when taxable income recognition levels start out
relatively low, peak during the middle of the year, and decline
towards the end of the year. In these circumstances, the first
and second quarterly estimated tax payments are likely to be
determined under the annualization safe-harbor, while the
payments for the third and fourth quarters would be determined
under the general rule (i.e., 90 percent of tax liability shown
on the return for the year).

Without a recapture rule, a corporation with fluctuating
taxable income would be required to pay less estimated tax than a
corporation that recognizes its income uniformly throughout the
year. This discrepancy is substantially reduced by the
90-percent recapture rule under current law and would be
eliminated entirely by the 100-percent recapture rule under the
proposal. We see no reason why a corporation that uses the
annualization method for only part of the year should not be
required to make up any shortfall completely when it ceases to
use that method.

REPEAL RULES PERMITTING LOSS TRANSFERS

BY ALASKA NATIVE CORPORATIONS

Under prescna law, Alaska Native Corporations ("ANCS") are
exempt from several rules that limit the ability of loss

Iorations to sell or otherwise transfer their losses to other
,-rporations. These exemptions began with the Tax Reform Act of
1984, which amended Code section 1504(a) to tighten the
definition of affiliated groups eligible to file consolidated

.Orns, but which also delayed the effective date of this change
..il taxable years beginning after 1991 in the case of

;-filiations with ANCs.

The 1986 Act further liberalized the requirements for
affiliation with an ANC (or with a wholly-owned subsidiary of an
1() for any taxable year beginning after 1984 and before 1992.

particular, the 1986 Act made it cl.tar that no provision of
Code (e.g., sections 269 and 482) or principle of law (e.g.,

, assignment of income doctrine) may be applied to deny the
'fit or use of losses or credits of an ANC which is the common
ent of an affiliated group, or of a wholly-owned subsidiary of

such an ANC, to the group. Thus, as so liberalized, affiliation
• ,th an ANC is to be determined solely according to the

tsions expressly contained in section 1504(a) of the Code as
existed before the amendments made by the 1984 Act.

.'O-posal

The Ways and Means Committee proposal would terminate the
exemption of ANCs from the generally applicable current law rules
for losses and credits of an ANC (1) arising after April 26,
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1988, or (2) arising on or before April 26, 1988 to the extent
vh losses and credits are used to offset income assigned (or

attributable to property contributed) after that date. This
proposal is identical to H.R. 4475 as introduced by Chairman

'enkowski on April 27, 1988.

Discussion

The exemption of ANCs from the general rules applicable to
ioss corporations was intended to provide special relief to ANCs
with large net operating losses and numerous business credits
'hat they would not otherwise have been able to use. This relief
was designed to allow losses and credits of an ANC and its
• iolly-owned subsidiaries to be used on a consolidated return
,jainst the income and tax liability of profitable corporations

and to allow the A.NC group to share in the resulting economic' -efits. It was hoped that the resulting infusion of capital
would help improve the financial condition of ANCs and that
resulting relationships with other corporations would permit ANCs
t-' acquire new business expertise.

As a tax policy matter, these special provisions have always
been controversial, and the tension between this provision and
sound tax policy has increased over the last several years.
Recent tax legislation has severely curtailed the ability of one
corporation to transfer its losses and credits to another. In
particular, transfers between corporations have been restricted
by (i) the amendments relating to the definition of an'affiliated group" in section 1504 of the Code, (ii) the revised
limitations on net operating losses and certain built-in losses
following an ownership change in section 382, and (lii) the
limitation on the use of preacquisition losses to offset built-in
gains in section 304. In light of these changes, the
continuation of special rules that permit certain taxpayers to
sell losses and credits without regard to any provision of the
Code or principle of law that would otherwise restrict such a
transfer is unjustifiable.

Although it appears that there may have been some success in
achieving the goals underlying this relief provision, it also
appears that the losses and credits available to be transferred,
and that have been transferred, far exceed the estimates made at
the time these special relief provisions were adopted. Now that
it is clear that the associated revenue costs greatly exceed
Congress's expectations, it is appropriate to terminate this
relief.

The proposal would, in effect, prevent ANCs from engaging in
any transactions after April 26, 1988 that would have the effect
of transferring their losses or credits, whether such losses or
credits arose before or after such date, to another corporation
(except to the extent permitted by the generally applicable
rules). In addition, this proposal would affect certain
transactions entered into before such date if the losses or
credits "arise" after such date. It is unclear, however, whether

loss arises for purposes of this proposal when it is realized
and recognized for tax purposes or when it is economically
incurred. For this reason, the time at which losses are deemed
to arise under the proposal should be clarified.

This proposal would also prevent ANCs from transferring
losses or credits arising on or before April 26, 1988 to the
extent such losses or credits are used to offset income assigned
(or attributable to property contributed) after that date. It
apparently would not prohibit transfers of such losses and
credits to the extent they are used to offset income which is
actually earned after that date as long as the income was
assigned (or the property to which it is attributable was
contributed) before April 26, 1988. This "grandfathering" of
transactions involving income actually earned after April 26,
1988 may result in further :evenue losses. It may also be
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perceived as unfairly benefiting those ANCs that had already
completed transactions transferring their losses and credits as
opposed to those that had not yet completed such transfers. For
thcse reasons, consideration should be given to expanding the
proposal to apply to all income earned after April 26, 1988.

NONDISCRIMiNATION RULES FOR HEALTH
AND OTH£( EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS

As part of the 1986 Act, with Administration support,
Congress adopted rules limiting the extent to which
ciployer-provided health, group-term life insurance, and certain
other employee benefit plans may discriminate in favor of an
employer's highly compensated employees. Satisfaction of these
new nondiscrimination rules, which are contained in section 89 of
Lho Code, is a precondition to the exclusion by the employer's
highly compensated employees of such tax-favored benefits from
! '.me. The requirements of section 89 are not yet in effect;
,'.y will be effective for taxable years beginning after the
earlier of (i) the date that is three months after Treasury
issues certain regulations, or (ii) December 31, 1988.

Section 89 requires not only that the health and other
benefits be available to employees on a nondiscriminatory basis,

-but. also that actual receipt of benefits be nondiscriminatory.
In general, an employer's health and other benefit plans are
discriminatoryy if (i) at least 90 percent of the employer's
nonhighly compensated employees have benefits available that are
at least 50 percent as valuable as the benefits available to the
highly compensated employee with the most valuable benefit
available, and (ii) the per capita average value of the benefits

actually provided to the nonhighly compensated employees is at
least 75 percent of the analogous per capita average for the* 4Qlily compensated employees. Application of the section 89
tules requires that the benefit coverages provided by an employer
be valued and that data on the family status of employees and the
actual coverage received by employees and their families be
,:nl.lected and analyzed.

Proposal

In response to many of the concerns raised by employers about
tho difficulty of proving compliance with the section 89 rules,

I.' 'ys and Means bill would make numerous changes to section
89.

Discussion

In our view, any changes to the section 89 rules should be
consistent with the nondiscrimination policy reflected in the
original rules and should address specific administrative
concerns raised by employers within the structure of the existing
rtules; changes that would create new testing approaches or
,)herwise add additional administrative complexity for employers
or the IRS should be avoided. In addition, any changes that
affect not only section 89, but also the nondiscrimination rules
applicable to qualified retirement plans (e.g., changes to the
highly compensated employee definition) muiUe carefully
scrutinized to assure that pension policy objectives are not
being frustrated. In certain circumstances, it may be
appropriate to provide that such changes apply only for purposes
of section 89.

We believe. that the proposed changes generally satisfy these
guidelines, and we generally support-them. In fact, we have been
considering many similar changes in developing administrative
guidance on the new rules.
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Among the most significant of the proposed changes is the
transition valuation rule permitting employers to use any
r-asonable method of health coverage valuation (including
,:ployer cost) until the later of January 1, 1991 or 6 months

after the IRS issues valuation rules. The existing statute
directs employers to determine the value of health coverage in
accordance with guidelines and tables issued by the IRS.
71owever, developing generic value guidelines and tables has
,)oven to be a difficult task that we are not likely to complete
within the next 12 months. Thus, this change will enable
employers to prove compliance with the nondiscrimination rules by
,sing value or cost information that will in most cases be
iccessable with little difficulty.

Another very significant change is the rule permitting
"oployers to prove compliance with the nondiscrimination rules by
Testing the benefits available and provided on a single day of
the year, subject to appropriate anti-manipulation rules, instead
,if tracking benefit availability and coverage for each day of the
year. By also permitting employers to prove compliance on the
basis of a statistically valid sample of employees and coverages,
rather than on the basis if data collected on all employees and
:overages, the proposed changes eliminate what may have been the
gravest administrative concern raised by employers--the
difficulty and cost of collecting and analyzing employee and
benefit data for each employee for each and every day of the
year.

Finally, we would like to mention one particular issue that
is not directly addressed in the Ways and means bill, but that we
?r aware is a matter of some concern to employers. The issue
relates to the extent to which employers will be able to apply
section 89 on a separate line of business or operating unit basis
sectionn 414(r)). Employers evidently are concerned that the
line of business regulations we are developing will not permit
;uficient disaggregation of an employer into separate units

based on geographical areas.

We are aware that special concerns relating to health
>enefits argue strongly for permitting the disaggregation of an
employer into small, geographically based units for section 89
testing purposes (e.g, health plans and costs vary significantly
:; geographical area and the health nondiscrimination rules apply
.n a per capita, rather than a percentage of compensation,
basis). Consistent with these concerns, we intend to provide
(-'rly guidance under section 89 that will specifically address
Ihe extent to which employers may separately apply the new rules
,th respect to separate geographical sites. This guidance will
generally permit disaggregation beyond that permitted under
ction 414(r). Also, an employer will be able to apply these

...-cial section 89 disaggregation rules even before section
414(r) guidance is issued.

EXTENSION FOR ONE YEAR OF THE LOW-INCOME HOUSING TAX CREDIT

Background

The 1986 Act created a low-income housing tax credit which
may be claimed by owners of residential rental property used for
low-income housing. I.R.C. 542. ?he credit is intended to
encourage investment in rental housing for individuals near the
puvorty level. The credit is set to expire on December 31, 1989.

New construction and qualified rehabilitation expenditures
L non-federally subsidized low-income housing units are

eligible for a tax credit of up to 70 percent of the initial
low-income housing investment. The owner of a qualified project
receives a portion of the credit each year over a-10-year period,
And the amount of each annual credit is grossed-up so that the
sum of the credits received equals 70 percent of the investment
on a present value basis. If tax-exempt bond financing or
certain other government subsidies are used to finance the
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project, then a 30 percent credit rate applies. Purchases of
- '=ting units that were last placed in service more than 10
y=ics ago are also eligible for a 30 percent credit.

The credit is available only for units rented to households
near or below the poverty level. In general, a project owner can
:.oose one of two minimum qualifying criteria: (1) 40 percent of

,.lits must be rented to households whose incomes do not exceed 60
percent of area median income, or (2) 20 percent of the units
ust be rented to households whose incomes do not exceed 50

nercent of area median income. In addition, the amount of rent
)arged for the low-income units is subject to certain

limitations.

Designated state agencies authorize credits to qualifying
,jects subject to an overall cap of $1.25 per capita of new

annual credit authority per year. In 1987, the total credit
authority was approximately $300 million. States generally may
.ot carry over unused credit authority. A limited exception is
,,:ovided for buildings placed in service in 1990, if expenditures
equal to 10 percent or more of total project costs are incurred
:efore January 1, 1989. Credit authority for such property may
be carried over from the 1989 credit allocation for the credit
,,yncy.

A full or partial recapture of the credit is applicable with
aspect to any project that (i) fails to provide the agreed upon

percentage of low-income housing units, (ii) exceeds qualifying
-Pnt limits, or (iii) is transferred without the posting of a

,cble bond. For projects that fail to comply in the first 11
yars, one-third of the credit is recaptured with interest. The
recapture fraction phases out between years 12 through 15.

The technical correction bills in both the Senate (S. 2238)
-,id the House (H.R. 4333) contain the same technical corrections
provisions relating to the low-income housing credit. These
changes are primarily technical in nature and are needed to make
the credit more effective and easier to use. Treasury generally
supportss the entire package of technical corrections to the
credit proposed by both the House and the Senate. Passage of a
technical corrections bill is an important step to ensure proper

ilization of the credit.

Proposal

In addition to the numerous technical corrections provisions,
the Ways and Means Committee has agreed to extend the credit for
one year to December 31, 1990. The extension of the credit this
.y.'ar is intended to help ensure the continued use of this housing
subsidy while Congress has an opportunity to gather more
iforwation on its operation and relative efficiency before

deciding to continue, modify, or eliminate the credit. No
changes to the credit have been proposed by the Ways and Means
%:oimittee to offset the revenue cost of a one-year extension of
the credit.

Discussion

The Administration is opposed to extending the low-income
,,,,sing credit for one year. The credit does not expire until
the end of 1989, and it is thus premature to enact a one-year
e.;enslon of the credit this year. Developers can continue to
plan low-income projects with the assurance that credits will be
available so long as the project is (i) placed in service before
the end of 1989, or (ii) placed in service in 1990 and 10 percent
or more of total project costs are incurred before January 1,
1989. Thus, we believe that development and construction of

'-income projects will continue this year without an extension
. the credit.

More importantly, we believe that it is critical that the
- tive efficiency of the current credit and alternative housing

subsidies be fully analyzed before any decision is made to extend

M iie . gI
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th. credit. Even a one-year extension vf the credit is an
expensive proposition because credits are allowed in each of the
iext ten years. Thus, a one-year extension means a significant
revenue cost each year for ten years. While the current revenue
cost of the low-income housing tax credit is estimated to be $60
million in calendar year 1987, the cost grows to around $800
million in fiscal year 1991 as a result of increased usage of the
rreuit and the continued payment of credits "ir 10 years on
.clier projects. We estimate that the cost of a one-year

_xtonsion of the credit would be $.8 billion over 5 years.

while the low-income housing credit is a clear improvement
over prior tax incentives for low-income housing, we have serious
,.oncerns about the efficiency and equity of the credit that
require a further examination of the credit before it is
extended. First, would some subsidized units simply replace
units that would have been available in the absence of federal
j .sistance? If so, the credit may not result in a significant
long-run increase in housing supply. Second, the credit includes
no incentive for maintenance. If units receiving the credit rent
3t below market levels, will landlords allow the projects to
deteriorate without losing tenants? In addition, without
additional subsidies, will project owners have any economic
incentive to continue to rent to low-income tenants after the
,*;,pliance period elapses? Finally, will households
substantially below the poverty level benefit from the credit?

Another source of inefficiency of the credit is that it may
not result in housing of a quality or location that is
appropriate for or desired by low-income renters. Thus, even if
the full value of the credit were passed along to low-income
tenants, the value to the renter would be less than the amount of
th, subsidy.

The Administration has addressed many of these concerns by
reemphasizing its commitment to rental housing vouchers in the
1989 budget. Vouchers avoid many of the inefficiencies discussed
above. The budget proposes to provide 135,500 additional
vouchers to needy households. In light of the relative
efficiency of vouchers, we oppose making the low-income housing
credit the dominant mechanism for assisting low-income housing.
In this regard, we look forward to working with Congress to
determine the best method of providing housing assistance to poor
families.

ESTATE FREEZES

,ckground

The 1987 Act added section 2036(c) to the Code in an effort
to remove the tax advantages of various techniques designed to
"freeze" the value of an estate for federal estate tax purposes.
These techniques involve a transfer of the right to appreciation
in an asset with the owner retaining an income interest in the
asset or rights to control the asset. A typical "estate freeze"
consists of parents transferring common stock in the family
business to their children while retaining control of the
corporation, and a right to the corporation's income, through
uwnership of preferred stock. The effect of section 2036(c),
where it applies, is to treat the owner as retaining the
transferred interest and to include that interest in the owner's
estate.

Section 2036(c) applies to any transfer occurring alter
December 17, 1987, if the transferor holds a substantial interest
in an "enterprise" and in effect transfers property having a
disproportionately large share of the potential appreciation in
the-enterprise while retaining a disproportionately large share
in the income of, or rights in, the enterprise. The Conference
Report describes an "enterprise" as including any business or
other property which may produce income or gain. A person holds
a "substantial interest" in an enterprise if he or she owns,
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directly or indirectly, 10 percent or more of the voting power or
income stream, or both, in the enterprise. An individual is
treated as owning an interest in an enterprise which is directly
or indirectly owned by any member of an individual's family.

Section 2036(c) excludes from the decedent's gross estate an
interest that is transferred in a bona fide sale for full and
adequate consideration. However, this exception is not
applicable Ko a transfer between family members if the transfer
otherwise satisfies the criteria of section 2036(c). In
addition, section 2036(c)(4) provides that if a transferor
disposes of his retained interest within three years of his
death, the previously transferred interest will be included in
his estate for Federal estate tax purposes.

Under the current statute, a transferred interest is
dible in the transferor's estate (and valued as of the time

" ke cansferor's death) regardless of whether the transferee
, s his interest in the enterprise (or whether

pror nality is restored) before the death of the transferor.
if the transferor disposes of his retained interest more

'1 e years before his death, or it is otherwise terminated
at time, section 2036(c) does not apply.

technical corrections bills in both the House (H.R.
* ,.d the Senate (S. 2238) contain identical rules imposing a

%x when the original transferor transfers the retained
t, or the original transferee transfers the transferred
-, to a person who is not a member of the original

N il or's family. Under this proposed technical correction,
, amount that would have been included in the transferor's

estate with respect to the transferred property if the transferor
,I died at that time would be treated as a current gift by the
,cnsferor ("the deemed gift rule"). Section 2036(c) would there,

,1 longer apply to that transferred property for estate tax
p pp.)ses. If the transferor or transferee transfers only a

'rtion of the retained or transferred interest, respectively, a
v,,ortionate amount of the interest would be treated as a deemed

yitt under this rule.

.,oposal

In addition to the proposed technical corrections in H.R. 4333
and S. 2238, the Ways and Means Committee has tentatively adopted

-li.ional technical corrections which further clarify and
Lcoaden both the original statute and the first set of proposed
technical corrections. For example, the Ways and Means bill
provides that for purposes of the deemed gift rule described

wve, terminations, lapses and other changes in any interest in
property of the transferor or transferee are treated as
transfers. The bill also confers upon the transferor a right of

itribution similar to that of section 2207A 7/ and provides the
*'-asury Department with authority to describe-circumstances in

which an individual and such individual's spouse will not be
treated as one person.8/

71' Under section 2207A, a surviving spouse's estate is granted
a right to recover from the recipients of certain property
the estate taxes paid as a result of the inclusion of the
property in the spouse's estate.

a. This rule is intended to prevent the inclusion of interests
in property under section 2036(c) in both spouses' estates
where there is a transfer of the retained interest between
spouses.
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The Ways and Means bill includes safe harbors for certain
common business transactions that otherwise might be reached by
section 2036(c). For example, the bill provides that section
2036(c) will not apply solely because the transferor receives or
retains certain debt of the enterprise. Further, the statute
%,'uld not apply solely because the transferor enters into an
agreement for the sale or lease of goods or other property to be
used in the enterprise, or the providing of services, if the
agreementt is an arms-length agreement for fair market value and
does not otherwise involve any change in interests in the
enterprise. Finally, the bill provides that section 2036(c) will
zi) apply merely because the owner has granted an option to sell
property at fair market value as of the time the option is
exercised.

Discussion

Section 2036(c) is designed to remedy the perceived unfair
estate tax advantage resulting from the creation and transfer of
fractional interests in an enterprise with different rights to
income, voting control and appreciation. The creation and
transfer of such interests may arguably result in the transfer of
wealth outside the transfer tax system in certain situations.

In general, the purpose of the proposed "deemed gift"
Technical correction in the first set of technical corrections is
twofold. First, it is designed to impose the tax on the value of
the transferred interest at the time that the transferee disposes
of the transferred property or the transferor disposes of the
retained property (or when proportionality is restored). Second,
it is designed to prevent the complete avoidance of the
consequences of section 2036(c) by subsequent transfers more than
three years before death.

Both sets of technical corrections to section 2036(c) are
very broad in scope. While some of the technical corrections are
-icessary to clarify the statute and provide safe harbors to
taxpayers who might otherwise be affected by section 2036(c), we
are concerned that they are considerably broader than the
perceived abuse would require.

We are also concerned whether further tightening of these
rules which has the effect of increasing taxes on estates is
warranted without further study. The Treasury Department is
.Lterested in exploring whether additional safe harbors or
further guidance can or should be provided either by legislati-ve
.r administrative action. :n this regard, we look forward to
working with this Committee to improve this provision and provide
needed guidance as soon as possible.

There is one other provision in the House bill -- the
so-called "residual treaty override" -- which is of such
far-reaching and fundamental significance to our tax policy and
tax law that I must ask for forebearance for a few moments in
order to comment on it here, even though I have testified on the
t1: ty override provision before.

RESIDUAL TREATY OVERRIDE

Background

In my statement before the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management last July 22 on the then-pending technical corrections
. ill, I explained that the Administration strongly opposes the
provision in the technical corrections bill that purports to
.clarify" the relationship between income tax treaties and
provisions in the 1986 Act. This provision, section
11(aa](2)(C) of the Technical Corrections Act of 1988 introduced
5!z the Senate and the House of Representatives on March 31, 1988,
remains in the bill tentatively approved by the House ways and
'"ans Committee. I am not asking now, as I did before, that the
Committee eliminate this provision altogether. Instead, I would

SM
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strongly urge the Committee to consider modifying this provision
so that it addresses the concerns that Congress and the
,.'inistration share regarding the relationship between treaties
and tax legislation, but does so in a manner that does not
n-edlessly and gratuitously undermine the standing and
credibility of the United States as a.treaty partner.

wo,1cription of Section l12(aa)(2)(C) of H.R. 4333.

Section 1l2(aa) of the technical corrections bill attempts
to provide definitive rules for the coordination of provisions in
Lhe 1986 and 1987 tax legislation and pre-existing treaties. The
approach taken is to identify provisions in the recent tax
legislation that are thought to conflict with one or more income
.6 treaties and to specify those provisions that would not apply
to the extent inconsistent with pre-existing treaties and those
that would override U.S. treaty obligations. In addition,
section 112(aa)(2)(C) provides that, in any other cases of
rm( iflict between the two recent tax Acts and treaties, the Acts'
provisions are to apply notwithstanding any treaty obligation of
the United States.

Discussion

During Congress's consideration of the 1986 Act, the
Administration made clear its opposition to the several treaty
overrides contained in that legislation. Our view then, and now,
ks that treaty overrides are neither necessary nor appropriate.
Today, however, I do not want to restate old arguments, but
rather to focus solely on the residual override in section
112(aa)(2)(C).

In the 15 months since a residual override was first proposed
by congressional staff, we have regularly discussed with your
staffs the importance of treaties and the importance of ensuring
that treaties and tax legislation are interpreted in a manner
that is consistent with the intent behind both the legislation
and treaties. Significantly, there is agreement on many
important points:

-- There is agreement that courts generally have done a good
job of reconciling statutes and treaties by applying canons of
construction developed in the process of two centuries of
judicial decislonmaking.

-- There is agreement that courts do and should seek to avoid
finding a conflict between statutes and treaties whenever
possible, so that effect can be given to both.

-- There is agreement that, in interpreting statutes and
treaties, courts do and should consider the intent of Congress
and the Administration in enacting the legislation and entering
J'to the treaty.

-- There is agreement that taxpayers should not be permitted
to use treaties in ways not intended by the treaty partners to
prevent application of general tax provisions enacted by
Congress.

Regrettably, the residual override -- as currently drafted --
would make it more difficult for courts to reconcile statutes and
treaties in a manner that gives effect to the purposes of both.
In the case of presently unidentified conflicts between statutes
and treaties, the residual override expresses a congressional
intent that the legislation be given effect over pre-existing
treaties in every case. Courts are simply instructed to make the
treaty yield to the later-enacted statute.

As I stated in my testimony last year, we believe that for
the non-judicial branches of government to insist that courts
blindly apply the later-in-time doctrine reflects a lack of
confidence in courts and a lack of regard for treaties. It also

N 1U MIFI a"IM
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denies both the United States and its treaty partners the benefit
of case-by-case consideration of how purported conflicts should
bc resolved on their merits, in light of the respective purposes
and policies intended to be served by the treaties and the
relevant legislation.

Although the Administration strongly opposes the residual
override as it is currently drafted, we believe the attention
that has been given to the interaction of statutes and treaties
can lead to productive change. we recognize and share the
concerns expressed by congressional staffs that taxpayers not be
ertitted to misinterpret or misapply treaties in a manner that

prevents appropriate application of the many important tax
changes included in the recent tax legislation. we agree with
r.)ngressional staffs that misuse of treaties, if permitted, can
v.,dermlne the respect for treaties that is essential to an
effective treaty network. At the same time, we sense broad
agreement in Congress that income tax treaties are an important
benefit for our multinational taxpayers and for the U.S. economy
and thus should be preserved and strengthened.

Accordingly, we are now in the process of discussing with
yuur staffs and the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation an
alternative to the residual treaty override that would give
appropriate weight to treaties but would also ensure that
---aties are not misused to undermine congressional intent in

Enacting tax legislation.

I urge you to reconsider the residual treaty override of
section 112(aa)f2)(C) and amend the provision appropriately. We

Congress and the Administration -- are presented with a
significant opportunity. Deleting the residual override as it is
currently drafted and substituting a suitable alternative will
reaffirm to treaty partners that the United States takes its

c:aty commitments seriously and values its treaty network. It
will deter our treaty partners, many of whom are undergoing their
own tax reform following the United States' lead, from
,nilaterally overriding our tax treaties to the detriment of
United States taxpayers and interests. It will remove a
significant impediment in cr international relations that has
adversely affected our tax treaty program and has even spilled
over into international relationships on other issues. In
addition, appropriate amendment to this provision will strengthen
the Executive Branch's ability to carry out the responsibility
kv,-i it by Congress to implement in our tax treaties the many

important changes in tax law and policy established by the 1986
ind 1987 Acts.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY!
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GLENN GRAFF

ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA
TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1988

The Associated General Contractors appreciates this opportunity

to comment on the Technical Corrections Act of 1988.

AGC urges that Congress mike no changes to the method of accounting

for long-term contracts this year so that the construction industry

and accounting practitioners have a chance to adapt to the major changes

made in 1986 and 1987.

If Congress does decide to once again amend the long-term contract

accounting rules, AGC requests that Congress address the problems

that the construction industry is encountering in implementing the

new rules.

AGC believes that the interests of simplification and fairness

to small business can best be served by repeal of the lookback rule

under the percentage of completion method of accounting. Its implementa-

tion is costing the construction industry millions of dollars, yet

the provision was designed so that it would not raise any extra tax

revenue. The lookback method requires literally thousands of calculations

to be done on each contract for every year whenever costs or revenues

change.

AGC requests that the exception for small contractors be conformed

to the Small Business Administration's definition of a small or a

small disadvantaged construction contractor.

AGC requests that the effect of state lien laws and trust fund

statutes be taken into account in defining when gross income is realized

on a contract. Retained amounts should not be considered income until

the contractor receives the right to receive the income.

My name is Glenn Graff. I am the chief financial officer

for Linbeck Construction Corporation in Houston, Texas. I am

here today on behalf of the Associated General Contractors of

America, for whom I am the chairman of the Tax and Fiscal Affairs

Committee.
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The construction industry has been hit hard by two major tax

law changes in two years. The changes to the method of

accounting for longterm contracts in 1986 brought widespread

confusion to both the construction industry and the accounting

practitioners working with the industry. In 1987, as

construction firms struggled to implement the new 1986 law, they

were again hit by a change to the method of accounting for

longterm contracts.

The administrative difficulties that the construction

industry is encountering as firms struggle to implement the new

rules resulting from these changes are far greater than the

industry or the government estimated. Generally, large and small

firms are finding that the amounts they are paying to have their

tax returns prepared this year are at least double and generally

more than double what they were in previous years. For example, I

know of one construction firm that paid nearly $100,000 for

preparation of its 1987 federal tax return, approximately double

the cost of the prior year.

If the rules for longterm contract accounting are amended

&gain this year, contractors will be faced with using three

different methods of accounting for longterm contracts. AGC

urges the Congress to make no changes to the method of accounting

for longterm construction contracts this year so that the

construction industry and accounting practitioners have an

opportunity to adapt to the changes already made.

If Congress does decide to once again amend the-longterm

contract accounting rules, AGC respectfully asks the Congress to

address certain problems that construction firms are encountering

in trying to carry out the new percentage of completion method

(PCM). These problems center around implementation of the

lookback rule. A number of proposals have been offered to

correct the problems construction firms are having in their

attempts to implement this new rule, but many problems remain

unaddressed.
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AGC believes that the interests of simplification and

fairness could best be served by repeal of the lookback method.

It is important to note that the Joint Tax Committee staff has

said repeatedly that the lookback method is "revenue-neutral."

That may be true as far as the goverment is concerned. However,

the lookback rule will cost the construction industry millions of

dollars annually, while generating not one extra dollar of tax

revenue -- a perfect "lose-lose' situation.

These additional costs stem from what for most construction

firms will be thousands of additional calculations. In the year

a longterm construction contract is completed, the construction

firm must go back and substitute for each year the contract was

in progress the actual costs and revenues for the estimated costs

and revenues used in prior years' tax computations; then taxes

for all prior years must be recalculated for both alternative

minimum tax and regular tax purposes; next the difference between

the taxes actually paid each year and the taxes that would have

been paid each year had actual costs been used must be

calculated: and finally, daily compounded interest subject to

rate change on a quarterly basis must be calculated on the

difference to determine whether interest is owed to or due from

the government.

This "lookbackm rule has proven to be an administrative and

accounting nightmare in practice for construction firms both

large and small. A construction contractor can spend literally

thousands of dollars to discover whether they should receive $10

from the IRS.

For example, a construction contractor in Georgia had gross

receipts for his 1987 taxable year of $10.3 million. Therefore,

he did not fit the Osmall contractor" exception. He had 30

contracts open at the end of his taxable year. Under the

percentage of completion method (PCM), each one of those

contracts was subject to the lookback provision. The largest

contract was for $1.9 million; the smallest was for $600.
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Because the $600 contract was not completed during the taxable

year, it was by definition a Olcngterm contract" and subject to

the lookback rule. This contractor's accountants made the

lookback computations and determined the contractor was due $1.35

In interest on the $600 contract. The contractor paid nearly

$20,000 for the preparation of his tax return, approximately the

same cost as his company's audit for the entire year.

Construction contracts unfortunately do not always finish in

a neat and orderly fashion. Increments of both coats and

revenues related to a contract may continue to "dribble in" on a

sporadic basis for years. For example, the contractor may return

to the project to do warranty work, or workers' compensation

premiums may be retrospectively calculated for years after the

contract ends. The lookback rule requires all of the calculations

I previously noted to be redone each year on every contract that

has additional revenue or coats. As a result, construction

Lcontractors could be forced to keep these small contracto open

for years after the contracts are substantially completed.

Claims and lawsuits often arise in the normal course of

construction and are settled after negotiations, arbitration or

court action. Under the new percentage of completion method,

recoveries from claims and lawsuits are subject to the lookback

rule, and in instances where disputes are not settled for a

number of years -- a common occurrence -- the tax and interest

due may well be greater than the recovery.

Another shortcoming of the lookback provision is its unequal

application to taxpayers. For example, a California construction

contractor and a supplier were involved in a dispute with an

owner. After several yeats of litigation, the contractor and the

supplier received an award. Both companies had been in the

identical position; both 'ecovered equally. In this example,

under the new PCM rules, the supplier would take his recovery

into income in the year received, while the contractor's recovery

would be subject to the lookback provision and he would pay
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interest from the year the project started through the recovery

date.

Current law contains a =carve-out" for small construction

contractors. Contractors may continue to use the completed

contract method if the contract will be completed in two years

and the contractor's average annual gross receipts for three

years do not exceed $10 million. AGC most respectfully requests

that the carve-out amount be increased to $17 million, which is

the Small Business Administration's current size standard for

small and small disadvantaged construction firms. This would

allow other small and small disadvantaged construction companies

that would otherwise fit the -current exemption but for the

receipts of affiliated concerns to use the completed contract

method of accounting.

Should Congress decide to again consider changes to the

method of accounting for longterm contracts, AGC also

respectfully requests that Congress examine another serious

problem associated with PCM.

A study of the profit margins of construction firms by V.B.

Castellani & Co., Inc. discloses that net profit for construction

companies ranges from 0.1% to 1.6%. In many instances this scant

profit is not realized until after the project is completed

because of the retainage factor. Frequently state lien laws

require owners to withhold up to 10% of the amount of the

contract in order to protect the construction project from liens

of subcontractors and suppliers. Under PCM as it now stands,

those retained amounts are subject to taxation long before the

construction contractor actually receives them. There has been a

myth that construction contractors often receive large advance

payments under "front-endo loading techniques, and therefore have

furds available to pay taxes before the contract is complete. The

reality is that many states have trust fund statutes that require

a construction contractor to use any such advance payments with

respect to contracts only for the purpose of paying materials,
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These three charts show five sample contracts and the calculation of lookback interest
on the contracts. The charts do not reflect the hundreds of calculations that had to
be done just to achieve these numbers. They show the actual costs to date, the
estimated costs and profit, what the balance should have been and the Cifference.
The final column on the third chart shows the total lookback amount to be $2,051.
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TESTIMONY OF MR. ANTHONY GRAZIANO

SENIOR VICE PRESiDENr

OF

TRIANGLE INDUSTRIES, INC

ON BEHALF OF

THE ALLIANCE FOR CAPITAL ACCESS,

THE US. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

AND

THE DIVIDENDS RECEIVED DEDUCTION COALITION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Anthony Graziano. I am

Senior Vice President of Triangle Industries, Inc. I appreciate the opportunity to appear

today on behalf of Triangle; the Alliance for Capital Access, a trade association representing

the corporate finance concerns of more than 100 non-invest.nent grade companies that

together employ over 450,000 American workers; the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, a

federation of over 180,000 businesses, associations and state and local chambers of

commerce; and the Dividends Received Deduction Coalition, an informal association of

groups representing companies that have issued preferred and common stock or have

invested in the stock of other corporations. Included in the coalition are associations and

companies representing utilities, thrifts, banks, manufacturers and venture capital companies.

Let me say at the outset that all of us have appreciated this Committee's historic

concern with maintaining American companies' access to affordable capital from a variety

of sources. Indeed, this sensitivity was most recently demonstrated last year when the

Committee took the lead in opposing House proposals that would have raised financing

costs for American business.

All of us in the coalition are united by our deep concern about the impact of the

proposed reduction in the dividends received deduction (DRD) on the ability of American

companies to raise affordable growth capital. There is a tendency to regard the DRD as
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an arcane issue to be resolved by tax technicians and academic. There is also a misguided

notion that the DRD is a corporate tax preference. But the DRD is not a tax gimmick. It

prevents the triple taxation of corporate earnings and, therefore, encourages corporations

to invest in the common and preferred stock of other companies. And these investments,

in turn, provide a considerable amount of the capital required by companies seeking to

grow.

Triangle Industries is an example of the kind of company that directly and indirectly

benefits from the DRD. Triangle, through our flagship subsidiary, American National Can,

is the largest packaging company in the world. We are also the lowest cost producer in

most of the markets in which we compete, both domestically ad internationally. We are

very proud of our low-cost producer status. It is the primary way for American companies

to compete in global markets. But it requires the constant investment of capital in the

business.

In 1983, Triangle had $260 million in revenues and was losing money. Our stock sold

for $13 a share. Today, Triangle has more than $4 billion in revenue, we employ over

23,000 American workers, and we are profitable. And that $13 share of stock was valued

at $135, adjusted for stock splits, just last week. And let me hasten to add that we are a

taxpayer: in 1987, Triangle's effective tax fate exceeded the statutory rate.

Triangle builds businesses. We have grown, and we hope to continue to grow, in part

through acquisitions. But we do not believe in stripping the assets of the companies that

we acquire. We infuse our companies with new capital, new ideas, and entrepreneurial

vitality. In the past three years alone, we have made almost half a billion dollars in capital

investments, more than double the investment of any of our competitors. This year,

Triangle was ranked 98th on the Fortune 100. Triangle is one of only 57 companies on the

Fortune 100 that had net employment growth in the last 10 years.

I give you this b-ickground to set the stage for a fundamental point. Like many

businesses, we have needed a wide range of financial took to create this record of growth.
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We have used everything from high yield bonds and common stock to various kinds of

pref,;rred stock and bank debt. Removal of any of these various sources of capital would

have made it more costly, and far more difficult, for us to expand our business and enhance

our competitiveness.

Since 1986, Congress has sharply reduced the DRD from 85 percent to 70 percent

for companies that own less than 20 percent of the stock of oUItr companies. Few of us

protested this reduction because industrial companies recognized that tax reform would

require some base broadening and sacrifice by all. In that context, a reduction in the DRD,

while damaging, was manageable. And, frankly, other proposals made in 1987 such as

limiting the deductibility of interest on some corporate debt would have been even more

damaging.

But the proposed cut to 50 percent would mean that the DRD would fall nearly 40

percent in just two years. The cumulative effect of such a reduction would be to sharply

increase the cost of raising capital for industrial, utility and financial corporations in every

segment of the American economy. This increase would come at a time when Congress

should be doing all it can to lower the cost of capital to American business.

This is a critical capital formation issue. Contrary to popular perception,

corporations are significant purchasers of the stock of other corporations, and this proposal

would severely discourage that investment. In fact, in the $43 billion public preferred stock

market alone, nearly 80 percent of the purchasers are companies eligible for the DRD.

We understand that the Joint Committee on Taxation staff has suggested that

ownership of less than 20 percent of another company is somehow less virtuous than owning

more than 20 percent. In fact, there are many sound, non-tax reasons for companies to

invest less than 20 percent in another company. For example, a high technology firm may

invest in another high tech firm to facilitate technology transfers; a group of companies may

want to spread some of the risk of a new joint venture; or an oil pipeline may want to

spread ownership to avoid antitrust violations.
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In fact, one of the best reasons for one company to invest in the preferred stock of

another is the efficient use of capital. Right now, my own company has more capital than

it will spend this year in its aggressive capital expenditure program. This is because we have

already accumulated the cash that we will need to fund next year's very substantial capital

program. Both for the good of our own shareholders and for the good of the economic

system, this capital should not remain idle until it is ready to be u ;ed in our business. One

way for us to transfer this capital to another company that needs i: today is through an

investment in that other company's preferred stock. The efficient utilization of capital by

companies that need it today, without the imposition of a third tax, is important to capital

formation and therefore job creation in the United States.

The fact is that there is nothing magical about 20 percent; and there is certainly

nothing negative about so-called portfolio investment. Investment by companies in one

another has a positive economic impact whether at the one percent level or the 40 percent

level.

It is worth noting that among the most significant issuers of preferred stock are

utilities. Indeed, they comprise about one-half of the public preferred market. To the

extent that their cost of capital is increased - which this proposal would clearly do - utility

rates will also increase.

Furthermore, it has been a long-standing principle of federal tax law dating back to

1909 that corporate profits should oni) be taxed twice - once when they are earned by the

corporation and once when they are received by an individual shareholder. Each reduction

of the DRD, however, increases the triple taxation of corporate profits. First, when earned

as income by the corp-iration in the course of its normal business operations; second, when

included as taxable income by the corporate investor; and thir d.hen paid out as dividends

to individual shareholders in the investing corporation. This pinciple has already been

severely eroded in the last two years. Further reductions in the DRD would emasculate this

principle.
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I believe this tax policy is still as sound as it was in 1909. And for those of us

involved in the DRD coalition who do not operate in the world of tax theory, it is even

more valid than ever before. We live day in and day out with the problem of how to

finance growing businesses. In this world, there are two salient points to keep in mind: first,

for companies like Triangle to remain competitive and to grow we need access to capital;

second, to assure ourselves access to this needed capital we must offer potential investors

a competitive after-tax return. That is how we attract their money. It naturally follows that

if the DRD is reduced, the investors' tax liability rises. In order to continue to attract

investment by other businesses to help finance growth, Triangle and other companies like

us will have to pay a higher yield to provide these corporate investors with the same after-

tax return.

For example, a 10 perc -nt dividend on preferred stock provides a corporate investor

with an after-tax yield of 8.98 percent. If the DRD is eliminated, it would cost the preferred

isuer a whopping 4 1/2 percentage points more (a 14.5 percent dividend) to provide the

same 8.98 percent after-tax return. Imagine the same rate spike on your home mortgage,

and you have some sense of the impact that this would have on the ability of American

firms to raise affordable capital to compete in international markets.

Continuing with this example, one less costly alternative to issuing the preferred stock

would be to issue debt -- if the company is able to do so. In fact, this would cost the issuer

less because the interest it pays is fully deductible, whereas none of its dividends are

deductible. This, in turn, will increase corporate debt-to-equity ratios, lower credit ratings

and make these companies more vulnerable to restructurings and layoffs in the event of a

recession. While prudent reliance on debt financing is desirable, it is also clear that not all

companies can or should issue additional debt. Inevitably, some companies that should not

do so will turn to the debt markets to fill their financing needs.

More broadly, discouraging the issuance of preferred stock is unsound from a

corporate finance perspective. Preferred stock is a necessary part of many companies'

capital structures. It is in a company's interest to issue financial instruments with different
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characteristics. In this way, it spreads its own risk and is able to attract a broad range of

investors by varying the risks inherent in investing in the company. Companies can issue

only so much straight debt and common stock.

Beyond the general need to issue a range of different capital instruments, preferred

stock serves other purposes. For example, a company seeking to reduce its debt-to-equity

ratio and improve its credit rating, might issue preferred stock. In other cases, preferred

stock is a way for companies to finance a critical part of friendly, productive acquisitions

without relying on too much debL

Further, there is a new breed of companies on the move today characterized by

owner management. In these firms, managers own a significant share of the company's

common stock, giving them great incentive to perform. Indeed, Fortune Magazine recently

found that the one common thread among the 25 companies most likely to join the Fortune

500 next year is a substantial degree of management ownership. Preferred stock is one

way that these companies can raise growth capital while maintaining healthy balance sheets.

They can avoid too much debt, without yielding ownership to outsiders.

Generally, small- and medium-sized companies have a more difficult time in raising

capital than larger firms. It would be extremely unwise to further constrain them by

lowering the DRD and making it more costly for them to grow. Large companies may be

able to adjust, although that is arguable in many cases. But it is indisputable that the

proposal would have a disproportionately negative effect on growing companies, the very

firms that have created most of the new jobs in America in recent years. Many of these

small- and medium-sized companies, including members of the Alliance and the Chamber,

do not have investment grade rating. We must have available to us the full range of

financing instruments if we are to expand. Seriously discouraging the major investors in the

crucial layer of preferred equity now available to us and actively discouraging corporate

investment in our common stock, as this proposal would, will inevitably damage our ability

to grow.
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Finally, the proposed cut in the DRD will cause an across-the-board reduction in the

value of preferred stock portfolios, as well as those common stock holdings that are

generally bought for their yield, such as utility portfolios. Such a reduction is both unfair

and potentially dangerous to the stability of the financial markets.

We urge the Committee to drop the proposed reduction in the DRD from the

revenue raising options.
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TESTIMONY OF RICHARD HAUSLEIN
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE
WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1988

INTRODUCTION

My name is Richard Hauslein, Vice President for Human

Resources, Dresser Industries. I am appearing before you today

at the request of the Section 89 Coalition and The ERISA -

Industry Committee. My testimony will outline from a Dresser

perspective important issues concerning the Section 89

nondiscrimination rules that were added to the Internal Revenue

Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

The Section 89 Coalition is a voluntary coalition of both

small and large employers, labor unions, managed health care

plans, health insurers, and benefits consultants who have banded

together to communicate their concerns about Section 89 to

Congress. My company is a partic. pant in the Section 89

Coalition and supports its activities.

Let me make it clear that we endorse the concept of

nondiscrimination rules for welfare plans. Nondiscrimination

rules should ensure both that health and other tax-favored

benefits are widely distributed and that the high paid do not

receive a disproportionate share of those benefits.

Unfortunately, Section 89 as it currently stands does more

to test an employer's ability to gather data than it does to

ensure an equitable distribution of benefits. And it positively

discourages the expansion of health coverage.

The Section 89 rules assume that an employer is providing

discriminatory benefits unless the employer establishes evidence

to the contrary. The burden of proof, therefore, is upon the

same employer that is also voluntarily providing health coverage

to its employees.

IMPACT OF SECTION 89 ON PLAN SPONSORS

To prove nondiscrimination under Section 89, an employer

must first identify every coverage option that is offered to any
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employee. Thus, every single and family coverage, each high and

low option, and each separate HMO, PPO or other managed care

system, must be catalogued. In the case of Dresser and its

wholly owned subsidiaries, this means that approximately 125

welfare benefit plans mushroom into something over 400 plans for

Section 89 purposes. Other large companies face an even more

formidable task.

Next we must determine which employees are to be included in

the test. This requires keeping track of the hours worked by

part-time employees and gathering individual sworn statements

from employees who are covered by a spouse's plIn ia another

company. Even though payroll systems are often dLecentralized

throughout a company, we must determine on a controlled group

basis which individual employees are to be classified as highly

compensated. We must also determine which individual employees

are eligible for and which are covered by each of the employer's

health coverage options.

Under the current rules, all this data must be obtained fcr

every day of the year.

Let me tell you, no company, Dresser included, has this

data at hand. A company like mine will have to go out into the

field and collect it piece by piece. Data for collectively

bargained employees who are covered under a multiemployer plan

may not be available to the employer. Employers do not presently

have a system for collecting data on the coverage that dependents

have from other employers; systems will have to be developed.

Even data that is available is often decentralized and on

computers that may or may not be compatible with each oth3r.

Some companies will have an easier time gathering the necessary

data than others. Others, whose plans are just as good, will

never be able to collect and analyze all the information

necessary to test their plans.

But we are not through yet.
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Now we must take the data we have collected and test each

separate option. We must determine which plans will be tested as

part of a separate line of business and which options in each

business can be combined under strict comparability rules. Then

we must apply numerical tests to that data. Companies which have

few, if any, options in their plans may be able to apply one 80%

coverage test. But most companies, Dresser included, will have

to apply at least three separate numerical tests to their data

(the 50% eligibility test or the alternative eligibility test,

the 90%/50% availability test, and the 75% benefits test).

Where the option, or combined options, being tested do not

pass all the applicable numerical tests, the value of any excess

benefits must be calculated and income must then be imputed to

all highly compensated individuals t,at receive those benefits.

Those calculations must be completed in time for the affected

employees to fill our their April 15 tax forms.

It is not likely that Dresser or any other major company

will drop their health coverage because of these rules. Most

major companies think they run nondiscriminatory plans and will

make every effort to pass whatever rules are laid out. The issue

is not just the high cost of compliance. In many cases

employers with good health plans simply will not be able to tell

whether they pass these rules.

HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE PROPOSALS

The changes approved by the House Ways and Means Committee

would make some modest progress in simplifying these rules. For

example, they open the door toward once-a-year testing; they

would allow the use of sampling; they would allow more plans to

be grouped together; and they would exclude from testing

employees that long ago separated from service.

However, under the Ways and Means proposals, cince a year

testing may prove illusory if elections and changes in benefits

still have to be tracked throughout the year. Art employer must
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still gather some data on all'employees before sampling can be

conducted, and must still gather sworn statements where employees

are covered under a spouse's plan. All highly compensated

employees must still be found and tracked. Each separate option

must still be identified and valued before it can be grouped with

other options. HMOs, PPOs, and similar programs will still

present additional problems of identification and valuation and

will still be difficult to combine with other programs for

testing. Employers must still operate with no significant

guidance concerning separate lines of business or what will

eventually be acceptable valuation standards. Applying the

rules to I.R.C. Section 79 group term life insurance plans

remains an impossible difficulty.

The Ways and Means proposals attack some of the symptoms

but fail to go to the heart of the problem. We need safe harbors

that will permit health plans to pass nondiscrimination rules

without resort to elaborate, costly and burdensome testing. Mr.

Chairman, the government ought to be able to provide rules that

allow a plan designed so that its operation, on its face, will be

nondiscriminatory to pass muster without further testing@ An

employer should not have to go out and collect reams of data

every year to prove its plans are nondiscriminatory.

GENERAL IMPACT OF SECTION 89

There is one easy way to pass these tests: Do not offer any

family coverage, do not offer any options in coverage, do not

encourage employees to join HMOs, PPOs, or any other managed care

system, and provide only the most basic (though not necessarily

the least expensive) form of coverage. We hope that such drastic

steps will not have to be taken.

By requiring each option to be tested separately, the rules

discourage the use of alternative delivery systems. Employers

fearing failure of any one plan will imit the diversification of

options and use of new types of services. Hence, the rules have
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a negative effect on the momentum behind increased use of HMOs,

PPOs, triple option plans and the like.

Dresser feels that Section 89, in its current form, will

have a severe restrictive effect on its ability to develop

alternative delivery systems at a time when innovative approaches

are needed to contain rising health care costs.

By making extensive data collection necessary for family

coverage and other similar options, the rules stand in the way of

expanding coverage. A small employer is encouraged either not to

offer coverage or to offer limited coverage only to its

employees.

The rules effectively prohibit pilot and experimental

expansions of benefits such as long term care benefits or new

managed care systems. Such a plan could easily fail the Section

89 tests, even though the benefits would be offered to employees

at all wage levels in the subgroup targeted for the pilot

program. Thus the tests inhibit prudent benefit and financing

decisions.

The Ways and Means proposals do not solve these basic

problems.

CQNCCU SION

I am told that the Section 89 rules carry with them a

significant revenue figure -- i.e., that the government intends

to collect a substantial amount of money by imputing income to

individuals who participate in plans that cannot pass these

rules. I think that employers will want to pass these rules.

Thus I challenge these numbers. I don't challenge their accuracy

but their wisdom, because to some extent a high revenue figure is

the U.S. government saying that we will write rules you cannot

comply with and charge you for it. Mr. Chairman, this just

doesn't make any sense to me.

Furthermore, in an area as critical as this, it is mandatory

that, whatever the final rules are, employers be given sufficient
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lead time to comply so that the vital health coverage of millions

of employees and their families is not disrupted.

Both we and the government have lear ned a lot over the last

year and a half as we have wrestled with trying to come to grips

with these rules. I think that good rules can be written that

will achieve the objectives of the law -- including the

objectives of not overburdening employers who are covering their

employees and of furthering good health policy initiatives across

the land.

Nondiscrimination is important because the benefits involved

are basic to the well being of millions of workers and their

families. According to the Congressional Research Service, 136.5

million non-elderly Americans now receive health coverage through

voluntary employer-provided planu that would be subject to the

Section 89 nondiscrimination rules. More Americans are covered

under employer-sponsored medical plans for retirees. Similar

figures apply to employer-provided life insurance plans. Thus,

it is clear that prior law has already done much to ensure

widespread distribution of benefits.

At the same time, much needs to be done. This Committee and

many of its members have expressed concerns about the 30-37

million Americans who do not have health coverage from any source

-- two thirds of them workers or dependents of workers. Clearly,

whatever is done under the law to ensure nondiscrimination should

act as an incentive, not a disincentive, for additional employers

to provide coverage for their workers and workers' dependents.

Mr. Chairman, we thank you for your continuing leadership

for over a decade in developing national employee benefits

policy. We appreciate your interest in working toward a solution

to the problems with Section 89.

We also thank Senator David Pryor for his assistance in

bringing the issue before the Committee today, Senator John

Chafee for his expressions of support and leadership, and the ten

members of this Committee who joined with Senator Dayid
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Durenburger in a June 17, 1988, letter to Treasury Secretary

Baker regarding the absence of regulatory guidance for these new,

complicated rules.

I understand that the Section 89 Coalition has been working

with the Members and staffs of the tax committees to simplify the

rules and develop broad safe harbors that would reduce, or even

eliminate, the incredible data collection burdens of the current

rules. We applaud that effort. However, time is very short.

The Section 89 rules are effective beginning January 1, 1989.

Failure of this Committee to find a way to implement welfare

benefit nondiscrimination rules on a phased in and gradual basis

will cause chaos in an area vital to the health and well being of

employees and their families.

Mr. Chairman, we need your help, and we ask for your help.
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STATEMENT OF MALCOLM A. MOORE ON BEHALF

OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PROBATE COUNSEL

AT A HEARING ON THE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1988

BEFORE THE FINANCE COMMITTEE

U.S. SENATE

July 13, 1988

Malcolm A. Moore, President of the American College of

Probate Counsel (the "College") , has prepared this statement

with help from E. James Gamble, Esq. of Detroit, Michigan,

Chairman of the .College's I.R.C. Section 2036(c) Task Force,

and Dave L. Cornfeld, Esq., of St. Louis, Missouri, Chairman of

the College's Estate and Gift Tax Committee. The positions and

views presented here have not been specifically approved in

advance either by the Board of Regents of the College or its

Executive Committee. However, the College's president believes

that the positions set forth in this document in fact represent

the position of the great majority of members of the College,

and, as will be pointed out in oral testimony, also represents

the views of virtually every estate planning lawyer with whom--

the witness has spoken over the last several months.

The College is grateful for being given the opportunity to

appear before this distinguished Committee to express the views

of our membership (which is composed of more than 2600 lawyers

who specialize in the practice of trusts and estate law and

related tax matters,) concerning Section 2036(c) and the

proposed technical corrections thereto currently being

considered by the Ways and Means Committee of the House of

Representatives and by the Senate Finance Committee. The

improvement and reform of probate laws and procedures, wi'h the

ultimate goal of simplifying to the maximum extent possible the

disposition of property and the administration of estates in

this country, has been a major and continuing effort of the

College from the date it was first organized over 39 years
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ago. We welcome and accept once again the challenge of working

with the Congress to find additional ways for improving and

simplifying the nation's transfer tax laws.

1. Section 2036(c) asEn_tA_.

Section 2036(c) was enacted as part of the Omnibus Budget

Reconci!.ia.tion Act of 1987, P.L. 100-203, signed into law by

the President on December 22, 1987. The provisions of that Act

which constitute new Section 2036(c) were never con-ained in

any bill considered by the Senate; rather they were an

outgrowth of some provisions contained in legislation adopted

by the House. A House-Senate conference committee adopted,

with some modifications, these "estate freeze" provisions

contained in the House legislation. Until today there have

never been hearings on this statutory prcvi3inn, nor on any of

the proposed technical corrections thereto. The College is

gratified that the Finance Committee has afforded this

opportunity to interested parties to give their views, for the

first time, on Section 2036(c) and the proposed technical

corrections thereto. The College (as well as other interested

professional associations) has spent a great deal of time

Analyzing and evaluating this legislation since its enactment.

Section 2036(c) was enacted because of a perception that

abuses were taking place in certain so-called "estate freeze"

transactions through the avoidance of payment of an adequate

transfer tax in connection with the passage of property between

family members (typically from an older generation to a younger

generation) by an undervaluation of the property being

transferred, coupled with the retention of income and control

rights in the property.

However, since the passage of Section 2036(c) it has become

abundantly clear that the statute as enacted is incapable of

being understood and enforced either by attorneys representing

their clients or by the Internal Revenue Service, and as a

result is not an adequate or appropriate response to the

92-267 0 - 89 - 4
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perceived abuses. However, even if the statute had been

properly drafted and the ambiguities corrected (if possible)

its effect has been, and will continue to be, to virtually

paralyze the legitimate transfer of property, by gift or sale,

between family members; the majority of these transactions are

completely unrelated to "valuation freezing", yet are presently

within the legislation's reach. In all parts of the country

attorneys and their clients have been placed in a continuing

"linbo" not knowing whether the most simple and legitimate of

transactions between family members will pass muster under

Section 2036(c). This has had the result of placing owners of

closely-held businesses, farms and ranches at a distinct

disadvantage compared to taxpayers who own readily marketable

assets.

The tax law should not create a disincentive to the

continuance of family-owned businesses and the passing on of

such businesses from older to younger generations of the

family. Under Section 2036(c), even after the proposed

amendments, the owner of a closely-held business, if faced with

the choice of selling to a stranger or to his children on the

same terms, would be compelled to choose the sale to a

stranger. Further, an owner can not offer a related employee

of his business an equity interest as an incentive although he

can to an unrelated employee. In addition, Section 2036(c)

does not take into account that much, if not all, of the future

appreciation may be the result of the efforts of the younger

generation shareholders.

The elimination of the exception for a "bona fide sale for

an adequate and full consideration in money or money's worth"

is patently unfair and results in double taxation. The fair

market value of any property takes into account its potential

appreciation including the effect of any leverage. Thus, the

seller will have received additional money or money's worth

which (together with income and appreciation thereof) will be
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included in his gross estate at death. To then include the

appreciation on the transferred interest as well as "in effect"

double taxation. Further unfairness results to the purchaser

if the purchaser is required to pay the seller's transfer tax

(gift or estate tax) with respect to property for which the

purchaser has already paid full value. The burden of such

potential future transfer tax has the effect of making the

property worth less to family members than an outsider, a

result which Congress could not have intended.

Given the well-founded criticism aimed at the statute since

its enactment, the House Ways and Means Committee recently

announced that "technical corrections" will be prepared to

provide, among other things, some so-called "safe harbors" for

transactions to be excluded from the application of

Section 2036(c). It is that effort to which the next section

of this paper is addressed.

THE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS PROPOSED BY THE
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE

All the public has seen thus far is the text of an

announcement made on June 21, 1988 (JCX-ll-88) as to possible

"technical" changes which the Ways and Means Committee has

proposed to make to Section 2036(c). The practicing bar had

thought that the primary thrust of these suggested technical

corrections would be to (1) clarify the admittedly vague

meaning of a number'of words contained in the statute such as

"enterprise," "in effect transfers," "potential appreciation,"

"share in the income of . . . enterprise," "other rights," etc.

and (2) state what kinds of transactions would not be affected

by Section 2036(c). While the June 21 announcement states that

the meaning of some of the statute's vague terms will be

clarified, not one of the admittedly ambiguous terms just

mentioned is apparently dealt with by the proposed House

legislation. Further, the so-called "safe harbor transactions"

which are delineated are too few and much too restrictive to be

of any real help - in fact they create additional traps for the

unwary.
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The June 21 proposal would expand the reach of Section

2036(c) well beyond any application to which it would

reasonably be said to have been initially intended and delegate

some of the fundamental aspects of the statutory provision to

regulations. In addition, the proposal would add certain safe

harbors as to the applicability of the statute that are so

narrow that they broaden the reach of the statute by implying

the words of the statute are to be interpreted considerably

more broadly than common sense would dictate.

Since the origin of Section 2036(c) was a concern by staff

members and others that certain freeze transactions were being

abused, given the almost universal belief that the terms of the

statute were not only vague but almost all-inclusive in terms

of its possible application, the proper way to limit the

statute'&-applicability would be to state what transactions are

covered, not what transactions are not covered. This the Ways

and Means Committee has chosen not to do. It has rather

provided a small (but wholly incomplete) list of transactions

which, so long as they comply with a number of specific and

restrictive conditions, will not fall within the ambit of

Section 2036(c).

The first exception indicated is for a so-called "true

loan" situation where an older generation member, for example,

loans money to a younger generation member's business

enterprise. No Section 2036(c) transfer will be deemed to have

occurred if the debt lacks "equity features" and meets

"specified requirements regarding term, interest rate, payment

dates, voting rights and conversion." The reliance upon a

"debt" vs. "equity" characterization is unfortunate to say the

least; for eighteen years the Internal Revenue Service has been

unable to come up with a satisfactory definition of these terms

pursuant to its regulatory authority under I.R.C. Section 385

which deals with the very same distinction. What is the basis

for assuming the job will be any easier under these proposed

technical corrections?
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An example of which could result under this approach is

that if a parent loans money to a child's business (or sells

the business to a child for an installment note) and one aspect

cf the debt (or note) does not comport to whatever statutory

requirements there are, the act of making the loan (or sale)

will be caught in the Section 2036(c) web and resulting

transfer taxes on at least a portion of the enterprise's

appreciation will be imposed upon the lendor's (or seller's)

death.

Indeed the tax could be imposed sooner on the appreciated

value of the enterprise to which a loan is made if the loan is

paid off prematurely, for example, and is regarded as a

"termination" or a "lapse" which is another provision the Ways

and Means Committee intends to have inserted in the

legislation. Given the fact that a normal good faith loan made

by a parent to a child's business (or a fairly constructed sale

of the business to the child) should never have been subject to

Section 2036(c) in the first place, the niggardly restrictions

are all the more offensive.

Another so-called "safe harbor" relates to a sale, lease or

compensation agreement. The June 21 announcement notes these

will only be saved if there is a "arm's length" agreement which

does "not otherwise give that person [the transferorl an •

interest in the enterprise." As with the loan, apparently the

lines will be so strictly drawn (based on admittedly vague

language the meaning of which has been extensively litigated,

e.g., "arm's length") that it will be easy to have such a

transaction fall out of the protection of this safe harbor,

which again should not have been included in the statute's

ambit in the first place.

The third announced exception relates tO-so-called

"options." Presumably buy-sell agreements will also be

included within this category. However, these will only be

excepted from the statute's application if the exercise of the
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option or the operation of the buy-sell agreement produces a

value of the property involved equal to its fair market value

at the time the option is exercised or the property is sold.

_Virtually no buy-sell agreement will be protected by the

provisions of this "safe harbor" because the ultimate sale

price is usually determined by a predetermined formula, which

provides some certainty to the parties to the agreement.

Existing law provides that if such buy-sell agreements are

not fair at inception, or are substitutes for testamentary

dispositions, they cannot effectively fix, for transfer tax

purposes, the price of the asset being sold. The only kinds of

buy-sell agreements which this proposed safe harbor would

apparently protect are those which simply provide for

restrictions on the transferability of the assets, not ones

that attempt to strike a fair value for the future purchase of

assets so that a potential purchaser (usually a younger

generation member) will know what he is getting into in terms

of committing himself to make such a purchase. Apparently even

a preexisting buy-sell agreement entered into in good faith by

nonrelated parties would be caught by the statute if a family

member (9g., a child of one of the original entrepreneurs)

became a party to the buy-sell agreement.

Those are the only specific exceptions which apparently

will be allowed. None of these delineated transactions are

ones which should ever have been included in the swath of

Section 2036(c) in the first place. Rather than helping, the

proposed amendment simply makes the whole situation worse by

being overly restrictive in terms of what transfers are to be

excluded, and then by making the tests which must be met to

have such transactions excluded so rigid and extensive that a

number of these transactions will nonetheless fall prey to the

statute's operation.

Numerous questions will still. abound in terms of what the

statute is intended to cover. For example, is life insurance
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an enterprise so that irrevocable life insurance trusts which

contain benefits for the insured's spouse but whose eventual

beneficiaries are the insured's children will be included in

the insured's estate by reason of the application of

Section 2036(c)? Practitioners should have been assured that

the statute was not intended to apply to the gift of a minority

stock interest by a parent to a child in a corporation that

only has one class of stock outstanding. In the same category

should be the creation of a family partnership followed by a

gift of some limited partnership interests to children. These

are only three examples of transactions which should clearly be

outside the purview of the statute but for which no safe harbor

has been delineated.

The omission of satisfactory definitions for a great number

of crucial terms in the statute and the unrealistically narrow

provision for so-called "safe harbors" are not the only reasons

that the House proposed technical corrections make Section

2036(c) worse, rather than better. For example, the announced

intention to treat "terminations, lapses, and other changes in

interests in the enterprise" as a deemed gift sweeps many more

transactions into the ambit of Section 2036(c) than the present

legislation does. This proposed change even goes further than

the proposed technical amendment which was announced on

March 31, 1988 which would eliminate the ability of a

transferor to preclude the application of Section 2036(c) by

making a transfer of his retained power or interest so long as

it was done within three years of death.

The Ways and Means Committee states that "The estate would

be given the right to require that the transferor pay his or

her share of estate tax attributable to operation of the freeze

provisions." Given the fact that Section 2036(c) indeed

necessitates the payment of an estate tax on assets no longer

owned or controlled by the transferor, such a provision is

necessary. It points up, however, the enormous unfairness of

requiring a child who has bought the family business to pay a
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crippling transfer tax upon a parent's death, or even earlier

if the March 31, 1988 provisions of the Technical Correction

Act is adopted which treats a disposition of the business by

the child as a "transfer" which triggers a "deemed" estate tax.

Section 2036(c) has been a disaster since its enactment.

It has, as pointed out earlier, virtually paralyzed good

intentioned and fair transfers of all sorts of business and

other assets between family members. No knowledgeable estate

or trust practitioner in the country that this witness has

spoken with (and he has spoken with a great number) have felt

the statute is really salvageable in terms of being able to

eliminate the perceived evil for which it was enacted - abusive

freeze situations. However, there was some hope that if the

admittedly vague terms of the statute were defined in some

detail, that if the unwarranted and punitive provision which

includes in the statute's ambit sales for full and adequate

consideration was removed, and that if a good faith attempt was

made to clearly set forth those transactions to which the

statute would apply, there would be some light at the end of

the tunnel. Instead what the public has been presented with is

a "technical corrections" bill which not only fails to clarify

ambiguous terms but adds to the statute's complexity and

pervasiveness through additional unworkable provisions.

As is noted below, there is a much more appropriate and

reasoned approach to deal with whatever estate freeze abuse

situations might exist. We applaud the staff of this Committee

in its view that improving current valuation techniques and

sanctions is a more appropriate way to try and deal with any

problem there might be. That approach would have the added

benefit (which is really a necessity) of providing certainty

and finality to family transactions which, for a great number

of reasons, cannot afford to remain open-ended as is the result

under current Section 2036(c).
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A POSSIBLE APPROACH

The College believes that the elimination of abusive

freezes is a desirable objective. Its Section 2036(c) Task

Force also believes that a relatively simple solution will be

far more effective than a provision like Section 2036(c). We

believe that legislation designed to eliminate abuse freezes

should encourage prompt disclosure to the Internal Revenue

Service of transactions that have a freeze potential and early

resolution of any valuation dispute between the taxpayer and

the Service. It should also utilize established gift tax

concepts and audit procedures.

Persons whose primary asset is an interest in a

family-owned business should not be put in a substantially

worse planning position than persons whose primary assets are

marketable fixed income investments and growth stocks. A

person with a diversified portfolio can give away the growth

stocks and keep the fixes income securities, pay the gift tax

and not be faced with the possibility that post-gift

appreciation will be included in his estate. The owner of a

small business should not be forced to sell his business to

accomplish the same result, but Section 2036(c) forces him

either to sell or to abandon the kind of long-range tax

planning that the Code makes available to the owner of readily

marketable assets.

The primary method available to the ow-.er of a small

business corporation to achieve planning parity with the owner

of a liquid investment portfolio has been the

recapitalization. Many of these recapitalizations have been

straightforward transactions in which the newly created

interests contain traditional investment features that permit

their valuation by standard methods. Gift tax returns have

been filed and valuation disputes have been resolved by audit

or litigation. When this kind of transaction is disclosed on a

gift tax return and the Internal Revenue Service (the
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"Service") has an opportunity to scrutinize the transaction,

the transfer tax system works just as well as it does with the

person who owns the investment portfolio.

There have been cases, however, where taxpayers have

attempted to avoid gift tax audits by the Internal Revenue

Service by taking extreme positions in designing the stock

interests issued in a recapitalization, by claiming an

unrealistically low value for the stock that they give away,

and by failing to report the transfer on a gift tax return.

This is the type of abusive freeze at which Section 2036(c) is

aimed.

The Task Force believes that the abusive freeze problem can

be solved if Congress adopts legislation that will increase

taxpayer compliance with the gift tax reporting requirements

and enhance the gift tax audit process. The proposal will

accomplish these important policy objections:

- It will raise revenue by encouraging the payment
of the proper amount of gift tax on these
transactions, thereby producing transfer tax
revenues for the government sooner than a
solution that relies exclusively on an estate tax
provision;

- It will discourage the owners of small businesses
from entering into abusive recapitalizations. As
a result, it will cause these people either to
pay a gift tax on the interests they do transfer
or to hold their entire interest until death when
the full value of that interests will be included
in their estate;

- It will, in effect, make any post-transfer
appreciation subject to the estate tax if a gift
of an interest with growth potential either is
not reported on a gift tax return or if its value-
is reported but substantially understated; and

- It will achieve these purposes without a complete
upheaval in the estate tax rules and the
extension of those rules to many transactions
that are not used for tax avoidance purposes. It
will also eliminate the need to create elaborate
"safe harbors" for those transactions.

The proposal is designed to enhance the effectiveness of

the gift tax audit procedure by giving taxpayers an incentive

to ask for a gift tax audit in order to avoid adverse future
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transfer taxes. A transaction to which the proposal would

apply would be defined to embrace only abusive freeze

transactions only and would provide that those transactions

would result in an incomplete gift if a taxpayer fails to meet

the following gift tax filing and audit criteria:

- If an affected transfer of the property interest
with growth potential is reported on a timely
filed gift tax return, and if the Service audits
the return, the gift would be complete. If there
is a taxable gift, any tax due will be paid with
the return or as a result of the audit.

A new Code provision would permit a taxpayer to
ask for an early audit of any gift tax return.
If the Service fails to begin an audit within 18
months after one is requested, the gift would be
complete and there would be no further transfer
tax consequences. A possible condition to the
request for early audit and determination might
be a waiver of the use of the unified credit
against any additional tax due to undervaluation
on the return so that the Service would have an
incentive to audit.

If a nontaxable gift tax return is filed, but the
Service does not audit the return and no request
for an early audit is made, an affected transfer
of the property interest with growth potential
would be incomplete if the gift was undervalued
by more than a specified percent, _q., 25%.

If the Service audits the return and it believes
that events may occur in subsequent years that
will have gift tax implications,such as the
failure of a preferred stockholder to enforce his
right to receive dividends, the taxpayer and the
Service can enter into a closing agreement using
the procedure provided for in I.R.C. Section 7121
and Rev. Proc. 68-16, 1968-1 C.B. 770. It will
be much more effective for a field agent, an
appeals officer or government trial counsel to
tailor the provisions of a closing agreement to a
taxpayer's specific situation than to attempt to
deal with diverse and unpredictable fact
situations by adding specific provisions to the
Internal Revenue Code.
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It is submitted that t-Y s proposal provides an inducement

for the taxpayer to take the initiative in reporting the gift

of a growth interest and to value it with a reasonable degree

of objectivity; it also provides an incentive for the taxpayer

to invite an audit of his return in order to avoid an open

statute of limitations for gift tax purposes. The government

will realize additional revenue earlier than undar an estate

tax measure; and it will be protected from the taxpayer whose

objective is to disclose .irtually nothing on a gift tax return

in the hope that he eventually can establish that what he did

disclose was sufficient to cause the gift tax statute of

limitations to run.

We realize that as this proposal is examined in more

detail, issues will arise that must be resolved. The College

and its Task Force stands ready, willing and able to make

suggestions and to offer assistance that will make the gift tax

audit procedures effective to accomplish the objectives of

eliminating the abusive estate tax freeze and enhancing the

collection of additional gift tax revenue.

I appreciate the opportunity afforded the American College

of Probate Counsel and me as its President the opportunity to

testify today.
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Miscellaneous Tax Requests of Senator Frank H. Murkowski for the
July 12, 1988 Senate Finance Committee Hearing on the "Technical
Corrections" Act of 1988.

Members of the Finance Committee:-

I'd like to bring to your attention several tax corrections
that I believe are needed to address certain problems caused by
recent tax Acts. In-depth individual letters on each problem
have already been sent to the Committee, and so I use this
occasion to briefly highlight and underscore mry concerns.

Alaskan children.

The Tax Act of '86 severely restricted the ability of tax
dependents, especially children, to offset tax on unearned
income, making It more difficult for families and children to
save. This was done primarily to discourage parents from
shifting tax liability on unearned income to children.
Unfortunately, in trying to solve this problem, the Act went too
far by penalyzing unearned income of tax dependents from whatever
source, whether from income shifting or not.

Alaska children have been particularly hurt by this as they
receive a yearly Alaska Permanent Fund Dividend, a direct state
benefit, that is considered unearned income. Last year
approximately 1/3 of our state's population found itself on the
tax rolls for the first time. Almost all were of low-income
children.

The Dividend in 1988 is estimated to be at roughly
$800. Under the Act, tax dependents must file a return and pay a
tax on unearned income above $500. Before the Act, Alaskan tax
dependents were able to-use a personal exemption and a standard
deduction to offset tax on the Dividend. But no longer. The Act
ended the personal exemption and reduced the standard deduction
for tax dependents. Because of this, all Alaska tax dependents
that receive a Dividend will have to file and pay a minimum $45
tax.

A correction to the Tax Act of '86 is needed to prevent the
triggering of an automatic filing of a return and tax from the
receipt of a Dividend by a dependent Alaska child.

I recommend that the minimum standard deduction of Alaska
tax dependents be increased to the amount of a Dividend. This
would help correct the unintended failure of Congress to
recognize the Act's unique adverse effect on tax dependent
Alaskan children. It would be consistent with a major purpose of
tax reform -- to remove low-income people from the tax rolls. It
would be also consistent with precedent when a similar law was
passed at my request by Congress In 1982. It would not alter the
primary purpose of tax reform -- to prevent parent to child
income shifting. The revenue loss would be minimal, roughly $4
million in 1988.

Alaska Native Corporations.

The Deficit Reduction Act of '84 and the Tax Act of '86
made it possible for Alaska Native Corporations created under the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of '71 (ANCSA) to affiliate
with and sell net operating losses (NOL's) to their profitable
(non-Native) subsidiaries until 1991. This was done primarily to
make the Corporations whole under ANSCA.
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The House Ways and Means Committee is proposing to end
those NOL sales after April 26,' 1988 unless the losses were
incurred and sold under an agreement entered into before April
27, 1988. The Joint Tax Committee estimates that this would pick
up more than $800 million in added revenues.

Several Alaskan Native Corporavions have certain NOL
transactions pending and may be significantly affected by the
effective date of the proposal. Thus far, I have been contacted
by the following Alaska Native Corporations -- SeaAlaska, Bering
Straits, CookInlet, Goldbelt, Arctic Slope, Tyonek, and Calista.
Each finds itself in a different situation. Others may also be
affected. More information on this is being gathered and will be
provided as soon as available.

A tax correction to grandfather in, or change the
proposal's effective date, may be needed to address these
problems. Any proposal to end the sale of NOL's should at the
very least include a fair and orderly transition.

Remote federal court employees.

From 1943 every federal worker in a remote geographical
area received a tax-exempt cost-of-living pay differential.
However, due to a recent IRS revenue ruling that went into effect
October 13 of last year, federal court workers no longer will
receive a tax-exempt differential. This will affect some 366
federal court employees in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico, and
the Virgin Islands. The ruling overturned forty years of tax
precedent, and although technically correct, it is strikingly
unfair.

By law, under 26 U.S.C. 912, tax-exempt executive branch
federal pay differentials must be approved by the President. As
the President only approves executive branch pay differentials,
federal court employees do not technically qualify for tax-exempt
pay differentials.

A tax correction is needed to restore tax-exempt cost-of-
living pay differentials for federal court employees in Alaska,
Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands. Senator Inouye and
I have introduced a bill this Congress on this, S. 1954.

Its cost would be negligible -- roughly $200,000. It would
help middle income federal court employees perform needed
services in remote areas of our country; end an unfair pay
inequity among similarly situated federal employees; and correct
a technical legal flaw that is inconsistent with decades of tax
policy.

Alaskan Fish export/imports.

Alaska fish exports are barged through the Port of Tacoma
in Washington, to the Far East. The exports are taxed twice
during a continuous transhipment while in port -- once at
unloading from the barge, and again upon reloading onto a larger
vessel bound for the Far East. It is estimated that this second
tax costs the shippers approximately $20,00 per year.

Oddly enough, had the same fish not been barged and freshly
caught or shipped for domestic use, no port-use tax would have
been due. That is because of a special rule under the Act which
was adopted in recognition of Alaska's unique dependence on
waterborne commerce. However, since the fish were exported, they
were subject to a double port-use tax -- an inconsistency I find
difficult to understand in light of this nation's trade
imbalance.
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Under the Act, cargo that is shipped through a U.S. port is
subject to a port-use tax. For practical purposes this means a
double port-use tax for Alaskan shippers who must rely on smaller
vessels (barges) to carry their goods to and from larger vessels
in large J.S. port centers.

A change in the Harbor Maintenance Revenue Act of '86 is
needed to end the double-port-use tax on identical Alaska cargo
shipped through a U.S. port. This proposal has been agreed to
twice before, once in the Senate's version of the Water Resources
Development Act of '86, and again in last year's House Budget
Reconciliation bill. It is a modest request -- roughly $20,000 in
revenue.

Non-profit organizations.

The Tax Act of '84 permitted non-profit organizations to
raise tax-exempt funds from games of chance, retroactive to June
30, 1981.

Later, the Tax Act of '86 made the games of chance revenues
taxable, except for those in North Dakota, retroactive to 1981.
Because of this, all non-North Dakota non-profits owe back-taxes
on tax-exempt games of chance revenues received after June 30,
1981.

This has worked a particular financial hardship on many
non-profits, especially those in Alaska. For example, Alaskan
non-profits that collected tax-E ,empt fund raising revenues after
1984 from "pull-tabs", a game of chance run primarily out of
bingo halls, now owe substantial sums in back-taxes for taxable
years after 1984. For tax year 1986 alone, the Girl Scouts
Association of Fairbanks, Alaska owes $20,000; the Retarded
Citizens of Alaska, $20,000; and the Alaska Crippled Children's
Association, $2,000.

I ask that the Committee correct this problem to prevent
the unfair retroactive taxation of games of chance revenues of
non-profit organizations. A revenue estimate is being prepared by
the Joint Tax Committee.

Diesel fuel tax.

Since April 1, 1988, due to changes in last year's Budget
Reconciliation Act, off-road users of diesel fuel have been
paying for the first time a 15.1 cents per gallon tax. A refund
may later be claimed for that portion of diesel fuel used off-
highway.

The new changes have caused tremendous cash flow problems,
particularly for the U.S. commercial fishing industry. That is
why I testified before a Finance subcommittee hearing to ask for
legislation to correct this problem. A copy of my testimony on
this is attached for your use.

A tax correction is needed to exempt off-road users from
payment of a diesel fuel tax. S.2223, of which I am a co-sponsor,
would do this, and I ask that it be approved as quickly as
possible. It will go a long way in helping marine users,
utilities, farmers, and construction groups.
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Statement of John O'Brien,
President and Chief Executive Officer,

Grumman Corporation, on behalf of
The Aerospace Industries Association

My name is John O'Brien. I am President and Chief

Executive Officer of the Grumman Corporation, a major

aerospace company that designs and produces military

aircraft, space systems, and commercial aircraft components.

I appear today on behalf of the Aerospace Industries

Association for which I serve as a member of the Board of

Governors.

The aerospace industry includes many of the

nation's largest business corporations., It employs 1.3

million people, over 10 percent of all U.S. employees engaged

in the manufacturing of durable goods, aid contributes

significantly to our national defense and standard of living.

The aerospace industry continues to produce a solid trade

surplus that contributes substantially to offset the adverse

impact of American losses in other categories of trade.

The tax liabilities of aerospace companies have

been increased by each of the 1982, 1986, and 1987 Pcts by

the acceleration of tax payments with respect to the

performance of long-term contracts. The 1982, 1986, and 1987

Act changes to the method of accounting for long-term

contracts alone will increase taces by over $40 billion from

1982 through 1992. A large portion of this amount will be

paid by aerospace companies.

The 1988 Ways and Means Committee technical

corrections bill includes further changes in accounting for

long-term contracts to raise an additional $2.4 billion from

1988 through 1991. The aerospace industry st:_ngly opposes

being singled out to provide additional revenue by a grossly
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unfair system of taxing long-term contracts. These changes

will add to the already serious cash flow problems of the

industry by requiring the prepayment of taxes. These cash

flow problems will adversely affect the ability of the

industry to produce more jobs, to advance technology that

will strengthen our national defense and improve our standard

of living, and to compete in international markets.

The industry is very concerned about the negative

effect that changes in tax and procurement policies are

having or its ability to perform. The MAC Group studied

these issues for the industry and published a report this

past February. By analyzing several existing long-term

programs under the new policies, the report concludes that

"there would have been no financial reason to bid the

programs." Other findings of the report attributable to

policy changes are (1) companies will be required to borrow

heavily and some will be unable to attract the necessary

capital, (2) research and development will decrease,

(3) low-technology alternatives will be used more often,

(4) productivity will decrease, (5) there will be less

competition in the bidding process, and (U) U.S. firms will

have more foreign competition. The study sho,, that a mal--.

contributor to the problems of the aerospac_ iovustry is the

acceleration-of taxes paid on long-term ront:acts urc.ght

about in one tax bill after another sinci 1982.

Starting with the Tax Equity and Fiscal

Responsibility Act of 1982, long-term contractors came under

attack because of low tax payments in relation to financial

statement profits. Substantial changes were made in TEFRA

which increased effective tax rates significantly, but

because of a three year phase-in of the TEFRA reforms, long-

term contractors came under attack agdin as low payers of tax

in 1986. In the 1986 Tax Reform Act, the system of cost-to-
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cost percentage of completion was imposed on 40 percent of

the income from long-term contracts to boost the amount of

tax paid by long-term contractors and raise $3.5 billion. In

1987, the percentage was increased to 70 percent to raise an

additional $2.2 billion. The provision recently adopted by

the Ways and Means Committee is to require all income from

long-term contracts to be reported under the cost-to-cost

percentage of completion method.

The tax writing committees have been concerned with

the public perception that some major corporations pay little

tax in relation to their financial income. The aerospace

industry is no longer a problem in this regard. A survey of

11 major aerospace companies reflects an average effective

tax rate of 38 percent in 1987, and projected effective tax

rates of 60 percent: in 1988, 41 percent in 1989, and

68 percent in 1990. LThese rates are far in excess of the top

marginal rate of 34 percent and are brought about by both the

transitional adjustments attributable to the changes in tax

accounting rules and the permanent effect of paying tax on

income before it is earned and reported for financial

statement purposes. The full results of the survey are

reported in an attached table.

The Aerospace Industries Association is not asking

for the restoration or partial retention of the completed

contract method of accounting (CCM), nor does it seek any

form of preferential tax treatment. Instead, we want to

focus on the cost-to-cost percentage of completion system

being used to replace both CCM and the other methods of

accounting historically used by long-term contractors. The

cost-to-cost percentage of completion system inappropriately

taxes long-term contractors before they earn the income and

is inconsistent with the manner in which other taxpayers are

taxed.
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Under the percentage of completion system (PCM),

taxpayers can be taxed on income before they have earned the

income. This is a significant departure from our system of

taxing income when income is realized and is analogous to

taxing an automobile manufacturer on the profit in an

automobile as it moves down the assembly line instead of when

it is sold. The consequence of this procedure is that the

taxpayer is taxed before payments are received and before a

transaction has occurred which gives rise to an account

receivable that can be borrowed against. This last point,

the absence of an account receivable, distinguishes long-term

contractors in an important respect from sellers of goods who

prior to 1987 used the installment sale provisions. Those

taxpayers made sales that gave rise to obligations in an

amount that included their profit on the sales. Long-term

contractors generally have no right to profit as they incur

costs and although they can borrow against their work-in-

process or progress payments, they cannot take mere

expectations of unrealized profits to the bank to finance tax

payments.

Proponents of the percentage of completion system

argue that it is used for financial statement purposes and,

therefore, must clearly reflect the pattern of income earned.

In response, I must tell you that not all companies that are

subject to percentage of completion for tax purposes use it

for financial statement purposes and that the percentage of

completion system used for financial reporting is a very

different system than currently is prescribed for tax

purposes. No financial accountant would permit the blind

adherence to cost-to-cost percentage of completion as it is

used for tax purposes. We do not use percentage of

completion at Grumman for financial statements because we

believe that income is more clearly reflected by reporting it

at the time we make shipments under the contract. This is
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the method of reporting income for financial statements :hat

is used by many large aerospace companies.

The cost-to-cost methodology of percentage of

completion presents added problems. That system allocates

contract income on the basis of contract costs. The system

is based on the erroneous premise that each dollar of

contract cost produces the same amount of income. A few

simple examples will illustrate the problem with this

premise.

Under 7ost-to-cost percentage of completion, a

contractor that expects a 10 percent profit in a contract is

deemed to earn a profit equal to 10 recentt of the cost of

the materials at the time that they --e purchased for use in

the contract, even before any work is performed on the

contract.

A Navy-Grumman contract to build 30 F-14's may take

five years. For the first three years, Grumman is incurring

costs -- buying and machining material, buying subsystems

from subcontractors, and actually spending about 60 percent

of the total contract cost. This is before even one plane is

completed. Grumman is only entitled to receive 75 to 80

percent of allowable costs from the Navy in the form of

progress payments. Full cost recovery and any profit on the

contract is received in years four and five of the contract,

at the time the planes are delivered, tested and accepted.

PCM requires us to pay a tax on 60 percent of the

contract profit before we earn the right to bill the Navy for

the profits related to the planes.

Progress payments, by the way, seem to have been

misunderstood by some &s being part profit -- they are not.

Progress payments represent a financing method. The
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government finances part of the contract inventory, but in

lieu of these payments, contractors cannot factor an interest

cost into the contract price. The government feels it can

finance at a lower cost than a contractor. But progress

payments do not represent profit under any definition.

The problem illustrated is that costs do not

accurately measure profits. Our tax system normally taxes

profits; it should not impute profits on cost for a single

class of taxpayers.

The task of apportioning income over a long-term

contract is an extremely complex issue. I believe that, with

the proper attention to the issue, a system can be developed

that will be fair to contractors and protect the revenue. We

already have provided a specific proposal to the staff of the

Finance Committee. It would gear the reporting of income for

tax purposes to the time a contractor has the right to

receive payments under the contract, including progress

payments. We ask this Committee to consider the serious

flaws in cost-to-cost percentage of completion, and to

substitute a new system of accounting for long-term contracts

that is fair and consistent with the tax accounting system of

other U.S. manufacturers.

In summary, the aerospace industry should not be

forced to pay more taxes under the cost-to-cost percentage of

completion method. This method taxes income before it is

earned and before the contractor can collect a profit or

borrow against an account receivable to pay the tax. We ask

the Committee to work with us to develop a fair system for

taxing long-term contractors.
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Aerospace Industries Association Survey
Average Effective Tax Rates

1987 - 1992

Current Law

38%

60%

41%

68%

40%

37%

Full Cost-to-Cost
Percentage of Completion

61%

43%

76%

46%

39%

Based on historical data and projections from The Boeing Company,
Grumman Corporation, General Dynamics Corporation, Hughes
Aircraft Co., Lockheed Corporation, Martin Marietta Corp.,
McDonnell Douglas Corp., Northrop Corporation, Raytheon Co.,
Rockwell International, and TRW Inc.

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992
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SUBMITTED BY SENATOR PRYOR

Small Employer Survey
Section 89 Nondiscrimination Tests

Summary

The typical small employer (under 10 lives) performing the nondiscrimination
tests will begin with the least complex, the 80% participation test. To
determine the percentage of small employers who would pass this test, we
surveyed a cross-section of our small employer/customer base. Following
are the 'results and analysis of this survey.

Survey

1. A survey of 100 customer/employers was done in April/Hay 1988.

2. The survey targeted employers who employ less than 10 people.

3. All employers of this size

a. provide only one level of benefits
b. provide benefits to full-time persons (25 hours or more per week)
c. provide the same level of contributions to each employee and

dependent plan

4. These companies are 24% proprietorships/partnerships, 76% incorporated.

5. The survey collected the information required to perform the 80%
participation test.

Results

1. Testing employee plans separately, 56% failed the test.

2. Testing dependent plans separately, 70% failed the test.

3. Using aggregation (our best understanding) of employee and dependent
plans, 68Z failed the test.

4. State Specific Results

Employers in certain states comprised the majority of the survey.
Following are results for these states separately:

Employee Dependent Aggregated
Total Plan Plan Plan

State Surveyed Failure Z Failure % Failure %

Arkansas 12 42% 75% 67%
Call.',.-nia 28 68% 65% 71%
Tc-ss 25 60% 65% 63%
Washington 11 55Z 91% 91%

Analysis of Failure

I. Employee plans failed to meet the 80 participation required to pass
this test for the following reasons:

a. 1% failed - coverage declined due to statement of health
b. 16% failed - plan too expensive to participate -
c. 46% failed - part-time employees not eligible for t e plan
d. 37% failed - employees covered as dependents under spouse's employer

plan; waived own employer's coverage

2. Dependent plans failed to meet the 80% participation required to pass
this test for the following reasons:

a. 33% failed - plan too expensive to participate
b. 13% failed - dependents of part-time employees not eligible
c. 54% failed - dependents covered under the spouse's employer plan;

waived surveyed employer's coverage

3. Aggregation of employee and dependent plans which fail to meet the
80% participation as follows:

a. 12% failed due to low employee participation
b. 25% failed due to low dependent participation
C. 63% failed due to low participation of both employees and dependents

Principal Mutual Life Insurance Company

Federal Government
Relations Office
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SUBMITTED 3Y SENATOR PRYOR

a Rural Eleclb rt AssociatIol

Executive Summary

In late 1987, the NRECA commissioned a survey of the
health insurance coverage offered by small employers in rural
areas. The survey was designed to discover the prevalence of
insurance coverage, the type of insurance offered, who pays
for coverage, and how employers make plan decisions.

The NRECA survey is the first survey of health insurance
coverage among small employers to focus on the rural
population. This report concludes that health insurance
coverage patterns in rural areas differ significantly from
the nation as a whole. Fewer than two-thirds of employees in
smaller rural firms are covered by employer-provided health
insurance plans, compared with over 80 percent of employees
nationwide and 95 percent in medium and large firms.

Covered employees lack several of the safety net
features of employer-provided coverage available in larger
firms. Retirees are much less likely to be covered, and may
be less likely to have dual coverage. Employees are more
likely to contribute to the plan's premium costs, and a
significant share of employees pay the entire plan cost. In
particular, one in five of covered employees in the smallest
firms pays the entire cost of the plan.

Lack of health insurance in nonagricultural rural
businesses is largely a problem of the smallest and newest

4' '~
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tirms. In the NRECA sample, firms with fewer than 10
employees accounted for 88 percent of the firms without
coverage and 46 percent of the noncovered employees.

Cost is the major barrier employers face in deciding to
offer coverage and their dominant consideration in choosing
and changing plans. As a firm's economic performance
improves, the likelihood that it will offer coverage
increases. Thus, the problems facing rural economies are
probably retarding voluntary coverage expansion.

Even with the cost-reducing features built into S. 1265,
universal coverage will increase costs and administrative
burdens for smaller firms. Some of the cost burden could be
reduced by extending full deductibility of health insurance
premiums to noncorporate as well as corporate entities. This
would be fair once all employers are required to offer
coverage.

The administrative burden could be reduced be
simplifying coverage, reporting, and record-keeping
requirements. For smaller firms that only offer one plan,
the reporting sanctions of IRC section 89 (k) and certain
COBRA coverage continuation provisions could be simplified
once universal coverage is in place.

INTRODUCTION

This report examines the results of a recent survey of

health coverage among small rural employers conducted by the

National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA). The

report uses these results to examine the potential impact of

universal health coverage initiatives on smaller employers, and

policy concerns affecting smaller employers in the universal

coverage debate.

The NRECA Survey

In late 1987, the NRECA commissioned a survey of the health

coverage offered by small employers in NRECA service areas.1 The

survey was designed to discover the prevalence of coverage, the

type of coverage offered, the distribution of health coverage

costs between employers and employees, and how eLployers make

plan decisions. This report concludes that health coverage

I Arthur D. Little, Inc., "Report to NRECA Retire~ment,
Safety and Insurance Department, Phase II: Market Research
Results," October, 1987 (hereinafter "NRECA Survey"). For
detail on the derivation of the data presented in the current
report, see Appendix.
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patterns in small rural firms differ significantly from the

nation as a whole.

The Minimum Health Benefits for All Workers Act

On February 17, 1988, the Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources passed The Minimum Health Benefits for All

Workers Act (S. 1265), which would require all employers to offer

a minimum package of health coverage benefits to all adult

employees working more than 17.5 hours per week and their

dependents (for detail on the benefits required in the bill, see

Table 1). Employees would generally be eligible for coverage no

later than 30 days after beginning employment.
2

Employers would be required to pay at least 80 percent of

the premium for the minimum benefit plan, rising to 100 percent

for workers with incomes under 125 percent of the minimum wage.

Employers offering a more generous plan than the minimum

specified could require higher deductibles, coinsurance payments,

or employee contributions, as long as the employer's contribution

was actuarially equivalent to that required under the minimum

benefit plan.

The bill contains provisions designed to ease the burden of

the requirements on small businesses. Employers with fewer than

10 employees who have been in business less than two years would

have to offer employees only a low-cost catastrophic plan to cap

out-of-pocket medical costs. Employers with fewer than 5

employees could phase in coverage over five years, but would have

to provide catastrophic coverage after three years.

Small employers' costs would also be reduced through the

establishment of regional insurance pools. All businesses

2 Firms that offered plans with a longer waiting period as
of the law's effective date would be grandfathered to allow a
waiting period of no longer than 6 months, but would have to
offer at least catastrophic coverage after the first month and
until the end of the sixth month of employment. The
grandfathering period appears to extend until the first day of
the second plan year that begins after the date of the Act's
enactment.
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Table 1.

Provisions of the Minimum Health Benefit Plan
Under S. 1265

Benefits:

o Catastrophic provision limiting out-of-pocket costs to $3000
per year per family.

o No exclusions based on health status or pre-existing
conditions.

o Mental-health benefit covering at least 45 days of inpatient
care and up to 20 outpatient visits annually. Employees
could be required to pay 50 percent of the costs of
outpatient care.

o State-mandated benefits would not be included in the minimum

package.

Cost Sharing;

o Coverage of 100 percent of costs of prenatal and routine
well-baby care. No deductible could be imposed for these
benefits.

0 Coverage for at least 80 percent of cost of medically
necessary hospital and physician care and lab tests (that
is, employee coinsurance would be limited to 2U percent).

0 Deductibles would generally be limited to no more than $250
per individual and $500 per family.

o Employers would pay at least 80 percent of the premium cost
of the minimum benefit plan, and 100 percent of the premium
costs for employees with incomes under 125 percent of the
minimum wage.

Employee Eligibility:

o Employees generally eligible for coverage no later than 30
days after employment.

0 No eligibility or coverage limitations to be imposed on the
basis of health status or pre-existing conditions.

Small Firm Relief:

o Small and new firms would be allowed to phase in coverage,
offering only catastrophic coverage initially.

without coverage on the law's effective date would be required

to buy coverage from the regional insurers. Businesses with

fewer than 25 employees would be allowed but not required to buy

through the pools if they have coverage on the effective date,

but would be required to buy through the program upon changing

insurers. Currently, an estimated 25 percent of small employers'

premiums covers sales expenses, administrative costs, and
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prof it. 3  The regional ,nsurer structure is expected to reduce

this share to 15 percent.

The NRECA survey provides several unique resources for the

health coverage debate. It is the first survey of small

employers to focus on the rural population. The critical state

of many rural economies requires that the needs of rural

employers and their employees be explicitly considered in this

debate. Despite the survey's rural focus, however, the problems

and concerns it identifies are largely common to small firms

everywhere.

The survey also provides new information on the decision-

making process of sma.Il employers. Most available data on health

coverage can only examine existing coverage patterns, and cannot

tell us anything about how these patterns came to be.

This report begins with a description of the NRECA sample

and the population from which it is drawn. The report then

covers four topics:

o Who is covered in rural areas;

o Why employers adopt coverage and choose plans;

o Who is not covered and why not; and

o The survey's implications for public policy decisions on
health coverage.

THE NRECA SAMPLE

The NRECA sample consists of employers with 60 or fewer

employees in seven states (Table 2).4 The 822 employers in the

sample, with an estimated 7930 employees, were drawn from a group

of over 94,000 small employers and an estimated 900,000 employees

in five industrial categories.

3 U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
"Revised Summary of the Minimum Health Benefits for All Workers
Act,", February 17, 1988, mimeo.

4 These states together account for about 35 percent of
NRECA's smaller commercial and industrial customers.
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The seven sample states account for 19.3 percent of the

nation's rural population. 5  The residents of these states are

more likely to live in rural areas, more likely to be employed by

small businesses, and less likely to have employer-provided

health coverage than the rest of the nation. While 23.5 percent

of the U.S. population lives in nonmetropolltan areas (as defined

by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget), six of the sample

states are from one-third to nearly three-quarters rural. In the

nation as a whole, 66 percent of the nonelderly employed

population is covered through an employer-provided plan, either

Table 2.

Employer-Provided Health Coverage Rates
and Nonmetropolitan Population
in NRECA Sample States, 1985

(in percents)

Employer Nonmetropolitan
State Health Coverage Population

Colorado 68.1 18.8
Georgia 65.2 36.1
Kansas 69.2 49.9
Kentucky 62.0 54.5
Mississippi 57.6 70.6
Oklahoma 59.0 41.7
Tennessee 60.9 33.4

United States 66.0 23.5

Source: Author's compilations based on Employee Benefit Research
Institute (EBRI), "A Profile of the Nonelderly Population without
Health Insurance," EBRI Issue Prief No. 66, May 1987, and U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical
Abstract of the United States 1987, Table 33.

5 Author's calculations based on U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, statistical Abstract of the
United States 1987, Table 33.
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as an employee or as a dependent of an employee. 6 Of the sample

states, only two states have employer-provided coverage rates

that meet or exceed the national rate.

THE ,.OVERED POPULATION

Employees in rural small businesses are significantly less

likely to have access to employer-provided health coverage than

the workforce as a whole. Nationally, 82.5 percent of all

employees and 95 percent of full-time employees in medium and

large firms (generally 100 employees and larger, depending on the

industry) are covered by an employer-sponsored plan (Table 3 and

Figure 1). By comparison, 64.7 percent of the employees in the

NRECA sample were covered by an employer-sponsored plan.

Part-time employees are somewhat more likely to be covered

in smaller rural firms than nationwide. 7  In the NRECA sample,

22.6 percent of those covered were in plans that covered part-

time employees (Table 3). By comparison, 19.5 percent of all

part-time employees nationwide receive direct coverage from their

employer. This difference could reflect the fact that smaller

firms that do not buy coverage at community rates may need to

cover part-time employees to achieve a risk pool of adequate

size.

Dependents' coverage is almost universally available in

medium and large firms that offer coverage, though an employee

contribution to such coverage is usually required. Nearly 6

percent of covered employees in smaller rural firms are in plans

that do not provide for dependents' coverage (Table 3).

6 EBRI, op. cit. The 1985 Current Population Survey
(CPS), on which this statistic is based, was conducted before the
tax code provisions were enacted that gave former employees,
retirees, their spouses and dependents, and certain former
spouses the right to continuation coverage under their former
employer's plan. Thus, the CPS would not pick up coverage of
former employees as employer-provided coverage.

7 National data define a part-time employee as one
working less than 35 hours in a typical week. The NRECA
questionnaire did not specify a definition of part-time employee
for respondents to use.
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Table 3.

Health Coverage Rates and Cost-Sharing
in Rural Small Firms Compared with National Totals

(in percents)

Rural Small National
Group Businesses Totals

Employees participating
in plans 64.7 82.6 to 95.0 W

Percent of participants in plans covering:

Part-time employees 22.6 19.5 1/
Dependents 93.3 100.0 q/
Retirees 46.9 76.0 g/

Who pays premiums (employee coverage):

Employer 43.6 56.8 g/
Employee 8.0 d/
Shared 48.8 43.2 c/

Sources: Rural data from NRECA survey. National totals from:
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),
Employee Benefits in Medium and Large Firms. 1986 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1987); and Employee
Benefit Research Institute (EBRI), "A Profile of the Nonelderly
Population without Health Insurance," EBRI Issue Brief No. 66,
May 1987, as noted.

A/ The lower figure includes all workers covered directly or
indirectly (EBRI); the second figure includes only full-time
workers in medium and large firms covered directly (BLS).

b/ Employees are considered part-time if they worked less than
35 hours in a typical week. This figure represents the share of
all part-time workers reporting direct coverage from an employer
(EBRI). Some part-time employees wit.i direct coverage available
to them may instead be covered through a family member's plan and
would not be counted in this total.

q/ BLS data.

Q/ These plans are not included in the BLS survey. Other
survey data suggest that fully employee-paid plans are relatively
uncommon (see text).
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FIGURE 1.

Health Coverage Rates and Cost Sharing
Rural Small Firms Compared with National Totals

(in Percents)
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Retirees are much less likely to be eligible for coverage in

smaller rural employers' plans than nationwide. 8  BLS data show

thAt 76.0 percent of covered employees participate in plans that

cffer continued participation after retirement. By comparison,

46.9 percent of covered employees in the NRECA sample

participated in such plans.

The share of employers requiring employee contributions to

premium costs has been increasing in recent years, but smaller

rural employers are ahead of this trend. Employees in smaller

rural firms are more likely to contribute to their coverage when

it is available. BLS data show that 43 percent of covered

employees contributed to the cost of their own coverage (Table

3).9 By comparison, 56.8 percent of covered employees in smaller

rural firms paid all or part of the premiums for their coverage.

The most dramatic difference in cost-sharing between rural

firms and others is in the proportion of employees paying the

entire cost of their coverage. The BLS survey does not consider

employee-paid coverage an employer-provided benefit, and thus

does not tabulate the percentage of employees in this category.

Other data sources suggest, however, that employee-paid plans in

medium and large firms are rare.
1 0

8 The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1986 provides that plan sponsors must make continuation coverage
available for up to 18 months at group rates to separated
employees, including retirees, and their dependents. The law
does not require that retirees be permanently eligible for
coverage.

9 Nationwide, employers are more likely to require
employee contributions to the cost of dependents' coverage, and,
where such contributions are required, they are a larger share of
premium cost than are contributions to the employee's own
coverage. The NRECA survey did not ask about contributions to
dependents' coverage.

10 See, for example, A. Foster Higgins & Co., Inc., Foster
Higgins Health Care Benefits Survey 1987 (Princeton, N.J., 1987).
The Foster Higgins survey found that 2 percent of medium and
large employers required employee contributions of 51 to 100
percent of employee-only coverage. Among employers requiring any
employee contributions, the average employee-paid share of the
premium was 21.7 percent (p. 12A).

92-267 0 - 89 - 5
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Just as smaller firms differ from larger ones, they also

differ from each other. Coverage rates increase with firm size

(Table 4 and Figure 2). Coverage rates are lowest in firms with

fewer than five employees: 35.6 percent of employees in firms

with one to four employees are covered by health coverage plans,

compared with 58.7 percent in firms with five to nine employees.

In firms with 25 to 60 employees, 73.2 percent of employees are

covered by an employer plan. This is double the coverage rate in

the smallest firms, though still below national coverage rates.

Table 4.

Coverage Rates by Participant Group and Size of Firm
(In Percents)

Size of Firm

Participant Group 1 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 24 25 to 60

Full-time employees 35.6 58.7 63.9 73.2

rart-time employees A/18.6 28.7 17.0 24.4

Dependents A/ 79.1 88.3 94.7 95.1

Retirees A/ 19.2 19.1 34.0 61.0

Source: NRECA Survey.

A/ Percents represent the share of full-time employees covered
under plans in which the designated groups are eligible to
participate. If the respondent did not indicate whether a
particular group was eligible to participate, that
employer's plan was treated as not including the designated
gro.ip.
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FIGURE 2

Coverage Rates by Participant Group
and Size of Firm

(In Percents)
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Many employees are covered by employer-sponsored health

plans through another employed family member, generally a spouse.

In 1985, nearly 20 percent of all employees with employer-

provided coverage were covered indirectly. 1 1  Since the NRECA

survey was based on interviews with employers, evidence on the

availability of indirect coverage is not available. However,

dependents' coverage is less prevalent in small firms than in

larger employers' plans. To the extent that rural areas are

more dependent for employment on smaller firms, this suggests

that, at least in rural areas, secondary coverage may be less

available as well. This may make lack of employer-provided

coverage a more serious problem.

Coverage rates differ considerably among rural industry

sectors. The lowest coverage rate in the NRECA sample was

observed in retail trade firms, with 45.0 percent of employers

offering a health coverage plan (Table 4). By contrast, 81.5

percent of employers in finance, insurance, and real estate

offered health coverage. While manufacturing tends to be a high-

coverage sector nationwide, 1 2 slightly more than half of rural

manufacturing firms in the NRECA sample offered health coverage.

As a smaller firm becomes more established, it is more

likely to offer a health coverage plan. The share of employers

in the NRECA sample offering coverage increased from 40.3 percent

of those in business two years or less to 69.3 percent of those

in business 20 years or more (Table 5). The largest increase in

coverage rates occurs after an employer has been in business more

than 10 years. The proportion of employers offering coverage

rises from 48.2 percent of those in business 6 to 10 years to

64.2 percent of those in business 11 to 20 years, for an increase

of 25 percent.

11 EBRI, op. cit., Table 11.

12 EBRI, Table 5.
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WHY DO EMPIDYERS OFFER COVERAGE?

Employers offer coverage because they feel they need to do

so. Three of the top four reasons for offering coverage could be

considered market or competitive reasons: the fact that coverage

is part of the benefits package, the employer's perception that

employees need coverage, and the need to compete for good

employees (Table 6).

Costs and related considerations, in turn, were the three

least important reasons employers cited for offering coverage.

Fewer than 3 percent of employees were covered by employers who

cited getting coverage or group rates for plan founders or better

rates for employees as the reason for offering their employees

coverage.

THE ROLE OF COSTS IN EMPLOYER DECISION-MAKING

Costs influence both the employer's choice of plans and the

decision to change plans. Almost 60 percent of the employers who

offered health coverage cited cost as the dominant factor in the

Table 5.

Health Coverage Rates Among Employers
by Industry and Age of Firm

(in percents)

Employers Offering
Firm Characteristic Health Coverage
------------------------------------------------------------
Industry:

Manufacturing 58.7
Wholesale trade 76.7
Retail trade 45.0
Finance, insurance, and

real estate 81.5
Services 58.7

Age of firm:

2 years or less 40.3
3 to 5 years 45.3
6 to 10 years 48.2
11 to 20 years 64.2
20 years or more 69.3

All firms 56.3
e-------------------------------------------------------

Source: NRECA Survey.
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Table 6.

Employees and Employers With Health Coverage
by Employer's Reason for Offering Coverage

(in percents)

Reason Employees Employers

Part of the

package 31.9 31.5

Employees need coverage 30.5 29.0

Moral obligation 19.0 12.9

To compete for good
employees 13.0 12.2

To have a healthy,

productive workforce 8.6 5.2

Owner wanted coverage 2.7 7.2

To get group rates for
company founders 2.3 1.5

To get group rates for
employees 1.9 2.5

Source: NRECA Survey.

choice of plan (Table 7). Over one-third of employers chose

their plan for the coverage or benefits it offered, though fewer

than 2 percent cited specific features like major medical

provisions or deductibles. Employers thus see cost as more

important than plan features in choosing a plan, and seem to

consider features as a package rather than in isolation.

Cost is also important in plan changes, and small employers

are fairly mobile among plans. Nearly half of the employers

offering plans reported that they had changed plans at some

point, and nearly 52 percent had used their current health care

provider for less than 5 years. Of those reporting that they had

changed plans, 40 percent did so for cost reasons (Table 7).

Policy-makers have been concerned with the administrative burden

universal health coverage would impose on smaller employers.

Among rural small employers who offer coverage, administrative

ease was not a major factor in either the choice of plan or the

decision to change plans. Only 5.4 percent of employers cited

this as a factor irt plan choice and 3.5 percent considered this

in changing plans.
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The quality of agent or company service was far more

important; nearly 18 percent of employers cited this as a factor

in plan choice. The quality of service could influence

administrative ease, reducing employers' burden of maintaining

plans in ways that are not easily quantified.

The importance of service to smaller employers is

underscored by the fact that 45.8 percent of the sample employers

with coverage reported that they generally deal with their

insurance agent on health coverage matters, rather than directly

with the company or other parties. If the regional insurance

pools proposed under S. 1265 reduce the quality of attention and

service plan sponsors receive from health coverage vendors,

employers' administrative burden of providing health coverage

will increase. This increased burden could increase operating

costs and offset the pools' cost advantages.

COVERAGE OFFERED BY SMALL RURAL EMPLOYERS

The plans offered by rural employers reflect their cost

concerns. The NRECA data do not allow direct comparison with

national patterns, since actual employee ernollment by type of

plan is not known. However, rural employers are very interested

in managed-care arrangements, particularly preferred provider

organizations (PPOs). PPOs are networks of health care providers

Table 7.

Employers' Major Reasons for Choosing and Changing Plans

(in percents)

Reason Choice of Plan Change of Plan

Cost 59.3 37.8

Coverage or
benefits desired 29.9 4.1

Quality of agent or
company service 17.9 5.2

Administrative ease 5.4 3.5

Source: NRECA Survey.

Notes: Respondents could cite more than one reason for each
decision.
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(doctors, hospitals, etc.) who agree to provide plan sponsors

with reduced rates in return for employee referrals. Nearly 5

percent of the employees with coverage available to them could

select a health maintenance organization (HMO), and nearly 7

percent could enroll in a PPO (Table 8). Nationwide, 13 percent

of health insurance plan participants are enrolled in HMOs and

about 1 percent participate in PPOs.
13

In other respects, the provider choices of smaller rural

Table 8.

Employees With Coverage
By Type of Plan Available and Firm Size

(in percents)

Size
Category Indemnity HMO PPO

1 to 4 68.1 3.8 6.0
5 to 9 68.1 5.3 4.3
10 to 24 71.3 7.4 7.4
25 to 60 78.0 3.7 7.3

All firms 74.6 4.8 6.9

Source: NRECA Survey.

Notes: Employers could offer more than one response, so
percents are not additive.

Data for employers who offered other plans or did not
respond to the question are not displayed in the table.

employers resemble those of larger employers. The majority of

small rural employers offer traditional indemnity plans, just as

the majority of employees with health coverage nationwide are

covered under such plans. Likewise, 31.5 percent of the

employers in the sample used Blue Cross-Blue Shield as a carrier,

while 28 percent of employees are covered under the Blues' plans

nationwide.

As noted earlier, the sensitivity of smaller employers to

health coverage costs promotes greater cost-sharing by employees.

Employee-paid plans are most prevalent in the smallest firms.

13 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Employee Benefits in Medium and Large Firms 1986 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1987), p. 31.
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Nearly 20 percent of the covered employees in firms with fewer

than 5 employees paid the entire cost of their plans, compared

with 10.6 percent in firms with 5 to 9 employees and 6.1 percent

in firms with 25 to 60 employees (Table 9 and Figure 3). This

distribution suggests that the cost-sharing provisions in S.1265

will have their most adverse effects on the smallest firms with

the lowest coverage rates.

THE POPULATION WITHOUT COVERAGE

The greatest coverage gaps occur in the smallest firms.

Firms with fewer than 10 employees accounted for a larger share

of the sample's noncovered population than their share of the

sample's employment. These firms accounted for 23 percent of the

sample's employees and 46 percent of its noncovered workers. The

relative importance of these employers in the noncoverage problem

is even greater when coverage is measured at the firm, rather

than the employee, level. Firms with fewer than 10 employees

accounted for 72 percent of the firms in the sample, but 88

percent of the firms not offering health coverage.
1 4

Table 9.

Employees With Coverage
by Premium-Sharing Arrangements and Firm size

(in percents)

Employer Employee Cost is

Firm Size Pays All Pays All Shared
--------------------------------------------------------------
1 to 4 56.7 19.5 23.8
5 to 9 56.9 10.3 33.8
10 to 24 46.6 7.8 45.6
25 to 60 38.1 6.0 56.0

All Firms 43.6 8.0 48.8
S-----------------------

Source: NRECA Survey.

14 Author's calculations based on NRECA Survey.
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FIGURE 3.

Employees by Health Coverage
Premium-Sharing Arrangements and Firm Size

(In Percents)
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Why Employers Do Not Offer Coverage

Employers without health coverage plans consider cost the

most important barrier to offering coverage. Cost to the company

was cited by 27.2 percent of the employers not offering coverage,

with 29.9 percent of the noncovered employees (Table 10). Cost

to the employee was cited by 3.6 percent of the employers,

accounting for 12.1 percent of the noncovered employees. cost

could also contribute to other reasons for not offering coverage.

For example, high employee turnover, cited by 6.5 percent of the

employers without coverage, can increase the cost of offering a

plan.

Some employers do not offer coverage because they feel that

employees do not need it, perhaps because they can get coverage

from other sources. Thirty-eight percent of the employers not

offering coverage, with 24.5 percent of the noncovered employees,

cited this as a reason (Table 10). As discussed earlier,

secondary coverage may be less available in rural areas than

nationwide.

Table 10.

Employees and Employers Without Health Coverage by
Employer's Reason for Not Offering Coverage

(in percents)

Reason Employees Employers

Cost to company 29.9 27.2,

Don't need/have
alternative coverage 24.5 38.0

High employee turnover 15.3 6.5

Cost to employee 12.1 3.6

Lack of employee interest 6.8 2.9

;Lk of available health
care plans 0.8 2.0

AAministrative burden 0.9 0.4

Other 22.5 33.2

Source: NRECA Survey.
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Only 2.0 percent of the employers without coverage failed to

offer it because of plan availability. This could suggest the

presence of marketing and information gaps, particularly since

all the employers citing this reason had fewer than 5 employees.

Incentives to Offering Coverage

A firm's economic performance seems to influence the

decision to offer coverage. A significant share of the employees

without coverage could acquire it in the near future even without

changes in legislation. Nearly 17 percent of the employers who

do not offer coverage, with 14.4 percent of the noncovered

employees, expected to offer health coverage in the next 12 to 18

months. Twenty-two percent of the employers without coverage

said company growth could prompt them to offer coverage, while

17.2 percent cited improved company performance as a potential

incentive (Table 11). Increased employee demand or improved plan

affordability were not considered important stimuli.

Economic growth can have two different effects on coverage

rates, however. While growth may increase coverage in existing

firms, it will also prompt the emergence of some new firms

Table 11.

Employers Expecting to Offer Coverage in the Near Term A/
(in percents of employers and employees affected /)

Incentive for Offering Coverage Employees Employers

Company growth 3.2 22.0

Improved company performance 3.3 17.2

Increased employee demand V 4.8

Improved affordability P/ 2.4

Source: NRECA Survey.

a/ Statistics are based on the number of employers without
coverage who indicated that they were likely to offer
coverage in the next 12 to 18 months.

L_/ Calculated as the percentage- of employees and employers
without health coverage.

g/ Less than 1 percent.
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without coverage. It is therefore not likely that the economy

will simply grow its way out of health coverage gaps.

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The report's major findings concern the special features of

health coverage patterns and employer decision-making in smaller

rural businesses.

Health Coverage Patterns

Health coverage rates in smaller rural nonagricultural

businesses are significantly lower than in the economy as a

whole. In addition, covered employees lack several of the safety

net features of employer-provided coverage available in medium

and large firms; retirees and dependents are much less likely to

be eligible for coverage. Employees are more likely to

contribute to the plan's premium costs, and a significant share

of employees pay the entire plan cost. In particular, one in

five of the smallest firms' covered employees pay the entire cost

of the plan. Lack of health coverage* n nonagricultural rural

businesses is largely a problem of the smallest and newest firms.

In ths NRECA sample, firms with fewer than 10 employees accounted

for 88 percent of the firm.; without coverage And 46 percent of

the noncovered employees, while those in business less than 2

years accounted for nearly 22 percent of the employers without

coverage.

Employer Decision-Making

Cost is the major barrier employers face in deciding to

offer coverage and their dominant consideration in choosing and

changing plans. Smaller employers also value the quality of the

provider's service, however. The quality of service may be a

proxy for ease of plan administration, with better service making

plan administration easier. As a firm's economic performance

improves, the likelihood that it will offer coverage increases.

Thus, the problems facing small businesses everywhere and rural

economies in particular are probably retarding voluntary coverage

expansion.
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Policy Implications

The results of this study have implications for the

treatment of small firms under universal health coverage

initiatives and under COBRA and Internal Revenue Code section 89.

Small firms under universal health coverage. The Senate bill

compromises between the goals of expanding coverage and

minimizing the burden on the weakest employers by offering relief

for smaller and newer firms. It also could reduce costs for some

employers. However, the bill would leave coverage gaps and the

cost relief would accrue to those employers who alrea2i offer

coverage.

The bill would allow employers with fewer than 10 employees

who have been in business less than two years to offer only

catastrophic coverage and those with fewer than 5 employees to

phase in coverage over five years, offering catastrophic coverage

after three years. This relief recognizes these firms' lower

wage scales and greater financial instability. The NRECA data

suggest that the Senate bill drairs the right compromise to

minimize the burden on the smallest and newest firms, since

coverage rates are significantly lower below the S. 1265 cutoff

levels (see Tables 4 and 5).

Coverage relief for smaller firms also reduces the bill's

net impact, however. The S. 1265 relief could permit limited

coverage for as many as 46 percent of the employees and 88

percent of the employers without coverage in the NRECA sample. 1 5

Thus, some coverage gaps and some of the costs-of uncompensated

care would remain.

S. 1265 could reduce costs for some smaller employers who

already offer coverage by reducing the administrative component

of premium costs through the risk pools, encouragiLng greater

15 Not all these employees are in firms that would be
exempt from the requirements of S. 1265. The structure of the
NRECA sample does not permit reliable estimates of firms jointly
by both size and length of time in business, however.
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employee cost-sharing, and eliminating state benefit mandates

form the required minimum benefit. However, those employers who

do not now contribute to coverage, whose cost-sharing provisions

would be reduced or eliminated, or who offer less-generous

benefits than the proposal requires would find their costs

significantly increased.

An alternative way to provide cost relief for smaller firms

while still expanding coverage could be to provide a direct

subsidy to smaller, newer, and low-wage firms. This subsidy

could offer employers a tax credit for some share of health

coverage costs or an- opportunity to buy the minimum benefit

package at subsidized rates. This alternative could do more than

S.1265 to fill existing coverage gaps and lower the cost of

coverage, but would need to be financed through some other source

of revenue.

Full deductibility of health coverage premiums for self-

employed individuals would also provide cost relief for many

smaller firms. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 provided that self-

employed individuals who provide coverage for employees on a

nondiscriminatory basis may deduct 25 percent of the cost of

coverage from adjusted gross income. Other employers, in

contrast, may deduct the full amount of such premiums from

adjusted gross income.

If the self-employed are to be subject to the same coverage

requirements as all other employers, it would seem appropriate

that they have access to the same tax benefits. The cost

implementing coverage or reducing employee cost-sharing will only

partly be offset by full deductibility, since many smaller and

newer businesses may not face tax liability. The lack of tax

liability for many smaller businesses, in turn, will limit the

federal revenue cost of this provision.

Small firms under COBRA and section 89, Under the Consolidated

Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA) and section 89 enacted

in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA), sponsors of health coverage
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plans must comply with new coverage, benefit, and reporting

requirements. The NRECA survey suggests that costs and

administrative burdens impede the expansion of health coverage.

If universal coverage is enacted, these requirements could be

modified for smaller firms.

0 Modifying COBRA coverage continuation requirements. COBRA

requires that all employers with more than 20 employees who offer

health coverage extend coverage to employees and certain

dependents whose coverage would otherwise end as a result of

certain events. These events include unemployment, death, or

retirement of the employee, and divorce. Employees may be

eligible for continuation coverage under COBRA even if they are

hired by another employer.

COBRA imposes stringent record-keeping and notification

requirements. Given the strong sensitivity of smaller employers

to costs and administrative burdens, these requirements may

constitute an additional deterrent to voluntary coverage

expansion. Once most employers are required to offer benefits

equivalent to the minimum benefit package, COBRA eligibility for

reemployed former employees would be largely redundant, though

coverage for dependents and retirees could still be needed.

o SimplifvinQ the IRC section 89 nondiscrimination tests. TRA

imposed complex new nondiscrimination rules governing eligibility

and benefits in welfare plans. These tests are largely redundant

with the eligibility and benefits provisions in S. 1265 for firms

offering no more than one plan for all employees. The section 89

reporting requirements thus could be simplified for smaller

firms.

Under section 89, plans must meet a three-part eligibility

test and a benefits test, or may elect to use an alternative test

in lieu of the eligibility and benefits tests. Under the

eligibility tests:

o either nonhighly compensated employees must constitute
at least 50 percent of eligible employees, or the share
of highly compensated employees eligible to participate
must be no higher than the share of nonhighly
compensated employees eligible;
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o at least 96 percent of nonhighly compensated employees
must be eligible to participate in the plan or another
health plan offered by the employer, and if they did
participate, would receive a benefit that is at least
50 percent as valuable as the most valuable benefit
available to any highly compensated employee; and

o no eligibility provisions may in any way discriminate
in favor of highly compensated employees.

The benefits test provides that nonhighly compensated employees

must receive an average benefit equal to at least 75 percent of

the average benefit provided to highly compensated employees.

Under the alternative test, a plan that benefits at least 80

percent of nonhighly compensated employees satisfies both the

eligibility and benefits tests, provided that employees are not

just eligible but actually receive coverage.

A plan that covers at least 80 percent of the employer's

rank-and-file employees would be exempt from performing the

eligibility and benefits tests, but not from documentation and

reporting requirements.1 6  Failure to comply with the

documentation and reporting requirements of section 89(k) can

mean that employees must include in income the value of benefits

received under the plan.

The section 89 rules are intended to limit the degree to

which tax incentives disproportionately subsidize benefits for

highly-paid employees. S. 1265 also contains eligibility and

employer contribution requirements that serve to fix the

distribution and value of the benefits provided.

If S. 1265 were in place, the documentation and reporting

requirements would not be as critical for smaller firms offering

only one plan, since available coverage and eligibility

requirements would be fairly standard among employers.

Consequently, if S. 1265 were enacted into law, the reporting and

16 Section 89(k)(1) provides that plans must be in
writing, employee rights must be legally enforceable, employees
must be provided reasonable notification of available benefits,
the plan must be maintained for the exclusive benefit of
employees, and the plan must be established with the intention of
being maintained for an indefinite period of time.
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record-keeping burdens of section 89 could be simplified for

smaller employers by providing that employers who cover all

employees under one plan and comply with the provisions of S.

1265 are exempt from the section 89(k) sanctions.

In summary, smaller rural firms face certain unique barriers

to offering health coverage. Imposing universal coverage

requirements would create new costs and administrative

difficulties for these firms, jeopardizing the survival of many.

Providing relief from recently-enacted reporting coverage and

reporting requirements as well as permitting full tax

deductibility of premiums for the self-employed would lessen some

of these burdens and promote equity for smaller firms.

APPENDIX: Presenting the NRECA Survey Data

This appendix explains how the data in this report were

derived from the NRECA survey. Three issues should be considered

in interpreting the NRECA data:

o the derivation of the data on employee coverage;

o how employer-based and employee-based data differ in
interpretation; and

o how data on coverage rates and coverage features should
be interpreted.

Deriving Data on Employees

The NRECA survey used the employer as the unit of

observation. National coverage data, in contrast, report the

share of employees or other individuals covered in various

categories. To allow comparison with national coverage data, the

statistics reported were recalculated to use the employee as the

unit of observation.

For this recalculation, 7he number of firms in each category

was multiplied by the midpoint of that size range. For example,

if five employers in the 10 to 24 employee category responded

that they offered coverage, 85 employees (5 x 17) were noted as

having that coverage. This figure was then divided by the total
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number of employees in that category to derive the percentage of

employees in that firm category with coverage. Thus, if there

were 10 firms with 10 to 24 employees, the coverage rate in this

example would be 50 percent (85/(10 x 17)).

This approach will generally yield correct estimates of the

number of employees in each category if firms are not clustered

to one or the other end of the size range. Since the firm size

ranges in the NRECA survey were narrow, this was not considered

to be a problem.

Interpreting Employer and employee Data

Some of tho data in the report are presented in terms of the

percentage of employers meeting certain criteria, some in terms

of employees, and some are presented both ways. Employer and

employee data provide different pictures of coverage.

Employer-based data understate the relative importance of

larger employers, since each employer counts equally, whether it

employs 5 people or 60. Employer data do, however, tell us how

many decision-makers are involved in each coverage category.

Employee-based data allow comparability with Census and BLS

data. Employee data also tell us the potential burden of lack of

coverage patterns on the health care system. Employee data, on

the other hand, do not tell us whether employees are working in

sectors that are difficult to cover, like smaller businesses.

Coverage Data and Coverage Features

The percentage of employees with coverage is calculated as a

share of all employees. In contrast, the share of employees with

specific coverage features -- such as various cost-sharing

arrangements -- is calculated on the basis of only those

employees with coverage. Likewise, employers' reasons for

offering coverage are tabulated on the basis of only those

employers who offer coverage, rather than the whole employer

base.12
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nation's 3,100 counties. Various programs administered
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and consumer-members in those localities.
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COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

Testimony of Nelson Stephenson

July 13, 1988

The Technical Corrections Act of 1988 and
Additions Thereto by the Committee

on Ways and Means

My name is Nelson Stephenson, Senior Executive Vice

President and Chief Financial Officer of the East River Savings

Bank of New Rochelle, New York with $2.7 billion in assets as

cf June 30, 1988. I am here to testify on behalf of the

National Council of Savings Institutions and the U.S. League of

Savings Institutions on a matter of great concern to our

members. Specifically, I want to urge the Committee to

preserve the current 70 percent dividends received deduction

for portfolio investments provided by section 243 of the

Internal Revenue Code.

I note that the House Ways and Means Committee is

considering a proposal to reduce the dividends received

deduction for a corporation owning less than 20 percent of the

stock of a distributing corporation to 50 percent. It is my

understanding that the driving force behind the proposal is to

raise revenues so that expiring provisions, such as the

research and development credit and others, can be extended. I

believe the proposal is poor tax policy, and I know its

implementation would be harmful to the savings industry.

I. Historical Basis for the Dividends Received Deduction

Traditionally, the United States has employed a two-

tiered corporate tax system, taxing income once to the

corporation when earned and once to individual shareholders

when distributed. Since 1917 the law has allowed a dividends

received deduction to eliminate or minimize further multiples

of taxation of corporate earnings as the earnings pass from one
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corporation to another. Providing another round of tax on

dividends remaining in corporate solution, when the issuer has

already been taxed on the earnings, has rightly been viewed as

imposing unjustified additional tiers of tax on earnings at the

corporate level, before the earnings are distributed to

individuals. Without a dividends received deduction, the

situation would be exacerbated for dividends passing through a

chain of corporate shareholders and a multiple of cascading

corporate tax, before coming to rest in the hands of the

individual who pays tax on the dividends pursuant to the

individual tax tier of the system. Such a result would not

serve the purpose of the corporate tax system.

A 100 percent dividends received deduction applied from

1917 to 1935. An 85 percent deduction was in effect from 1936

through 1986 for all corporations (other than affiliated groups

which beginning in 1963 were again-allowed a full deduction).

The reduction in the dividends received deduction made in 1936

was meant to discourage the abuse of the graduated corporate

tax rates and multiple surcharge exemptions. It did not

represent a departure from the policy of taxing earnings only

once while in corporate solution.

The two-tiered system of corporate taxation was

strengthened by the 1986 Tax Reform Act with its repeal of the

General Utilities doctrine. The 1986 Act did reduce the

deduction for dividends received from non-affiliated

corporations from 85 percent to 80 percent. Congress took this

action in 1986 only in order to retain the same effective tax

rate on dividends. In the absence of the reduction, the

marginal corporate tax rate reductions of the 1986 Act would

have resulted in a reduction of the effective tax rate on

dividends. The change in the deduction did not represent a

departure from the historical policy of mitigating multiple

taxation of corporate earnings.

The current proposal to change the dividends received

deduction affects only *portfolio" investments by corporations,
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those that own less than 20 percent of the shares of the

dividend paying corporation. No change has been proposed to

the 80 percent deduction allowed to corporations owning more

than 20 percent but less than S0 percent. Likewise, no change

has been proposed for the full deduction for 80 percent or more

corporate owners. The differentiation between portfolio

investments and other corporate stock ownership is a

revenue-driven distinction not appearing in the tax law until

the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 19P7. The prospect of

double taxation, and more, at the corporate level is just as

great for corporate portfolio holdings as it is at levels

representing larger corporate ownerhip.

II. Impact on Corporate Financing Strateag

Reducing the dividend received deduction .dversely

affects every shareholder, both corporate and individual. This

action drastically changes the system of corporate finance

which has served us so well. Such changes should only be made

after thorough study and extensive evaluation of the impact.

To reduce the dividend received deduction for the sole reason

of raising revenues to fund other special tax provisions makes

little sense. Preserving the integrity of the corporate tax

system which affects a wide range of existing companies is a

far more important objective.

III. Impact on Savings Institutions

With respect to the savings institutions industry, this

proposal comes at a particularly bad time. We need to

encourage corporate investment in our institutions to maintain

and stregthen our capital positions. This is particularly

important in view of the recent proposals by both domestic and

international regulators to increase the amount of capital

required for financial institutions. A reduction in the
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deduction could cause loyal corporate shareholders to dispose

of their shares. Indeed, some of our preferred stock is

subject to mandatory redemption provisions that are required if

there is an increase in the tax burden on corporate holders.

As you know, savings institutions are going through a difficult

restructuring period. This proposal would only worsen our

already severe problems by increasing the cost of capital for

our industry.

IV. Fairness Calls for Prospecti'e Application

If the dividends received deduction for portfolio

investments must be reduced, in the interest of fairness the

reduction should be on a prospective basis only, i.e., for

stock issued after a definitive date of decision by both of the

tax writing committees. Corporations have made significant

long-term financial investment decisions, based in large part

on the availability of the present deduction. They should not

be penalized now by a change of law, especially when the change

is counter to over 70 years of corporate tax policy. There is

ample precedent for protecting current stockholders in such a

manner. For instance, when the law affecting property and

casualty insurance companies was recently changed, section 1022

of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 provided that the new proration

rule for dividends received by those companies would not be

applied to dividends received or accrued on stock acquired

before August 8, 1986.

V. Conclusion

Again, I ask that this Committee preserve undiminished

the dividends received deduction for portfolio investments. If

a reduction has to be made, I urge that the reduction not be

retroactive to stock currently outstanding.

I have appreciated this opportunity to discuss this issue

of great interest to savings institutions and the corporate

community. I look forward to your questions.
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STATEMENT OF THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

on

H.R.4333 - TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS TO THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986

JULY 13, 1988

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Dale Stuard. I am from Newport Beach, California,

and currently serve as President of the National Association of

Home Builders (NAHB). On behalf of the more than 155,000 members

of NAHB, I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify on

H.R.4333, which makes technical corrections to the tax law and

extends various provisions of the Tax Code.

First,let me mention that I am pleased Congress is moving

toward technical corrections to the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

Taxpayers, the IRS and tax practitioners desperately need the

clarifications that would be provided by H.R.4333. I am also

pleased that the Ways and Means Committee agreed to extend the

life of various expiring tax provisions, including mortgage revenue

bonds and mortgage credit certificates, and the tax credit for

investment in low-income housing. I am troubled, however, by some

of the changes that are proposed to be made to the mortgage

revenue bond program. Furthermore, I am deeply concerned about

one of the revenue raising measures agreed to by the Ways and

Means Committee -- the repeal of the completed contract method of

accounting. In light of a recent IRS announcement, this measure

could be particularly devastating for home builders.

My testimony will focus upon long-term contract accounting,

mortgage revenue bonds and the low-income housing tax credit.

Long-Term Contract Accounting:

Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, income and expenses

attributable to long-term contracts could, at the taxpayer's

election, be accounted for under one of two alternative methods:
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the percentage of completion method, or the completed contract

method. A long-term contract is defined as a building,

installation, construction or manufacturing contract that is not

completed by the end of the taxable year it is entered into.

Under the percentage of completion method, income was

recognized according to the percentage of the contract completed

during the taxable year. The determination of the portion of the

contract completed during the taxable year could be made either by

comparing the costs incurred during the year to the total

estimated costs to be incurred under the contract or comparing the

work performed during the year with the estimated total work to be

performed.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the Revenue Act of 1987

substantially tightened the accounting rules for long-term

contracts. Under present law, income and deductions related to

long-term contracts must be reported under one of two special

long-term contract methods. The first long-term contract method

is the percentage of completion method, which generally requires

that net income from the contract be reported as the contract is

performed. The second method (the so-called 1170-30" method)

requires that 70 percent of contract income be reported on the

percentage of completion method and permits the other 30 percent

to be reported using another permissible method (including the

completed contract method). Contracts entered into before

October 14, 1987, could be reported under the same type of method

as the 70-30 method, but with only 40 percent of the contract

income required to be reported on the percentage of completion

method.

Contracts that qualify for the small contractor exception may

be reported entirely under the completed contract method, the

percentage of completion method or the business's overall method

of accounting. Contracts qualifying for the exception are

contracts to construct real estate that last less than two years

and are performed by contractors with average annual gross
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receipts of $10 million or less. However, for purposes of the

alternative minimum tax, the percentage of completion method is

required for all contracts, including those covered by the small

contractor exception.

As one of its revenue raising measures, the Ways and Means

Committee has agreed to repeal the percentage of completion -

capitalized cost method of accounting for long-term contracts.

Thus, the full amount of all long-term contracts (other than

contracts of small businesses exempted under present law) would be

reported on the 100 percent percentage of completion method. This

measure would be effective for contracts entered into on or after

June 21, 1988.

Were it not for the IRS' announcement of its position in

Advance Notice 88-66 (published in Internal Revenue Bulletin 1988-

25 on June 20, 1988), NAHB would not be quite so concerned with the

Ways and Means Committee proposal. Prior to the issuance of the

IRS Notice, it was arguable that builders of custom-designed homes

were performing long-term contracts if the contract spanned two or

more taxable years. However, most tax practitioners took the

position that non-custom homebuilders were not subject to the

long-term contract rules. The rationale for this is that a home

builder generally enters into a contract to sell a completed home

rather than to build a home, even though a contract may be entered

into prior to the start of construction. Furthermore,

title and risk of loss remain primarily with the homebuilder

during construction, and the deposit on the contract often is very

small in relation to the total contract price.

In Advance Notice 88-66, the IRS has taken the position that

the long-term contract rules will apply to tract homebuilders, as

well as to builders of custom-designed homes. This position is

noted, without explanation or clarification, in the following

example:

"Thus, for example, assume a taxpayer (Taxpayer B) is in the
business of constructing and selling houses. Customers enter
into contracts with B to purchase the houses, with such
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contracts typically providing that such purchase shall be
consummated after the construction of the house is completed,
and after certain other events have occurred (eg., financing
for the house is obtained). Under these facts, B is treated
as constructing property under a long-term contract (as
defined in Section 460(f)) with respect to any house that is
under construction as of the end of a taxable year and for
which a contract for sale of such house is in effect."

During consideration of the long-term contract rules of the

Tax Reform Act of 1986, it is doubtful that Congress focused upon

the potential application of these rules to home builders. The

major focus was upon the defense contracting industry. This is

evident from the Joint Committee on Taxation's General Explanation

of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, which rotes at page 527 that:

"Annual receipts for certain large defense contractors reflected

negative tax rates due to net operating loss carryforwards

generated through use of the completed contract method in prior

years."

Homebuilders, unlike many defense contractors, do not receive

progress payments during the performance of a contract. Rather, a

homebuilder receives a deposit when he accepts a sales

contract, which is quite small in relation to the total contract

price. Thus, to require the homebuilder to report on the

percentage of completion method would cause substantial cash flow

problems. Furthermore, as noted above, title and risk of loss

generally remains with the homebuilder during the construction

period.

Furthermore, application of the long-term contract rules to

homebuilders would cause severe accounting and administrative

complexities. For example, a volume builder would have to keep

detailed records concerning the exact time that construction

begins on each home, the time a sales contract is entered into on

each home and the stage of construction each house is in at the

end of each taxable year.

In this age of declining homeownership and increased housing

costs, this simply is'not the time to impose additional burdens on

homebuilders. Let me just make one point about the potential for
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increased housing costs that would result from the application of

the long-tea contract rules to homebuilders. While we cannot at

this time predict with any exactness how much housing costs would

increase, it is clear that they would. If a homebuilder is forced

to pay tax in advance of the receipt of income, the builder will

have to borrow the money with which to pay the tax. In order to

support larger borrowings, the builder is going to be forced to

increase the prices of his homes. Thus, the question is not

whether home prices will be increased, and housing affordability

problems be exacerbated, the only question is by how much?

Mr. Chairman, in connection with your consideration of

technical corrections, we urge you to overturn the ill-advised

policy position of the IRS in Advance Announcement 88-66, ar

clarify that the long-term contract accounting rules do not .pply

to residential construction. Alternatively, we urge you to amend

the Code to provide that residential construction completed within

a 12-month period is not subject to the long-term contract

accounting rules. Such a provision, at least, would provide a more

rational distinction between what is and what is not a long-term

contract.

Mortgage Revenue Bonds

Mr. Chairman, we have already testified before the Taxation

and Debt Management Subcommittee (March 28, 1988) on the need for

maintaining a viable mortgage revenue bond program, so my remarks

today will be brief.

State and local housing finance agencies use mortgage

revenue bonds to obtain tax-exempt funds at low rates of interest

and these funds are used to purchase qualified mortgages. Mortgage

revenue bonds make housing more affordable to homebuyers because

interest rates are generally about two percentage points below

conventional rates.

Mortgage credit certificates, which are subject to the same

targeting requirements as mortgage revenue bonds, provide

homebuyers with a tax credit equal to a percentage of mortgage
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interest payments. This federal tax credit increases the

disposable income of home buyers and makes conventional mortgage

rates more affordable. Up to 25 percent of mortgage revenue bond

authority may be "traded-in" for mortgage credit certificates.

Mortgage credit certificates are a new program but are proving to

be an effective complement to the mortgage revenue bond program.

Members of the Committee, the problem we face is simple yet

devastating:

With spiraling housing costs and with federal housing funds
decreasing, many young, hard-working Americans cannot buy a
home; since 1980, the homeownership rate has dropped 20 percent
among young families 25 to 34 years of age. The homeless
population is increasing and many of the homeless are families
who cannot afford a place to live within their limited
resources. Elderly couples are living in substandard conditions
because the cost of financing home repairs would deprive them of
ott'er basic necessities. These are not exaggerations; this is
brz.oming a part of life in America that some want to ignore.

Though not a -olution to this growing problem, mortgage

revenue bonds do provide affordable housing options for these

struggling, first-time homebuyers. Actually, mortgage revenue

bonds and mortgage credit certificates are the only assistance

provided through the Internal Revenue Code that specifically

target low- and moderate-income, first-time homebuyers.

Mortgage revenue bonds have made S sizeable impact on young

homebuyers' housing needs. Since the 1970's, about one million

low- and moderate-income Americans have bought a home. All of

these homes were sold, financed and -- in many cases -- built by

private businessmen who have supported housing finance agency

programs. Every state and local housing finance agency relies on

the private sector -- not the public sector -- to make mortgage

revenue bond programs work.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 placed several restrictions on

mortgage revenue bonds. First, all so-called "private purpose"

tax-exempt bonds -- including mortgage revenue bonds -- are.

subject to a statewide volume cap equal to the greater of $50 per

capita or $150 million. Second, mortgage revenue bonds must be

limited to persons whose income is not greater than 115 percent of

the higher of area or state median income. Third, the purchase
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price of a mortgage revenue bond financed residence cannot exceed

90 percent of the average area purchase price of a residence.

Fourth, at least 95 percent of mortgage revenue bond proceeds must

be used to provide loans to first-time home buyers.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, the Ways and Means Committee has

proposed another set of restrictions to be placed on mortgage

revenue bonds, in connection with its agreement to extend the

program for two more years. While we heartily endorse the two-

year extension, we hope that the Finance Committee will not agree

to the restrictions proposed by the Ways and Means Committee, which

would only further weaken an already tightly restricted program.

In particular, NAHB objects to the Ways and Means Committee's

proposal to require recapture of the mcrtgage revenue bond subsidy

upon the disposition of a home.

Mr. Chairman, the purpose of the program is to give young,

first-time, moderate-income homebuyers a stake in the American

Dream. Requiring homeowners to pay back the benefit provided

through mortgage revenue bonds would serve only to erode the stake

and would dampen young American's enthusiasm for homeownership.

Thus, we urge you to reject the Ways and Means Committee's

recapture proposal.

Low-Income Housing Tax Credit

Mr. Chairman, NAHB believes that the tax credit for low-

income housing was one of the few positive aspects of the Tax

Reform Act of 1986. This provision at least indicated Congress'

recognition of the Tax Code as a proper tool for the provision of

low-income housing. Although the final product was far from

perfect, the enactment of the credit was evidence of Congress'

belief that a tax incentive mtgFt be provided to encourage

construction, rehabilitation and maintenance of low-income

housing.
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In a statement we submitted to the Ways and Means Subcommittee

on Select Revenue Measures (March 17, 1988), we made several

suggestions for improving the tax credit in order to make it a

better tool for the production of low-income housing. For

example, we suggested that the problem of how the tax credit

interacts with the passive activity loss restrictions must

thoroughly be re-examined. We, however, realize that substantive

problems with the tax credit are issues for another year.

The most important issue regarding the credit this year is

that you agree to the Ways and Means Committee proposal to extend

the availability of the credit through 1990. Even though the

credit does not expire until the end of 1989, its extension this

year is urgently needed because of the lead-time necessary in the

construction of low-income housing.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. I would now be

pleased to answer any questions the Committee may have regarding

my testimony.

92-267 0 - 89 - 6
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Prepared Statement of

Barry Zigas, President

National Low Income Housing Coalition

on
S. 2238, the Technical Corrections Act of 1988

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Committee, my

name is Barry Zigas. I am the President of the National Low

Income Housing Coalition. The Coalition is a national,

nonpartisan nonprofit organization whose members include low

income tenants, organizers, advocates, and public and private

producers and managers of low income housing. I appreciate the

opportunity to appear before you today to testify on S. 2238, the

Technical Corrections Act of 1988.

My remarks today will cover two principal areas: a summary

of the housing crisis facing low income people, to highlight the

need for the continuation and improvement of the low income

housing tax credit, and specific comments on the provisions of

the Act which relate to the low income housing tax credit.

The Low Income Housing Crisis

Americans today face an almost unprecedented housing

crisis. Millions of Arericans cannot find decent housing at any

price. This is especially true in rural areas where credit is

not available, and whore poor families often still live in homes

without running water. But it is also true in large cities,

suburbs and towns for large families, the disabled, single adults

and for many elderly.

Structurally unsound housing remains a problem throughout

the country. In 1983, 4.5 million homeowners and 5 million

renters lived in housing that did not meet minimum quality

standards. The absolute number of low income families living

in substandard housing increased by 20 percent from 1 million in

1973 to 1.2 million ten years later. Twenty-six percent of
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renters with incomes below $5,000 occupied structurally unsound

housing, according to a recent study by the Joint Center for

Housing at Harvard University.

Housing affordability has also priced millions of housing

units out of poor people's reach. In 1970, the nation boasted

14.9 million rental housing units that could be rented at 30

percent of a $5,000 income. The number of renter households with

$5,000 per year or less at that time was 8.4 million. But ten

years later, the number of affordable units had dropped to only 2

million, while the number of households declined only to 5.5

million.

While the supply of government subsidized housing has

increased since such programs first began in 1937, the fact is

that the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD) now provides subsidies to only 4 million households. So

while the need for housing among very poor families grew from

1970 to 1983 by leaps and bounds, the federal government has

provided in its entire 50-year history only about one-third the

number of affordable housing units that have vanished from the

inventory through rent increases, demolition and abandonment in

only a short ten-year period.

There is a critical and growing need for rehabilitation and

new production of affordable, decent housing throughout America.

Yet during the last eight years, federal support for housing

assistance has been slashed by over 75 percent. The number of

households slated to receive assistance has been cut from nearly

250,000 in FY81 to barely less than 84,000 under the

appropriation approved last month in the House. (Under the

Senate Appropriations Committee proposal for FY89, less than

80,000 new households would receive assistance.) Very little of

the assistance which is being made available can be used to

address the problems of substandard housing, inadequate housing,

or sheer lack of available housing which plague so many

communities.
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One symptom of this vanishing federal presence on the

housing scene is the virtual disappearance of the large, profit-

motivated developer of affordable housing for low income people.

As anyone in the development community will freely admit, low

income housing has lost its appeal to most of the firms who once

specialized in building ana developing it. And while the supply

of high-priced luxury apartments continues to grow, even to

excess in some areas, the supply of affordable rental housing is

disappearing.

In addition to the deterioration and rising costs of rental

housing, hundreds of thousands of housing units now receiving

subsidies through a combination of tax incentives and direct

federal subsidies are now in danger of being lost to the

affordable low income housing inventory. According to the recent

report of the National Low Income Housing Preservation Commission

co-chaired by former HUD Secretary Carla A. Hills and former

House Banking Committee Chairman Henry S. Reuss, over 500,000

units of housing now receiving these subsidies could be lost over

the next ten years because of prepayments of existing mortgages

or because of defaults by current owners. One of the reasons

highlighted by the Commission and by the National Housing Task

Force as a leading reason these properties are endangrered is the

changes in tax treatment which were included in the Tax Reform

Act of 1986.

The upshot of these grim figures is that Congress must

maintain at least the present level of assistance in tax and

direct subsidies in order to avert a wide-spread crisis. The

National Low Income Housing Coalition has historically supported

direct subsidies for low income housing, either directly to

tenants or in the form of grants or loans to owners and

developers, and opposed less efficient, indirect subsidies

through the tax system.
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The low income housing tax credit

However, in 1985 and 1986 we worked closely with Sen.

Packwood, Sen. Mitchell and others to create the low income

housing tax credit. The credit is available on a much more

restricted basis than former tax subsidies; it is linked to

occupancy -by low and very low income persons; it requires

continuing availability of the units for poor people; and it

requires substantially higher proportions of any property to be

devoted to this use in order to qualify any units for the

subsidies. We believe that in the current climate continuation

of the tax credit is absolutely essential if we are to make any

progress in addressing the housing needs of low income people.

Moreover, we believe that the credit can and should be improved

in minor and major ways in order to more fully realize its

potential to attract private investment into housing which is

affordable to low income people and maintained for their

continuing affordable use over long periods of time.

The tax credit for low income housing was enacted to replace

other incentives which were abolished in the 1986 Act. At the

time of its initial consideration, we and others who worked with

the House and Senate on the credit's creation emphasized that

without other subsidies, projects could not meet the credit's

strict targeting requirements. We vigorously supported those

increased targeting requirements, because we believe that the

government should limit subsidies for development to projects

which serve a clear national purpose. The development and

preservation of low income housing is such a purpose. The low

income housing tax credit was designed to stimulate investment in

properties that would not be able to compete for capital

otherwise.

To paraphrase a popular aphorism, "rumors of the low income

housing tax credit's death are greatly exaggerated." Throughout

the country hundreds of for-profit and nonprofit developers have

taken advantage of the credit's provisions to build and renovate
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low income housing. The record of the last year has borne out

our early predictions. Tax credit projects can be carried out.

But they cannot successfully meet the targeting requirements of

the program without other subsidies.

These subsidies can come from a variety of sources--federal

programs such as the Farmers Home Administration Section 515 loan

program, CDBG grants, state and local government assistance

programs, and philanthropic contributions. But whatever the

source, all of these subsidies serve the same purpose: to close

the gap between the costs of producing or rehabilitating rental

housing for very low income people and the rents which those

households can afford to pay. The Committee must recognize that

the development and preservation of afforC.>.ole housing for very

low income people requires large subsidies on a long-term,

ongoing basis.

Repealing the 1989 Sunset Date

The most critical problem users of the low income housing

tax credit face today is the present sunset date-of December 31,

1989. In order to qualify for credits, project sponsors must

have their buildings placed in service during the calendar year

in which they seek credits. Because of the long lead times

involved in development and rehabilitation of housing, sponsors

who are not sure they can finish their projects by the end of

1989 will not move forward with badly needed housing projects for

low and moderate income people. All credits must be used within

the calendar year for which they are allocated; there is no

carryover of credit authority permitted under current law.

Unless the credit is extended in 1988, much of this work

spent learning will have been wasted. If sponsors cannot be

assured that credits will be available for projects which are

completed after the end of calendar 1989, then they will not move

forward. Because of the time involved in project planning, this

means that projects not started by the end of this year will not

go ahead. This will dry up the pipeline of affordable housing
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projects and guarantee poor utilization rates of the remaining

1989 authority.

I urge the Committee to adopt the one-year extension of the

credit as proposed in S. 2411, introduced by Sens. Mitchell,

Danforth and numerous other members of this Committee. We fully

support this extension; it is urgently needed.

S. 2238

S. 2238 contains numerous provisions which relate to the low

income housing tax credit. I would like to review several of

these in greater detail.

Election of Credit Rate

One amendment would permit sponsors to choose the credit

rate which would apply to their property either at the time the

unit is placed in service or at the time an allocation from the

state agency is received. We strongly support this change.

Because the 1986 Act required the credit rate to change over time

and be published once a month, project sponsors need to be able

to lock in their projected credit rate in order to market the

credit to investors. The uncertainty of the present system is

unworkable.

Waiver of the 10-Year Placed in Service Rule

There is an urgent need to clarify the provisions under

which projects can receive a waiver from the rule prohibiting the

acquisition credit for properties last placed in service less

than 10 years before acquisition for credit purposes. The

legislation should be amended to clarify that if a project is

foreclosed by HUD or another public agency, it is automatically

cleansed of any taint caused by the 10 year rule. Alternatively,

the law could be changed to simply exempt such properties from

the rule altogether, which would be an easier and less cumbersome

solution. S. 2238 contains some language that is designed to

ameliorate this problem. However, it does not go far enough.

Although a foreclosure would not count under the proposed

amendment for the 10-year rule, HUD projects which end up in
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foreclosure are most likely to have had at least one change in

ownership in the last ten years as attempts were made to salvage

the project short of foreclosure. Thus, even though HUD's

foreclosure would not count as a placement in service for the 10

year rule, many properties that need the credit to be put back

into productive use will not qualify under this narrow rule. The

law should make it absolutely clear that such transfers prior to

a foreclosure do not come under the coverage of the 10 year rule.

A foreclosure should "restart the clock" for the project. This

is essential because if properties cannot be transferred out of

HUD ownership using the credit, they will languish in the HUD

inventory, costing the taxpayers money and jeopardizing the

continued maintenance and liveability of the units.

HUD does not have a good track record as a manager of

foreclosed properties. Congress should be promoting policies to

encourage the recycling of these projects with continued low

income use restrictions. Allowing the use of the credit for

acquisition purposes, regardless of the transfer history prior to

foreclosure is essential to do this.

This section of the law should also be changed to permit a

waiver when necessary to help avert a mortgage prepayment and to

preserve a property's low income use restrictions. This is very

important in the HUD-assisted stock I described- earlier in my

testimony. Where owners are weighing the possibility of a sale

or refinancing which would result in prepayment of the mortgage,

the possibility of selling to new owners who would receive full

tax credit benefits in return for maintaining the low income use

restrictions could make the difference in preserving the housing.

The cost of adding this waiver condition would be negligible,

while the loss of the housing would be irreplaceable.-

S. 2238 would remove clause (iii) which permits a waiver

"by reason of other circumstances of financial distress." This

is a serious mistake and the clause should be left as is.
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The current provisions should also be clarified to permit a

waiver in projects for which the mortgage has been assigned or

foreclosed by HUD, not simply to prevent an assignment.

I urge the Committee to consider further changes to the ten

year rule which would permit a blanket exemption from the rule

for any transfer to a nonprofit entity which is acquiring the

property for the purpose of preserving its affordable use for

low income persons. Similarly, there should be a blanket waiver

where a public agency certifies that failure to waive the rule

will lead to the involuntary displacement of low income tenants.

Finally, properties which are insured by state and local

agencies should be included under all of the provisions relating

to HUD-insured housing. There are many thousands of HUD

subsidized housing units which were financed by state and local

agencies and which are facing the same preservation threat as HUD

insured properties. They should not be excluded from the

favorable treatment which we are advocating for HUD properties.

Rental Assistance Payments

S. 2238 would change the 1986 Act to clarify that rental

assistance payments of any kind, no matter what their source, do

not count as federal subsidies for purposes of determining the

appropriate credit amount. We strongly support this important

change.

Rehab by Current Owners

I urge the Committee to address a particular problem which

has arisen in the administration of the credit for rehabilitation

expenses undertaken by current owners. When the credit was first

developed by the Senate, it clearly was meant to include

assistance to current owners of qualifying properties who

undertook rehabilitation and agreed to meet the requirements for

income and rent targeting. Yet because of a conflict with another

section of the law, it is not possible for rehabilitation credits

to be claimed without a change in ownership. This needlessly

forces owners of properties in need of rehabilitation to preserve
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affordable housing opportunities for low income people to

consider selling the property rather than maintaining it by

expanding the current partnership to bring in new investors to

take advantage of the credit. Other members of our Coalition

have been working with Sen. Mitchell on this problem; I hope the

Committee will be able to solve this problem.

LONG-TERM POLICY ISSUES

S. 2238 addresses the immediate technical corrections which

are needed to facilitate the use of the low income housing tax

credit. Its adoption, with the changes we have recommended, is

critical. Many of these provisions have been awaiting enactment

since 1986, when there was general agreement on them. This

Congress must pass these amendments before the end of the 100th

Congress.

There are, however, other issues relating to the tax credit

that the Committee should consider as early as possible in order

to perfect its usefulness. Sens. Mitchell and Danforth have

requested the assistance of a broadly-based group of experts on

housing and the tax credit to draw up recommendations for their

consideration; I have the privilege of serving on this task

force. I applaud their initiative and dedication to making the

tax credits work more effectively.

The following suggestions outline areas in which we hope the

Task Force and Committee will make changes to increase the

credit's usefulness.

Refundability

The Committee should seriously consider making the credit

refundable. Many nonprofit organizations are reluctant to take

advantage of the tax credit because they cannot use it without

giving up ownership of the property. Refundability was part of

our original proposal to the Congress in 1985. It would offer

the possibility of financing housing which would start out and

end up in the nonprofit or social housing sector, free of the

expiring use concerns which are now preoccupying us.
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The truth is that the tax credit is sowing the seeds of

another prepayment disaster in 15 years. Once the compliance

period for the credit has expired, conflicts will inevitably

arise between the profit motivated owners of the property, who

acquired their interest principally for tax benefits in the first

place, and residents and/or nonprofit sponsors, who will want to

maintain the low income use indefinitely. This need not be so.

I urge the Committee to amend the credit program to avoid this

result.

Disposition After Compliance Period

The tax credits require that use restrictions remain in

place for 15 years. While this provides substantially greater

low income use than previous tax subsidies, there is no question

that in 15 years many properties will be facing the same

catastrophe now confronting the Section 236 and 221(d) (3) stock:

conversion to non-low income use because of sale or refinancing

at the end of the compliance period.

Congress should act now and consider ways in which to insure

that tax credit housing can be transferred into social o,

nonprofit ownership at the end of the compliance period through

agreements reached now between sponsors and investors. If

sponsors are forced to wait until the end of the period to

negotiate such transfers, they may be overtaken by economic and

market trends which overwhelm whatever good intentions investors

had in 1988. The law should explicitly bless front-end

agreements in which investors' interests are donated to a

nonprofit sponsor at the end of the compliance pericl. This is a

poor second to making the credit refundable, and eliminating this

entire transaction, but it would be better than the current law.

The Committee should also change current law to enable

corporations to participate in pooled income trusts which invest

in low income tax credit-eligible properties. This device serves

the long-term preservation goal by permitting the investors to

donate their interests in the property at the front end of the
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deal. There are tax-credit investments being structured for

individuals using this device. Corporations also should be

allowed to participate, since they are the largest single

investor group in the credits.

Limitations Where Other Subsidies are Used

One of the most crippling provisions of the current law is

the restriction against using the full rehab/development credit

where other federal subsidies are being used. This limitation is

senseless in most circumstances. The fact is that tax credit

properties cannot be made affordable to the intended income group

without additional subsidies. The current language encourages

sponsors and developers to engage in imaginative stratagems to

hide subsidies, or allocate them to acquisition, where the

penalty does not apply, or to rely entirely on Section 8

subsidies, which are exempt from the general prohibition, in

order to maintain affordability.

This restriction was placed in the law to hinder so-called

"double dipping" in federal subsidy funds by sponsors and

developers. It was founded on a belief that huge profits could

be made through the application of the tax credit to projects

already receiving enough assistance to be economically viable.

This restriction is a reaction to a milieu which no longer

exists, and did not exist at the time the 1986 Act was adopted.

If there are instances where current direct federal subsidy

programs make the full development credit too rich, then the law

should address these exceptions. They are not the rule.

Moreover, the current law already empowers states to allocate

less than the full credit amount. This authority can be used to

adjust the value of the credit to provide owners and investors

with fair but reasonable rates of return on their investments.

Unlike previous tax incentives, tax credits are only

available for units which actually serve low and very low income

people, with rents which are strictly limited. The tax benefits

are targeted for a specific purpose. By so restricting the
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credits, it becomes essential to have unfettered access to other

subsidies--regardless of their source--in order to meet the

credit's-requirements.

HOUSING ASSISTANCE EQUITY

There have been many other suggestions for improvements in

the credit which I urge you to consider. I would like to close

by making one final point.

Since 1981, direct federal commitments for low income

housing have plummeted by over 75 percent. Commitments to

provide assistance to new families have been reduced from over

200,000 in fiscal 1981 to less than 80,000 in fiscal year 1988.

In FY 89, outlays for HUD-assisted housing will rise to their

highest level in history: a mere $12 billion.

At the same time, this Committee has presided over the

continuing expansion of the most lucrative and poorly targeted

housing subsidy system ever. Over $40 billion in untargeted tax

subsidies will be spent this year to subsidize high income

homeowners. I recently analyzed the distribution of these

benefiLs among different income groups, using the Joint Committee

on Taxation's income and tax liability estimates for FY88. The

findings are quite interesting.

A total of 29.6 million filers will claim the homeowner

mortgage interest deduction in FY88. Together they will receive

$27.7 billion in tax subsidies. Of this total, only 35.5 percent

will have incomes above $50,000. Yet they will receive 66

percent of the subsidies. Only 13 percent of those claiming the

deduction will have incomes over $75,000 per year, but these

filers will receive 35 percent of the dollar value of the

mortgage interest deduction subsidies.

These figures are disturbing enough. They mean that 4

million filers with incomes above $75,000 will receive nearly $10

bi-lion in housing subsidies from mortgage interest deductions,

and another nearly $3 billion from property tax subsidies, or
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more than all of HUD's subsidies for the total universe of 4

million low income households now receiving HUD assistance.

When you compare these very high income filers with the

total filing population--not just those claiming the deductions--

the proportions are even more unbalanced. While only 11 percent

of all filers will have incomes in excess of $50,000, they will

receive 66 percent of the value of the homeowner deductions.

Those filers with incomes above $75,000 make up only 3.7 percent

of all filers, yet they will receive 35 percent of t.he homeowner

deduction benefits.

I highlight these facts because some members and staff have

vigorously opposed the low income housing tax credit because of

its cost. Yet the same publication prepared by the Joint

Committee on Taxation estimates that total revenue losses from

the use of the low income housing tax credit will equal $300

million in FY88, $600 million in FY89, and $900 million in FY90.

Every one of these subsidy dollars will be spent to stimulate

investments in properties which must by law provide housing for

people with incomes below 60 percent of the area median income,

at rents which cannot exceed 30 percent of that: ceiling income

level.

I submit to you that in comparison with the need, and in

comparison with the extraordinary and inequitable tax subsidies

this Committee countenances for homeowners with the highest

incomes in the country, continuation of the low income housing

tax credit is a modest contribution to assuring that we meet the

goal of a decent, affordable home for every American.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today; I

will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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COMMUNICATIONS

ACKERLEY COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

July 19, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and admin-
istrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not most, of the
data required is difficult to obtain and w1ll not be used for any
other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also lead to
large expenses--at a time when many employers are already finding
the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant
Section 89 non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it
really necessary to use such a complicated and detailed method to
prove non-discrimination? While there is a slightly easier
"alternate coverage test," because of the way the test is
designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor
with the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to
employers who offer both a traditional health plan and a health
maintenance organization--as they may be required under state and
federal law. Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to
provide employees with a choice among benefits? Even assuming
that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of gathering and
maintaining data, as well as actual testing, are staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex--yet, as the effective date
draws nearer, we are still lacking necessary Treasury
regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when we
have not received any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding
issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there
will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements
before the rules will be effective.
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U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
Page 2
July 19, 1988

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors--
especially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but
are now in a position where they have to prove their non-
discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible standards,
you should consider the following alternatives:

* Repealing Section 89;
* Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least

a year after Treasury issues final regulations;
* Simplify the rules by establishing several safe

harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

11/t fr

ah W. 4R nn
Corporate Controller

KWR/ju
Enc.

cc: Senator Brock Adams
Senator Daniel Evans
Congressman Mike Lowry
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Alaska Airlines
PO Box 28900 To
Seatie, WasrmigtOn 98168

July 27, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Ed Mihalski, Minority Chief of Staff
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SH-203, Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering
and administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not
most, of the data required is difficult to obtain and
cannot not be used for any other worthwhile purpose. Data
gathering and testing will also lead to large expenses - at
a time when we and many employers are already finding the
cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable but the
resultant Section 89 non-discrimination rules are
overwhelming.

Is it really necessary to use such a complicated and
detailed method to prove non-discrimination? While there
is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test", because
the way the test is designed it will not be available to
any but plan sponsors with the simplest of plans. Indeed,
it will be unavailable to employers who offer both a
traditional health plan and a health maintenance
organization - as they may be required under state and
federal law. Is it fair to impose greater administrative
burdens on those employers who wish to provide employees
with a choice among benefits than upon those who do not?
Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the costs
of gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual
testing, are simply staggering.
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The rules are incredibly complex - yet, as the effective
date draws nearer, we are still lacking necessary Treasury
regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when
we have not received any meaningful guidance on the many
outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the
near future, there will not be sufficient time to respond
to the new requirements before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors -
especially those plan sponsors who have never
"discriminated" but are now in a position where they have
to prove their non-discrimination, you should consider the
following alternatives:

Repealing Section 89;
Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least
a year after Treasury issues final regulations;
Simplify the rules by establishing several safe
harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Charles S. h
Vice President
Human Resources

ahs

Tressa S. Clark
Manager
Employee Benefits
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STATEMENT OF

ALDRICH, EASTMAN & VALTCH, INC.

THE BOSTON COMPANY REAL ESTATE COUNSEL, INC.

COPLEY REAL ESTATE ADVISORS, INC.

PROPERTY CAPITAL ASSOCIATES

On June 30, 1988, the Finance Committee requested comments on the Technical

Corrections Act of 1988 (S. 2238). We are pleased to have the opportunity to respond to

this request, and in particular to the proposed amendments relating to section 514(c)(9)

of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code").

INTRODUCTION

We are four real estate investment management firms which advise major taxable

and tax-exempt Investors, such as pension funds and educational endowment, and man-

age their reed estate investments. Our clients are long-term investors who view real

estate as an integral part of a prudently diversified investment portfolio, providing them

with stable current returns and opportunities for substantial appreciation. We have been

responsible for acquiring, directly and indirectly, several billion dollars in office

buildings, retail and industrial projects, and multi-family residential properties, ou behalf

of our clients as portfolio Investments. A large portion of these investments in real

property are made through joint ventures involving both tax-exempt and taxable

partners. Joint ventures are preferable because tax-exempt organizations are passive

investors without the personnel or expertise to engage In real estate management or

development activities, whereas most taxable partners are in the business of real estate

development or management. They offer pension funds and other tax-exempt investors

the opportunity to gain from the expertise of professional real estate firms, who

typically will make investment opportunities available only if they are able to participate

in the transaction. Moreover, joint ventures allow a tax-exempt investor to prudently

diversify its portfolio. Finally, many of these investments are partially financed with

third party debt, thereby increasing the potential investment return.

Sections 512(bX4) and 514 of the Code provide that. income from debt financed

property generally will be considered unrelated business taxable income ("UBTI").

Congress initially added section 514(cX9) to the Code in 1980 or the specific purpose of

allowing retirement trusts to invest in debt-financed real estate without generating

UBTI. Beginning in 1984, each tax act has significantly changed this section - swinging
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like a pendulum between the exclusive goal of restricting the potential tax avoidance

which might result from the shifting of tax losses to taxable partners and income to tax-

exempt partners and tempering this goal with commercial realities. As a result of the

Revenue Act of 1987 (the "1987 Act"), however, It is virtually impossible to satisfy the

UBTi exception for debt-financed real estate held by joint ventures. Moreover, many

transactions that had been months in the planning were abandoned following the 1987 Act

and its restrictive effective date.

Although unintended, the cumulative effect of these changes has been a de facto

repeal of this exception from UBTI, despite continued Congressional support of the

ability of pension funds and endowments to engage in such transactions without incurring

UBTI. Recent hearings regarding the investments of pension funds reflect Congressional

concern that today's workers retire with a secure source of adequate retirement

income. Nonetheless, these recent amendments to section 514(c)(9) severely undermine

this policy by restricting the availability of attractive, secure, income-producing

investments.

Section 514(c)(9) fails to achieve Its original purpose and conflicts with other

important government policies because it is now internally inconsistent. The Treasury,

taxpayers, and tax-exempt investors are all dissatisfied with the current statute. Section

204(g) of S. 2238 attempts to correct the internal Inconsistencies by delegating additional

regulatory authority to the Treasury. To the same end, H.R. 4333, as reported by the

Ways and Means Committee, includes an additional change to Section 514(c)(9)(E) to

eliminate redundancy. We believe the former to be insufficient and the latter to be

clearly ineffective. Internal hemorrhaging cannot be stopped with band-aids; corrective

surgery is needed. Accordingly, we propose a new section 514(c)(9)(E) that would allow

section 514(c)(9) to accomplish Its original purpose and at the same time would erect

adequate safeguards against tax avoidance.

HISTORY OF THE DEBT-FINANCED INCOME
RULES AND THE REAL PROPERTY EXCEPTION

The original UBTI statute, enacted in 1950, generally excluded from Its definition

of UBTI traditional forms of passive investments, but Included net income from debt-

financed property leased for more than five years. In 1969, Congress expanded the scope

of section 514 to include In UBTI net income from all debt-financed property. In 1980,

Congress introduced an exception to section 514 for debt-financed real estate held by

qualified retirement plans, albeit with a number of requirements to prevent tax

avoidance transactions.
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1984 Act. The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 extended the qualified plan

exception of section 514(c)(9) to real property held by certain educational institutions

and certain affiliated support groups. The price for expanding the class of eligible tax-

exempt entities was the imposition of new restrictions applicable to partnerships

consisting of both "qualified organizations" (qualified plans and the educational

institutions) and "non-qualified organizations" (including taxable entities and qualified

organizations having any UBTI). Section 514(c)(9)(B)(vi). Allocations of such partnerships

were required to be "qualified allocations", i.e., shares of income, gain, loss, deduction

and credit could not change over the term of the partnership, and were required to have

substantial economic effect.

1986 Act. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 again changed section 514(c)(9)(B)(vi) in

two subtle, but important ways. First, the requirement that allocations be qualified

allocations was liberalized to a "principal purpose of tax avoidance" test because so many

real property investments are structured as joint ventures and the qualified allocation

standard is inconsistent with the economics of most joint venture transactions involving

both qualified and non-qualified organizations. Second, section 501(c)(25) collective

investment entities were added to the Code and were included as "qualified

organizations." Because all section 501(c)(3) organizations are eligible to invest in a

section 501(c)(25) entity, a foundation or charity could receive the benefits of the real

property exception that it would not enjoy had it invested directly in the property.

(Section 116 of S. 2238 would eliminate this benefit retroactively.)

An equally significant change made by the 1986 Act was the radical reduction in

the value of tax benefits pursuant to that legislation. The adoption of the passive loss

rules, the extension of the at-risk rules to real estate, the required capitalization of

construction period interest, the reduction in rates, and the fact that most real property

will have to be depreciated over a 40-year useful life, makes the tax benefits available in

these ventures of relatively small value. Moreover, because of the passive loss rules,

these benefits are only of use to certain corporations and those developers who happen to

have substantial cash flow from other investments.

1987 Act. Early in 1987 some tax writers became concerned that the 1986 amend-

ment to section 514(c)(9) went too far. Despite the fact that no abusive transactions

otherwise permitted under prior law were presented to justify this belief, H.R. 3545, as

passed by the House restored the qualified allocation standard. Although the Senate bill

contained no similar provision, the conference agreement reinstated the qualified
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allocation standard and added, as an alternative, the new "fractions" test of section

514(c)(9)(E). An allocation satisfies the "fractions" test of new section 514(c)(9)(E) if: (1)

allocations of overall partnership loss to a "non-qualified" partner may not exceed its

smallest share of overall partnership income in any tax year; (ii) each qualified

organization's share of income cannot exceed its smallest share of overall partnership

loss for any tax year; and (iii) every allocation must have substantial economic effect.

1988 Technical Corrections. Section 204(g) of S. 2238 would amend section

514(c)(9)(E) to give Treasury additional regulatory authority to resolve some of the

inconsistencies in the 1987 statutory tests. Section 204(g), however, is insufficient to

make the current statute workable, in part because the authority it purports to grant to

Treasury is undercut by the technical explanation which creates, rather than resolves,

open issues by creating priorities between sections 514 and 704(b) of the Code.

H.R. 4333, the TCA reported by the Ways and Means Committee would repeal the

limitation on losses to a non-qualified organization as a redundant provision. Since the

income limitation on qualified organizations serves the same function, repealing the loss

limitation fails to solve most of the problems inherent in the fractions test.

PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT LAW AND PROPOSED TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS.

Section 514(c)(9) currently imposes two alternative tests for allocations between

qualified and nonqualified organizations -- the qualified allocations test and the fractions

test. Neither test is satisfactory in operation.

The qualified allocations test presents a number of obstacles. First, it does not

permit preferred returns to the qualified organization, who typically contributes most of

the capital to the transaction; even the level of permitted guaranteed payments to a

qualified organization is unclear. Second, it does not permit a qualified organization to

have limited liability without incurring UBTI; allocations cannot remain unchanged and

satisfy the substantial economic effect test unless the limited partner has a full deficit

restoration obllgatlon. Third, it does not take into account differing capital

contributions by the partners without imposing deficit restoration obligations on those

partners with disproportionately small contributions. In the rare situation that a devel-

oper (which normally has the small contribution) Is willing and able to undertake a deficit

restoration, the Impact is to accelerate deductions to the taxable partner from the tax-

exempt entity.

As a result of these problems, leveraged investment in most real property by most

qualified organizations largely came to a halt between the enactment of the 1984 and
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1988 Acts. The limited liability and unequal capital contribution problems, in particular,

make the "qualified allocation" test virtually useless in structuring transactions.

The fractions test also presents several problems. First, the statute punishes the

wrong party; if the non-qualified organization could have allocations of loss or Income

not in compliance with the statute, the qualified organization suffers. Second, the

statute does not permit qualified organizations to protect their assets by investing as

limited partners; once a qualified organization's capital has been exhausted, it cannot

satisfy both the fractions test and the regulations under section 704(b)(2) if it wants to

limit its liability and protect its other assets. Under the current statute, qualified

organizations that are limited partners will have UBTI unless they agree to unlimited

liability. Yet, pension funds prefer to invest as limited partners precisely to limit their

exposure to such risks. Thus, passive investing designed to protect a pension fund's

corpus would subject the fund to UBTI whereas a fund that placed all of Its assets at risk

(by means of an unlimited deficit restoration obligation) would not be taxed.

Third, the statute disqualifies allocations if there Is any theoretical possibility

that the test might not be satisfied at any time in the-future, no matter how unlikely the

event. Fourth, the regulations provide that certain allocations (such as nonrecourse

deductions) cannot have substantial economic effect but nonetheless may satisfy section

704(b)(2);the fractions test, on its face, does not appear to permit such allocations,

notwithstanding the fact that loans secured by commercial real property generally are

nonrecourse. Finally, the test is all-or-nothing -- if each requirement might not be

satisfied due to some unforeseeable circumstance or inadvertent error, the qualified

organization will be subject to tax and its beneficiaries unfairly punished.

A simple example illustrates some of these problems. Assume that a taxable

developer (T) invests $ix as general partner, a qualified plan (P) and a college endowment

(C) each invest $9.5x as the limited partners, and the partnership borrows $20x on a

nonrecourse basis to acquire a building depreciated over 40 years. Cash distributions are

made equally among T, C and P after reasonable preferred returns are paid. Income is

allocated first to reflect preferred returns and thereafter pro rata among the partners.

Neither P nor C is required to contribute additional capital. Losses would be allocated in

accordance with the partners' share of profits (in excess of priority distributions), subject

to the restrictions on losses contained in the section 704(b) regulations. The partnership's

allocations otherwise satisfy the section 704(b) regulations.
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*I
Under present law the results are as follows--

(a) Since P and C are not required to restore any capital account deficits, it is

possible that their smallest share of losses could be zero after their capital accounts are

exhausted -- no matter how unlikely this is to occur. Thus, P and C's largest permissible

allocation of income under the statute would be zero. That obviously is not the desired

result. Allocations of loss after the qualified organizations' capital accounts are ex-

hausted generally should be disregarded in determining minimum overall shares of loss.

(b) The partnership's allocations cannot have substantial economic effect

because deductions attributable to nonrecourse debt cannot have substantial economic

effect. Treas. Reg. S 1.704-1(b)(4)(iv)(a). It must be made clear that allocations which

are deemed to be in accordance with the partners' interests in the partnership under the

section 704(b) regulations will be treated as having substantial economic effect.

(c) If the combination of unexpected distributions, loss allocations and layers

of nonrecourse and recourse indebtedness unexpectedly cause loss sharing ratios to be

slightly different than anticipated, P or C could be treated as having UBTI even though

no tax avoidance was intended or, in fact, occurred. A rule similar to section 7704(e),

allowing the parties to retroactively cure inadvertent or de minimus violations, should be

added to protect against such problems.

(d) If, on audit, some portion of the profit or loss allocations are reallocated, P

and C could be subject to UBTI. The parties should retroactively be able to cure any

violation caused by audit adjustment.

Another problem could arise in a tiered partnership arrangement. If the limited

partner is itself a partnership composed of one or more taxable persons and qualified

organizations, and that partnership itself satisfies one of the section 514(c)(9)(B)(vi)

tests, there is no way to determine whether all the partnerships satisfy section

514(c)(9)(B)(vi). The preferred rule would be that each partnership's allocations should be

examined separately, with appropriate conventions provided in regulations to fulfill

Congressional intent. Guidance is critical so that the parties do not need to be

concerned about their partners' internal arrangements.

*I This transaction would not have caused P to have UBTI between the enactment of
the 1980 legislation and October 13, 1987, although this result would not have been
evident between the effective date of the 1984 legislation and the enactment of the 1986
legislation (because the technical correction was retroactive). C would not have been
able to invest in such a transaction with no expectation of deriving UBTI except during
the period between the enactment of the 1986 legislation and October 13, 1987. Despite
the fact that this transaction is not tax motivated, It does not satisfy either the qualified
allocation or the "fractions" test of section 514(c)(9)(E).
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Finally, the definition of a qualified organization needs to be clarified. A govern-

mental unit or plan (which is tax-exempt) is not currently within the definition of a

qualified organization. Such entity's participation in a partnership should not disqualify

allocations for a qualified organization if they invest on the same terms. Qualified

organizations are already disadvantaged by virtue of the fact that they can no longer

invest on the same terms as taxable investors.

PROPOSED CHANGES

1. Amendments to Section 514(c)(9). Admittedly, some, but not all, of the

problems in section 514(cX9) could be resolved by Treasury when it issues regulations.

However, given Treasury's failure to resolve many of the issues for which it already

clearly has regulatory authority under last year's legislation, and given the burden

already placed on Treasury to develop regulations for hundreds of other projects,

meaningful guidance could take years.

In light of the serious shortcomings of the statutory amendment that the staff is

now considering, we propose an alternative solution to the problems In section

514(c)(9)(E). (See Appendix A). In brief, under our proposal, a partnership's allocations of

net loss to a "non-qualified" organization partner are limited to such partner's minimum

share of profits. Any disallowed losses may be carried forward to subsequent years in

which either (i) the partnership has income, (ii) such partner is allocated losses in an

amount less than its loss limitation, or (iii) such partner disposes of its interest in the

partnership. We believe that this proposal effectively prevents the shifting of income

and losses between the taxable and tax-exempt sectors by eliminating the tax benefit of

such a shift. It permits our clients to negotiate the best commercial terms for their

transactions without regard to the tax consequences. It has the further virtue of

eliminating the possibility that an inadvertent or de minimus violation will cause all of

the qualified organization's income from the investment to be treated as UBTI from the

outset.
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2. Public Pension Funds. Clarification Is necessary regarding an unnecessarily

clouded issue in the law. Public pension funds do not need to obtain determinations that

they are exempt under section 401(a) of the Code. Accordingly, some have questioned,

at least In theory, whether they are qualified organizations for purposes of section

514(c)(9), or are otherwise exempt from tax under section 115 or on constitutional

grounds. The clarification is important because it affects the UBTI status of the

qualified organizations (qualified plans and endowments), and not the status of the

governmental plans and entities. We believe that this issue should be dealt with either by

explicitly including governmental plans and entities (as defined in section 501(c)(25)(C)(ii)

and (111)) in the list of qualified organizations under section 514(c)(9)(C), or by providing

that they will not be treated as not being qualified organizations for purposes of section

514(c)(9)(B)(vi).

CONCLUSION

Due to the series of amendments designed to prevent potential tax avoidance,

section 514(c)(9) no longer achieves its intended purpose. We believe that the proposed

changes in S. 2238 and H.R. 4333, the TCA as reported by the House Ways and Means

Committee, are insufficient to remedy the statute's problems. Therefore, we urge you to

consider our proposed changes to section 514(c)(9). They are consistent with

Congressional intent regarding real estate investment by tax-exempt organizations and

they erect adequate safeguards to prevent tax avoidance by means of shifting partnership

losses.
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STATEMENT OF
THE AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE

ON THE PROVISIONS OF
S. 2238, THE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1988

JULY 25, 1988

This statement is submitted on behalf of the American Council
of Life Insurance, the industry's major trade association
representing over 600 life insurance companies. Following the
Committee's desires that statements relate to provisions that have
not been the subject of prior hearings, we limit our comments to
three areas. We note that the issues raised by sales of single
premium life insurance were addressed by Mr. Richard Schweiker for
ACLI at hearings held by the Finance Committee's Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management on March 25, 1988. Moreover, ACLI
covered a number of the current technical corrections issues in a
statement filed with your Committee last year, including the
transition rule for capital gains on market discount bonds and the
treatment of structured settlement annuities under the AMT.

We wish to address the following:

(1) AFR Reserve Provision. Section 10241 of the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 prescribed that the
interest rate to be applied in determining the amount of
life insurance reserves for any contract is the greater
of the applicable Feder,.l interest rate or the prevailing
State assumed interest rate. Attachment A sets forth
several technical amendments which are needed to make
this new provision workable.

(2) Limits on Mortality Charges and Other Expenses. The Ways
and Means Committee provisions added to H.R. 4333 to
impose mortality and expense charge limits on life
insurance policies should be rejected. Attachment B
discusses this provision in detail.

(3) Miscellaneous minor matters involving qualified pension
and welfare plans. These items are discussed in
Attachment C.

Should our comments herein raise any questions, please
contact William Gibb, Chief Counsel for Taxes and Pensions. He
may be reached at 624-2110.

ATTACHMENT A

April 26, 1988

R E V I S E D

PROPOSED TECHNICAL CHANGES TO THE
AFR RESERVE PROVISION ADOPTED IN 1987

1987 Provision

A key element in the computation of life insurance reserves
is the interest rate assumed. This is the rate at which future
obligations of the company ,are discounted in computing the
reserves. Assets of the company in support of these reserves must
earn interest over the life of the contracts at a rate at least
equal to the reserve rate to ensure that funds set aside through
the reserving process are adequate to satisfy the liabilities
assumed.
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Prior to the Revenue Act of 1987, the prevailing state
prescribed assumed interest rate for a calendar year was used in
determining tax reserves for life insurance and annuity contracts
issued in that year. In this regard, the state prescribed rates
vary by contract type and take into account various factors
including the period for which benefits are guaranteed.

The Revenue Act of 1987 significantly altered the reserve
calculation in many cases by requiring that the applicable
mid-term federal interest rate (AFR) be used in the reserve
calculation if that rate is higher than the prevailing State
interest rate.

- Generally, the interest rate used in the reserve calculation
for a contract is established as of the date the contract is
issued and is used in computing reserves for as long as the
contract stays in force. However, a provision was included in the
1987 Act allowing a company a one-time election to update the AFR
every five years a contract is in force for purposes of computing
reserves for that contract for future years. It should be
stressed that this election will practically never be made since
it requires pure speculation about future interest rate levels in
what has been a rapidly fluctuating interest rate environment.

Proposed Technical Amendments

Several technical amendments to the new AFR provision are
necessary to avoid imposing unnecessarily heavy compliance burdens
on insurance companies, to prevent unduly harsh results in
extraordinary interest rate swings, and to correct certain
omissions.

1. Interest Rate Cap. The AFR could, in a volatile interest
environment, rise to a high rate which has little or no
relevance to a rate which can be realistically assumed under a
long-term contract, particularly with premium monies coming in
over a period of years. As indicated, the 5-year election
provision does not represent a practical solution. Thus, a
cap should be imposed on how far the mandated federal interest
rate can deviate from the prevailing state assumed interest
rate.* A cap equal to the prevailing state assumed interest
rate plus 3 percentage points would, under our calculations,
have no practical effect on the reserve interest rate for the
next five years, assuming interest rates are at the level
estimated by CBO.** Thus, adoption of a cap at this level
should not be considered to produce a revenue loss for budget
estimating purposes.

2. Annuity Calculation. The AFR (when fully implemented) will be
based on the average of federal mid-term rates during the
five-year period ending before the beginning of the calendar
year for which the determination is made. State prevailing
interest rates for certain annuities are very closely attuned

* The cap should also apply to those accident and health

insurance policies which are subject to the life insurance
reserve rules (see section 846(f) (6)) and, in this situation
the cap should be applied against the prevailing state assumed
interest rate for a whole life insurance contract (see
section 807(d) (4) (D) as in effect prior to the 1987 Act).

** The only type of contracts that could possibly be benefited are
certain annuity contracts with interest rates guaranteed for
more than 20 years. Virtually no contracts of this type are
sold today.
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to current money rates since such current rates are used by
the company in constructing its guarantees. Specifically, the
state prevailing interest rates for these annuities are based
on on a 12-month average ending on June 30 of the calendar
year for which reserves are computed. The AFR for these
annuities should also be based on an average over the
identical 12-month period. This 12-month average AFR would be
applicable only to those annuities where the "Reference
Interest Rate" used in calculating the state prevailing rate
is never based on a period longer than twelve months.

3. Tolerance. In contrast to the state prevailing interest rates
for most types of contracts, the AFR will change each year.
Groupig:3 of different issue years will, thus, no longer be
possible in the process of computing a company's reserves
since a unique set of reserve factors will apply for each year
of issue. As a result, the company will be required to
compute, store, and maintain separate factor files and go
through the onerous process of applying those factors issue
year by issue year. The added complexity will multiply as
more issue years fall urder the new AFR rules.

To mitigate this problem, a tolerance should be provided
(except for annuities discussed above) under which a new AFR
would have to be used only when it is 50 basis points higher
or lower than the currently applicable AFR. For example, the
AFR for 1988 is 7.77%. Under this proposal, that AFR tould
remain effective (except for annuity contracts) for new issues
until a year when the AFR is 8.27% or higher or 7.27% or
lower.

The concept of a tolerance is used by the states in
computing the prevailing state assumed interest rates. In
addition, the state formula uses a rounding rule so that
fractions of rates are to the nearest 1/4%. Rounding should
also be allowed in computing the AFR.

4. Drafting Omissions. Sections 811(d) and 812(b) (2) of the
Internal Revenue Code need corrective amendments to carry out
the intent of the new AFR provision. A detailed explanation
is attached.

ACLI Contacts:

Richard V. Minck -- 624-2100
William T. Gibb -- 624-2110

ATTACHMENT B

July 22, 1988

PROPOSED CAP ON MORTALITY AND EXPENSE CHARGES

House Bill:

The Internal Revenue Code definition of life insurance
provides limitations on the amounts that can be paid or
accumulated under a life insurance contract. Under the House Bill,
for all life insurance contracts, the mortality charges that may be
taken into account in computing the definition amounts could not
exceed the mortality charges required to be used in determining
Federal income tax reserves for the contract. Moreover, the
expense charges (which include an allowance for profits) " would be
required to be reasonable based on the experience of the company
and other insurance companies with respect to similar life
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insurance contracts." The provision generally would be effective
for all life insurance contracts issued on or after July 13, 1988.

Present law does not apply special federally imposed
limitations but looks to the mortality and expense charges
specified (guaranteed) in the contract.

ACLI Position

The ACLI opposes this provision for the following reasons:

o It reaches far beyond tl.e single premium issue.

o It imposes Feder-! price regulation of life insurance

o It introduces a level of uncertainty that could
result in retroactive taxing of the inside
build-up of entire blocks of policies.

Reasons for Position

1. Provision Reaches Far Beyond Single Premium Issue. The
cap on mortality and expense charges in the House Bill applies to
all life insurance and goes far beyond issues raised by single
premium policies. Rather, it imposes unwarranted Federal price
regulation of life insurance and opens up the possibility of
retroactive taxation of inside build-up for large numbers of
policyholders. It was not adopted by the Ways and Means Committee
as part of the single premium provision in its bill; instead, it
was added at the end of the Committee's deliberations in the Part 6
Miscellaneous Provisions section. It should be rejected by the
Senate.

2. Federal Rate Requlation. The House provision effectively
regulates the premiums that can be charged for a life insurance
policy. This is because if the company charges a higher premium
than permitted under the Internal Revenue Code definition of life
insurance, the inside build-up will be taxed currently.

No one has proposed or defended the Federal regulation of the
price of life insurance, and introducing it through the tax law is
wholly unwarranted.

The staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation clearly
recognizes that the House provision constitutes such price
regulation. The staff noted in the pamphlet it prepared for the
single premium hearings that:

"If the mortality charges used in determining the statutory
reserve for a contract and the limitation on expense charges
are required for purposes of applying the cash value
accumulation test and the guideline premium retirements, the
premium that could be charged for any life insurance contract
would be statutorily capped." 'Footnote 14, page 33 of
JCS-6-88)

Moreover, attempts to regulate life insurance premiums are
completely incompatible with the facts of the marketplace.
Companies may have different costs for a wide variety of reasons;
e.g., they are located in a high wage as compared to lower wage
area of the country; they use different marketing arrangements, for
example, direct mail as compared to an agency force, etc.

In addition, rate regulation of this sort puts the IRS in the
position of regulating the allowance for profit that may be built
into the price of a policy.
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3. Retroactive Tax on Inside Build-Up. The proposed
standards are not, and cannot be precisely defined. Because there
can be no certainty, entire blocks of policies could be
retroactively disqualified in an IRS audit taking place long after
the policies were sold. In such a situation, the inside build-up
could be taxable on a retroactive basis for the many policyholders
involved. This is an unfair result for policyholders who have
entered into a long term arrangement.

For example, the proposed cap on allowable expense charges is
based on " the experience of the company and other insurance
companies with respect to similar life insurance contracts." This
is a very uncertain standard that depends on information and
interpretations which are well beyond any individual company's
capacity to obtain and make. Moreover, it would also be generally
difficult for the IRS to make their determination. Nevertheless,
if the initial determination by the company in setting its premiums
is subsequently challenged by the IRS, the inside build-up could
become taxable under the severe "cliff" effect of the proposed
rule.

By treating the "other appropriate rate" (e.g., the cash
value interest rate or the statement reserve interest rate where
cash values or statement reserves are being held as tax reserves)
as the prevailing state rate, the company would be required to use
the AFR, if higher, in computing policy interest under
Section 812(b)(2). The intent of current law is to allow the
actual interest rate used for accumulating reserves (i.e., other
appropriate rate), when different from the prevailing rate, to be
used in determining required interest. If not corrected, the
result under the new provision would be required policy interest
computed by multiplying the AFR times reserves based on rates
other than the AFR. A technical correction should be made.

ATTACHMENT C

Miscellaneous Qualified Plan Matters

ACLI is working with Joint Committee staff with regard to

three narrowly focused issues:

(1) Under long-standing tax rules, the cost of life insurance

protection under a qualified plan is currently taxable to

the participants. We believe a technical correction is

needed to clarify that such taxable amounts are not
considered distributions subject to the additional 10%
tax on early distributions. Without an exception from
the early distribution tax, many employers will be forced
to eliminate the important death benefit coverage
currently provided to their employees.

(2) Further modification of the exception to the excise tax

on the undistributed income of a regulated investment
company (RIC) contained in Section 106(l) (6) of S. 2238

is needed. Under the exception, the excise tax will not

apply to any RIC owned predominantly by specified
tax-exempt entities, including segregated asset accounts
of insurance companies held in connection with variable

contracts. Shares attributable to an investment of less

than $250,000 made in connection with the organization of

a RIC (seed money) will not prevent the RIC from
qualifying for this exception. The $250,000 seed money

exception is unrealistically low and would make the

exception to the excise tax of no value to most insurers.
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(3) Finally, H.R. 4333 contains a provision that would make
it clear that qualified plan participants are not subject
to gift tax merely because they retire with a joint and
survivor annuity payable to their spouse. Potential gift
tax liability in this instance was an unintended result
of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and we urge that the same
provision be included in the bill adopted by this
Committee so that this oversight is corrected.

04/26/88
Attachment A

Technical Amendment -- Section 811(d)

Section 811(d) of current law requires that if interest in
excess of the state prevailing rate is guaranteed beyond the end
of the taxable year on which reserves are being computed, such
excess may not be taken into account beyond the end of the taxable
year in making the computation. The new AFR provision, while
requiring use of the higher of the prevailing state rates or the
AFR in making reserve computations, does not include any change in
Section 811(d). Hence, even though reserve computations are made
using the higher AFR, the limitation on interest guarantees beyond
the end of the taxable year is still based on the state prevailing
rates. If uncorrected, this could result in not allowing reserve
deductions for future guaranteed benefits based on rates in excess
of the state prevailing rate even though the higher AFR rate woulei
be required for computing their present value. This is clearly
inconsistent and is an apparent oversight. We recommend that ar.
appropriate change be made.

Technical Amendment -- Section 812(b)(2)

Section 812(b) (2) of current law defines required policy
interest for the purpose of determining policyholder share of net
investment income. The 1987 Act AFR provision changes this
definition (subsection (b) (2) (B) of Section 10241) by striking out
"at the prevailing state assumed rate or, where such rate is not
used, another appropriate rate" and inserts in lieu thereof "at
the greater of the prevailing state assumed rate or the applicable
federal interest rate". The Act provides further than when the
prevailing state assumed rate is not used another appropriate rate
shall be treated as the prevailing state rate.
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AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY

TRUST DIVISION

July 11, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
219 Senate Building
Washington, DC 20510-6000

Re: Common Trust Funds - Conversion from a Fiscal Tax Year to a Calendar
Tax Year As Proposed by the 1 chnical Corrections Bill of 1988 (H.R.
4333/S. 2238)

Dear Honorable Bentsen:

We wish to solicit your support in changing a problematic provision in
the Technical Corrections Bill of 1988 (H.R. 4333 and S. 2238). This
provision concerns the issue of changing the tax year of all common trust
funds to a calendar year-end. The effective date in the bill is for tax
years after December 31, 1986.

This retroactive change will require all Bank Trust Departments to file
amended returns for literally thousands of trust accounts. Not only will
trust accounts be affected, but also all beneficiaries who receive income
from the trust accounts Vill have to amend their personal income tax
returns as well. The need to filr. hundreds of thousands of amended
returns because of a retroactive law change seems like an unnecessary
burden on the taxpayers, as well as on the Internal Revenue Service.

Because of this, we are asking for your commitment to suooort a change in
this provision to make it effective in the tat year in which the
Technical Corrections Bill is passed rather than retroactive to a
previous tax year.

In addition, we encourage your support for a November fiscal year-end
rather than the calendar year-end for common trust funds. This would
allow for a more timely filing of trust tax returns since bank common
trust funds require independent audits prior to preparing reports for the
beneficiary.

We would appreciate a response indicating your position on this issue.

Very truly yours,

Debra J. Wheeler
Tax Officer

DJW-CC.139

CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37401 TELEPHONE 615/757-3011

92-267 0 - 89 - 7
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STATEMENT OF

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS
AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

On behalf of the American Society of Composers,
Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP), I am pleased to have the
opportunity to discuss the income tax problem that is a serious
concern to our Society and its nearly 40,000 members.

BACKGROUND OF THE CAPITALIZATION ISSUE

Section 263A of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the
Tax Reform Act of 1986, drastically altered the law regarding how
creative professionals such-as songwriters, authors and artists
deduct their expenses. In essence, the law ended the practice of
deducting all current professional expenses in the year that they
are incurred. Instead, songwriters and other freelance artists
were required to follow a complex accounting system called Uni-
form Capitalization. Under this new system, the songwriter
apparently is required to estimate the income that each particu-
lar composition will earn and then deduct the related expenses as
the income is earned.

Although there has been some disagreement among lawyers
and tax accountants over the precise reach of this new law, it is
quite clear that the IRS interpretation of it imposes immense new
burdens upon songwriters and other creative professionals. Many
songs and other creative works never earn royalties for the art-
ist. Other works produce royalties that may last less than a
year, but can extend for many years. it is highly impractical
and burdensome to require artists to predict in advance the
amount of income that each work will produce. Second, creative
individuals would be required to make allocations among different
properties for which there would be no reasonable basis. For
instance, a typical composer writes many songs in one year, and
often some of these songs are variation: or revisions of earlier
songs the composer wrote. The IRS has not given, and presumably
will not give, practical guidance as to the version or versions
to which the expenses would be allocated and the exact manner in
which the expenses would be allocated.

THE TECHNICAL LANGUAGE NEEDED TO PROTECT COMPOSERS

ASCAP is especially grateful to those Congressmen and
Senators who have perceived the threat posed by the new provision
and have attempted to alleviate the problem. Last year, as a
result of the efforts of Congressman Downey and Senators Moynihan
and Bradley, the House of Representatives and the Senate Finance
Committee adopted legislation that would have restored ordinary
business deductions for some freelance artists. In accordance
with the budget agreement reached last November between President
Reagan and congressional leaders, however, these provisions were
not adopted.

Upon close scrutiny and analysis of the particular lan-
guage of these two provisions nearly enacted, however, we became
concerned that they were inadequate. Each bill defined writer in
part as the creator of "a musical or dance score." -Although
ambiguous, this language might be read to exclude lyricists and
writers of popular songs, neither of whom it might be said create
a "score" as that term is generally used in the music industry.

ASCAP has suggested that more precise language be used
in order to protect these professionals from the provisions of
Section 263A. We are most grateful that Congressman Downey rec-
ognized our concern about the technical problem with the previous
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language. Based on our recdmmendation, his rost recent bill
(H.R. 4473) defines write, in part as the creator of a "musical
composition (including any accompanying words)." This language
clearly exempted lyricists as well as composers of popular songs.
Senator Domenici has also introduced a bill (S. 2351) exempting
freelance artists from Section 263A. His bill, however, returns
to the ambigious language nearly enacted last fall. We hope that
the Senate Finance Committee will adopt the Senator's bill, but
will utilize the more precise definition of "writer" from
H.R. 4473.

THE IRS "SAFE HARBOR" IS INADEQUATE

I believe it is particularly important that this com-
mittee not be misled by the IRS regulations that recently pro-
posed a "safe harbor" for creative professionals. Those com-
posers who are subject to the Uniform Capitalization provisions
believe that the IRS proposal is inadequate, inequitable, admin-
istratively burdensome, and a financial hardship. We do not
believe that songwriters should wait three years before taking
deductions routinely allowed for doctors, lawyers, accountants
and other self-employed persons. All the while inflation will
erode the value of the expenses that they finally receive years
later.

The proposed IRS alternative, a three-year phased
deduction of all artist's professional expenses, may increase
rather than lessen the financial burden on many artists. The IRS
alternative requires artists to apply the three-year method to
expenses such as promotional and advertising expenses that are
deductible in full in the year incurred under prior law and under
Section 263A. In addition, the IRS alternative requires that the
three-year method be applied even if the expenses relate to a
work that was sold in the year created; these expenses also are
deductible in full when incurred under prior and current law.

ASCAP firmly believes that the appropriate relief for
its members must come from this committee and the Congress. The
IRS regulations are administratively made and can be administra-
tively modified to our detriment at any time.

CONCLUSION

We very much thank this committee for its consideration
of the tax problem being faced by the economically vulnerable
songwriting community. We respectfully request that the commit-
tee alleviate the financial burden that was imposed upon us by
Section 263A by returning composers of music and other artistic
creators to the legal situation that existed before the passage
of the 1986 Tax Bill.
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Statement Submitted

by the

Association of Oilvell Servicing Contractors

International Association of Drilling Contractors

International Association of Geophysical Contractors

This testimony is submitted jointly on behalf of the

Association of Oilwell Servicing Contractors (AOSC),

International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC), and

International Association of Geophysical Contractors (IAGC). As

a group, these associations represent virtually the entire

onshore U.S.-based oilfield service industries.

These industries have been greatly concerned about the

changes in the collection of the diesel fuel excise tax wrought

by the 1987 "continuing resolution" which rendered tax-exempt

users of diesel fuel subject to that tax nevertheless, to be

later applied to future taxes or recouped through a refund

procedure. The associations are gratified that the House Ways

and Means Committee chose to address this procedure, which has

imposed very substantial administrative and financial burdens on

our member constituent companies. However, the House bill, H.R.

4333, would provide that (quoting from the Ways and Means

Committee description of the provision):

"The ability to purchase diesel
fuel direct from producers without
payment of the Highway Trust Fund tax
would be extended to other off-highway
business users (e.g., farmers) who were
permitted to make such purchases before
April 1, 1988. Additionally, the
definition of producer would be modified
to include retail dealers that
exclusively sell diesel fuel to waterway
and marine users."

'Thus, the IRS would retain the authority to define a

"producer", which includes a "wholesale distributor", very

narrowly, eliminating the many retail diesel jobbers which sell

to oilwell-servicing, drilling and geophysical contractors.
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The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has long taken the view

that a "wholesale distributor" of fuel is one who has a valid

IRS-issued "certificate of registry". Typically, certificates of

registry are given only to larger wholesalers of diesel fuel, and

don't include the bulk of diesel fuel vendors who sell in the

hinterlands of the nation, where in many circumstances there's

one or only a very few vendors of diesel fuel, who perforce must

sell to tax-exempt users and "on road" users, as well. The

current House approach would essentially not rectify the problem

for the greater number of contractors and farmers who've little

or no choice in their selection of a diesel fuel vendor who most

often wouldn't qualify for the IRS certificate of registry.

Therefore, AOSC, IADC and IAGC urge the Senate Finance

Committee to modify the House approach to this problem by

instructing the IRS--through statutory language--not to collect

this tax from tax-exempt users of diesel fuel.
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ATLAr~NTIC J. G. Sal on.
AMIANTI Fire President and TreasurerENERGY July 20, 1988

Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee
U. S. Senate
S. D. - 205, Dxrksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: S-2238, Technical Corrections Legislation

Dear Senator Bentsen:

Atlantic Energy, Inc. is an investor owned holding company whose primary
business is the generation, transmission and distribution of electric energy
to one-third of the State of New Jersey through its primary subsidiary,
Atlantic City Electric Company. We value the opportunity to comment on
certain provisions of the Technical Corrections Legislation (S-2238) now
before the Senate Finance Committee, and ask to have our comments made a part
of the formal testimony of the Committee's proceedings.

We understand that certain provisions of this proposed legislation if
passed, would reduce the intercorporate dividends received deduction (DRD) to
50% by 1991. We are writing to express our continuing concern regarding the
preservation of the DRD at its current level. In late 1987 we contacted key
Congressional members to express our opposition to then proposed legislation
which sought to reduce or eliminate the DRD. Our concerns regarding the
currently proposed legislation remain unchanged and are twofold.

In the first case, multiple taxation will result. The intent of the DRD
is to promote tax fairness and mitigate multiple taxation. Multiple taxation
occurs when a corporation pays dividends which are not deductible to another
non-affiliated corporation. The recipient corporation then pays a tax on the
dividend income received, and when the recipient corporation pays this income
without a deduction to its shareholders, those shareholders also pay a tax.
The effect of further reducing the DRD is to further reduce the tax fairness
that the DRD has provided over the years.

In the second case, the price of electricity will increase. Atlantic
Electric is a capital intensive company and for years, has relied on senior
equity securities, notably preferred stock, to provide an important source of
moderately priced capital. Senior equity makes up approximately 10% of our
capital structure, and our current financing plans project that 40% of our
financing requirements will be raised through the sale of senior equity
through 1992. Our ratepayers, the citizens of Southern New Jersey, have
benefitted from our ability to raise moderately priced funds from
the sale of these securities. But the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986

lit rte A',. If' 4 119') Mal, A Ior I'kr 'leasantville. Aru Jerey 0'8232 609-615-4111
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page 2
Senator Lloyd Bentsen
July 20, 1988

and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 which together reduced the
DRD from 85% to 70%, along with the changes to the DRD proposed in S-2238,
have had a disturbing effect on the price of these securities and the
availability of capital, as investors seek higher returns to compensate for
the loss of the DRD, or look to investments unencumbered by legislative
uncertainty. Increases in the cost of these securities or a scarcity of
investors result in a higher cost of capital for Atlantic Electric, a cost
ultimately borne by our ratepayers.

Atlantic Electric serves over 400,000 customers in the southern one-third
of New Jersey, an area with a population in excess of one million residents.
Our continued vitality depends on an ample supply of electric power, and we
are engaged in a major construction program to meet that need. Access to
moderately priced capital is essential for us to successfully fulfill our
public responsibility while at the same time keeping the rates charged to our
customers at the lowest possible levels.

I appreciate the opportunity to express Atlantic Energy's views on this
important matter and we urge the Committee to oppose the proposed DRD
provision in the pending legislation. Should you or your staff require any
additional information, I would be pleased to respond to your inquiry.

Sincere r,

cc: Senate Finance Committee Members
Mr. E. Mihalski
Ms. L. Wilcox
Committee on Finance
U. S. Senate
S. D. - 205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
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Gw of Deaverron
July 20, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on plan
sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data required is difficult to obtain and
will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also
lead to large expenses -- at a time when many employers are already finding
the cost of health care to be exorbitant.-

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89
non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such
a complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test," because of the way
the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor
with the simple.t plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers who offer
both a traditional health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization -- as
they may be re jutted under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice
among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of
gathering ana maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex -- yet, as the effective date draws nearer,
we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be
expected to comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the
many outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future,
there will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before
the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors -- especially those
plan sponsors who have never "discriminated' but who are now in a position
where they have to provide their non-discrimination according to nearly
incomprehensible standards -- you should consider the following alternatives:

-- Repealing Section 89;

Delaying Section 89's effective data to at least a year after Treasury
issues final regulations;

-- Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is
appreciated. -

Sincerely,

Steve Foster
Personnel Director
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STATEMENT I

of the

BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD ASSOCIATION

This statement is submitted by the Blue Cross 3nd Blue Shield

Association. The Association is the coordinating organization

for the 77 Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans throughout the

United States. We cover approximately 68 million individuals

under employer sponsored group health benefit plans.

We support the principle expressed in the Section 89 non-

discrimination rules that if highly compensated employees

receive health benefits from their employers which are much

more generous than the benefits available to nonhighly

compensated employees, the excess portion of those benefits

should not be tax-favored.

We are concerned, however, that the existing Section 89

provisions, which are due to go into effect for plan years

beginning in 1989, will prove to be overly complicated and

expensive to administer. From the perspective of health

policy, the rules as presently structured may cause employers

to reduce levels of coverage, in some cases even eliminate any

contribution toward family coverage. Furthermore, we are

concerned that employers may reduce the benefit options they

might otherwise make available to their employees. The avail-

ability of choice among various benefit plans is important in

meeting the needs of low income, single parents and two income

families - needs often not adequately met by traditional

plans. Multiple choice arrangements are also useful in

containing health care costs.

These concerns motivated our early and active involvement in

the Section 89 Coalition which has adopted as its goal the
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simplification of Section 89 and the provision of enough time

between the publication of regulations and their effective date

to permit employers to prepare adequately for the data

gathering and testing of benefit plans as required by law.

The Association supports a one year delay in the effective date

of the regulations. However, if for budgetary reasons a delay

is infeasible, we urge you modify the rules to provide relief

to employers and to mitigate the negative impact on multiple

choice offerings.

S. 2238 and H.R. 4333, identical technical amendments bills

introduced in March of this year, contain a number of changes

in Section 89 that will make the nondiscrimination rules more

manageable. One particularly important amendment would provide

an interim method by which employers could value their health

benefits for testing until the Treasury Department issues the

valuation tables called for in the law.

SECTION 89 AMENDMENTS APPROVED BY

WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE

In addition to the amendments included in H.R. 4333 and S.

2238, as introduced, the Committee on Ways and Means has

approved a number of practical improvements that will

facilitate the testing of employee health benefit plans for

nondiscrimination. Everyone interested in Section 89

appreciates the effort and cooperation that the Committee and

its staff, as well as the staff of the Joint Committee on

Taxation, have displayed in arriving at the changes the

Committee recently approved. Nevertheless, we would like to

address several of the changes approved by the Ways and Means

Committee and suggest slight modifications that would improve

their simplifying effect.
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One Day Testing

Under a major change approved by the Ways and Means Committee,

employers would test plans based upon their status on one day

each year rather than having to adjust for changes in employee

eligibility and enrollment throughout the year. However, under

this new testing procedure an employer would still have to take

into account any changes in plan design or any change in

benefits elected by a highly compensated person during the

year. We believe th;it if the only elections a plan allows

highly compensated employees to make during the year are those

which reflect changes in family status, an employe should not

have to adjust for those elections. This further modification

in the provision approved by the Ways and Means will mean that

if an employer makes all changes in plan design prior to the

beginning of a plan year and highly compensated employees are

allowed to make changes during the year only with respect to

coverage of dependents, testing can be done entirely on the

basis of a one-day "snapshot" - a major simplification achieved

without in any way undermining the intent of the rules.

Employees Who Opt Out of Coverage

The Ways and Means Committee approved an amendment that would

allow employers, under the 80% coverage test, to disregard

employees or their family members who have opted out of

coverage because they have core benefits under another

employer's plan. Under existing law, this can only be done

under the 75% benefits test. In a change applicable to both

the 75% benefits test and the alternative 80% coverage test,

the Committee amendment provides that nonhighly compensated

employees and their families may not be disregarded if they opt

out due to other health coverage unless the employer allows

them, if the other coverage ceases, immediately to get back
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into the employer's plan on the same terms as if the employee

were changing coverage during an open season.

The intent of this provision is to assure that these employees

not be denied coverage. However, the language approved by the

Committee would have the unintended effect of allowing

employees to switch back and forth between two employer's

benefit plans whenever it suits their needs. For example, an

employee could opt out of an employers plan for a less generous

plan from another employer, which is also less expensive for

the employee, and then, having become seriously ill, to drop

the other employers coverage and opt into the first employers

plan in order to take advantage of its better benefits.

To prevent this type of adverse selection we urge that the

language approved by Ways and Means be changed to provide that

persons who wish to opt into an employers plan due to loss of

coverage provided by another employer are to be treated under

the same rules that the employer applies to any late entrant.

If, under the employer's plan, late entrants are required to

show evidence of insurability, then the same requirement also

should apply to persons opting into the employers plan due to

the loss of other coverage.

Sampling

Under another Ways and Means approved provision, employers

would be allowed to perform the Section 89 tests using a

statistically valid random sample of all employees, if

performed by an independent third party, provided the

statistical method and sample size produce a 99 percent level

of confidence that the results will have a margin of error not

greater than 2 percent.
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While this sampling provision could greatly benefit large

employers, we think the 99 percent tolerance allowed is so

strict that, as a practical matter, sampling will seldom be a

usable option. Modification of the provision to require a 90

to 95 percent level of confidence rather than 99 percent, would

increase considerably the usefulness of the sampling option for

employers without any real prejudice to the overall accuracy of

nondisc~iminating testing.

AQregation of Comparable Plans for Testing

Generally, Section 89 provides that an employee's health

benefit plan may be combined and tested as one plan if the

employer-provided value of each plan is within 5% of those

plans with which it is combined. The Ways and Means Committee

approved an alternative to the 80% coverage test under which

plans within 20% of each other in value rather than 5% may be

combined and deemed to pass the nondiscrimination tests if the

resulting one plan covers 90% of the employer's nonhighly

compensated employees. We believe this more liberal 20%

"comparability" rule is a real step in the right direction.

Under the limited circumstances allowed by the 90% coverage

requirement, some employers will be able to test as one plan

multiple choice health benefit arrangements in which the range

of values vary by as much as 20%. This is extremely important

because (under the eventually-to-be-issued Treasury Department

tables) some managed care benefit options, such as HMOs, may be

valued for testing purposes as much as 20% higher than

traditional plans, such as indemnity benefits, that actually

have the same cost.

The personal value which-employees place upon indemnity plans,

and HMOs or other benefit alternatives, as opposed to their

relative cost, depends heavily upon the self-perceived needs,

lifestyle, family and financial circumstances of each
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employee. The attractiveness of multiple choice health benefit

arrangements is due to employees being able to choose health

benefits that best suit their needs while employers can

introduce cost containment features along with those benefit

choices. Thus, multiple choice arrangements increase employee

satisfaction, while overall health benefit costs are better

controlled. However, under Section 89, unless an employer can

combine all of the health benefit options and test them as one

plan, there is a possibility that one or more options or even

the entire multiple choice arrangement right fail the non-

discrimination tests because too many highly compensated or too

few nonhighly compensated employees are voluntarily enrolled in

the most highly valued options. This possibility, plus the

extra complexity of testing multiple plans under Section 89, as

compared to testing a single plan, will deter employers frum

implementing multiple choice health benefit arrangements which

would better serve both their own interests and those of their

employees.

In order to facilitate the aggregation of plans in all testing

situations - but particularly in multiple choice arrangements -

we strongly recommend that for all of the nondiscrimination

tests which currently allow comparable plans to be combined for

testing, the allowable variation in employer-provided value

among plans be raised from the existing 5% to 20% as the Ways

and Means Committee has done in its new 90% alternative

coverage test.

OTHER NEEDED CHANGES

Line of Business Testing

Current law allows employers to apply the nondiscrimination

tests separately to separate lines of business or operating

units. This ability to test separately is extremely important
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some benefit plans to pass the tests, where they could not do

so if combined with an employer's other plans, but also because

many commonly owned lines of business and operating units do

not have compatible employee benefit data systems. Testing by

line of business will allow many employers to avoid the,

considerable expense of creating uniform data systems.

Because detailed requirements and regulations for line of

business testing are unlikely to be ready sufficiently soon to

enable employers to qualify their business units for separate

testing when Section 89 goes into effect next year, it is

extremely important that liberal transitional provisions be

provided to facilitate the initial qualification c f lines of

business. The Section 89 Coalition has proposed a transitional

rule for this purpose and we urge that it be adopted in order

to prevent the Treasury Department becoming inundated with

employer requests for line of business determinations in tha

early years of Section 89 testing.

Cafeteria Plans

The health and group term life insurance benefits offered under

Section 125 cafeteria plans are also subject to nondiscrimi-

nation testing under Section 89. There are several questions

concerning the interface between Sections 89 and 125 that need

to be resolved in order for employers to understand how to go

about testing their cafeteria plan benefits under Section 89.

Those questions are highlighted in Attachment I appended to

this statement.

Safe Harbors and Further Simplification

We support the adoption of safe harbors which will allow

qualifying emloyers plans to be deemed to pass Section 89
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based upon their design and rules for participation without the

need for employers to gather data on individual employees and

actually perform the Section 89 tests.

The Section 89 Coalition has proposed two such safe harbors

which would greatly facilitate testing in multiple choice

situations that meret the criteria set forth in them. Those

safe harbors are described in the Coalition's statement

submitted for the record of this hearing and we commend them to

your attention.

In addition, the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association would

like to offer for the committee's consideration an optional set

of two tests that employers could use in place of the existing

90%/50% eligibility test and the 75% benefits test. This

optional set of tests is described in Attachment II. We

believe it would yield results comparable to the existing tests

while relieving some employers of the need to account for which

individual nonhighly compensated employees are enrolled in each

plan. Importantly, it would also provide a simplified

procedure for the calculation of the taxable income attri-

butable to highly compensated employees where benefit plans

fail the optional tests. These optional tests would be

particularly useful for companies with more than one benefit

plan and 500 or fewer employees. Most small employers can ill

afford the expense of retaining benefit consultants to assist

them in coping with the complexities of Section 89.

In conclusion, we wish again to state our support for the

principles which led to enactment of Section 89 and to

reiterate our support for delay of the effective date for one

year. If this is not feasible, we urge the Committee on

Finance to make additional changes, as outlined in this

statement, to minimize both its negative impact on the offering

of multiple choice health benefits and the effort and expense

employers will have to undergo in order to show that their

benefit plans do not unduly favor highly compensated employees.
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SOP Ametrca Inc. July 22, 1988
200 Pubtic Square WAMICA
Cleveland. Ohio 44114-2375
216-586-4141

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C.

Dear Committee Members:

We at BP America are concerned about the forthcoming implementation and ongoing
administrative requirements to comply with compliance in Section 89 of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986. We appreciate the changes to $ectlon 89 included in the
Ways and Means technical corrections bill, but feel strongly that further
simplification is needed in order for employers to reasonably comply.

As the Section is currently written, we believe it to be virtually impossible
for most large employers to gather the data necessary for testing and be
prepared to comply effective January 1, 1989. Very rough estimates put our
potential costs as high as $1-2 million in programming, systems and personnel
costs in the first year to gear up for Section 89 testing. The administrative
costs of running the tests will likely be very nearly as high in succeeding
years as well. These costs to us will result in a correspondingly large
reduction in our federal taxes. It is our belief at this stage that reductions
in taxes due to these increased costs for most large companies will more than
offset any tax penalties which might result from non-compliance.

In preparing for 1989 compliance, employers are forced at this time to make
many individual interpretations of the law due to the lack of regulatory
guidance. Valuing of plans, handling of former Pmployees, lines of business,
and many other issues are unclear and subject to interpretation. Depending
upon eventual regulations, some choices made by employers now could result in
backtracking, retesting and significant additional costs for changes in
computer programming, etc., when the regulations become available.

Further, many areas of the law which have been clarified present such
difficulties in administration, that reactions contrary to the intent of the
legislation may result. For example, under the current definition of a "plan"
in Section 89, our organization has several hundred separate "plans" for
valuing and testing. In light of these exceedingly complex requirements, there
is no doubt that many employers will seek to simplify their testing burden by
eliminating various plan options, or even plans themselves. Unfortunately,
employees will have their options and flexibility in choosing benefit packages
reduced as a result.

Of particular concern to many large enterprises will be thr possible
competitive rest-ictions imposed by line of business rules for benefits
testing. The present law governing determination of a "line of business" for
purposes of Section 89 is vague and difficult to interpret and apply.
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A major difficulty is the practical separateness of lines of business within a
vertically integrated enterprise. Although a manufacturer may sever a
resource, process the resource to a basic raw material, fabricate the raw
material into a part, component or marketable commodity, distribute the part or
commodity, and market the product at retail, these operations may function
economically and practically as separate lines of business. Requiring a
vertically integrated operation to provide similar benefits to all operations
could seriously jeopardize the competitive viability of some. This is a
particular concern where non-integrated competitors operate at various segments
of the chain.

Further, allocation of central administrative groups to various lines of
business becomes a huge administrative task for large employers. As these
groups provide unique services to the benefit of many different lines of
business, they are in their own right operating as a line of business and are
virtually impossible to "allocate."

In conclusion, we recognize and apprpJciate the goal of non-discrimination in
provision of welfare benefits. We relieve, however, that many aspects of the
current law in Section 89 may have a detrimental effect on benefits provided
due to complex and costly administrative requirements. The goal of
non-discrimiiiation can and should be reached through a simplified, workable
process. To summarize, we suggest:

o Reduction of data gathering requirements by requiring once-a-year,
point-in-time testing only.

o Delay of the effective date, and/or a phased-in implementation
allowing at least six months after issuance of regulations fgr
employers to prepare for testing.

o Safe harbors allowing plans to pass without the need for testing if
they meet certain requirements in employee cost and plan design.

o Flexibility in line of business designations to allow competitive
viability for vertically integrated organizations, and central
administrative groups to be considered a separate entity.

Thank you for your time, and we appreciate your efforts to create an effective
and reasonable law for employees and employers.

Very truly yours,

I..

Paul S. NcAuliffe
Director, Benefits, EEO & Labor

PSM:SLC:mlh-24
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DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEl, ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE Of THE OtRECTOR

1515 "S" Street, North Building, Suite 400
Post Office Box 944234
Sacramento, CA 94244-2340

(916) 322-5193

July 28, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

As Director of the State of California's Department of Personnel Adminitration, I am
responsible for overseeing the application of Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code to
our State's employee benefit plans. With 150,000 employees and literally dozens of plans,
the discrimination tests contained in this section will require en extensive and highly
complicated testing process for plans which, on their face, obviously do not contain the
types of abuses that Section 89 is intended to address.

Section 89, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering
and administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data required is
difficult to obtain and will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and testing
will also lead to large expenses - at a time when many employers are already finding the
cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89 non-
discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such a complicated
and detailed method to prove non-discrimination, particularly for employers such as the
State, which provide virtually identical benefit choices from the top to the bottom of
their work forces?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test", because of the way the test is
designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor with the simplest plan.
Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers who offer both a traditional health plan and a
Health Maintenance Organization - as they may be required under State and Federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice among
benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of gathering and
maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex - yet, as the effective dote draws nearer, we are still
locking necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when
we have not received any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding issues? Even if
regulations are issued in the near future, there will not be sufficient time to respond to
the new requirements before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors - especially those plan sponsors
who have never "discriminated" but who are now in a position where they have to prove
their non-discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible standards - you should
consider the following alternatives:

- Repealing Section 89;

- Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a year after Treasury issues final
regulations;

- Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor alternatives, including
ones that would allow uniformly structured plans, such as the State's, to pass on
the basis of their obviously non-discriminatory provisions.

Your consideration of our imput is appreciated.

Sincerely,

'trltes ft. Mosman
Direct cr
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July 24, 1988

SY HAND

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
205 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: S.1350/H.R. 2636, The Technical
CoQrections Act 1f_987__ _

Dear Senator Bentsen:

We are writing on behalf of the Cafritz Foundation,
Washington, D.C. t,; request that the Committee on Finance
approve a techniral correction to Section 4943 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, granting an across the board
five year dererral of the date requiring foundations holding
95% of the stock of an operating business as of 1969 to reduce
their ow nership of such businesses to 50% or less by May 26,
1989.

The Cafritz Foundation is the largest private foundation
serving the Washington metropolitan area. It has made grants
in excess of $54 million since 1970. All grant requests are
reviewed and approved by a panel of 12 distinguished citizens
including Daniel Boorstin, the former Librarian of Congress, S.
Dillon Ripley, the former Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, J. Carter Brown, the Director of the National
Gallery and others.

Ex_-ejtajvsness Holings Under the Tax Reform Act of 1995,
In 1969 the Congress took action to restrict private
foundations from owning operating businesses. There was
concern that businesses owned by foundations had an unfair
competitive advantage, deferred charitable benefits by
reinvesting earnings in their operating businesses and were
subject to pressures requiring them to focus more on commercial
enterprises than on charitable purposes. Section 4943 was
added to the Internil Revenue Code to prohibit "excess"
business holdings. A secial rule applies to certain holdings
acquired prior to 1969.

Private foundations owning more than 95% of the str tx of
an operating business as of 1969 are required to redu-'g their
ownership to 50% or less in 1989. They are further required to
reduce such holdings to 35% or less by the year 2004.

Cafritz Foundation Holdings. The C-fritz Foundation
received various commercial and residential real estate
properties and several business holdings upon the death of
Morris Cafritz in 1964. A construction company, a hotel and an
insurance company have been fully divested. The foundation's
sole rer.,aining business holding is a small real estate
management company, the Cafritz Co., which principally manages
the real properties that " constitute the bulk of the
Foundation's investment assets. Cafritz Co. had net income
last year of less than $175,000 and represents less than 2% of
the Foundation's asset-6.

d for :or Year Deferral 6f Divestiture Date. The
Foundation urgrs a 5 year extension for these reasons:
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1. One third of Cafritz Co. is owned by a trust for the
benefit of Mr. Cafritz's widow who is advanced in age. The
holdings of that trust must be aggregated with the Foundation's
holdings. If the Foundation is required to reduce its holdings
before the trust terminates, the Foundation can retain only a
16 2/3% interest rather than the 50% interest permitted under
the Code. Moreover, the Foundation will later have to dispose
of all but an additional 3 1/3% of the Cafritz Co. stock it
receives from the trust. (See explanation below).

2. Such massive divestiture will have a far greater
disruptive effect than Congress intended. The Foundation will
be denied a sufficient ownership interest in Cafritz Co. to
assure continuity of the present high level of management
services needed for the aging buildings owned by the
Foundation. Moreover, a number of older devoted emploYees are
likely to lose jobs that they will not be able to replace.

3. A brief postponement of the divestitilce date will not
affect revenue or make possible any of the &-buses at which the
law is aimed. Cafritz Co. represents less than 2% of the
Foundation's assets. All of the comparty's income is subject to
full taxation and all of its after tax income has been and will
continue to be dividended to the Youndation and trust.

Caf-itz Foundationan d %rent Law. Section 4943 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, (the "Code") imposes
penalty taxes on thc' "excess business holdings" of private
foundations. Exces-, business holdings include stock held by a
private foundation where the foundation and "disqualified
persons" together hold more than 20% of the voting stock of the
issuing corporation. Generally, substantial contributors,
foundati(,:o managers, their families, entities they control, and
other similarly related parties are all disqualified persons.

As a general rule a private foundation that acquires a
stock interest which constitutes excess business holdings by
gift of bequest is allowed five years to divest itself of such
excess holdings before any tax is imposed. Section 4943(c)(4)
and (5), however, provide special rules for excess business
holdings acquired before .,.ay 26, 1969. For example, if a
private foundation receives an interest constituting excess
business holdinc- under a pre-1969 bequest, and the private
foundation and a.i disqualified persons together hold more than
95% of the voting stock or equity of the enterprise, the excess
business holdings are required to be disposed of by 1989.

In the case of the Cafritz Foundation, because a trust
created for the benefit of Mrs. Cafritz holds 1/3 of the stock
of the Cafritz Co. and the trust is deemed to be a
"disqualified person" for purposes of the divestiture rule, in
determining the permitted holdings of the Cafritz Co. by the
Foundation, that 1/3 interest is aggregated with the 2/3
interest held by the foundation. Accordingly, if Cafritz
foundation is to comply with the divestiture rule, it must
divest itself of 50% of the stock of the Cafritz Co. The
Foundation only controls 66 2/3% of the stock of the Cafritz
Co. After the mandated sale the foundation would be left with
only 16 2/3% of the stock of the Cafritz Co. Subsequently,
when the Foundation receives the 1/3 interest now held by the
trust, it will be required to dispose of any stock interest in
excess of 20% of the Cafritz Co. because the stock transferred
by the trust is treated as stock acquired after 1969' The
Foundation is thus subject to the general pr 'isions of Section
4943 rather than the transition rule permitting a foundation to
retain up to 50% of its excess business holdings through 2004.

Consequently, we hope the Committee on Finance will act
to grant an additional 5 year period for all private
foundations affected so their ownership arrangements can be
altered and those foundations in the process of selling their
excess business holdings can have this brief additional period
to continue negotiating the most favorable terms possible for
the benefit of the charities they support.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

William Morris
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SCavenham
July 18, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Finance Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirkens Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Subject: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

The Tax Reform Act (TRA) of 1986 has expanded the employer
recordkeeping responsibility greatly with Section 89 of the
Internal Revenue Code (IRC). As an employer, we already have
unreasonable data collection and analysis requirements, and
Section 89 only heightens this responsibility.

Although the idea of nondiscrimination in benefits is a
laudable concept, the impact of the rules are overwhelming.
It is really not necessary to use such a complicated and
detailed method to prove nondiscrimination with employee
benefits. Congress should reconsider this legislation before
it is effective.

The benefits professionals such as me suggest that you consider
the following alternatives:

Repeal Section 89;
Delay Section 89's effective date at least a year after
the Treasury Department has issued final regulations;
Simplify the rules significantly; and
Develop safe harbor alternates.

Your consideration is appreciated.

Sincerely,

David L. Brown, Manager
Corporate Compensation & Benefits

DLB/cm

Cavenham Forest Industries Inc.
1500 SW 1st Avenue, Suie 500, Portland, OR 97201
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CERTFIED GROCERS OF CALFOIA, LD.

July 18, 1988

Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SD-205, Dirksen, Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

BELOW ARE CERTIFIED GROCERS COMMENTS. TFidY ARE TO BE MADE
A PART OF THE RECORD OF THE SENATE Fl' ANCE COMMITTEE HEAR-
ING ON TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS HELD ON JULY 13, 1988.

Certified Grocers is a retailer-owned wholesaler. We have
2,500 employees who are covered by a variety of benefit
plans. We support 3,000 independent retailers with products
and services. We often speak for them, as is the case
here, in matters of government regulation and legislation.

Certified Grocers recognizes and supports the goal of non-
discrimination. Certified Grocers also recognizes and
supports the goal of simplicity in benefit plan design,
administration and testing. These two goals need not be
in conflict. However, I am concerned that unless some
changes are made in Section 89, the goals will be in con-
flict.

Proposed regulations will cost Certified Grocers a signif-
icant amount to gather data and run the necessary tests
for our 20 plans. Unless there is an extension of the
effective date of whatever regulations are finally approved
we will not be able to modify our computer systems in time
and must utilize clerical methods to gather the data.
The 3,000 independent retailers we serve will have similar
problems.

Certified Grocers urges the Senate Com-nittee on Finance
to:

1. Be sure the cost of the tests do not exceed the bene-
fits.

2. Simplify the regulations.

3. Extend the effective date.

Sincerely,

CERTIFIED GROCERS OF CALIFORNiA, LTD.

Donald W. Dill
Sr. ice President, Administration

DWD:ak
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STATEMENT OF THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES
OF THE WARM SPRINGS RESERVATION OF OREGON

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

CONCERNING HR 2792

Washington, D.C.

July 12, 1988

The Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation

of Oregon submit this statement as supplemental testimony

concerning HR 2792.

The Warm Springs tribe wholeheartedly supports the pur-

pose of HR 2792, which is to clarify the immunity from

federal taxation of treaty-reserved Indian fishing rights.

However, we strongly urge that Section 1(c) (3) of HR 2792 be

modified or eliminated. This subsection contains objection-

able language which could be read as a Congressional abroga-

tion of treaty rights.

The Warm Springs tribe is a confederacy of Columbia

River Indian people whose forefathers negotiated and

expressly reserved in an 1855 treaty with the United States

the right to fish at all usual and accustomed places, as

they had done for countless generations. The traditions

practiced by our ancestors, and reserved in the treaty, are

today still the heart of our Indian way of life. Indeed,

the treaty-protected fishing right, and other treaty rights,

form the foundation of the Warm Springs tribal culture and

religion.

The reserved fishing right was an especially important

part of the negotiations leading to the Warm Springs treaty.

In this treaty, our forefathers agreed to move to a reserva-

tion many miles from their traditional homes along the

Columbia River and its tributaries. Our principal fisheries

were on the Columbia and the lower reaches of its tributar-

ies. In order to maintain our tribal way of life on a

reservation far from the river, it was essential for us to

leave the reservation to fish at our traditional places.

The record of the treaty negotiations shows that our people

would never have signed the treaty without the provisions

reserving off-reservation fishing and other traditional

food-gathering rights. Accordingly, these rights were speci-
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fically reserved in our 1855 treaty and have been exercised

and enjoyed by virtually every member of our tribe for the

132 years since the treaty was signed.

It has always been our belief that the rights reserved

in our 1855 treaty were absolute rights which could not be

infringed upon or diminished by the states or the federal

government. We have always viewed our 1855 treaty as secur-

ing forever our unencumbered right to fish at our usual and

accustomed places off reservation, in the same way that our

forefathers fished at treaty time in 1855 and before.

HR 2792 represents a declaration by Congress that the

treaty-reserved fishing rights of Warm Springs and other

Indian tribes should not be diminished by subjecting the

exercise of that right to taxation by the Internal Revenue

Service. For that reason, the Warm Springs tribe strongly

urges passage of this legislation. At the same time,

however, the tribe strongly objects to Section 1(c) (3) of

the bill, which would have the effect of abrogating our 1855

treaty to the extent that it provides a basis for immunity

from federal taxation. We are unalterably opposed to any

modification, alteration, or abrogation of our 1855 treaty

rights, even if such a provision is contained in legislation

which we otherwise support.

Section 1(c)(3) is not only objectionable, it is

unnecessary. Because HR 2792 has the effect of immunizing

treaty-fishing income from taxation under the Internal

Revenue Code, there is no reason for the legislation to

state that Indian treaties "shall not be construed to

provide an exemption from any tax imposed by this title."

Accordingly, we urge the Subcommittee members to delete or

modify the treaty abrogation language contained in Section

1(c) (3) be.!ore enacting HR 2792.

Thank you very much.

Zane Jackson, Chairman
Warm Springs Tribal Council
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CIBA-GEIGY Corporation C IBA -G EIG
Ardsley. New York 10502-2699
Telephone 914 478 3131

July 18, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

I understand that the Senate Finance Committee was scheduled to hold a
hearing on July 13, concerning technical corrections legislation
(S.2238), including possible revisions to Section 89. W14ile I realize
that this letter will not reach you until after these hearings are held,
I would like to express the opinion of CIBA-GEIGY Corporation on the
effect of Section 89 and request that the letter be included in the
hearing record.

CIBA-GEIGY is in complete agreement with the policy goal of Section 89.
We support non-discrimination and strive to design our health and
welfare benefits in a non-discriminatory manner.

Our difficulty with Section 89 arises from its administrative complexity
and the enormous cost and utilization of the resources of my staff to
gather data, design and implement the systems to run the'tests, and then
to monitor the welfare plans on an on-going basis.

In 1986, CIBA-GEIGY implemented a flexible benefits program. The
company offers three medical plans to employees, two dental plans and,
in addition, 79 HMOs are offered to our employees throughout the
country. Each of these plans offer single, dual and family coverage.

The cost of each of these plans varies and CIBA-GEIGY makes an
equivalent contribution to each. Thus. our employees may pay a premium
for coverage, receive no cost coverage or receive a spending account
contribution based upon their election and the cost of the plan they
elect. Employees tend to sort themselves out in the way they feel best
meets their personal needs.

Under Section 89, there are 84 plans under our Flexplan program, each
with three options, or a total of 252 plans for testing. This number
does not include our union or control group plans, or our life insurance
plans. It seems unreasonable that 252 plans must be tested for a
population of 10,000 employees.
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Our employees are entitled to make their own elections and to change
their election effective each January. The enrollment for the year 1989
is conducted in Octaber 1988. Since we have no way of knowing which of
the plans might be considered discriminatory because its "value" is
considered greater than the "value" of another plan, we cannot alert
employees to the fact that their elections may result in imputed income
to them.

If CIBA-GEIGY were to return to a single medical plan and offer the
minimum number of HMOs to maintain compliance with the HMO act, the
company's ability to comply with Section 89 as it now stands would be
much less costly and much simpler to achieve. Such a decision, however,
would be very detrimental to our employers. Unfortunately, this is a
decision that many employers will be forced to make.

CIBA-GEIGY is a member of the Washington Business Group on Health and
the Erisa Industry Committee and supports the Section 89 changes
proposed by the ERIC, APPWP and WBGH Simplification Working Group. We
urge you to support our request for the implementation of simplifying
changes to Section 89, regulatory guidance, and the lead time to
implement the final provisions of Section 89.

Thank you very much for your willingness to hear our position.

Yours truly,

Michael J. lan,
Director
Corporate Employee Benefits

MJW/rm

cc: C. Amkraut, WBGH
file: dh4-14
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Statement Submitted

By A

Coalition of Maritime Companies

And Associations

This statement is submitted by a coalition of maritime companies

and associations, a coalition encompassing the preponderance of the

U.S.-flag merchant marine and drilling rig owners and related service

industries. These companies and associations are:

American Commercial Barge Line Company (ACBL)

American Institute of Merchant Shipping (AIMS)

American Waterways Operators (AWO)

Crowley Maritime Corporation

Central Gulf Lines

International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC)

Lake Carriers Association

Matson Navigation Company, Inc.

National Ocean Industries Association (NOIA)

Sea-Land Corporation

Totem Ocean Trailer Express (TOTE)

Transportation Institute (TI)

United Shipowners of America (USA)

Our coalition urges the Senate Finance Committee to incorporate in

the Technical Corrections Act of 1988 a change to permit meals provided

to crews on commercial vessels and to personnel on drilling rigs and

platforms offshore and in the State of Alaska to be fully deductible.

A representative of the coalition, Ja~k M. Park, testified before

the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management on July

22, 1987 and a written statement vas submitted in support of such a

provision.

The justification for a correction to the Tax Reform Act of 1986

which would restore 100% deductibility for meal provided to employees
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on commercial vessels and on drilling rigs offshore and in Alaska is

summarized as follows:

" It is a legal requirement to provide meals to merchant seamen.

" As a practical necessity meals must be provided by employers

to crews on vessels and to personnel on drilling rigs.

" Meals provided to vessel crews and drilling rig personnel are

as essential to doing business as other fully deductible costs.

" 80% deductibility is directly contrary to the purposes of

various statutes making it a national policy to enhance the

strength and competitiveness of our merchant marine.

" Revenue to the Treasury from the 80% rule would be de minimis.

A more detailed justification is included in our statement of

July 22, 1987.

The House Ways and Means Comnmittee adopted such a provision in

HR. 4333. It is described in the Committee Print Summary (WMCP

100-37) of July 15, 1988 (page 11) as follows:

4. Full Deductibilit, of Business Meals Provided
Et- Employees on Certain Vessels an-d--ilRgs

The Committee agreed that the 20-percent reduction rule normally
applicable to business meals would not apply to an otherwise
allowable deduction for expenses of food or beverages that are
provided on an oil or gas platform or drilling rig if such
platform or rig is located either offshore or in Alaska. The
provision would apply for taxable years beginning after Decembet
31, 1987.

The Committee further agreed that the 20-percent reduction rule
would not apply to expenses of food or beverages which are re-
quired by Federal law to be provided to crew members of a sea-
going commercial vessel (including vessels operating on thc-
inland waterways, but not applying to luxury water transportation).
The provision would be effective for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1988.

The Ways and Means Committee, in the provision restoring full

deductibility as we have urged, has added certain qualifications to

the language we proposed. The restoration would apply to food or

beverages required by Federal law to be provided to crew members of a

seagoing commercial vessel (including vessels operating on the inland

waterways but not applying to luxury water transportation). The

underlining identifies the qualifications.
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The provision would be effective for taxable years beginning after

December 31, 1987 in the case of drilling rigs; for taxable years

beginning after December 31, 1988 in the case of commercial vessels.

We sincerely appreciate tl.e action of the members and of the staff

of the Ways and Means Committee in adopting this provision and

interpret the summary as essentially reflecting our views. The

qualifiers, 'required by Federal law" and "seagoing", however, may pose

some problems as they may be interpreted by the Internal Revenue Service.

We suggest that any ambiguity which they create be eliminated either

in the text of the provision or by report language. (The statutory

language yet to be published may resolve ambiguities, but at this

point in time we have only the summary to which to refer.)

The inclusion of both seagoing vessels and inland waterway vessels

is very important and equitable and should be retained. The phrasing

"..seagoing commercial vessel (including vessels operating on the

inland waterways).. ," however, is a contradiction which can be avoided

by deleting the word "seagoing." Deletion of the word "seagoing"

eliminates a definition problem (What is a seagoing vessel?), and does

not appear to expand the universe of vessels beyond what is intended

by the summary statement. We also urge that the words "Great Lakes and"

be inserted before the words "inland waterways."

The phrase -... required by Federal law...' is consistent with

our argument that full deductibility should be allowed for vessel

crews' meals because employers are required to provide the meals. In

our July 22, 1987 statement we described the pertinent laws. In the

foreign and intercoastal trades meals are precisely described by

statute, including, for example, the minimum mumber of calories. 46

U.S.C. §10303. While these particular statutorily prescribed meals

are not required to be provided in the coastwise trades, other

statutes do require the master of any vessel documented under the laws

of the United States to provide "adequate and suitable" food and water
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on the vessel. 46 U.S.C. §10901 et seq. The statute sets forth

specific civil penalties for failure to do so. 46 U.S.C. §10902. It

is a criminal offense to withhold suitable food and nourishment from

seamen on an,, type of voyage. 18 U.S.C. §2191. In order to insure

that the Internal Revenue Service understands the underlying bases

for the words "required by Federal law" it is suggested that these

laws be referred to in the Committee report.

We take no exception to the qualifier, "...but not applying to

luxury water transportation."

We view differing effective dates for oil rigs and commercial

vessels as inequitable and urge that the provision be effective in both

cases for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1987.

We urge the committee to adopt the provision on deductibility

of crews meals as proposed by the House Ways and Means Committee,

modified as discussed above.

We thank the committee for this opportunity to express our views

and would be pleased to respond to any questions or requests for

additional information which the committee members or staff may have.

The person to contact is Jack M. Park, Vice President, Governmental

Relations, Crowley Maritime Corporation, 1500 K Street, N.W., Suite

425, Washington, D.C. 20005; telephone (202) 737-4728.
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STATEMENT OF C. WILLIAM FISCHER
VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUDGET AND FINANCE

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO

Submitted for Record at Hearing on
Tax Technical Corrections

Conducted by
The Senate Finance Committee

July 13, 1988

My name is C. William Fischer, and I am Vice President

for Budget and Finance at the University of Colorado. I want to

thank the Committee for holding a hearing on tax technical cor-

rections that have been considered by the House Ways & Means

Committee but that have not yet been considered by the Senate

Finance Committee. I am especially thankful for the opportunity

to testify on recent developments that could undermine the final

implementation of a tax-exempt bond financed self-insurance plan

that the University of Colorado has been working on for nearly a

year. On behalf of the University and other similarly situated

state and local government entities, I respectfully request that

the Committee adopt report language confirming the availability

of tax-exempt bond financing of self-insurance plans for state

and local government entities.

Before I address the specific problems created for

tax-exenpt bond financed self-insurance plans by S. 2238 and its

companion version under consideration in the House of

Representatives, (H.R. 4333), let me digress to provide the Com-

mittee with background information on how those plans work, and

on the University of Colorado.

The University of Colorado was founded in 1876 with a

campus in Boulder, Colorado. Growth of the university over the

years has been phenomenal. Today, the university employs about

17,000 people, serving over 40,000 students on 4 campuses in

Boulder, Denver and Colorado Springs. Our total budget exceeds

$650 million. The size of the University's operations and the

public education, research, and health care services it provides

result in it having large liability insurance needs.
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As a result of the insurance liability crisis, how-

ever, the University of Colorado and many state and local

government entities are increasingly unable to purchase in-

surance coverage at reasonable prices, if at all. An attractive

alternative to purchasing insurance has been tax-exempt bond

financed self-insurance plans. These plans provide insurance

for traditional governmental purposes at substantial savings

over the premium payments for insurance purchased from insurance

companies, assuming such coverage can even be obtained.

Tax-exempt bond financed self-insurance plans imple-

mented by state and local governments operate in the following

way. Working with insurance consultants, actuaries and other

professionals knowledgeable in insurance matters, the governmen-

tal unit projects its anticipated claims and losses over a

period of years. The projections are made using well-

established actuarial methods for projecting such matters.

Having thus determined its reasonably anticipated claims and

losses, the governmental unit issues tax-exempt obligations in

an amount such that, during each year covered by the self-

insurance program, the proceeds of the obligations will be

available to pay such claims and losses as they arise. For ex-

ample, if the actuarial projections indicate that the governmen-

tal unit will experience claims and losses in the amount of

$50,000 each year for five years, tax-exempt obligations would

be issued in the approximate amount of $250,000 (adjusted for

inflation during the period in question and the costs incurred

in issuing the obligations). The proceeds of the obligations

are then invested in U.S. Treasury obligations and other hichly-

rated investments which will mature at such times as will

produce the amounts needed to pay the claims and losses that

arise each year. If, in a particular yea;:, the claims and

losses exceed those projected, the investments are liquidated

prior to their maturity to ths extent necessary to produce the

cash needed to pay such claims and losses. If the claims and

92-267 0 - 89 - 8
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losses are less than projected, unexpended proceeds continue to

be invested and held to pay the claims and losses that will

arise in the future. In the ordinary course, actual claims and

losses will not be level from year to year but will Vary based

on the circumstances that constantly change.

It should be noted that, because the proceeds of the

tax-exempt obligations will not be substantially expended within

the three year temporary period allowed under existing Treasury

Department regulations, the obligations can only be tax-exempt

if the proceeds thereof are invested at a yield which does not

exceed the yield on the tax-exempt obligations. Thus, there is

no opportunity for the governmental unit to earn arbitrage

profits. As a practical matter, the proceeds will generally be

invested at a yield which is substantially less than the yield

on the tax-exempt obligations, resulting in "negative"

arbitrage--that is, the cost of paying debt service on the tax-

exempt obligations will be greater than the investment earnings

derived front the investment of unexpended proceeds. However,

the purpose of a bona-fide self-insurance program is not to earn

arbitrage on tax-exempt bond proceeds (which is prohibited under

existing law in any event), but to provide an assured source of

funds, or insurance reserve, for the payment of claims and

losses that arise during the period covered by the program.

Implementation of tax-exempt bond financed self-

insurance plans has allowed the University of Colorado to avoid

massive increases in insurance liability costs. As a result of

these savings, the University has not been forced to pass

through to the public increased insurance liability costs in the

form of increased taxes, increased tuition fees, or increased

insurance costs for the University's employees. Beginning in

1984, the University began to experience unacceptable liability

insurance premium increases. In that year, for example, the

University, with state government approval, implemented a tax-

exempt bond financed self-insurance plan for workers compensa-
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tion claims which cost approx imately $1.3 million. The annual

premium crotea the TTiiversity for similar coverage was approxi-

mately $3.2 million. In 1985 the quoted insurance premium for

prir'ary medical malpractice insurance was scheduled to rise

nearly three-fold, from $680,000 to $1.8 million. As a result

of implementing a tax-exempt bond financed self-insurance plan,

the University was able to actually reduce its primary medical

malpractice rate to an estimated $600,000. Again last year,

when faced with an unacceptable increase in its auto and general

liability insurance premium, the University implemented a tax-

exempt bond financed self-insurance plan that is projected to

result in annual savings of approximately $100,000. In short,

savings in insurance payments for workers compensation, medical

malpractice, and auto and general liability insurance have to-

taled over $9 million during the past 4 years compared with

rates quoted by private insurance companies.

The University of Colorado is not the sole beneficiary

of savings provided by tax-exempt bond financed self-insurance

plans. Other examples of state and local governments about to

implement self-insurance plans that I am aware of include Adams

County, Colorado; the City of Dallas, Texas; a school district

in Cheyenne, Wyoming; and the Contra Costa County, California.

The issuance of tax-exempt bonds to finance self in-

surance plans is currently allowed under the Internal Revenue

Service code, as modified by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The

tax-exemption is allowed because the bonds finance public,

government purposes. The Reform Act continued tax-exempt bond

financing for governmental purposes and, in reliance upon the

ability to issue tax exempt bonds to finance self-insuranco

plans, several state and local governments are in the final

stages of implementing such plans.

The Reform Act also continued and expanded general

restrictions on the ability to invest bond proceeds at yields

materially higher than the yield of the issue. Nonetheless,
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despite the restrictions on arbitrage transactions enacted as

part of the Reform Act, certain arbitrage transactions have oc-

curred, most notably the so-called "Deerfield" and "escrowN

transactions. To address these abuses, language was included in

S. 2238 and H.R. 4333 (Section 113(a) (43) of the bills) intended

to prevent abuses under Section 148 of the Code through so-

called Deerfield transactions by further defining "investment

property" under Subsection (b) of section 148 of the 1986 Code

to include tax-exempt private activity bonds subject to the fed-

eral individual alternative minimum tax.

In addition, the bills contain language (Section

113(a)(34)) giving the Treasury Department broad regulatory

authority to limit arbitrage-motivated transactions. That

regulatory authority is intended to permit the Treasury Depart-

ment to eliminate any devices designed to promote issuance of

bonds either partially or wholly as investment conduits in

violation of the provisions adopted by Congress to control such

activities and to limit the issuance of tax-exempt bonds to

amounts actually required to fund the activities for which their

use specifically has been approved by Congress. Further, that

regulatory authority is intended to permit Treasury to adopt

rules (including allocation, accounting, and replacement rules)

necessary or appropriate to accomplish the purpose of the ar-

bitrage restrictions, which is to eliminate significant ar-

bitrage incentives to issue more bonds, to issue bonds earlier,

or to leave bonds outstanding longer. Such a bropd authority is

a necessary response to the narrow interpretation of the

Treasury Department's regulatory authority in a recent federal

court decision, City of Tucson v. Commissioner, 820 F2d 1283 (DC

Cir 1987).

Although the University of Colorado supports the broad

grant of regulatory authority, it fears that such authority

might be used inadvertently to prevent legitimate transactions--

such as tax-exempt bond financed self-insurance plans--which are

not motivated by the desire to earn arbitrage on tax-exempt bond
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meeting involving Treasury Department officials. Those offi-

cials indicated that the Department intends to promulgate addi-

tional rules preventing arbitrage-motivated transactions.

Specifically, under the rules suggested, an entity issuing tax-

exempt bonds would be required to spend 85 percent of the bond

proceeds within three years. Although the University of

Colorado supports efforts to prevent arbitrage motivated trans-

actions on tax exempt bond proceeds, the unintended effect of

such rules could be to prohibit the issuance of tax-exempt bonds

to finance self-insurance plans. As explained above, these

plans, by their nature, require lengthy delays between the dates

upon which bonds are issued and bond proceeds are spent.

In short, the University of Colorado is concerned that

the financing of self-insurance plans with tax-exempt bonds

might be prohibited by the unintended effect of Treasury Depart-

ment rules promulgated under Section 113(a)(34) of S. 2238 and

H.R. 4333 for the purpose of deterring arbitrage-motivated

transactions. Even uncertainties created by the possibility of

such rules being promulgated will have a chilling effect on the

self-insurance plans about to be implemented. If the un-

certainty surrounding the broad grant of regulatory authority to

the Ticasury Department is not cleared up by Congress, self-

insurance deals which state and local government entities have
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worked long and hard on--and which provide substantial insurance

cost savings to their constituents-could be killed.

To prevent this unfortunate and unintended affect on

self-insurance plans, I respectfully request that the committee

include language in the report accompanying S. 2238 confirming

that the availability of tax-exempt bond financing for self-

insurance plans should continue unimpaired. Specifically, the

language should state that it is not the Committee's intention

that the Treasury Department penalize tax-exempt bond financed

self-insurance plans for state and local governments where,

based on actuarily-determined insurance needs, the proceeds of

the bonds may not be expended during the first several years

following the issuance of bonds. So long as the unexpended tax-

exempt bond proceeds are invested at a yield which is not

materially higher than the yield on the bonds, the availability

of tax-exempt bond financing for such plans should continue

unimpaired. Suggested report language is attached to my

testimony. It would not result in any revenue loss because it

does not involve a change in existing law.

Again, I thank the Committee for holding hearings on

the tax technical corrections. Please feel free to contact me

if you have questions about my testimony or if I can be of fur-

ther assistance.

JCR:shw/jmc
895
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Confederated Tribes and Bands Established by the
of the Yakima Indian Nation Treaty ot June 9, 1855

July 22, 1988

Honorable Max Baucus
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management

Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Baucus,

The Yakima Indian Nation strongly endorses the S. 727 as
previously passed by the Senate and HR 2792 as recently passed by
the House, bills to clarify Indian fishing rights. The enactment
of legislation clarifying the tax exempt status of income derived
by Indians pursuant to treaty fishing rights is of extreme
importance to our people.

The intent of this legislation is to make clear that income
generated by Indian fishermen is to be exempt from tax if the
rights of such Indians to fish are provided for, or secured by,
any treaty or other provision of federal law.

The Yakima Indian Nation signed a Treaty with Governor Isaac
Stevens in 1855 which guaranteed the right to continue to fish,
both for subsistence and commercial purposes, in a tribally self-
regulating manner. The Supreme Court has repeatedly ruled in
favor of this tribally reserved right.

In opining on the question of the taxability of treaty fish-
ing income Interior Secretary Don Hodel has written, "Indians who
were parties to Stevens treaties understood that they would be
able to continue fishing and trading fish without, in any way,
having to turn over to the Federal Government a portion of their
catch." The fishing resource itself is tantamount to a trust
asset for these tribes and therefore should not be subject to
taxation. In the case of Squire v. Capoeman, 351 U.S. 1 (1956),
the principal case addressing taxation of Indian assets, the
Supreme Court held that income generated from trust property is
not subject to federal income tax.

The Capoeman case stemmed from the Court's interpretation of
congressional intent in passing-the General Allotment Act. The
court held that income derived from the sale of natural resources
on an allotment must be tax exempt to fulfill the purposes of the
Act, specifically language in the Act stating that when an allot-
ment passes out of trust and is transferred to the allottee or
his/her heirs in fee, that it should be "free of all charge or
encumbrance whatsoever." A 1906 amendment to this Act expressly
removed "all restrictions as to ... taxation" of an allotment
after the allottee received a fee patent.

Having concluded that the Act intended tax exemption during
the trust period, the Court in Capoeman held that subsequently
enacted federal income tax laws did not repeal or limit the
exemption by implication. The Court stated, "To tax respondent
under these circumstances would, in the words of the Court below,
be, at the least, a sorry breach of faith with these Indians."
Of further significance in this case was the Court's holding that
the rules requiring liberal construction of Indian rights prevail
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COLUMBIA HELICOPTERS, INC.
Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator July 15, 1988
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205. Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Ed Mihalski, Minority Chief of Staff
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SH-203, Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on plan sponsors.
Much, if not most, of the data required is difficult to obtain and will not be used for
any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also lead to large expenses -- at a
time when many employers are already finding, the cost of health care to be
exo, bitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89
non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such a
complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test," because of the way the test
is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor with the simplest
plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers who offer both a traditional health
plan and a Health Maintenance Organization -- as they may be required under state
and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice among
benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of gathering and
maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex -- yet, as the effective date draws nearer, we are
still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be expected to
comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the many
outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there will not
be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before the rules will be
effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors -- especially those plan
sponsors who have never "discriminated" but who are now in a position where they
have to provide their non-discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible
standards -- you should consider the following alternatives:

- Repealing Section 89;
4 Delaying Section 89's effective data to at least a year after Treasury issues final

regulations;
- Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Michael A. Fahey
Vice President Finance/Treasurer

MAF/mdg

!
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over the usual rules of tax law that exemptions should not be
implied and are strictly constrained.

Further indications of Congressional intent that Indian
income and assets should be treated uniquely can be found in the
fact that Congress has always legislated that claims from Indian
judgment funds were not taxable nor were distributions of tribal
assets generated by tribal termination laws.

One of the major canons of Indian law is that Indian
treaties should be interpreted in a manner in which Indians
themselves would have understood them. Clearly, the imposition
of an income tax on treaty fishing would be contrary to the
Yakimas' understanding of the rights our forefathers reserved for
themselves and future generations. This type of activity has
never been taxed before and I would therefore urge the exped-
itious enactment of this legislation.

We believe however, that certain language in the "Relation-
ship of Section to Treaties" provision of the House passed bill
does violence to the concept of treaty reserved rights and should
be changed in the Senate. In our Treaty of 1855, the Yakimas
reserved all rights not granted to the United States, (see United
States v. Winans, 198 U.S. 471, (1903)). This of course included
the right to fish and the benefits flowing from that right. The
bill and its report language as passed by the House infers that
the United States government granted the fishery right to the
tribes, rather than the tribes clearly having reserved that
right. Similarly, this section of the House passed bill and even
more so the report language, infers that it is this legislation
and not the treaty that is the source of the tax immunity. It
may be that the language in the bill ensures a tax exemption
relative to what we hope will be language in the Internal Revenue
Code but only in that the proposed language is clarifying in
nature of the rights which we have always had; rights which
reserved our authority to fish free of all encumbrance. The
existing House language is simply incorrect in its statement of
law. We do not ask for more than we are entitled to, and
conversely should not have this bill change the status quo.

At a minimum, we would urge the Finance Committee to adopt
the clarifying amendment and report language to this section as
proposed by the Lummi Tribe as stated on page 7 of their test-
imony of July 12.

Thank you for taking the time to review this letter and I
hope that your Committee will soon move to amend and report HR
2792 to the Senate.

Sincerely,

Yakima Tribal Council

Levi George
Chairman
Fish and Wildlife Committee
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Statement of the Confederated Tribes of the

Umatilla Indian Reservation, Oregon, before the

Senate Finance Committee, Subcorrrnittee on Taxation

and Debt Management on H.R. 2792

Submitted July 21, 1988

The Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation

has reviewed H.R. 2712 as submitted to the Senate Finance

Committee and we support its enactment for the following reasons.

On June 9, 1855, the Walla Walla, Cayuse and Umatilla Tribes

(hereinafter the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian

Reservation) signed a treaty with the United States which ceded a

vast territory of land in exchange for several reserved rights.

Among other things, the Ccnfederated Tribes reserved the right to

maintain their own form of government, the right to make and

enforce laws within their territorial Jurisdiction, and the right

of taking fish both in the streams running through and bordering

the reservation as well as at all other usual and accustomed

stations off reservation.

The federal laws establishing a federal income tax were

enacted after the Treaty of 1855 was negotiated with the

Confederated Tribes. Clearly, at the time the treaty was

negotiated, the treaty Indians did not bargain for an encumbrance

on their treaty fishing activities in the form of a federal tax.

We believe that an imposition of a federal tax on our treaty

fishing activities would be tantamount to an abrogation of a

right reserved to us by treaty. H.R. 2792 is an important

clarification of the tax exempt status of income derived from the

exercise of treaty fishing rights.
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We understand that some questions have arisen about the

Interpretation that Is to be given to Section I(C) (3) of H.R.

2792. This section reads:

"The provisions of any law, Executive order, or treaty which
secure any fishing right for any Indian tribe shall not be
construed to provide an exemption from any tax imposed by
this title which is broader that the exemption recognized by
this section."

We believe that both the Report on H.R. 2792 from the House

Committee on Ways and Means, as well as Senator Inouye's

testimony before the Senate Finance Committee on July 12, 1988,

provide the proper interpretation of this section. H.R. 2792

would be the definitive statement of Congress on the question of

tax treatment of Indian fishing rights income; no other type of

tax exemption can be claimed for Indian treaty fishing income

except as provided for in H.R. 2792; and H.R. 2792 governs only

tax treatment of income derived from the exercise of treaty

reserved fishing rights and no inference should be made that

income derived from treaty activities unrelated to fishing

activities is or is not exempt from taxation.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this statement for

the hearing record. We are available to clarify out statement if

the need arises.
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Edward H. Zeller
201 Sugar St.

Nctrn, Ct. 06470

July 22, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

This letter is to urge simplification of Section 89 administrative rules.
My employer, Danbury Hospital supports non-discrimination, but as a
not-for-profit community hospital, cannot bear the burden of the time and
money required for compliance under the proposed rules.

Health care is in the midst of heated competition for health care
professionals, most of whom are women, and many of whom work part-time
because of family obligations. To meet their special needs, my hospital
offers great flexibility in its benefit programs and plans for further
flexibility in the health plan. The hospital's three current health
plans, including a required HMO, become 27 plans to be tested separately
under the proposed Section 89 rules.

By exercising their legitimate choices, the covered people themselves may
be creating "discrimination" conditions and jeopardizing the
non-taxability of the benefits of others. The hospital and its staff will
be penalized for the very choices so highly promoted and desperately
needed by the growing number of career women in the workforce.

It will cost my hospital thousands of dollars to buy the necessary
computer programs and thousands more every year In manpower and computer
time to track Section 89 requirements. Further, Section 89 compliance
will deny us the flexibility to develop innovative compensation packages
which in the future will be the foundation for recruitment into the field
of high quality patient care.

On behalf of Danbury Hospital, I urge you to reduce the complexity of the
definitions and the analysis required, to acknowledge the special needs of
female employees, and to require compliance at the beginning of each plan
year rather than daily. Better yet, set appropriate standards for plan
design and eliminate testing. Non-discrimination goals can still be
achieved, but the cost burden to employers and unfair tax jeopardy to
employees will no longer be an issue.

Reyectfully,

Edward H. Zeller 7]
Vice President, I:jmn Resources

of the Danbury Hospital

EHZ/kt
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STATEMENT OF

THE EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE

The Edison Electric Institute (EEl) appreciates the opporLtunlity to

submit this statement to the Co, ittee on Pinance for the record of

its hearing of July 13, 1988 concerning certain provisions

contained in H.R. 4333, the Technical Corrections At of 1988, as

adopted by the House Committee on Ways and Means.

EEI is the association of electric companies. Its members serve 97

percent of all customers served by the investor-owned segment of

the industry. They generate approximately 76 percent of all

electricity in the country and provide electric service to 73

percent of all ultimate customers in thi nation.

This statement focuses on only one provision being considered by

the Ways and Means Committee: the intercorporate dividends

received deduction.

PROPOSAL TO CHANGE THE DIVIDZiDS RECEIVED DEDUCTION

Under present law, in determining taxable income, corporations

owning less than 20 percrint of the stock of another corporation

(so-called portfolio investments) are entitled to a deduction equal

to 70 percent of the ,dividends received from such corporations.

The current proposal, regarding the dividends received provision

for portfolio investments, .would lower the percentage deduction to

55 percent in 1989, to 52.5 percent in 1990, and to 50 percent in

1991 and thereafter, as well as changing the current portfolio

threshold level from less than 20 percent to 20 percent or less.
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3Z3 POSITION

The investor-owned electric utility industry opposes A;zy proposal

that would result in higher costs of providing utility services,

thereby increasing rates for our electricity customers. As the

most capital-intensive industry in the nation, electric utilities

must often enter financial markets to secure funds for plant and

equipment, operations and refindings. As discussed below, the

proposed change to the taxation of dividends will adversely impact

electric utility customers.

INCREASED 'COST OF CAPITAL

Typically, the financial structure of an investor-owned electric

utility reflects approximately 50 percent equity and 50 percent

debt. The equity component generally is distributed between common

stock and preferred stock. Currently, the industry has outstanding

$28 billion in preferred stock and $91 billion in common stock as

reported in company balance sheets.

The proposed reduction in the dividends received deduction will

cause a disruption in the ability of electric utilities to obtain

reasonably priced capital. It would reduce the after-tax yield to

corporate investors in utility stocks, and, as a result, increase

the cost of this form of financing. Increased capital costs are a

component of the cost of electricity, and are, thus, usually borne

by customers.

Traditionally, electric utilities have relied on preferred stock as

a vital form of financing. According to the Alliance for Capital

Formation, more than one-half of all publicly-traded outstanding

preferred stock has been issued by utilities. Because of the

reduction in yield, utility issuers of preferred stock could be

forced to increase the dividend rate by approximately 7 percent in

order to provide the same after-tax yield to investors. Since cost
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usually result in an increased cost of electricity to customers.

Furthermore, some of the already-issued fixed rate preferred stock

is subject to a gross-up provision which is contained in the

covenants of the preferred stock. Thus, should the tax law change

so that the after-tax return to the investor is reduced, the

issuing utility would be required to increase the pre-tax yield so

that the after-tax yield to the investor is the sane as when the

preferred was issued. These increased coats also would be passed

to electricity customers.

As the cost c4 this form of financing increases, utilities that

micht'have financed with stock may issue debt as an alternative.

As utilities replace stock with debt, corporate tax revenues to the

Treasury would be decreased since interest on debt is deductible at

a 34 percent tax rate by the paying corporation with a maximum tax

rate of 34 percent by the receiving corporation. Dividends

currently provide revenue to the Treasury both by their nondeducti-

bility to the distributing corporation, their partial taxability to

the receiving corporate taxpayer and the full taxation of dividends

received by individuals.

Moreover, the marketability of common stock issues of electric

utilities, unlike the issues of many other corporations, is highly

sensitive to changes in effective yields. Therefore, the proposed

reduction could result in a diminishment in the corporate market

for electric utility common and preferred stock, further impairing

the ability of the industry to raise needed capital at a reasonable

cost. As discussed before, these increased costs are borne by the

customers.

Additionally, shareholders, many of whom are retired and dependent

on dividends for income, will suffer a loss of stock value. This
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will occur because the market price of stocks will decrease in

order to adjust the after-tax yield to that demanded by the market

prior to the reduction in the dividends received deduction.

MULTIPLE TAXATION

Historically, the federal income tax law has provided for the

taxation of income at the distributing corporation level and again

at the eventual individual shareholder level. The dividends

received deduction was conceived to essentially eliminate taxation

on the same dividend income for the corporate investor at the

intermediate level(s). Failure to provide an adequate and reason-

able dividends received deduction for dividend income received by

an intermediate corporations) will result in effectively levying a

triple or greater tax on the same income. This would appear to

violate a basic tenet in federal taxation and produces poor tax

policy.

CONCLUSION

Since 1982, federal tax legislation has significantly eroded the

ability of electric utilities to obtain reasonably-priced capital.

Recent tax changes have reduced many capital formation incentives

including the loss of the investment tax credit, the elimination of

the current deduction for construction-period interest and the

reduction of accelerated depreciation. The further reduction of

the dividends received deduction represents continued erosion of

capital formation mechanisms and additional capital costs for

utility customers.

EEI recognizes the stated goal of the tax writing Committees of

Congress to present a revenue neutral technical corrections bill.

However, we do not believe that the proposed reduction in the

dividends received deduction should be used to offset the revenue

losses associated with other proposals contained in the Technical

Corrections Act of 1988.
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Electro Scientfic industries, In c,
13900 NW Science Park Drive
Portland, Oregon 97229-5497
(503) 641-4141 * Telex 474-2064

July 22, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, places
an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if
not most, of the data required is difficult to obtain, and has no operational use once
gathered. The data gathering and testing will lead to increased plan expenses at a
time when Electro Scientific Industries (ESI) is attempting to remove costs, which do
not add employee value, from its benefit plans.

Section 89 requirements place the burden of proving non-discrimination on sponsors,
such as ESi. whose plans are already non-discriminatory and benevolent in design,
while adding no perceivable service to individual plan participants.

The incredibly complex rules as yet have no final regulations for compliance. Yet
employers are facing compliance on January 1, 1989. Even if final regulations are
issued immediately, there is probably not time to apply the complex tests and
demonstrate compliance by January 1989.

Electro Scientific Industries, Inc., believes that its mission certainly includes
being a positive, contributing member of the American community and the local
communities in which it does business. We believe that being competitive and
profitable in our domestic and foreign markets contributes to this profitable
and productive presence.

Because we have been and continue to be a benevolent employer, sponsoring an array of
employee benefits, ESI will be heavily impacted by these demands. Each legislated
demand for "data for data's sake" inflates our cost structure, and erodes our
competitiveness in markets where our competitors are not similarly burdened.

On behalf of ESI and our employees I urge you to:

o Repeal Section 89, or,

o Delay Section 89's data requirements until at least one year after issuance of
final Treasury regulations, or,

o Simplify the rules by establishing several safe harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues, the plight of Electro Scientific Industries, and
other plan sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Bill Kams
Manager, Human Resources
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The Employee , s,,, A.Suote 1717

Welfare Seat A 98121

Trust (206, 728-588
WASHINGTON BANKERS ASSOCIATION

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data-gathering and
administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not most of
the data required is difficult to obtain and will not be used
for any other purpose. Data-gathering-and testing will also
lead to large expenses - at a time when many employers are
already finding the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination in agreeable; however, the
section 89 rules are too complicated and the cost of gather-
ing and maintaining data is staggering.

As the effective date draws nearer, we are still lacking
necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be expect-
ed to comply when we have not received any meaningful guid-
ance on the many outstanding issues? Even if regulations are
issued in the near future, there will not be sufficient time
to respond to the new requirements before the rules will be
effective.

Please provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors by

considering the following alternatives:

* Repealing Section 89;

* Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a
year after Treasury issues final regulations;

Simplify the rules by establishing several safe
harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan

sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Barbara Dahl, Director
Employee Welfare Trust
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Equlcm-Equtable HCA Coqpollon
520 Pike SIfeel
Suite 1515
Seattl;e WA 98101
1206) 621-1090

July 20, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

RE: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on plan
sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data required is difficult to obtain and
will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also
lead to large expenses -- at a time when many employers are already finding
the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89
non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to usc such
a complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test," because of the way
the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor
with the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers who offer
both a traditional health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization -- as
they may be required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice
among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of
gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex -- yet, as the effective date draws nearer,
we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be
expected to comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the
many outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future,
there will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before
the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors -- especially those
plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but who are now in a position
where they have to provide their non-discrimination according to nearly
incomprehensible standards -- you should consider the following alternatives:

Repealing Section 89;
- Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a year after

Treasury issues final regulations;
- Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor

alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is

appreciated.

Sincerely,

Robert H. Johnston
Senior Group Representative
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY PRESENTED TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE

ON THE DIVIDENDS RECEIVED DEDUCTION

IN CONNECTION WITH A HEARING ON JULY 13, 1988

REGARDING PROVISIONS THAT MAY BE ADDED TO THE

TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1988 (S. 2238)

SUBMITTED BY IVINS, PHILLIPS & BARKER,

ON BEHALF OF THE FAMILY HOLDING COMPANY GROUP

We represent the Family Holding Companies Group, a

newly-organized group of family investment companies. The

group includes mostly personal holding companies ("PHCs").

Many of the members have substantial "portfolio" stock

investments (i.e., investments in less than 20 percent of the

stock of another corporation).

Personal holding companies are subject to the penalty tax

scheme of Code Sections 541 through 547. Essentially, the

penalty tax requires that all dividends received by a PHC on

portfolio stock investments be passed through in the same year

to the PHC's shareholders to avoid the PHC penalty tax. The

penalty tax is imposed at a 28 percent rate. It is designed to

prevent the accumulation of investment income at the PHC level

and is set at a rate to mimic the shareholder level tax.

Therefore, all dividends received by a PHC bear at least

twofold federal income taxes: a corporate income tax at the

payor level (i.e. the tax paid by a General Motors company

whose stock is owned by the PHC) and an individual shareholder

tax when the amount is distributed by the PHC (or the same

amount of PHC penalty tax if not distributed). To the extent

dividends paid to a PHC are not protected by the dividends

received deduction ("DRD") they bear a third tax -- a 34

percent corporate levy at the PHC level. The DRD, permitting a

K
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partial exclusion of dividends received from the third tax

imposed on PHCs, was 85 percent for fifty years prior to 1987,

80 percent in 1987, and, under current law, is set at 70

percent.

The Ways and Means Committee has now voted to phase down

the DRD from 70 percent to 50 percent (over three years) for

recipient corporate shareholders owning portfolio stock. This

would be an enormous 67 percent increase in tax on such

intercorporate dividends (an increase from 10.2 percent [34% x

30%] to 17 percent [34% x 50%]).

The Family Holding Companies Group opposes any reduction in

the DRD for portfolio dividends. Unless the DRD is retained at

70 percent or the exemption is provided, the already

indefensible third tax on the same corporate earnings will be

increased by two-thirds.

If, however, revenue pressures require a reduction in the

DRD for portfolio dividends, the Family Holding Companies Group

proposes an exception for portfolio dividends received by PHCS

in which the dividends are either subject to the PHC penalty

tax or are distributed to shareholders. The DRD for such

dividends should be no lower than 70 percent.

Alternatively, an exception for dividends passed through

any corporation could be created regardless of whether or not

the recipient was a PHC. To avoid the complexity of tracing

the source of dividends paid out by a non-PHC corporation

claiming a DRD (since such non-PHC corporation will not be

forced by the PHC penalty tax to distribute all dividends it

receives), each dollar distributed as a dividend could be

deemed to be comprised, pro rata, of income from each source

earned by the corporation in that year.
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There is no policy justification for any amount of triple

tax on the same corporate earnings. Most developed countries

are moving toward the elimination of a double tax on corporate

earnings. Most economists and other fiscal experts agree that

the United States should follow these integration systems to

avoid double taxation on corporate profits. Even under our

corporate tax regime, a separate level of taxation is

appropriate only where the recipient of income can consume or

reinvest the income. The first corporate payor can reinvest or

distribute the income it earns in its operations, so the

initial corporate tax may be justified on that basis. The

distributee individual shareholder can reinvest or consume the

amount dividended to him; again, a possible justification for a

separate level of tax. This dual taxation, once at the

corporate level and once again at the shareholder level is the

paradigm of the U.S.

system of taxation for corporate earnings. An intervening

personal holding company, however, must distribute the

dividends it receives; if it does not, it will be subject to a

penalty tax that effectively replicates the shareholder level

tax. There is, therefore, no justification for another layer

of tax on the dividends received by such a corporation where a

corporation passes through the dividends it receives to its

shareholders in the same taxable year it receives them.

Historically, the U.S. tax regime has provided for the

double taxation of corporate earnings but, generally, has never

provided a policy justification for more than two levels of

tax. The small existing triple tax (on the 15 percent, now 30

percent of dividends not subject to the DRD) is an historical

anomaly. Its real policy function was eliminated twenty years

ago.
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A 100 percent DRD existed for all intercovporate dividends

from 1909 until 1935. A reduction in the DRD to 90 percent in

1935 (85 percent in 1936) was made in tandem with the

introduction of graduated corporate rates. The lower rate was

intended solely for small business. (Using the lower rate was

known as obtaining a "surtax exemption," since the higher rate

was known as a surax.) Solely to prevent large corporations

from dividing into many separate smaller corporations to take

advantage of the lower bracket (known as obtaining "multiple

surtax exemptions") the DRD was reduced for all dividends paid

to corporation shareholders so that intercorporate dividends

(the payment of profits from the separate smaller corporations

to the parent) would bear a partial second corporate tax. See

H. R. Report No. 1681, 74th Cong., 1st Sess., 3 (1935)

(President Roosevelt's message to Congress). This reduction in

the DRD from 100 percent in no way signaled a policy decision

that corporate earnings should be subjected to multiple

taxation as they are passed through a chain of corporations.

The policy served was solely to discourage the use of holding

companies to obtain the lower rate of taxation which was

intended solely for small businesses.

The reduced DRD failed to serve fully its intended function

of discouraging multiple surtax exemption use, however. In

1964, after years of effort, Congress offered an incentive to

further attack the surtax exemption problem. It restored the

100 percent DRD for members of an affiliated group that waived

multiple surtax exemptions. This was intended to encourage a

group to trade multiple surtax exemptions for a better

dividends received deduction. This incentive approach was not

fully successful. Finally, the Tax Reform Act of 1969

abolished multiple surtax exemptions for affiliated groups. In
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the process, however, the 85 percent dividends received

deduction, reduced from 100 percent solely to address the

multiple surtax exemption problem, remained untouched. As one

law professor has commented, "the continuation of the tax for

unaffiliated groups (after the 1969 Act] is, however, a

puzzle. The answer may be that the tax was left in place

simply because no voice was raised against it." Schaffer,

"Intercorporate Dividends," 33 Tax Lawyer 161, 176 (1979). A

small amount of triple taxation, therefore, was preserved even

though the purpose of the triple taxation had been removed,

apparently because no voice was raised against this small

amount of triple taxation.

In the 1986 Act, the 85 percent DRD was reduced to 80

percent for the first time in fifty years. This was to reflect

the lower tax rates under the 1986 Act -- that is, to retain

approximately the same total level of triple taxation.-

In the Revenue Act of 1987 the DRD was consciously reduced

to 70 percent as a revenue raising measure. For the first

time, a distinction was made between "portfolio dividends" and

non-portfolio dividends. The rationale, while not well thought

out, appears to be that a corporate shareholder, unless it owns

substantial stick in another corporation, should be treated the

same as any other investor. As the history related above makes

clear, however, this rationale runs directly counter to 80

years of corporate taxation policy. It also runs counter to

international trends in corporate taxation which, through

corporate/shareholder taxation'integration, attempt not to

impose third levels of taxes on corporate earnings but to

eliminate the second level of taxation on c( iorate earnings.

The Treasury Department, in connection with the Finance

Committee's Subchapter C study, testified on October 24, 1983
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in support of a link between the dividends received deduction

and the distribution of the dividends received in the form of a

dividend paid by the corporate recipient. In essence, Treasury

proposed the elimination of multiple levels of corporate

taxation on dividends that are neither consumed nor reinvested

at a corporate recipient level but are "passed through" to a

corporation's shareholders. A 100 percent dividends received

deduction would be appropriate, therefore, for personal holding

companies which must pass through dividends received to their

shareholders to avoid the penalty tax.

The only criticisms that have been leveled against the DRD

for portfolio dividends (see the ALI Subchapter C Reporter's

study on intercorporate investments) pointedly do not apply

where the corporate recipient of the dividends is compelled to

distribute those earnings to its own shareholders (compare the

ALl Reporter's comments on the DRD and regulated investment

companies). Indeed, the rationale that a corporation should be

treated the same as any other investor applies only if the

corporation may use its investment earnings the same as another

investor, i.e., may consume or reinvest those proceeds.

A specific exemption for personal holding companies or

other corporations that act as investment pass through entities

is not without precedent in existing tax law. Mutual funds,

regulated investment companies, real estate investment trusts

and certain S corporations function similarly to family holding

companies. They, of course, are permitted virtually a complete

flow through of earnings so that there is only double taxation

of corporate dividends, not triple taxation. Particularly

since any tax advantage to a personal holding company, if not

entirely eliminated by the personal holding company penalty

tax, has certainly been eliminated by the lowering, for the

first time in history, of the maximum individual rate to a
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level below the maximum corporate rate. Similar flow through

treatment, at least with respect to corporate dividends, is

appropriate for PHCs.

Triple tax on corporate dividends may also have a

pernicious effect on equity markets, already troubled by what

might be characterized as overly speculative behavior in the

takeover-prone 1980s. Family holding companies tend to be

long-term holders of corporate equities. A triple tax on

corporate dividends received, however, will encourage family

holding companies to avoid equity investments and shift their

investments to tax-exempt bonds. The removal of family holding

companies from the stock market could have not only a

depressive effect on the market but may also remove a

stabilizing influence.

The revenue effect of an exclusion from further reductions

in the portfolio DRD for personal holding companies is, at

present, being computed by former government revenue estimators

at Peat, Marwick. Peat, Marwick will make its data available

to the Joint Committee revenue estimators and explain its

methodology at arriving at the cost of the proposed exemption

as soon as it has collected sufficient data to compute a-

trustworthy revenue estimate for a PHC exclusion.
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July 21, 1988

FLOATING POINT
SYSTEMS, INC.

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Ccmmittee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on plan
sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data required is difficult to obtain and
will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also
lead to large expenses - at a time when employers are already finding the cost
of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89
non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such a
complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?

%Ihile there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test," because of the way
the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor with
the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers who offer both
a traditional health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization - as they may
be required under state and federal law.

Is it 'air to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice
among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of
gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex -- yet, as the effective date draws nearer, we
are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be expected
to comply when we have not received any meaninglTul guidance on the many
outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there
will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before the rules
will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors - especially thcse
plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but who are now in a position where
they have to provide non-discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible
standards -- you should consider the following alternatives:

* Repealing Section 89;

" Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a year after
Treasury issues final regulations;

* Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor
alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is
appreciated.

Sincerely,

FLOATING POINT SYSTEMS, INC.

Nancy Andrews,

Director of Human Resources

su:7
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rove
July 19, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox,

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and
administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not most, of
the data required is difficult to obtain and will not be used for
any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also lead to
large expenses -- at a time when many employers are already
finding the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant
Section 89 non-discrimifiation rules are overwhelming. Is it
really necessary to use such a complicated and detailed method to
prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier 'alternate coverage test,
because of the way the test is designed, it will not be available
to any but the plan sponsor with the simplest plan. Indeed, it
will be unavailable to employers- who offer both a traditional
health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization -- as they may
be required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees
with a choice among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-
discriminatory, the cost of gathering and maintaining data, as
well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex -- yet, as the effective date
draws nearer, we are still lacking necessary Treasury
regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when we
have not received any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding
issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there
will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements
before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors--
especially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but
who are now in a position where they have to provide their non-
discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible standards--
you should consider the following alternatives,

- Repealing Section 89;

- Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a year
after Treasury issues final regulations

- Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor
alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Barbara Huson
Human Resource Services Manager
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GENERAL
HOSPITAL

MEDICAL CENTER

July 21, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data-gathering and
administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not most of the
data required is difficult to obtain and will not be used for any
other purpose. Data-gathering and testing will also lead to
large expenses - at a time when many employers are already
finding the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant
Section 89 non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it
really necessary to use such a complicated and detailed method to
prove non-discrimination? While there is a slightly easier
"alternate coverage test" because of the way the test is
designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor
with the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to
employers who offer both a traditional health plan and a health
maintenance organization - as they may be required under state
and federal law. Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to
provide employees with a choice among benefits? Even assuming
that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of gathering and
maintaining data, as well as actual testing are staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex - yet, as the effective date
draws nearer, we are still lacking necessary Treasury
regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when we
have not received any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding
issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there
will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements
before the rules will be effective.

14th ond Colby, P.O. Box 1147, Everett, Washington 98206-1147, (206) 258-6300
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Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
July 21, 1988
Page 2

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors-
especially those plan sponsors who have never discriminated but
are now in a position where they have to prove their non-
discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible standards,
you should consider the following alternatives:

" Repealing Section 89;

* Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least
a year after Treasury issues final regulations;

* Simplify the rules by establishing several safe
harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Assistant Administrator/Human Resources

RK:If
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SUBMISSION BY JACK N. WARREN IN RE TECHNICAL

CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1988

(July 13, 1988)

CLARIFICATION IN SEC. 382 TRANSITIONAL RULE IN 1986 ACT

The Committee is respectfully requested to give

consideration to a technical clarification in Subparagraph (D)

Sec. 621(f)(2) of the 1986 Act, a SEC. 382 TRANSITIONAL RULE.

The rule provides:

"(D) Special Rule For Oil and Gas Drilling
Business.--In the cast of a Texas corporation
incorporated on July 23, 1935, in applying section 382
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as in effect
before and after the amendments made by subsections
(a), (b) and (c) to a loan restructuring agreement
during 1985, section 382(a)(5)(C) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (as added by the amendments made
by subsections (e) and (f) of Section 806 of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976) shall be applied as if it were in
effect with respect to such restructuring or
reorganization."

BACKGROUND: Goldrus Drilling Company, Inc. ("Goldrus") is a

service company engaged since 1935 in drilling oil and gas

wells. After a period of net operating losses (during the

recent downturn of the oil industry), Goldrus entered into a

loan restructuring agreement with its secured bank creditors

(the "Bank Group") in 1985. As a part thereof, the Bank Group

agreed to convert Goldrus debt of $15,857,054 into warrants,

rather than stock itself, for 80% of Goldrus common stock,

since the Bank Group did not want formal ownership of the

stock. The relationship of the Bank Group to 80% of Goldrus

common, (i.e. possession available upon call and payment of the

nominal sum of $80), i- essentially the same as that of a

grantor of the corpus of a revocable trust.

Sec. 382 limits use of loss carryovers (NOLs) whefe there

is a change of ownership of a loss corporation, with certain

exceptions. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 revision of Sec. 382

provided an exception for a stock purchase or acquisition by an

exchange of debt-for-stock by a bona fide creditor (recognizing

that such exchanges do not involve trafficking in loss

corporations). The 1976 revision, after a series of effective
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date postponements, was repealed in connection with the 1986

revision. New Sec. 382(1)(5) provides a similar change of

ownership exception for creditor exchanges of debt-for-stock in

a title 11 or similar proceeding.

TRANSITIONAL RULE PROVIDED. In Sec. 621(f)(2) of 1986 Act

Congress provided, in response to Goldrus' request, a limited

transitional rule permitting application to its 1985 debt

restructure of the exception in the 1976 Revision for exchanges

of debt-for-stock by bona fide creditors.

PROBLEM WITH TRANSITIONAL RULE. The Bank Group received

warrants (which have never been exercised), rather than stock,

for their claims against Goldrus. Old Sec. 382 provides for

application of Sec. 318 attribution rules, so that the Bank

Group, as holder of warrants, is treated as constructive owner

of 80% of Goldrus common stock. The transition rule in Sec.

621(f)(2), in combination with Sec. 318 attribution rules,

treats stock subject to warrants as constructively owned by the

Bank Group, and as qualifying for the 1976 Revision exception

for creditor exchanges of debt-for-stock.

Unfortunately, the 1986 revision of Sec. 382 modifies Sec.

318 attribution rules so that stock subject to a warrant is

attributed to the holder only if this results in a change in

ownership. Counsel advises that in view of this and the

language of the transitional rule in applying the exception in

the 1976 revision, there is an uncertainty as to whether stock

subject to the Bank Group's warrants is treated as outstanding

in 1985 and subsequent years after application of the

transitional rule. If not treated as outstanding, there may be

an unintended disqualifying change of ownership due to

inconsistent treatment of stock subject to such warrants.

TECHNICAL CORRECTION: Goldrus urges that the transitional rule

in Sec. 621(f)(2) of the 1986 Act be amended to clarify that

stock subject to warrants issued in such loan restructuring

shall be deemed to be outstanding during the period such
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warrants are outstanding. Such clarification will carry out

the intended purpose of Sec. 521(f)(2) of the 1986 Act.

Although the Staff has responsibility for drafting statutory

language to implement the Committee's decision, the following

is suggested as a guide:

"Subparagraph (D) of Sec. 621(f)(2) of the TaA Reform
Act of 1986 is amended by deleting the period at the
end thereof, substituting a comma, and adding the
following: 'and stock subject to warrants issued
pursuant to such loan restructuring agreement shall be
deemed to be outstanding stock of such corporation
during the period such warrants are outstanding.'"

REVENUE COST: Since the proposed amendment merely clarifies a

transition rule in the 1986 Act, limited to a single

corporation, there should be no revenue cost.

92-267 0 - 89 - 9
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SUBMISSION BY THE HON. MIKE GRAVEL July 11, 1988

TMHCHNICAL CORRF/CTION OF UNUSUAL EFFECTIVE DATE PROVISION IN 1986 ACT

The Committee is respectfully requested to give consideration to a

technical amendment to CORRECT AN UNUSUAL EFFECTIVE DATE PROVISION, which

is found in Sec. 621(f)(5) of the 1986 Act.

As the Committee is well aware, changes in tax law normally apply

to all transactions after date of enactment (or date of Committee action

or Treasury Announcement in some cases). In cases where taxpayers have

made commitments in reliance on Old Law, Congress may make Old Law

applicable, but if general desirability of Old Law is unclear, and

Congress wishes to help those acting in reliance on old law, it will make

old law elective with them, with others subject to general effective date.

The background: Sec. 382 limitations on use of NOLs and credit

carryovers (both Old Law and 1986 Act) are triggered by disqualifying

changes in ownership of a loss corporation. The general effective date of

1986-Sec. 382 is a disqualifying ownership change following a purchase

after December 31, 1986, or following a reorganization where plan is

adopted after December 31, 1986.

A special effective date is provided in Sec. 621(f)(5), i.e. Old Law

is to apply where an ownership change results from a reorganization plan

or exchange of debt-for-stock after 1986 in a title 11 case if a petition

was filed before Aug. 14, 1986. But for this exception, the general

effective date would apply New Sec. 382 in the case of a petition under

title 11 filed before Aug. 14, 1986, where the ownership change occurs

pursuant to purchases, or a reorganization plan adopted, after 12/31/86.

In drafting the special effective date, Legislative Staff apparently

believed that Old Sec. 382 was more favorable to taxpayers than New 382,

and that Ch. 11 filings were made in reliance on existing tax law.
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Old Sec. 382 was more favorable than New Sec. 382 to corporations in

title 11, in view of New Sec. 382's reduction in NOLs by interest payments

to creditors and by one-half of excluded debt-discharRe income. However,

New Sec. 382 provides a certainty in planning to qualify, not available

under Old Sec. 382. To some taxpayers the reduction in NOLs is a

reasonable cost or toll charge to pay for the additional certainty in

planning a title 11 reorganization which meets requirements of Sec. 382.

While in some cases taxpayers may be acting in reliance on existing

law in filing petitions in bankruptcy, this can hardly be the case where

economic necessity compels such filings. Or in cases where although the

timing of filing a petition is within control of the shareholders, the

creditors thereafter dominate (via court appointee) the reorganization.

To summarize: AlthouRh in some title 11 cases Old Sec. 382 may be

regarded as more desirable than New Sec. 382 and there may be reliance

thereon in filing a petition in title 11 (as assumed by Staff), there

clearly are other title 11 cases in which filing in bankruptcy is an

economic necessity not involving reliance on existing tax law, since there

is no alternative. And there will be cases in which the greater certainty

of New Sec. 382 (even at cost of reduced NOLs) is regarded as preferable

to Old Sec. 382. Sec. 621(f)(5) of 1986 Act fails to take into account

the latter two cases.

Technical Correction: Consistent with the normal legislative

practice governing effective dates of tax amendments, it is submitted that

if Congress intended to help those title 11 corporations who acted in

reliance on old Sec. 382, the special effective d4te provision, Sec.

621(f)(5), should have been limited to those title 11 corporations filing

a petition before August 14, 1986, who elected to have Old Sec. 382 apply.

This would leave other title 11 corporations subject to the general

effective date of Sec. 382. Accordingly, it is urged that Sec. 621(f)(5)

of the 1986 Act be amended to make its application conditional on taxpayer

making an election thereunder. For example:

- 2 --
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"Paragraph 5 of section 621(f) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 is

amended by deletinA the period at the end thereof and substituting

the following: ', and if the taxpayer elects to have the provisions

of this paragraph a2ply.'"

Alternatively, if it is desired to place the burden of election on the

taxpayer desiring the general effective date:

"Paragraph 5 of section 621(f) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 is

amended by deleting the period at the end thereof ind substituting

the following: ', unless the taxp e lec to hav the amendments,

made ky subsections a " and cj qRjj I any auch ownership

change."'

Revenue Cost Should be Negligible. It is assumed there will be some

title 11 corporations which will not attempt to qualify for loss

carryovers, in the absence of the certainty provided by New Sec. 382, but

that there will be other title 11 corporations (prdferring the certainty

of New Sec. 382, even with reduced NOLs), who will claim the greater NOLs

under Old Sec. 382 if New.Sec. 382 is not available. It is not

unreasonable to anticipate that the increase in tax saving by corporations

claiming reduced tax savings under New Sec. 382 will be offset by the tax

savings foregone by a smaller number of corporations who would pursue NOLs

under Old Sec. 382 if New Sec. 382 is not available. Hence, revenue cost

of the technical correction should be negligible.
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Committee on Finance
United States Senate

Statement of the Greater Cleveland Domed Stadium Corporation
for Submission and Inclusion
in the Printed Record of

the Committee on Finance Hearing held on
Wednesday, July 13, 1988 at 10:00 a.m.

Concerning Tax Issues

The Greater Cleveland Domed Stadium Corporation is an Ohio nonprofit

corporation, established by representatives of the Governor and General

Assembly of Ohio, the Mayor of the City of Cleveland and other city and local

government officials in the Greater Cleveland area, and representatives of the

private sector, for the purpose of financing and constructing a new stadium

intended primarily to house, and to retain in Cleveland, the professional

baseball and football franchises that are now located there. Since the

Corporation's request to testify at your July 13, 1988 hearing on proposed tax

law changes was not granted, the Corporation takes this opportunity to submit

its comments In writing.

The proposed stadium project Is already the subject of subparagraph

(A) of Section 1317(3) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 'the "Act"), which

authorizes the issuance of up to $200 million of tax-exempt "exempt facility"

bonds. That provision now describes the project to be financed as a "domed

stadium," but H.B. 4333, The Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988, would

eliminate the word "domed" In describing the kind of stadium that may be

financed under that transition provision. The Corporation requests that, in

addition to that change, subparagraph (A) of Section 1317(3) of the Act be

amended so as to include an arena, in addition to the stadium, as a facility

that could be financed from the proceeds of the amount of bonds authorized

under that subparagraph. Such a provision was included as Section

10213(g)(3)(B) of the technical corrections portion of the Revenue Act of 1987

as passed by the House of Representatives on October 29, 1987, but then

omitted from that bill, along with all of the other proposed technical

corrections, in the Conference Committee before final passage of that Bill.

The effect of that provision would have been to amend the existing transition

provision in Section 1317(3)(A) of the Act to substitute for the language "a

domed stadium" the words "one or both of a stadium, whether open or covered,

and an arena in or adjacent to the proposed site of the stadium, and as to the
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stadium-". No change would have been made. nor is any change requested, in

the amount ($200 million) of bonds that could be issued for the purpose of

financing costs of the facility. The Corporation has acquired and now owns

the land in downtown Cleveland that will be the site of the new stadium and

that also could accommodate an arena.

While it was the expectation of the Corporation - and of the various

constituencies in Greater Cleveland and the State of Ohio that it represents

-- at the time that the transition rule in the Act was enacted to construct a

stadium that would be covered by a roof during at least a part of each year,

it was not at the request or suggestion of the Corporation that the transition

provision be limited to a "domed" stadium. In its other undertakings and

agreements, the Corporation has attempted to maintain flexibility as to

whether the stadium would be covered or not, but the drafters of the existing

transition provision, responding to information that was provided to them most

of which referred to the expectation at the time that the stadium would be

covered, included the word "domed" to describe the stadium.

As the Corporation has proceeded with planning and design activities

for the stadium, representatives of the major-league baseball and football

teams located in Cleveland have stated a current preference for an open

stadium. The Corporation is, therefore, appreciative of the fact that the

requested change eliminating the word "domed" from the existing transition

provision is included in the technical corrections portion of the pending

Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988, and urges retention of that provision in

that Bill.

Central to the Corporation's function in attempting to finance and

construct a new sports facility or facilities in downtown Cleveland, and to

the determination by the Internal Revenue Service of the Corporation's

charitable status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, is the

economic revitalization of the Greater Cleveland area that will be supported

and enhanced by the development of a needed sports facility or facilities.

The Corporation has acquired approximately 28 acres of land at a location in

downtown Cleveland as the site of the proposed facility and has begun the

process of demolition of structures on that site, most of which were

determined by the City of Cleveland to be blighted. The site is suffic~ently
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large and its location is such as to be suitable for the construction of a

sports arena as well as a multi-purpose stadium of sufficient size to

accommodate professional football and baseball games. Bated on cost estimates

for the construction of a stadium that the Corporation has received fro~n its

expert consultants and contractors, it appears that an open-air stadium could

be constructed for an amount substantially less than the $200 million of

exempt facility bonds authorized by the existing transition provision. That

difference in cost could, if the requested amendment is approved, be applied

to the cost of construction of an adjacent arena without increasing the

principal amount of the bonds already permitted to be issued.

One of the important considerations leading to the initial plan for a

covered stadium was the expectation that such a facility, because of its

ability to attract a larger number of events than Just professional sports,

would have a significantly greater impact on the creation of jobs and economic

development in the Greater Cleveland area than would be the case with an open-

air facility. Should it be the case, however, that the expressed desires of

the professional sports teams and economic and other considerations result in

the determination that an open-air stadium should be constructed, the

construction of a smaller enclosed sports arena that could accommodate

additional events could be expected to produce many ef the hoped-for job

creation and economic development benefits that the Corporation was

established to provide. The Corporation continues to believe, on the basis of

tle best information and advice available to it, that the availability of the

lower-cost financing for the project that tax-exempt bonds can provide will

probably be a critical element in the ability of the community to provide

either or both of a stadium and an arena.

As recent events in a number of cities involving relocations or

proposed relocations of professional sports franchises have shown, suitable

facilities are often an important, even critical, factor In determining

whether a community will be able to retain or attract professional sports

franchises with the attendant economic benefits that such franchises bring to

a community. The Weatherhead School of Management of Case Western Reserve

University estimated in 1985 that the location and operation of the
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professional football and baseball teams in Cleveland results annually in a

minimum of $50 million of econc-)Ic activity in the Greater Cleveland area.

The Corpuzat 1 ii, believes that the construction of a new stadium may be

critical to the retention of those teams and that the construction of an

enc sed arena in conjunction with the stadium would contribute significantly

to the redevelopment of an important area of downtown Cleveland, to further

ancillary development of hotels, parking and restaurant facilities and to the

creation of jobs in connection with these and other enterprises, all of which

would contribute in a very significant way to the continuing revitalization of

downtown Cleveland and the benefits that that will bring to the entire Greater

Cleveland community.

As stated above, the Corporation is not requesting authorization for

the issuance of any greater amount of bonds than is already provided for_in

current law. The requested change would simply provide for the Corporation,

and the public-private partnership involving the State of Ohio, the City of

Cleveland and other local governments, business organizations and other

private persons and organizations that it represents, with the needed

flexibility to determine what kind or kinds of new sports facilities will best

serve the needs of Greater Cleveland.

We appreciate this opportunity to present this request and statement

to your Committee. The representatives of the Corporation listed below will

be glad to respond to any requests for information that you may wish to make.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas M. Lynch, Executtve Director

Eugene L. Kramer, Counsel for Thomas H. Lynch, Executive Director
Greater Cleveland Domed Stadium Greater Cleveland Domed Stadium
Corporation Corporation
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey Terminal Tower, Suite 645
1800 Huntington Building Cleveland, Ohio 44113
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 (216)623-3663
(216)687-8525
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July 19, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
US Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate-ffice Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

RE: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Re-
form Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and
administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not most,
of the data required is difficult to obtain and will not be
used for any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will
also lead to large expense -- at a time when many employers
are already finding the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of nondiscrimination is laudable, but the result-
ant Section 89 nondiscrimination rules are overwhelming. Is
is really necessary to use such a complicated and detailed
method to prove nondiscrimination?

Although there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage
test," because of it's design, it will not be available ex-
cept to any but the plan sponsor with the simplest plan. in-
deed, it will be unavailable to employers who offer both a
traditional health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization
-- as they may be required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employ-
ees with a choice among benefits? Even assuming that a plan
is nondiscriminatory, the cost of gathering and maintaining
data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex -- yet, as the effective
date draws nearer, we are stil? lacking necessary Treasury
regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when we
have not received any meaningful guidance on the many out-
standing issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near
future, there will not be sufficient time to respond to the
new requirements before the rules will become effective.
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HALL LABORATOMRS, NEC

page 2, cont.
July 19, 1988

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors --
especially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated"
but who are not in a position where they have to provide
their nondiscrimination according to nearly incomprehensible
standards, I would request your consideration of one or more
of the following alternatives:

1) Repealing Section 89;

2) Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a year
after Treasury issues final regulations;

3) Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor
alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

HAL LABORATORIES, INC.

Andrw M.rPinkowski

Chairman of the Board

AMP:pra
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HOAG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL PRESBYTERIAN
301 NEWPORT BOULEVARD) BOX Y , NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA 92658-8912 • PHONE (714) 645-8600

July 19, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Ccnittee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen, Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

I would like to make som comments for the record of the hearing on
the Technical Corrections to Section 89 held on July 13, 1988.

While I do recognize Section 89's goal of non-discrimination, I would
prefer the rules and tests be simpler and more workable. Also I
would like to recomnend that the regulations be ccrplete and
thorough, not leaving important questions unanswered. Also
employers need to be given more lead time in ocmpleting the tests
and implementing the law.

Lastly, it must be realized that employers will be faced with spend-
ing a significant amount of dollars to hire extra personnel to
gather the data, run the necessary tests on all plans, and to
support the program on an on-going basis. It is expecting too
mud of U.S. employers to outlay funds for these kinds of activities.
ODBRA was bad enough.

Sincerely,

Ann C. King
Benefits Manager

AK/ac
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July 13, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator Ed Mihalski, Minority Chief of Staff
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building SH-203, Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510 Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Record of the hearing on Technical Corrections (July 13, 1988)

Dear Senate Finance Committee:

As a New England regional Actuarial and Benefits Consulting firm with over 500
clients, we would like to register our comments on the implementation of the
antidiscrimination testing outlined in IRS Code Section 89.

The tests will involve tremendous effort on the part of employers in collecting
employeee data, recording sworn statements, tracking eligibility rules and valuing
benefit plans.

Preliminary reviews of a mid size client with a single work place and 4,500
employees shows as many as 20 separate plans to test under the existing
definitions of Section 89. The expense of testing this number of plans will
pressure employers to cut back benefit options to a standard minimum. Provision
of more generous benefit packages available to all employees will be discouraged
for fear that the higher paid will opt for this coverage, causing problems with
discrimination testing.

Implementation of Section 89 is impossible without regulations covering the many
specific applications where ambiguities now exist. To date the central element of
testing, the method for valuation of health benefits, is not described in the
law. Once regulations are issued we would require at least one year to review
clients plans, recommend any changes and help them develop computer capabilities
for the data collection required.

We urge you to consider simpler, less costly proposals for assuring that
nontaxable employee benefits do not discriminate in favor of highly compensated
employees. The expense employers will undertake in testing under the current law
will be a large waste of resources better spent.

Sincerely,

Daniel H. Arnold

/jcb

cc: APPWP
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"'' ' 4"'' July 13J, 1988 , .. ..

HAND DELIVERED

MS. Laura WilcoxHearing Admnistrator, U.S. Senate

Committee on Finance
Room SD205
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments on S.2238, Technical Corrections Act
of 1988, Effect of 1986 Tax Reform Act Retroactive

Repeal of Investment Tax Credit on Horizon Air

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

This statement explains an unusual and totally

unforeseen problem now facing Horizon Air Industries, Inc. d/b/a
Horizon Air, a large commuter air carrier based in Seattle,
Washington, as well as its parent corporation, Alaska Air Group,
Inc. also headquartered in Seattle. The problem arises from the

retroactive repeal of the investment tax credit which under the
legislative history of the 1986 Tax Reform Act was not supposed
to adversely affect contracts entered into prior to January ,
1986. However, because of the unusual confluence of
circumstances set forth below, Horizon will be deprived of any
investment tax credit unless a technical correction addressing
Horizon Air's problem is includein S.228.

The relevant facts are next discussed.

On August 30, 1985, Horizon Air Industries (Horizon")
entered into a contract for the purchase of ten new DHC-8
aircraft from The De Havilland Aircraft of Canada Limited (aDe
Havilland) at a cost of $5.55 million each (total purchase price
of $55.5 million). Horizon made a downpayment of $1 million on
the contract. Expected delivery dated were December 1985 through
November 1986. Horizon agreed to assign he purchase contracts

to UT Financial Services Corporation ("UT Financial") in December
1985 and to lease the planes back from UT Financial. The leases
contemplated that UT Financial would be entitled to an investment
tax credit of 10 percent of the cost of each plane and provided
that, if such credits were not available, Horizon would pay an

increased monthly rent to UT Financial over the 14 year lease
term.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 retroactively repealed the
investment tax credit for property placed in service after 1985
unless certain transitional rules applied. Horizon satisfied one

of the statutory transitional rules since it had a binding
contract to purchase the aircraft prior to December 3h, 1985.
However, the Conference Report states that the binding contract"
exception is not available if a contract has a liquidated damages
clause providing for damages of under 5 percent of the contract.
Since the Horizon-De Havilland contract limited damages to the $1
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million downpayment (roughly 2 percent of the contract price), it
would not be considered *binding" under that report, despite the
fact that $1 million is by no means a minimal amount of damages.

The obvious policy behind the Conference Report is to
require that payments under a liquidated damages clause in a
purchase contract. be significant enough such that the buyer will
not easily "walk away" from the contract. Only under such
circumstances can a contract truly be considered binding. In
implementing this policy, the Conference Report assumed that a 5
percent damages clause would ensure that a buyer would not
default on a contract. However, in the context of a company such
as Horizon, those same policy considerations are satisfied in the
instant case. Clearly Horizon was not going to walk away and
leave $1 million on the table. Horizon's average operating
revenues for its 1984 and 1985 fiscal years were only $51 million
and it had an average net operating profit of only $1.15 million
for those same years. The $1 million downpayment was extremely
significant to Horizon and ensured it would honor this contract,
as in fact, it did. Obviously, this contract was binding on
Horizon when it was signed in 1985 in every real sense of the
word.

Nine of the ten planes were in fact placed in service
during 1986 (one each in February, March, June, September and
November and four in December) and Horizon is paying additional
monthly rents of approximately $58,900 because of the
unavailability of the investment credit. Over the fourteen-year
lease term, Horizon will be required to pay approximately $9.9
million in additional rents, which costs must be passed on to air
travel customers in the Northwest United States. To the extent
the costs cannot be passed on to customers, Horizon will have to
reduce its employee or other costs to remain competitive, thus
setting off significant repercussions among Horizon's almost 1000
employees in the states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana and
Utah.

In April 1987, UT Financial exercised its contractual
right to lock-in the higher monthly lease payments predicated on
the assumption that the investment tax credit would not be
available. However, UT Financial also transferred to Horizon the
right to pursue the investment tax credit to which Horizon
believes it should be entitled. If Horizon Air can realize the
investment tax credit on these 10 aircraft which it most
certainly deserves and thereby partially offset the now permanent
higher lease payments Horizon is required to pay UT Financial,
that savings can be passed on to its customers in the form of
fare reductions as well as helping Horizon's employees and the
many business which rely on Horizon.

Si rely yours,

Marshall S. Sinick

MSS:nlh
Enclosure

cc: Honorable Charles A. Vanik
William Diefenderfer, Esq.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
CONCERNING JULY 13, 1988, SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING

ON THE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1988 BY QUJINCY S. ABBOT,
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, THE CIGNA CORPORATION
ON BEHALF OF THE INSURANCE ACCOUNTING GROUP

CONCERNING THE INSURANCE ACCOUNTING PROPOSAL INTENDED TO ELIMINATE
ON A REVENUE NEUTRAL BASIS THE NEGATIVE IMPACT ON FINANCIAL

REPORTING OF THE LOSS RESERVE DISCOUNTING RETIREMENT FOR
INSURANCE COMPANIES OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986

The Insurance Accounting Group ("IAG") consists of a group of
companies engaged in the property and casualty insurance business.
Companies included in the group include the following: The
Travelers Insurance Company, Cigna Corporation, CNA Insurance
Companies, The Hartford Insurance Group, USF&G, Lincoln National
Corporation, North American Company, St. Paul Fire and Marine,
Chubb & Son Insurance, Firemans Fund, Continental Insurance
Company. The Chairman of the IAG is Quincy S. Abbot, Senior Vice
President, of Cigna Corporation. The IAG requests that the Senate
Finance Committee include as part of the tax legislation it is
preparing the Insurance Accounting Proposal. The Insurarce
Acounting Proposal is intended to eliminate on a revenue neutral
basis the negative impacts on financial reporting of the loss
reserve discounting requirement enacted as part of the Tax Reform
Act of 1986.

The purpose of this proposal is not to urge the Congress to
revisit its basic decision concerning discounting but to eliminate
the negative impacts on both regulatory surplus (net worth) and
shareholder reporting through a technical Internal Revenue Code
amendment which is specifically designed to have no revenue cost.

The proposal would have the effect of permitting insurance
companies to establish an asset which would reflect the ability to
deduct the discount component of the reserve at some point in the
future. This result would be accomplished on a revenue neutral
basis. The proposal accomplishes these results by providing
insurance companies with a separate temporary deduction with
respect to the difference between the amount of reserves which the
taxpayer has on an undiscounted basis and the amount of the
reserves which the taxpayer has on a discounted basis (hereinafter
referred to as the "Discount Deduction"). The amount of the
Discount Deduction flows into a special reserve account. The
amount generally flows back into income in the year in which the
taxpayer would have been otherwise entitled to the Discount
Deduction. The Discount Deduction may be taken only if the
taxpayer also prepays through a separate estimated tax payment the
tax which will be generated when the amount in the special reserve
account flows back into income.

A taxpayer is entitled to utilize the separate estimated tax
payment only against taxes due and only when the amount in the
special reserve account is brought back into income. This will
occur generally in the year in which the taxpayer would have
otherwise been entitled to the Discount Deduction (i.e., when it
would have been otherwise deductible as an addition to the regular
loss reserve account). In the unlikely event that the taxpayer
haj incurred no tax liability as a result of the release of the
special reserve back into income at the end of 15-years, the
taxpayer is entitled to a separate refundable tax credit equal to
the Lnutilized separate estimated tax payment at that point.
Given the normal business cycle of the insurance industry and the
increased level of income tax generally under the 1986 Act, this
as a practical matter is an extremely remote possibility.
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Following this summary is a detailed description of the
proposal. Any questions with respect to the proposal should be
directed to the tax counsel for the IAG as follows:

Kenneth J. Kies, Esq.
Baker & Hostetler
1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
llth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20036
202-861-1566

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL TO ELIMINATE ON A REVENUE NEUTRAL
BASIS THE NEGATIVE IMPACI ON FINANCIAL REPORTING OF THE LOSS

RESERVE DISCOUNTING REQUIREMENT FOR INSURANCE COMPANIES
OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986

I. INTRODUCTION.

A. Changes in Tax Reform Act of 1986 Act Affecting
Insurance Companies Engaged in the Property/Casualty
Insurance Business.

As a result of the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
insurance companies engaged in the property/casualty insurance
business are now required to discount loss reserves and to
accelerate the taxation of the unearned premium reserve. Such
companies also are required to reduce the deduction for incurred
losses in an amount equal to 15% of tax-exempt interest and the
dividends received deductions attributable to investments acquired
after August 7, 1986.

The discounting adjustment and the unearned premium
adjustment accelerate the recognition of taxable income.
Insurance companies will report in financial statements the same
amount of earned premium and deduct the same amount of losses but
the accounting periods when the income and deductions will be
taken for tax reporting now differ from those applicable for
financial reporting. In the vernacular of the accounting
profession, these differences are described as temporary
differences.

In addition, all companies, including insurance companies,
are subject to a new corporate alternative minimum tax. The new
corporate alternative minimum tax in most cases assures that a
corporation will pay tax because tax loss carryovers and tax
credit utilization is limited to 90% of the tentative minimum
taxable income before tax loss carryovers and tax credits.
Further, in computing corporate alternative minimum taxable
income, companies generally must include fifty percent of
unreported business profits in corporate alternative minimum
taxable income.

B. Negative Effects of Discounting on Reporting by
Insurance Companies to State Regulators and
Shareholders.

This proposal is generally intended to address, on a revenue
neutral basis, the significant negative impact on insurance
companies reports to state regulators and shareholders which
results from the discounting requirement. This negative effect
limits the ability of companies to write insurance due to the
reduction in the surplus of the companies. For example, consider
a company that earns $300 in premiums and establishes on its books
$300 in undiscounted loss reserves with the related discounted
loss reserves equal to $200. It must pay and accrue against
regulatory surplus $34 of tax with zero pre-tax income because
state regulators will not permit establishing a $34 tax asset in
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anticipation of deducting the $100 of discount as it accrues to
the reserve for tax purposes. The $34 tax paid reduces surplus
(net worth). Since state regulators effectively limit a company's
premiums written to three times surplus, the company's ability to
underwrite new insurance is redYced by roughly the amount of the
discount. Likewise, FAS No. 96 , which governs financial
reporting to shareholders, generally limits the company's ability
to reflect the entire $34 tax asset, thus, resulting in a
reduction of reported earnings.

C. Initial Analysis of the Revenue Effects of The Tax
Reform Act of 1986.

An initial analysis of the impact of the 1986 Act on
insurance companies in the property/casualty business suggests
that the revenue effect of the 1986 Act is significantly exceeding
what was projected at the time the legislation was enacted.
Discussions with individual companies support this conclusion.
More significantly, however, the Insurance Service Office, Inc.
("ISO") has prepared and recently released an overall study of
this effect entitled "The Effects of the 1986 Tax Reform Act on
the Property/Casualty Insurance Industry," (March 1988). The
general conclusions of the report contained in its Executive
Summary are as follows:

The property/casualty industry's
1987 federal income tax bill is estimated
to be $2.8 billion, or $2.4 billion more
than would have been paid under the old
law. The $6.6 billion tax increase in
1988 and 1989 calculated in the study,
combined with the additional $2.4 billion
for 1987 because of the new law, means
that the industry will pay $9.0 billion
more over that three-year period than
under the old law. (See Appendix II.)
This tax burden surpasses the federal
government's preliminary projection of an
additional tax liability for the
property/casualty insurance industry of
$7.5 billion ovir the five-year period
from 1987-1991.

Much of the increased revenue effect is due to the
discounting provision. As a consequence, the negative effects
upon financial reporting to shareholders and state regulatory
authorities is significantly greater than would be the case if the
1986 Act was causing only the revenue effect which was anticipated
at the time of its enactment.

1 FAS No. 96 is a recent statement of the Financial Accounting
Standards Board which governs accounting for income taxes.
It was promulgated in final form in December 1987.

2 ISO is a non-profit corporation that makes available advisory
ratings, statistical, actuarial, policy form and related
services to any U.S. property/casualty insurer.

As reflected in the "Sensitivity Analysis" of the ISO study,
its conclusions relative to the impact of the 1986 Act
"remain virtually unchanged" as a result of variations in the
key assumptions used in the study. See page 21 of the ISO
study.
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II. TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF PROPOSAL.

A. Conceptual Description.

As indicated, the 1986 Act requires insurance companies to
discount unpaid loss reserves undqr section 846 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended,' whether or not the unpaid loss
reserves were discounted in statements furnished to state
insurance regulators or to shareholders. Insurance companies
generally do not discount unpaid loss reserves in these statements
except in some instances, such as workers' compensation income
payments where the amount of the periodic payment is known.

Under this proposal, deductions for additions to a special
loss discount account (hereinafter referred to as the "Discount
Deduction") will be allowed but not in excess of the amount of
discount attributable to losses incurred after December 31, 1986.
Hence, no special deduction is allowed for losses incurred prior
ta January 1, 1987, which discount is eligible for the fresh start
provision. Any amount added to the special loss discount reserve
must be restored to income no later than the close of 15 years,
which coincides with the loss carryforward period.

The Discount Deduction is allowed only if the company
prepays, through a separate estimated tax payment, the tax which
will be generated when the amount in the special reserve account
flows back into income. The amount of the separate estimated tax
payment will equal the amount of the tax benefit of the deduction.
Like other estimated tax payments, these separate estimated tax
payments will be treated for financial accounting purposes and
regulatory accounting purposes as an asset. These separate
estimated tax payments may be credited against the taxpayer's tax
liability only as the amount in the special reserve account flows
back into income. This will occur generally in the year the
deduction would otherwise have been utilized. If the company has
no tax to pay by the end of year 15 because of othet deductions,
the company is entitled to a separate refundable tax credit equal
to the amount of the unused separate estimated tax payments.

The proposal generally will apply for purposes of calculating
potential corporate alternative minimum tax liability in the same
manner it does for purposes of calculating the regular corporate
tax liability. In determining whether a taxpayer has a corporate
alternative minimum tax liability, the taxpayer would compare the
corporate regular tax liability (including the amount of separate
estimated tax payments made under this proposal) with the
corporate alternative minimum tax liability (including the amount
of separate estimated tax payments assuming the corporate
alternative minimum tax applies). In computing the amount of
separate estimated tax payments required to be made for corporate
alternative minimum tax purposes it would be necessary to make the
following assumptions: (1) the tax benefit would be computed by
utilizing the 20% marginal rate; and (2) during those years (1987-
89) that the book income adjustment applies, the impact of that
adjustment would have to be taken into account in computing the
tax benefit of the special Discount Deduction.

The proposal is designed to have no net revenue effect in any
year. The tax effect of the additional Discount Deductions will
be exactly offset by the required separate estimated tax payments
in the exact amount of the tax benefits. As is the case for
estimated tax payments generally, the separate estimated tax

"Section" references are to provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, unless otherwise indicated.
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oa'ments are treated as tax payments for all Internal Revenue Code
urposes. The separate estimated tax payments may be credited
.gainst the taxpayer's tax liability generally in the year the
deduction would otherwise have been utilized. There is
theoretically a potential revenue cost at the end of 15 years when
the refundable tax credit is triggered if no tax has been paid by
reason of losses. The refundable tax credit feature of the
proposal is vital to achieve the desired financial accounting and
statutory reporting. Given that a 15-year period encompasses one
to three property and casualty industry operating cycles, that
enhanced taxable income is created by the 1986 Act, and that tax
strategies will reflect the new corporate alternative minimum tax,
it is highly unlikely as a practical matter that a company would
rot have paid a tax and utilized the separate estimated tax
payments before the end of the 15-year period.

While the proposal is applicable to taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1987, the amendment provides special rules for
Discount Deductions attributable to losses incurred after
December 31, 1986, the effective date of section 846 added by the
1986 Act.

B. Example of Operation of the Insurance Accounting
Proposal.

The application of the new section 832(g) may be illustrated
by the example below. It should be emphasized that this example
only illustrates the operation of the proposal for reserves
initially established in 1990 and tracks the operation of the
proposal for those 1990 reserves for tax years 1990, 1991, and
1992.

Company A is required by state law
or regulation to set aside undiscounted,
unpaid loss reserves with respect to
certain liability insurance. For 1990,
the amounts so set aside with respect to
losses incurred in 1990 is $300x. The
related discounted, unpaid losses are
$200x. Company A's taxable income,
computed without regard to the Discgunt
Deduction allowed by new section
832(g)(1), was $250x in 1990. By making
separate estimated tax payments of $34x
as required by section 832(g)(2), Company
A was allowed a Discount Deduction of
$100x for 1990. Company A added $100x to
its loss discount account in 1990.

At the end of 1991, Company A had
undiscounted, unpaid losses incurred in
1990 in the amount of $200x and related
discounted losses of $175x. Company A is
required to subtract $75x from the
special loss reserve discount account
since the amount in the account with
respect to losses incurred in 1990 may
not exceed $25x (the excess of $200x over
$175x). The $75x subtracted from the
account must be included in gross income
of Company A for 1991. Company A had
taxable income of $100x for 1991 before
inclusion of the $75x subtracted from the
special loss reserve discount account in
income. Since Company A will pay tax as
a result of the amount released from the
special loss reserve-discount account in
income, $25.5x of the separate estimated
tax payments made in 1990 may be credited
against the taxpayer's tax liability in
1991.
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At the end of 1992, Company A has
taxable income of $500x before inclusion
of any amount released back into income
from the special loss reserve discount
account. The amount of its undiscounted,
unpaid loss incurred in 1990 is $150x and
the related discounted, unpaid loss is
$140x; i.e., the excess at the end of
1992 is $10x. Another $15x must be
subtracted from the special loss reserve
discount account and included in gross
income. Since Company A pays additional
tax in 1992 as a result of the inclusion
in income of the $15x subtracted from-the
special loss reserve discount account,
separate estimated tax payments made in
1990 with respect to the $15x of discount
subtracted from the special loss reserve
discount account in 1992 may be credited
against the taxpayer's tax liability in
1992.

The overall results of this example are illustrated in chart form
as Appendix A.
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UA 01 T3 01mAflT 01 U 13090. "0 LPRO W 91KUVE
T.I'lLy N AILIT3M If 10 Pm Ta h Is 0. 1991. M 1121

Undiscounted Lose
Reserves for 1990 $300X $200X $150X

Discounted Loss
Reserves for 1990 $2001 $175X $140X

Taxable Incom Before Special
Loss Reserve Deduction
the Insurance Accounting Proposal $250X $100X $500X

I. CALCTJOATION 01 tA LTAI.TY

Taxable Income Before
Discount Deduction $250X $1001 $5001

Special Reserve Deduction ($100x) 0 0

Addition to Gross
Incoe an a Result of
Release of Reserve in
Special Lose Reserve
Deduction Account 9 .
Taxable Inc After Discount
Deduction or Addition to Incom
Under Insurance Accotia
Proposal

III. 3.EUI N.U .~&"A lTmaTm A PAYr An ITATIM 0M
SPI&IAL -an ACCOUNT

ZXiL anJ~ Jm

Separate stlmeted Tax Payments
Required to be Hade Under
Insurance AccoustLng Proposa1 $341 0 0

Separate Natimted Tax Paymente
Credited 0 $25.51 $5.11

Separate getimeted Tax Paymente
Uncredited at bd of Year $341 $6.52 $3.41

Special Loss Reserve
Deduction Accoumt $1001 $23Z $1ox

Tais exile only illustrates the operation of the proposal for
reserves initially established in 1990. The operation of the proposal
for those 1990 reserves is shom for 1950. 1591, and 1992. Separate
effects would occur for reserves Initially established in 191 and
1992.

,- i .
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Statement Submitted

by the

International Association of Drilling Contractors

and the

International Association of Geophysical Contractors

This statement is submit d by the International Association

of Drilling Contractors (IADC) and the International Association

of Geophysical Contractors (IAGC). These two associations

represent, respectively, virtually the entire U.S.-based drilling

and seismic industries.

IADC and IAGC urge the Senate Finance Committee to

incorporate in the Technical Corrections Act of 1988 a change to

permit meals provided by employers to personnel at all remote

locations to be fully deductible.

IADC and IAGC were represented as part of an industry

coalition by a witness before the Senate Finance Subcommittee on

Taxation and Debt Management on July 22, 1987, and a written

statement was also submitted in support of such a provision on

that occasion.

The House Ways and Means Committee Print Summary of H.R.

4333 (WMCP 100-37) of July 15, 1988 (page 11) provides:

4. Full Deductibility of Business
Meals Provided to Emplovec on
Certain Vessels and Oil Rics

The Committee agreed that the 20-percent
reduction rule normally applicable to
business meals would not apply to an
otherwise allowable deduction for expenses of
food or beverages that are provided on an oil
or gas platform or drilling rig if such
platform or rig is located either offshore or
in Alaska. The provision would apply for
taxable years beginning after December 31,
1987.
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The Committee further agreed that the 20-
percent reduction rule would not apply to
expenses of food or beverages which are
required by Federal law to be provided to
crew members of a sea-going commercial vessel
(including vessels operating on the inland
waterways, but not applying to luxury water
transportation).

While the IADC and IAGC are gratified that the House

approach would restore full deductibility for their members

engaged in offshore operations, the associations feel very

strongly that onshore drilling and seismic operations should also

be covered by this provision. Onshore and offshore drilling and

seismic work sites at remote locations are identical, in that the

employer must provide meals to employees where no alternative

exists for those employees to procure their own meals. Thus,

IADC and IAGC strongly urge that, in addition to the exemption

provided in H.R. 4333 from the 80% limitation on deduction for

such meals, language should be added to the provision to permit

said exemption where food or beverages are also

"provided in a remote location
where satisfactory meals are not
available on the open market, but only
if such food and beverages are furnished
in a common area which is located, as
nearly as practicable, in the vicinity
of the place at which such individual
renders services, and not available to
the general public."

The revenue impact of this further language would be de

minimis. Moreover, it would be equitable, since the exigencies

of providing food or beverages at remote onshore locations are

similar to those for offshore locations, or in Alaska.
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JPMorgan

Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company of Ms. iaura Wilcox
New York Hearing Administrator
23 Wall Street U.S. Senate cormttee on Finance
Niw YorkNY 10015 SD-205, Dirksen Senate office Building

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

We strongly urge the Senate Finane Ommittee to implement
changes to the IRC Section 89 non-discrimination rules that will
provide simplification and clarity without hindering the spirit
of the legislation. As currently proposed, OcIrpliance under
Section 89 non-discrimination rules will be an arduous and
expensive task. Therefore, we request that you consider the
following recxImerdations for rule simplification and a safe
harbor.

Rule Simplification

o Anual Testing - Testing would occur annually. While
the employer ust still gather the necessary data to
perform the testing, the tremedcus resources for
Obtaining this data on a daily or monthly basis would
be significantly diminished. Given cur daily,
monthly and annual processing regairnts and the
availability of ocmputer-processing resources, it
would be difficult to provide daily or monthly
testing. In addition, the cost of implementing and
providing program which would analyze the daily or
monthly data would far exceed the $125,000.00 which
has been forecast for progranmin annual testing
of health benefit programs. Annual testing would, we

- believe, sufficiently establish that the employer has
caoplied with the IRC Section 89 Welfare Benefit
Non-Discrimination Riles for employee plan membership
and eligibility.

o Part-time EMloyees - Part-time status would be
detenlined by the average number of hours worked over
the previous six months. our part-time hourly
employees generally work less than twenty hours per
week or less than eighty hours per month but may not
follow a regular schedule. Because of this,
averaging the number of hours over a six month period
simplifies the task of determining an employee's
status each week or even each month.

o Highly Compensated Employees - The group of highly
compensated employees woild be determined at the end
of the calendar year based on W-2 wages. The tcp one
hundred employees would be monitored monthly.
Because annual bonuses are paid to many of our
employees, it is difficult to determine who is
highly-cmpensated at mid-year.'

o Valuation - We support an interim valuation method
that would allow the employer to establish a
reasonable method for valuing plans.
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o U.S. citizens Abroad - Tracking the coverage of U.S.
citizens hired by foreign offices is beycd our
means. Valuing the coverage of these employees would
be difficult, and control of the level of coverage is.
restricted by local law and practice.

o Plan Comparability - The range of omparability would
be extended to twenty percent from five percent in
order for plans to be aggregated for purposes
of testing.

o Former Employees - Employees who separated from
service before January 1, 1987 would not be included
in testing. Compensation data would have to be
retrieved and analyzed at great expense if this
simplification is not implemented. Also, this data
is not available in many cases prior to this period.

o Eighty-Percent Test - Employees and their dependents
who have coverage elsewhere and for whom sworn
statements have been obtained could be excluded fran
the eighty-percent test as well as the
seventy-five-percent test.

Safe Harbor

A safe harbor which would require that an indemity plan satisfy
the following requirement would simplify compliance and yet
ensure non-discriination:

o Eighty percent of all relevant employees are
eligible.

o Nan-highly compensated employees would be
required to contribute no more than 10 percent of
-- pensaticn for single coverage and no mofe than 15

percent of compensation for family coverage.

o Highly compensate employees could be chaged
higher percentages.

o e employer would provide at least 60 percent of the
plan cost.

o The employer wold contribute uniform percentages
across all plans as it pertains to non-highly
compensated employees, including Health Maintenance
Organizations (IMs).

o The employee would be given the opportunity annually
to leave an HMD and elect an indemnity plan.

These dharqes will go a lg way toward reducing the negative
health ralicy ixplications of the results of testing which would
be to imdume opticns and experim ntaticn. We believe that these
changes would absutantially increase the viability of testing and
yet maintain the standards for which the non-discrimination
testing was first proposed. We appreciate your consideration of
our proposed digans to Section 89 regulation.

Respectfully,

Duane Abt
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key tronic
The Rth-. im. Input Comtiny

July 21, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act
of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative
burden on plan sponsors. Much, if no most, of the data required is
difficult to obtain and will not be used for any other purpose. Data
gathering and testing will also lead to large expenses - at a time
when many employers are already finding the cost of health care to be
exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable but the resultant
Section 89 non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really
necessary to use such a complicated and detailed method to prove
non-discrimination? While there is a slightly easier "alternate
coverage test" because of the way the test is designed, it will not be
available to any but the plan sponsor with the simplest plan. Indeed,
it will be unavailable to employers who offer both a traditional
health plan and a health maintenance organization - as they may be
required under state and federal law. It is fair to penalize
employers who wish to provide employees with a choice among of
gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing, are
staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex - yet, as the effective date draws
nearer, we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can
employers be expected to comply when we have not received any
meaningful guidance on the many outstanding issues? Even if
regulations are issued in the near future, there will not be
sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before the rules
will be effective.

In orcer to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors - espec,,,
those plan sponsors who have never discriminatedd" but are now ir a
position where they have to prove their non-discrimination accor- ,
to nearly incomprehensible standards, you should consider
following alternatives:

o Repealing Section 89;
o Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a year af r

Treasury issues final regulations;
o Simplify the rules by establishing several safe harbor

alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors
appreciated.

Vern Osterback
Vice President Administration
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WRITTEN STATEMENT
TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO SECTION 2036(c)
TO BE CONTAINED IN S. 2238

INTRODUCTION

This statement is being submitted in response to Chairman

Bentsen's announcement that hearings would be held on July 13, 1988 on

proposed amendments to the Technical Corrections Bill tc the 1986 and 1987

Tax Acts. Although our request to appear at those hearings was denied due

to time constraints, we were encouraged to submit a written statement by

July 25, 1988. Our statement is limited to subsection (c) of Section 2036

of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Revenue Act of 1987 and titled

"Inclusion Related to Valuation Freezes'. This subsection presents major

problems for all individuals potentially subject to estate and gift taxes

and is especially threatening for farmers, ranchers and other business

owners.

Each of the undersigned holds officer and committee positions in

the Real Property, Probate and Trust Law Section of the American Bar

Association. However, the statement that follows has not received the

approval of the Council of the Real Property. Probate and Trust Law Section

nor, of course, of the American Bar Association itself. Therefore the

submission should not be taken as a submission of the American Bar

Association or the Real Property, Probate and Trust Law Section, but rather

the submission of the individuals listed below, in their personal and

individual capacities.

Many of the undersigned have previously submitted to your staffs

more detailed comments on the technical questions concerning Section

2036(c). A copy of some of those coments is appended to this statement.

This statement will, however, focus on the most fundamental continuing

problems with this subsection, particularly taking into account amendments

to the Technical Corrections Bill proposed by Representative Rostenkowski,

and will suggest an alternative approach.

BACKGROUND

Section 2036(c) as presently written has its origins in one of the

two estate and gift tax 'valuation' provisions included in the House

version of the Revenue Act of 1987. The Senate version contained neither

provision. In conference, one of the provisions was dropped. The other

became Section 2036(c). Unlike the provision that was dropped, Section

2036(c) is only a valuation provision in the sense that it seems to be a
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substitute for a proper determination of the true value of property

transferred in estate freeze transactions. We believe that the Service is

fully capable of determining such value if they have adequate notice of the

transaction. We also believe that even if Congress has a lack of

confidence in the ability of the Internal Revenue Service or the Courts to

make the necessary determinations of value, this does not justify a

provision as sweeping as Section 2036(c) -- especially as there have never

been hearings on this new provision.

The statutory language of Section 2036(c) is vague, overbroad and

ambiguous. Virtually every word or phrase requires further definition.

Very few such definitions are contained in the statute itself, a few more

are found in the Committee reports. However, without exception, those

definitions that are found in the statute and the Committee reports contain
at least as many ambiguities as they resolve.

The Technical Corrections Bill introduced by Representative

Rostenkowski (H.R. 4333) and Senator Bentsen (S. 2238) on March 31, 1988
(the 'March 31 Bill') does not resolve any of these ambiguities. The

proposed amendment to the Technical Corrections Bill introduced to the

House Ways and Means Committee by Representative Rostenkowski on June 21,

1988 has not yet been made public. However, as explained in the

Description (JCX-lI-88) prepared by the Joint Committee on Taxation staff
and issued on June 21, 1988 (the 'June 21 Proposal'), the proposed

amendment addresses only a few of the numerous ambiguities and itself
contains numerous additional ambiguities. The June 21 Proposal also would

expand the reach of Section 2036(c) well beyond any application to which it

could reasonably be said to have been initially intended and would delegate
some of the fundamental aspects of the statutory provision to regulations.

In addition, the June 21 Proposal would add certain "safe harbors"

concerning the applicability of the statute that are so narrow that they,

in practical effect, greatly broaden the reach of the statute.

As the discussion that follows will show, Section 2036(c) was ill

conceived and is generally unworkable. It is incapable of being understood

and enforced, either by practicing attorneys or the Internal Revenue

Service. Its very existence, however, has penalized legitimate intrafamily

gifts and sales of property. Section 2036(c) should be repealed and

replaced with a different type of provision narrowly aimed at the valuation

problems inherent in transfers of certain types of assets. The balance of

these comments will illustrate more specifically some of the problems with

the proposed amendments to Section 2036(c) and suggest an alternative

approach.
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SPECIFIC CONIES

Section 2036(c) subjects property no longer owned by a decedent to

tax at the decedent's death if two statutory tests are met. The first of

these, a 'threshold test,' requires that, in order to be subject to its

operation, a person must hold 10 or more of the *voting power" or 'income

stream', or both, in an "enterprise.' There are three ambiguities central

to the application of this test: what is an enterprise? what is meant by

the words "voting power" and "income stream'? and when 'is this test

applied? Of these three ambiguities only one is clarified by either the

March 31 Bill or the June 21 Proposal. That one, the determination of when

the test is applied, is answered only by the June 21 Proposal and the

answer is overly broad.

Under the June 21 Proposal this test would be met if it is met

either before a transfer of an interest in an enterprise or after a

transfer of an interest in an enterprise. Such a rule would, depending on

the definition of an enterprise, totally emasculate the threshold test. It

would be a rare situation where immediately after a transfer, the trans-

feror either directly or through the attribution rule wouldn't own a 1OZ

interest in the property transferred. Thus, contrary to the plain wording

of the statute as presently written, the proposal wbuld appear to apply

this statute to the creation of a new enterprise with cash, and perhaps

even to cash gifts to trusts, agair depending on the definition of an

enter-prise. This could produce absurd results, which would be unforeseen

by most taxpayers. It discourages joint investment by members of the same

family (with no discernible public policy reason for doing so) and

potentially subjects property that a decedent never owned to tax at the

decedent's death.

It should be noted, that the Conference Committee Report to

Section 2036(c) states than an enterprise includes 'a business or other

property which may produce income or gain.' However, since even cash may

produce gain (as the world's currency markets fluctuate), this definition

is so broad as to be meaningless.

The second test for taxation under Section 2036(c) is that the

individual who holds this 10Z interest in the enterprise transfer (after

December 17, 1987) a disproportionately large share of the potential

appreciation in the enterprise while retaining a disproportionately large

share of the income or other rights in the enterprise. This dispropor-

tionality test has even more significant ambiguities.

It too, ot course, requires a definition of the word, 'enter-

prise.' It also fails to state how disproportionality is to be determined.
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To what is the potential appreciation transferred to be compared? To what

is the retained income or other rights to be compared? And when is the

comparison to be made? The June 21 Proposal appears to answer the

comparison question, although the description of the Proposal is too

cryptic to decipher the solution and scrutinize its merits. It appears

that the Code Section would be rewritten to provide that Section 2036(c)

would apply if an individual transfers a disproportionately large share of

the potential appreciation in an enterprise as compared to the propor-

tionate share of income or other rights in the enterprise retained by the

transferor. If so, such a change would expand Section 2036Cc) beyond

"valuation freezes* to include previously transferred non-voting stock in

the estate of a transferor who owns voting stock in the same corporation.

(The right to vote is considered an "other right" in the enterprise.) This

result is seemingly inconsistent with Section 2036(b), which was passed by

Congress years ago to deal with transfer tax issues raised by the retention

of voting rights. Under that subsection, the transfer of non-voting stock

while retaining voting stock does not cause the transferred non-voting

stock to be subject to estate tax. It seems inappropriate to leave section

2036(b) unchanged while addressing the issue of voting rights in a broader

but considerably less direct way.

Of course, another fundamental question relating to the dispro-

portionality test involves what constitutes a share of the "income of an

enterprise." Common sense indicates that only a dividend or 'profit-type'

interest should constitute a share of income of an enterprise. The June 21

Proposal, however, in providing certain "safe harbors,' indicating what

does not constitute a share of income of an enterprise, expands, by

negative implication, the ordinary meaning of this phrase, and, the

application of the statute, in an extraordinary fashion.

For example, does the owner of a building that is rented to a

corporation at a fair market value rental have an interest in the income of

the corporation? Similarly, does a creditor of a corporation, or an

employee of the corporation, have an interest in the income of the

corporation by virtue of his right to interest or salary payments? By

making very specific and strict safe harbors, the June 21 Proposal would

suggest that the general answer to each of those questions is 'yes'.* For

example, the June 21 proposal states that

"an amount would not be includable in a person's estate
solely because that person received or retained certain debt
lacking equity features. Such debt would have to meet
specified requirements regarding term, interest rates,
payment dates, voting rights and conversion.'

In addition, buy-sell agreements entered into with formulas other than
"fair market value" which are acceptable under current regulations (and
which avoid litigation and/or arbitration expenses associated with a
"fair market value' formula) would be subject to IRC §2036(c).
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Consider the first stated requirement, that of 'term". Assume that an

individual sells his entire interest in a corporation to his son and takes

back an installment note with a 30-year term. If the safe harbor requires

a term of no more than 25 years, the right of that individual to interest

on that installment note would be considered a retained interest in the

enterprise possibly subjecting to tax on the individual's death the value

of the corporation at the individual's death, which might occur twenty or

thirty years in the future. Such inclusion could potentially wipe out the

individual's estate. This would be true under the proposed effective date

rule even if that note was entered into on December 18, 1987 before this

safe harbor was even considered.

This example points out another problem with Section 2036(c) as

written -- its applicability to sales between family members. As drafted,

even full fair market value sales to family members are caught within the

reach of this statute. That issue, and the unfairness and possible

unc'nstitutionlit, of it, is not a new issue and has been discussed at

length in our prior comments to this statute. These comments will not be

reiterated except to point out that the application of this rule illus-

trates another fundamental ambiguity in the existing statute. The existing

statute says that when consideration is paid in the course of the transfer

described in Section 2036(c), there will be an offset with respect to the

amount included in the estate for the value of the retained interest. This

result makes no sense, is inconsistent with the Committee report which

indicates that this offset will be for the consideration paid, and should

have been clarified in the March 31 Bill or in the une 2 Proposal. That

this key issue has yet to be clarified provides another example of how vast

the problems with this statute are and why they simply are beyond repair at

this time.

Another fundamental problem with the statute ar*ss from a

provision that says that an individual and the individual's spouse shall be

treated as one person. The scope of this rule is totally unclear. It

could be read to mean that if a husband owr preferred stock in a

corporation and a wife owns common stock and the wife transfers the common

stock to the child, then on the husband's death (if the preferred stock

passes to or for the benefit of the wife) the common stock previously

transferred by the wife will be included in the husband's estate with no

offsetting marital deduction, and will also be subject to tax again on the

wife's death. This does not make sense. The June 21 Proposal does not

offer to correct this problem, but merely grants regulatory authority

(which may not issue for years) to narrow the application of this provision

in some unspecified manner.
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Yet another basic problem with the statute is that it is not clear

how the Internal Revenue Service will collect the tax the statute purports

to impose, particularly where the estate is not sufficient in relation to

the value of the corporation owned by someone else. This becomes

particularly true in the case of a family member who paid full fair market

value for the property. The June 21 Proposal purports to deal with this

specific aspect of the problem, but the proposed solution is unclear.

Consider this example. Parent sells common stock to one of three children

while retaining preferred stock. Child pays full fair market value, which

is $1 million at the time of the sale. When parent dies, the common stock

is worth $5 million. The proposal implies that the $2.5 million or so of

tax that is owed on the common stock owned by the child at the death of the

parent would be collectible against the child, a bona fide purchaser who

paid full fair market value for the stock. Is this fair? Is it consti-

tutional? Regardless, it certainly encourages the parent to sell the stock

to a stranger and discourages the child (or any other family member) from

buying the stock.

The final aspect of Section 2036(c) that will be addressed in

these comments is a change contained in the March 31 Bill and a modifi-

cation of that change in the June 21 Proposal. As Section 2036(c) is

presently written, a transfer of a retained interest within three years of

death would bring the subject property back into the transferor's estate.

However, a transferor who transfers that property more than three years

before death would not be subject to tax. This is consistent with Section

2036(a). For example, if a taxpayer creates a trust and retains the right

to receive trust income for life and then, within three years of death,

transfers the retaineG interest to another, the full value of the trust

will be included in the taxpayer's estate and subject to tax at his death.

However, if the taxpayer transfers the retained income interest more than

three years before death, the trust will not be subject to tax at his

death. This is appropriate because he has paid gift tax on the full amount

of the property transferred, the remainder interest at the time of the

original transfer and the income interest at the time of the subsequent

transfer. Section 2036(c) would say, however, if it is modified as

proposed, that the subsequent transfer would trigger an additional gift tax

of the underlying property, the value of which would be reduced only by the

value taxed on the earlier transfer. For example, if a taxpayer gives away

common stock, retaining preferred stock and later gives away the preferred

stock, he would be deemed to have made a second gift of the common stock at

the time of the girt of the preferred, reduced only by the value of common

taxed on the first gift. Similarly if parent and child each own common

stock in a corporation and the corporation redeems parent's stock for a

note, not meeting the safe harbor, there would be a taxable gift to the
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child of the portion of the company previously owned by the parent, when

the corporation pays off the note. If principal payments are made

annually, this might even mean annual deemed gifts causing a revaluation of

the company annually

Why should this be the result? If Section 2036(c) is not intended

to make Section 2036(a) unnecessary, why should there be a different result

with stock in a corporation than with an income interest in a trust? If

Section 2036(c) is intended to make Section 2036(a) unnecessary and apply

to any transfer of property, .then, by technical correction, a very

fundamental change is being made to our system of gift and estate taxation.

The same gift would be subject to gift tax at two different times and at

two different values

There is presently a debate as to whether our current system of

transfer tax should bc converted from one that makes it easy to complete

gifts and pay tax early to a "hard to complete" system. The Treasury

Department noted in its "Treasury I" proposal in 1984 that Section 2036(a)

is a flawed concept of transfer taxation. The June 21 Proposal would

exponentially compound these inherent flaws by modifying our current system

to one where gifts are both easy to complete and hard to complete.

Specifically, a gift tax event would occur both at the time of the initial

transfer and then again at a subsequent-date. Such a change would create a

heads the government wins, tails the taxpayer loses situation.

PROPOSAL

Section 2036(c) should be repealed. No one has yet been able to

propose a set of technical corrections that address the myriad of

elementary questions, ambiguities and problems associated with this

statute, let alone the numerous less elementary but no less significant

problems that are not even touched on in this Statement. This indicates

that Section 2036(c) cannot be fixed in a timely enough fashion to avoid

serious disruption to family farms and businesses and others who simply

wish to plan for an orderly disposition of their assets.

We reccameno that, as a first step, the legislative process

identify the true scope of the problem Section 2036(c)attempts to address.

Is there an abuse when someone gives away common stock and pays a gift tax

based on the fair value of that common stock, even if the preferred stock

in a corporation is retained? Is there an abuse if a person sells common

stock at its full fair market value, even if that sale is to a family

member? If it can reasonably be demonstrated that these situations can

present an abuse, can a statute be drafted to address the abusive

situations only? if not, is the abuse so great as to warrant a statute

that virtually forbids intra-family sales of businesses and farms and

encourages sales outside of the family?

92-267 0 - 89 - 10
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The undersigned believe that if there is a problem in valuation

freezes it probably relates to transfers of business property where the

taxpayer making the transfer has an advantage over the Internal Revenue

Service by virtue of his special knowledge about his business. As our tax

laws are presently written, such an individual can undervalue an initial

gift and escape tax because of the expiration of a statute of limitations.

In some cases this can even occur without the Internal Revenue Service ever

being notified of the transfer. For obvious reasons this problem does not

apply to transfers of cash, or marketable securities, or other property

with respect to which inside knowledge is not a factor.

In lieu of Section 2036(c), consideration should be given to a

detailed and specific notification requirement before the gift tax -tatute

of limitations will run on a transfer of a growth interest in a business.

The notification requirement should perhaps even require that the Service

be told about post-transfer events that might provide insight into the true

fair market value of the property at the time of transfer. This would be a

less intrusive, considerably simpler and more direct approach to saving

the problem that appears to have initially been attempted to be addressed

by 2036(c).

The undersigned would be happy to assist in further developing

this (or another) alternative proposal.

CONCLUSION

Even if Section 2036(c) is not expanded by a Technical Corrections

Bill, it is a 'solution' that is not commensurate with the 'problem." It

ignores the fact that many families have members with unequal abilities to

run a business, or that a family business may not have room for all family

members. Patriarchs and matriarchs of family businesses who no longer have

the ability, or the inclination, to continue to run those businesses could

formerly treat all family members fairly, by organizing the business to

permit the 'working' family members to earn a salary and equity incentives

to make the business grow, while the 'non-working" family members receive a

preferred income stream for their investment. Prohibiting businesses from

organizing in that fashion, to solve gift tax valuation problems, is a

draconian measure.

Respectfully submitted,

Anthony B. Kuklin Jerry J. McCoy
L. Henry Gissel, Jr. Pam H. Schneider
John J. Lombard, Jr. Jonathan G. Blattmachr
William B. Dunn S. Stacy Eastland
Joseph Kartiganer Allen Howeth
John A. Wallace Mildred Kalik
Malcolm A. Moore Frederick R. Keydel
Stephen A. Cowan Cha'les A. Lowenhaupt
Robert 0. Hetlage Clare H. Springs
Lloyd Lea Plaine
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Lamonts
3150 Ricna ds Rd Selevue WA 98005
206) 644 5700

July 20, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and
administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not most, of
the data required is difficult to obtain and will not be used for
any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also lead to
large expenses - at a time when many employers are already
finding the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant
Section 89 non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it
really necessary to use such a complicated and detailed method to
prove non-discrimination? While there is a slightly easier
"alternate coverage test," because of the way the test is
designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor
with the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to
employers who offer both a traditional health plan and a health
maintenance organization - as they may be required to under state
and federal law. Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to
provide employees with a choice among benefits? Even assuming
that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of gathering and
maintaining data, as well as actual testing, are staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex - yet, as the effective date
draws nearer, we are still lacking necessary Treasury
regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when we
have not received any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding
issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there
will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements
before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors -
especially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated,"
but are now in a position where they have to prove their non-
discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible standards,
you should consider the following alternatives:

> Repealing Section 89;
> Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a

year after Treasury issues final regulations;
" Simplify the rules by establishing several safe harbor

alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors is appreciated

Sincerely,

Lael M. Maynard
Benefits Manager
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LEACH CORPORATION
6900 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, Califoria 90620 a Telephone (714) 739-0770 - TWX 910-596-2867

July 19, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen, Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Subject: Section 89 Comments for the Record of the Hearing on
Technical Corrections

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

This letter is to ask relief from the onerous requirements of
Section 89. We are a medium-sized company and have at least six
plans that would be affected by this regulation.

As a medium-sized company, I rely on outside expertise to help
in the interpretation and compliance with benefit laws and zegula-
tions. The best advice I have received at the present time indi-
cates that, although we offer three HMO's which we chose in order
to give employees individual options and choices between a total
provider concept to group practice and individual practitioners
under the HMO concept, under Section 89 none of the plans would be
qualified, even though we offer them on the same basis to all em-
ployees with the sane company contribution for all employees and
dependents. Despite our own effort to be fair, reasonable and non-
discriminatory with our employees, we are told that we would not
be in compliance with the non-discrimination provisions of Section
89. If this is wrong, then the regulations are so complicated that
so-called experts whom we call on for advice are unable to properly
interpret them.

This points up a problem then for the average business person,
who is already overburdened by government requirements from the
federal, state and local levels, to know whether he/she is irn com-
pliance with the laws and regulations. If such laws and regula-
tions are so complicated that practitioners in the field can not
agree, then the regulations need to be made clearer, simpler, more
understandable and easier to administer. If they are not, there
will not be compliance; not because of a desire not to comply, but
because of an inability to comply.

As a business person stuck with the job of trying to assure
that my company complies with all requirements, I am imploring you
to simplify the regulations; make them practical and reasonable
with adequate flexibility for employers to meet the individual
needs of their business and employees.

Sincerely,

LEACH CORPORATION

W.L. Babecky
Vice Presidept
Industrial Relations

WLB:ps
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 4EM"SEOTE

PETER F kCA&MWM

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE ENEDH MAHN
. .EDMUND D EDELMAN

DEANE DANA
713 HALL OF ADMINJSTRATION LOS ANGELES. CALIPOWA 9O12 MICHAEL 0 ANTONOVCH974-T101

RICHARD 8 DIXON
CHtEF ADMWSTrATIVE OFFiCER

July 21, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman, U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
50-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Bentsen:

COMMENTS ON SECTION 89 IRC AND RELATED AMENDMENTS INCLUDED
IN THE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1988

On behalf of the County of Los Angeles, I offer the enclosed
written comments recommending repeal or amendment of Section 89
of the Internal Revenue Code. I request that you include these
comments in the record of the July 13, 1988 hearings conducted by
the Senate Committee on Finance regarding the Technical Corrections
Act of 1988 (H4333 and S2238), and I urge your consideration and
positive action on our recommendations.

We understand and agree with a national policy which ensures that
employee benefits are made available to non-highly compensated
employees in a non-discriminatory manner. Consistent with this
national policy goal, the County, like virtually all other State
and local government employers, makes available uniform benefits
to its employees.

The complex and costly analysis, compliance and reporting
requirements imposed by Section 89 fall particularly heavily on
governmental employers in view of our current compliance with its
spirit and intent. This added burden on 8.2 million County
taxpayers is consequently very difficult to justify.

we at the County of Los Angeles therefore urge your consideration
of either repeal, exemption of State and local government
employers, or at a minimum, radical simplification of Section 89
as described in our enclosed written testimony.

If I or my staff can be of any assistance to you as your
consideration of amendments to Section 89 continues, please do
not hesitate to call on me.

i 
e 

ly,

RIC B. XON
ChiefAbministrative Officer\

RBD:DRD
BC:jg
9:vp

Enclosure
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY ON SECTION 89 IRC AND RELATED AMENDMENTS
INCLUDED IN THE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1988

PRESENTED TO THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
BY LOS ANGELES COUNTY ON JULY 21, 1988

I am Richard B. Dixon, Chief Administrative Officer of Los Angeles
County. I am pleased to present to the Senate Committee on
Finance the County's view concerning amendments you are
considering to Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code.

The County agrees that ensuring that employee benefits are made
available to rank and file employees in a non-discriminatory
manner is a desirable national policy goal. Consistent with the
intent of this national policy, the County, like% virtually all
other State and local government employers, makes a uniform
package of benefits available to its employees.

The complex and costly analysis, compliance and reporting
requirements imposed by Section 89 fall particularly heavily on
revenue short governmental employers in view of our current
compliance with its spirit and intent. With a workforce of over
82,000 full and part time employees, the front end investment to
implement the testing and reporting requirements at $15 per head
could exceed $1,230,000 in local tax dollars. Other potential
costs could run millions more.

It would be politically unrealistic and practically impossible for
the County and other public agencies to justify discriminatory
benefits to our constituents. In view of the fact that we have
and intend to continue to have an egalitarian welfare benefit
program, the cost of the additional burden imposed by Section 89
on the County's 8.2 million taxpayers is very difficult to
justify.

Moreover, there is general agreement among employers that the
assumptions underlying Section 89's compliance strategy are
fundamentally flawed. In addition, it seems to us that the
proposed amendments, which appear intended to provide additional
reasonable exceptions to the law's restrictions succeed only in
making compliance more costly and complicated without achieving
Congress' goal. An illustration of the employee relations,
employment and legal environment in which the County operates,
one not unlike that faced by other large governmental and private
sector employers, shows why.

Section 89 is intended to prevent a perceived abuse in which an
employer has two benefit options; a low option for rank and file
employees and a high option for highly compensated managers and
officers. The clear objective of the Section's requirements is
to determine whether the value of these two benefit options
differs enough in favor of the highly compensated to establish a
likelihood of tax abuse. In order to afford reasonable leeway
for employers whose plans differ slightly from this expectation,
Section 89 provides alternate testing strategies: a simpler
80% coverage test and a more complex and costly to implement
battery of tests including the 50% eligibility test, the 90%/50%
eligibility test and the 75% comparative benefits test. In
addition, Section 89 allows limited exclusions, primarily those
for collectively bargained agreements, part-time employees and
employees who have alternative coverage provided by another
employer.

Los Angeles County's benefit program, like that of many other large
employers, differs greatly from the unrealistic assumptions of
Section 89. The differences and corresponding implications for
compliance testing are:
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1. Multiple Benefit Options. The County offers six health
insurance plans, three dental plans, one group life
insurance program with both subsidized and unsubsidized
options, and an accidental death and dismemberment
program with several options. When the current Section
89 plan definition is applied, these expand to at least
20 plans or plan options for testing purposes, a very
costly testing task. A proposed cosmetic amendment to
Section 89 would permit the County to combine plans for
plan drafting purposes. But it would not reduce our
testing responsibility and it would not change testing
outcomes in any way.

2. Eqlual Access to County Benefits. The long standing
County solution to the discrimination problem has been
to make all benefits available to all employees on a
reasonably comparable basis. Both non-highly compensated
and highly compensated employees may choose from among
these programs. Because employees have equal access to
any one of many County provided benefit options no one
plan covers 80% of our non-highly compensated
rank-and-file employees. In fact our largest health
plan enrollment is 39% of our employee population.
Because these negotiated benefits differ significantly
in value it is very unlikely that they can be aggregated
to pass the 80% coverage test. It is conceivable but
not very likely that they can pass the proposed test
now being considered by your Committee which would
broaden coverage but reduce required comparability of
plan benefits. As a result, the County probably will be
forced to consider the more complex and costly
alternative battery of tests described above.

3. Plans Subject to Agreement With Unions. Each of our
plans was negotiated with the County by our employee
unions to serve the needs of the County's 55 separate
collective bargaining units. There are significant

differences in benefit and value among these programs
which are tailored to the health care and life insurance
preferences of the diverse employee groups that
negotiated them with us. As a result, whether our
benefits will pass tests designed to approach the issue
of discrimination from a different set of assumptions
than the County has relied on up to now is problematic.

4. Collective Bargainin Exclusion. Section 89's
collective bargaining exclusion is not available if both
represented and non-represented employees are eligible
to participate. The County policy of making all
benefits available to all employees thus prevents us
from protecting our represented employees and thereby
reducing our testing responsibility under the law.

The County cannot unilaterally change its policy because
public employee benefits are subject to- collective
bargaining under State governmental employee relations
law. Neither would it be cost effective to restrict
membership in our existing plans to represented
employees. Adverse selection and market factors would
surely drive up benefit costs for both represented and
non-represented employees.

5. The Majority of Hi hl Compensated Employees Are
Represented Rank-and-File. Of the over 7,000 County
personnel who are highly compensated as defined by
Section 89, only 37% are managers, professionals,
administrative support specialists and elected County
officials including judges. The vast majority, or 63% of
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the highly compensated, are represened rank-and-file
employees, primarily health support professionals,
police and firefighting employees whose compensation
includes substantial overtime. Section 89's
restrictively drafted collective bargaining exclusion
prevents us from protecting these represented
rank-and-file employees whom we think Congress never
expected to be penalized.

In summary, we think it clear that Section 89 works in ways never
intended by Congress. In addition, while the Technical
Corrections Act's many proposed fine tuning amendments may
provide relief in isolated cases, their primary effect will be
to force employers, like the County who are already in compliance
with either the specific requirements or the spirit and intent of
the law, to cast about at considerable cost to prove, perhaps
fruitlessly, that they are indeed in compliance. In the process,
employees who should not be penalized may be hurt unfairly.

As an alternative we recommend that your Committee consider the
following options:

1. Repeal of Section 89, and replacement of it with a
straight forward strategy for achieving Congress' goal
of expanding health coverage.

2. Exempt State and Local Governments from Section 89's
Requirements. It is not realistic to assume that State
and local taxpayers ever have or ever will tolerate wide
disparity in pay or benefits among government employees.

3. Radically Simplify Section 89 to deal more realistically
with taxation of employer benefit plans. Here are some
suggestions:

a. Modify the collective bargaining exclusion to
provide that negotiated benefits may be excluded
from testing if the majority of participants are
party to a collectively bargained agreement
covering these benefits. At a minimum, Congress
should consider removing all represented employees
who are party to a collectively bargained benefit
agreement from the testing base on the theory that
such employees do not need tax law protection.

b. Reduce and simplify testing and data gathering
requirements. Specifically, you should lower
coverage requirements to recognize that it is
mathematically unlikely for responsible employers
to pass the tests if they offer multiple options
to employees. We also urge that you adopt
proposed amendments to Section 89 which would
permit employers to test as of a specific day of
the year instead of testing for the entire year
and to collect sworn alternate coverage waivers
every three years instead of annually.

c. Provide that employers may use employer cost as a
permanent means of valuing benefits. Other means
of valuing benefits fail to recognize that there
can be wide disparity among plans in benefit
delivered based on market factors, plan design and
delivery method.
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d. Provide an exemption to Section 89 which
recognizes that in some organizations there may be
a heavy concentration of rank-and-file employees
numbered among the highly compensated merely
because there is exceptional workload at some
point in time and the employer decides to conserve
scarce benefit dollars by electing to pay
substantial overtime rather than to hire
additional employees.

I want to thank you for providing this opportunity to plead
Los Angeles County's case for further amendment or repeal of
Section 89. Again, if I can be of any further assistance in your
continuing consideration of this matter, do not hesitate to call
on me.

9:vp.i/.2
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j Mahrt& Assoate Inc.
Administratite Services

July 19, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U. S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

RE: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and adminis-
trative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data
required is difficult to obtain and will not be used for any
other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also lead to
large expenses--at a time when many employers are already finding
the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant
Section 89 non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it
really necessary to use such a complicated and detailed method to
prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test",
because of the way the test is designed, it will not be available
to any but the plan sponsor with the simplest plan. Indeed, it
will be unavailable to employers who offer both a traditional
health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization--as they may be
required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees
with a choice among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-
discriminatory, the cost of gathering and maintaining data, as
well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex--yet, as the effective date
draws nearer, we are still lacking necessary Treasury
regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when we
have not received any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding
issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, t.ere
will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements
before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors--
especially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but
who are now in a position where they hae to provide their non-
discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible standards--
you should consider the following alternatives::

* Repealing Section 89;
* Delaying Section 89's effective date to atleast a year after

Treasury issues final regulations;
* Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor

alternatives;

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Jan? Scheler
Or on Operations Manager
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mFinn
T H E A T R E S
A DVISION OF CNAMEOCA TrEATC M-I L P

COMMENTS ON PART OF THE RECORD OF JULY 13, 1988
HEARING ON SENATE BILL S2238

Mann Theatres Corporation of California fully support Congress'
goal of preventing discrimination in employer provided health and
group-term life benefits. But Section 89 has transformed this
goal into a complex web of administrative requirements exceeding
the capabilities of most employers. Unless Congress acts, this
complexity and lack of timely regulatory guidance will drive many
employers to simplify their plans to ease their compliance
burdens. The likely changes -- reduced health benefit option and
cutbacks to subsidize family health coverage -- will result in
less benefits to the very workers Section 89 seeks to protect.

We therefore urge Congress to delay Section 89's effective date
to provide a realistic schedule for employer compliance -- no
less than 12 months lead time following issuance, in final form,
of all regulations necessary to apply Section 89. We further
urge Congress to use this delay to enact major simplifying
changes to Section 89.

MANN THEATRES CORPORATION
OF CALIFORNIA

d Crowe
Senior Vice President

Mhig Addre: P.0 Box 60909, Tm*Ot Amx * Loe A WC 9006CAW 09
SVOW Addss: 900 Su~ Bodmad • SuM 200 ' Lm AgaiM CA 90083604

(M) 2733336 - FAX: (W) 2766445
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STATNT OF McGLIaAN & PUL
IN SUPP OF S.1239

SUBC(MIITK ON TAX AND DKBT NANAGD(DIT
COMITE ON FIANCE

JULY 19, 1988

We strongly favor S.1239 or comparable legislation. This bill removes an
obvious oversight in the technical corrections to the 1984 Tax Act which
were part of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The amendment to IRC Section 1281
was intended to prevent avoidance of the requirement that interest o-,
discounted obligations be accrued. The language of the statute was
changed in a manner to require banks to accrue interest income on all
short-term obligations regardless of the potential for the abuse targeted
by the legislation. This is true even though small banks were excepted
from accrual basis accounting by another bill provision of the same tax
act.

The committee reports associated with the change did not in any way
suggest that the technical correction was intended to change the
accounting for interest on loans made by banks in the ordinary course of
business. Furthermore, it is hard to imagine under what circumstances
such loans could be used to avoid the provisions of IRC Section 1281 as it
existed prior to this technical correction.

S.1239 should be enacted to remedy the inequities caused by the overly
broad language of Section 1281, as amended in 1986, for many reasons
including:

1. The mandatory change of accounting method from cash to accrual for
interest income, is inconsistent with the exemption from accrual basis
accounting allowed to entities with less than $5,000,000 of gross
receipts.

2. For banks with most of their customer loan portfolio comprised of
short-term loans, the tax cost of accruing of interest on short-term
loans can exceed the tax cost of full conversion to accrual basis
accounting. This is true because no accrued expense items offset the
accrued interest on the short-term loans.

3. Typically, taxpayers who are required to change their method of
accounting are eligible to spread the income attributable to the change
over a number of years. The accrual of interest on the short-term
loans is included in income immediately or even retroactively without
the benefit of the four-year spread of the income allowed for a
required change to accrual basis accounting.
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4. Accrual of interest on short-term loans (i.e., loans with a
maturity of one year or less) is inconsistent with the* treatment of
interest on loans with maturity of more than one year and demand loans.
A taxpayer using the cash method of accounting is not required to
accrue interest on these other obligations. What policy reason could
there be to require accrual of interest on loans with maturities of one
year or less ard not on other loans?

5. Because of the anomaly created by the requirement described in 4
above, similar taxpayers will incur significantly different tax
liabilities from very similar economic results, simply because of
slightly different business practices with respect to establishing
maturity dates on customer loans. This type of arbitrary distinction
between sirila'ly situated taxpayers without apparent policy reason
undermines confidence in the integrity of our tax law.

6. The artificial distinction between loans with a maturity of one
year or less and loans with a maturity of more than one year has the
potential to encourage bad banking practices. It is possible that a
bank will extend credit for a longer period than good business practice
would dictate because of the different tax treatment for loans of
longer maturity. We believe that decisions as to the length of a loan
should be tax neutral.

We congratulate you on considering this corrective legislation, which will
return consistency to the tax accounting rules for interest accrual. As
indicated above, we strongly support passage of this legislation.
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STATEMENT OF
MEMORIAL SLOAN-KETTERING CANCER CENTER

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
REGARDING SECTION 47 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center ("Memorial

Sloan-Kettering" or "Center"), a privately operated, nonprofit

institution for cancer research and treatment, submits this

statement in response to the Internal Revenue Service's ("IRS")

recent interpretation that, under Section 457 of the Internal

Revenue Code ("Code"), employees of nonprofit institutions will

be taxed on nonelective deferred compensation when "there is no

substantial risk of forfeiture", rather than when the income is

paid or otherwise made available. Memorial Sloan-Kettering

believes that this position is ill-advised, as it will severely

limit the ability of not-for-profit institutions, like Memorial

Sloan-Kettering, to maintain the current caliber of personnel

without imposing significant financial restraints on the Center's

research activities.

Senator Moynihan, recognizing the inequity of the IRS

interpretation, has proposed to overrule it through his bill S.

2480, which exempts from application of Section 457 the nonelec-

tive deferred compensation plans provided by nonprofit institu-

tions. Memorial Sloan-Kettering strongly supports this proposal,

and requests that the Senate Finance Committee incorporate it

into the pending technical corrections bill.

Founded in 1884, Memorial Sloan-Kettering is the oldest

and largest privately operated center devoted exclusively to

cancer treatment, research and education. The Center is com-

prised of two operating organizations: Memorial Hospital, the

base for the center's clinical activities, anid the Sloan-Ketter-

ing Institute, the principal base for laboratory research. Since

its inception, Memorial Sloan-Kettering has been recognized for

its use of innovative methods and technology irn the effort to

control and cure cancer. Currently, Memorial Sloan-Kettering is

one of a select group of centers designated by the National

Institutes of Health to test experimental drugs in the treatment



of patients with AIDS. In addition, the New York State Depart-

ment of Health has designated the Center a demonstration site to

evaluate the efficacy of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) units

in diagnosing cancers.

Memorial Sloan-Kettering is continually refining

traditional therapies, as well as exploring new ones. In this

vein, scientists have made significant inroads in devising new

techniques for surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy and

combined uses of these modalities. For example, recent research

efforts have focused on innovative methods for planning and

delivering radiation therapy; developing new agents that are

active against drug-resistent tumor cells; and applying sophisti-

cated techniques of microvascular surgery that facilitate more

effective reconstruction. In the forefront of cancer research,

the Center is also working with monoclonal antibodies, biological

response modifiers and cytodifferentiation agents in an effort to

provide more cures for cancer patients. The Center is also

investigating the ways in which normal cell behavior is regu-

lated, so as to discover the precise nature of the genetic base

of cancer and thereby identify means of interrupting the malig-

nant process.

Critical to all of these advances, however, is Memorial

Sloan-Kettering's abil-ity to recruit exceptional staff members.

To do so, the Center must compete with other major institutions

across the country, both for-profit and not-for-profit. As part

of the competitive package, Memorial Sloan-Kettering, like other

nonprofit institutions, relies on its current ability to offer

top administrators, researchers and physicians the same types of

benefit plans provided by private for-profit organizations. If

the Center is to continue its programs in the prevention and

treatment of cancer, it must be able to offer its staff compen-

sation packages that are at least closely comparable to those

available in the for-profit sector.

Currently, Memorial Sloan-Kettering's staff in the

areas of patient care and laboratory research represents the best
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in the medicine and science of cancer. In the past year alone,

new appointments and promotions have strengthened and broadened

the Center's patient care and educational programs. The Center

has also strengthened its programs in basic and clinical research

with the recruitment of several outstanding clinicians and

scientists. Memorial Sloan-Kettering's professional staff, which

includes internationally known physicians and scientists, leading

investigators, and others with a broad range of expertise,

experience and demonstrated achievement, is the single most

important factor in determining the effectiveness of the Center's

programs.

To retain these qualified personnel, as well as to

continue to attract new staff members, Memorial Sloan-Kettering

must be able to offer these highly sought after individuals

competitive compensation packages. Yet IRS' position will

severely disadvantage the Center's ability to do so by inap-

propriately placing nonprofit institutions at a competitive

disadvantage with regard to for-profit facilities. Inevitably,

application of the IRS' current interpretation will also threaten

the extent and the quality of Memorial Sloan-Kettering's critical

research and treatment.

The House Ways and Means Committee, in its Technical

Corrections Act of 1988 (H.R. 4333), has considered the concerns

raised by the current IRS interpretation. As approved by the

Ways and Means C;..mittee, the House provision would repeal

application of Section 457 to non-profit institutions. We

request that the Senate Finance Committee, when it considers

technical corrections legislation later this year, incorporate

the House provision.

Memorial Sloan-Kettering appreciates the opportunity to

testify on this issue of critical importance. If we are to win

the fight against cancer, it will only be through the talents and

efforts of our highly qualified physicians and scientists, and

the tax laws of the United States should not hinder our ability

to attract and retain them.
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National Coordinating Committee for
Multlemployer Plans

SUITE 603 o 41S SIXTEENTH STREET, NW. WASHINGTON, DC 2M 0 (22) 027-1461

July 13, 1988

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT A. GEORGINE, CHAIRMAN
NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR MULTIEMPLOYER PLANS

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
ON NECESSARY TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS

TO CLARIFY AND RATIONALIZE
THE TAX TREATMENT OF MULTIEMPLOYER PLANS

Xy name is Robert A. Georgine and I am testifying in my capacity as

Chairman of the National Coordinating Committee for Multiemployer Plans.

The Coordinating Committee wan organized shortly after the passage

of ERISA in 1974, to represent the interests of the more than nine

million men and women, and their families, who are covered by

multlemployer plans. The Committee's affiliates include more then 170

pension funds, health and welfare funds, and related international

unions.

I want to take this opportunity to bring to your attention several

recently-enacted and proposed legislative provisions that create very

serious, and, we believe, largely unintended, problems for multiemployer

pension and welfare plans. We urge you to correct these problems in the

pending technical corrections bill.

I. Necessary Technical Correction to the Pension Plan
Full Funding Limitation Changes Made in the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Ac 87 (Act).

Section 9301 of the Act amended the full funding limitation set

forth in Internal Revenue Code ("Code") section 412(c) (7) and Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA") section 302(c) (7) to add

a new full funding limitation equal to the excess over the value of the

plan's assets of 150 percent of the plan's current liability. Current

liability is to be determined based on interest rates that reflect

current annuity purchase rates and fall within a range linked to recent

interest rates on long-term Treasury bonds. The purpose cf this change

was to prevent abusive tax-motivated overfunding of pension plans. This

type of abuse does not occur in multiemployer plans.

The imposition of this new full funding limitation on multiemployer

plans is particularly inappropriate, because multiesployer plans -- which

are not subject to the funding requirements in new Code section 412(l) --

continue to use pre-Act actuarial assumptions for all other plan funding

purposes. Multiemployer plans tend to use relatively conservative

funding assumptions, because those plans can be highly vulnerable to

short-term fluctuations.
1  

Under current conditions, the interest rates

called for to set the new full funding limitation are substantially

higher than the rates that substantially all multiemployer plans use for

plan funding.

I Employer contributions to multiemployer plans are fixed in labor
contracts that run for several years, so they cannot be adjusted to match
changes in plan funding needs in the interim. They are also typically
based on some measure of the level of covered work by plan participants
(n.g., cents-per-hour).
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This could cause a multiemployer plan to find that contributions

otherwise needed to meet minimum funding would not be currently

deductible. If a plan increases benefits to keep contributions within

the full funding limit in one year, the contribution rate fixed in the

bargaining agreement may not be enough to cover th& resulting funding

requirements in following years, based on assumptions used for minimum

funding purposes. Since contributions are contractually set for a

multi-year period, they cannot be modified from year to year in response

to fluctuations in the full funding limit. And in those cases where the

benefits as well as the contributions are fixed in the bargaining

agreement, there would be no solution short of annual collective

bargaining, which would take an unacceptable toll on labor-management

relations.

The current spread between the market-based interest rate called

for to determine the new full funding limit and the rates multiemployer

plans generally use for funding purposes is a very serious problem. Of

even greater long-term consequence for multiemployer plans, however, is

the fact that, because the full funding limit rate will vary from year to

year in accordance with financial market conditions,2 a significant

element of instability has been introduced into multiemplcyer plan

funding arrangements. If it is virtually impossible to predict with any

assurance what the deduction limits will be over the life of the

bargaining agreement, it will be comparably difficult for the union and

employers to negotiate a contribution level that will assure both current
deductibility and continued sound plan funding while the agreement is in

force.

It is important to note that contributing to a multiemployer plan

creates no opportunity for an employer to manipulate taxes. All

multiemployer pension contributions are the product of labor

negotiations. An employer with a contractual contribution obligation

cannot vary the amount it pays from year to year to suit its year-to-year

tax situation. Moreover, the pension contributions represent part of the

negotiated compensation package. It has long been recognized that

employers are generally called upon to spend the same amount on

compensation in some other form, if it does not go into the pension plan.

Amounts contributed to multiemployer plans are held solely for the

benefit of the covered employees, the overwhelming majority of whom are

union-repreent=1 rank-and-file workers. As the law does not allow

surplus multiemployer plan assets to revert to any contributing employer,

a company that contributes more than is needed for plan benefits has lost

the use of that money forever. Since more dollars into the pension fund

generally mean fewer dollars for wages, health care or other benefits,

2 The rate must be within 10% of a four-year moving average of Treasury
long-term bond rates, with the most recent experience to be most heavily
weighted. But within that range, the interest rate must reflect current
market prices for insurance company annuities.
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the union's constituency also loses if the plan is overfunded. Thus,

neither the union nor the employers have any incentive to maintain

artificially high multiemployer plan contribution rates.

Perhaps more important, applying the new rule to multiesployer

plans will not likely serve any revenue-raising purpose. In a

multiemployer situation, the employer cannot stop contributing,

regardless of the full funding limit, without violating its labor

contract. Faced with a deduction crisis, some plan boards of trustees

will increase benefits in order to increase the deduction limit. Indeed,

a recent survey of approximately 25 percent of all multiamployer plans in

the country, conducted by a major pension consulting firm, showed that,

for the four years 1984 through 1987, over 97 percent of all

multiemployer plans that had a full funding limitation issue resolved

that issue in a way that gave rise to absolutely no increase in taxable

income either to contributing employers or to plan participants. Such a

response to the short-term market fluctuations that will determine the

limitation could, in some cases, create a continuing need for higher

employer contributions over the long term, and correspondingly high tax

deductions. Rather than helping to meet federal deficit reduction goals,

in a multiemployer plan context, applying the change in the limitation to

employer plans could hamper federal deficit reduction goals if the plans

are forced to increase future employer costs to pay for current benefit

increases.

A unique characteristic of multiemployer plans is the fact that, if

they have unfunded vested benefits, they must impose a charge on

withdrawing employers equal to the employers' share of the unfunded plan

liabilities. The valuation of vested benefits for purposes of withdrawal

liability is a responsibility of the plan's actuary. Many plans are

using interest rates for this that are based in part on the interest

rates prescribed by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation for

terminating single employer plans. Many others are using the same rates

that they use for ongoing plan funding.

Few, if any, multiemployer plane are using withdrawal liability

interest rates that are as high as the lowest interest rate allowable for

determining current liability for plan years beginning January 1, 1988.

Thus, some plans will find that, although they have withdrawal liability,

the employers cannot contribute enough to eliminate it without exceeding

the full funding limit. Others may find that benefit increases needed to

enable employers to deduct currently the negotiated contributions that

they are bound to make will create withdrawal liability where none

existed.

Finally. we note an especially onerous and unfair consequence of

applying last year's change in the full funding limit to multiemployar

plans: the fact that it applies to all years after 1987. This gave no

advance opportunity for employers and unions sponsoring ultiemployer

plans to take the change into account in arriving at negotiated
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contributions rates. Contributions that were clearly deductible when

agreed to, which employers are now paying because they are legally bound

to do so, may in fact now not be deductible. The employers cannot change

what they contribute unless the bargaining agreements are reopened, which

tends to be extremely disruptive of labor relations. As an alternative

to protect the deductions, some boards of trustees might te pressured to

adopt benefit improvements that could prove difficult to support in

future years. Legislative relief from this dilemma is clearly needed.

For all of the above reasons, we urge you to provide, in a

technical correction to section 9301 of the Act, that multiemployer plans

are not subject to the new part of the full funding limitation. we

suggest that this could be done by adding the following subparagraph at

the end of Code section 412(c)(7) and ERISA section 302(c)(7):

"(E) Multiemployer Plans. -- Subparagraph (A)(i)(1) shall not apply

to a multiemployer plan."

2. Health Care Coverage Continuation Requirements
of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 2985 ("COBRA"I.

The House Ways and Means Committee is currently marking up a

proposal ("Proposal"), to be included in H.R. 4333 that would revise the

sanctions for violations of the health care continuation coverage

provisions of COBRA. Instead of current law sanctions, an excise tax

would be imposed. The Proposal would make a multiemployer plan liable

for all COBRA violations in which it is involved. The employer of the

employees with respect to whom the violation occurred would also be made

jointly and severally liable with the plan. However, the employer would

not be liable for the excise tax if it had a written agreement with the

plan that the plan would be responsible for the particular COBRA duty

with respect to which the violation occurred. Under the Froposal, the

multiemployer plan document may constitute the written agreement

necessary for the safe harbor rule. This is very important to make the

safe harbor workable for multiemployer plans.

We understand that a similar proposal may be included in the Senate

version of the Technical Corrections Bill. We would like to suggest the

following necessary modifications to make the Proposal more workable for

multiemployer plans.

a. Employer Responsibility to Provide Notices
of Termination of Employment, Reduction of
Hours or Death of an Emplovee.

Multiemployer plants often have hundreds of contributing employers.

These employers make contributions to the plan pursuant to collective

bargaining agreements. Indeed, in-many of the industries characterized

by multiemployer plans (1.g., construction and longshore), it would often

be impossible to provide employee benefits on any basis other than

through multiemployer plans because participants may work for several

different employers in the course of a week -- or even a day -- and the

employers themselves are often small and fluid in structure. There is

often little contact between individual employers and the plans'

trustees.
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Employers have neither the right nor the opportunity to oversee

day-to-day plan administration such as COBRA implementation. -Nor do they

have unfettered discretion to withdraw from the plans. Multiemployer

plans could be severely disrupted if employers could not continue to rely

on the fact that the plan complies with all of its obligations, including

its obligations under COBRA. Contributing employers have even les

authority or opportunity to see that other employers comply with their

COBRA obligations.

As a practical matter, an employer satisfies its obligations under

COBRA if it provides the plan administrator with timely notice of a

qualifying event based on an employee's death, termination of service or

reduction in hours, as required by statute and regulations, and provides

any required alternative coverage for qualified beneficiaries in the

event that ic withdraws from the multiemployer plan. It must rely on the

plan (and the other employers) to satisfy all other COBRA requirements.

The Proposal would resolve this problem with respect to

contributing employers, because it would establish a procedure for the

plan to be responsible for COBRA compliance matters over which the

employers have no control. However, the plan should have a similar

opportunity to establish that the employer is solely responsible for

giving the qualifying event notice to the plan administrator regarding

employees' death, termination of service or reduction in hours. Plan

administrators need that notice, in many cases, to follow through with
3

the prompt delivery of COBRA elections and coverage. In such
circumstances, it makes no sense to impose a tax on the plan, which

needs, but cannot get, this necessary information. Instead, the excise

tax should be i-posed solely on the employer, who would thus be

encouraged to provide timely and accurate notices to the plan.
4

Finally, in some multiemployer plans, an entity may contribute to

the plan on behalf of the employees of a contractor that does work for

the entity. In these circumstances, it is the contractor, and not the

contributing entity, that is likely to know when an employee terminates

service or dies. Accordingly, it is important in such circumstances for

the plan t, be able to impose on that contractor an enforceable

obligation to provide necessary notices to the plan administrator. In

such cases, where plan rules so provide, the contractor should be made

jointly and severally liable with the contributing entity.

3 In some multiemployer plans, because of the nature of their particular
industries, it may be more workable for the plan administrator to waive
the requirement that employers send specific notices whenever an employee
completes a job, and treat the employee's loss of plan eligibility from
any source as the qualifying event. However, in other industries, the
employer notice approach will be more workable. In such industries,
multieoployer plans should have an enforceable mechanism for requiring
employers to provide necessary notices.
4 We have previously submitted comments to the Tax and Labor Committees
relating to notice requirements to ensure that qualified beneficiaries
with respect to whom an employer has failed to notify the p lan will be
promptly provided with their COBRA rights whenever -- and however -- they
are brought to the plan's attention.
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b. Emolover Resoonsibility for Coveraue After Withdaua.

The obligation to provide COBRA continuation coverage is an

obligation of the employer. Once an employer has withdrawn from a

multiemployer plan, the multiemployer plan's relationship with that

employer is similar to the relationship an insurance company has once an

employer terminates its policy with the company. The multiemployer plan

therefore has no further obligation to that employer's employees or their

qualified beneficiaries. Instead, the employer is obligated to provide

any required continuation coverage under one or more of its other plans,

if any. This poin should be made clear in legislative history, if not

in the statute.

3. Welfare Plan Nondiscrimination Rules.

We urge you to permit employers contributing to multiemployer

welfare plans to treat the amount of their contributions to such plans,

with adjustments, as the value of the welfare benefits provided. Such

employers typically make contributions to such plans pursuant to

collective bargaining agreements, which require them to contribute a

certain number of cents per hour or other measure of work. The plans'

labor-management boards of trustees establish the plans' benefits,

eligibility and coverage rules, financing, and other matters. The

individual contributing employers, often numbering in the hundreds,

ordinarily have no involvement with the plans' operations and little

information about plan benefits, or even which of the employees with

respect to whom they contribute are actually covered.

Such employers therefore typically do not have the information

necessary to value coverage provided to specific employees. Accordingly,

we are greatly encouraged that the staff of the Joint Committee on

Taxation has proposed, and the Ways and Means Committee has apparently

adopted, a rule clarifying that, in applying the Section 89

nondiscrimination rules, the value of an employee's coverage under a

multiemployer plan will be treated as equal to the amount the employer

contributes with respect to that employee. We would like to suggest a

few refinements to make this concept more workable.

Multiemployer plans could be required to inform employers, upon

request, of the portion of the bargained-for contribution that is

allocable to each different type of benefit -- health, group term life,

etc. This would be determined based on clear, simple, and objective

guidelines promulgated by Treasury. In addition, special rule' of

convenience must be developed to "normalize" contributions made on behalf

of short-service employees and special situations in which the basis for

contributions is not directly related to the periods worked by employees,

or in which contributions are made by companies that do not employ the

plan participants. All employees with respect to whom an employer

contributes at the same rate should be treated as covered by the same

"plan." In addition, the ability of employers to exclude any category of

"excludable" employees for purposes of section 89 testing should not be

affected by the inclusion of some such excludable employees in a
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multiemployer plan. In addition, the welfare plan reporting requirements

of Code section 6039D must be modified if they are to be workable for

multiemployer plans.

We also suggest that employers that have the capacity to do so be

permitted to value benefits provided under multiemployer plans under the

general rules, rather than the contribution-based approach.

We will submit more detailed cosonts to your staff and look

forward to working with them to resolve these important issues.

4. Welfare Plan Reserve Limits.

The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 imposed limits on reserves of

welfare benefit plans. Employer contributions that increase plan

reserves above these limits are not deductible. Income of these plans

that increases reserves above these limits is subject to Unrelated

Taxable Business Income Tax ("UBTI"). The Tax Reform Act of 1986

provided an exception to these reserve limits for collectively bargained

plans.

It is important to clarify that: (1) The collectively bargained

plan exception, permitting all deductions to much plans to be deductible,

and all reserves of such plans to be tax-exempt, applies to all types of

welfare plans, including, for example, group legal and educational

assistance plans, and not just to medical, disability, life, SUB and

severance plans; (2) the exception applies regardless of whether the

contributions are used to purchase "facilities" such as computers, a

building, office furniture, etc.; and (3) the UBTI tax is not imposed on

post-retirement medical benefit reserves of collectively bargained plans.

5. Group Legal and Educational Assistance Sunsets.

As I discussed in detail in my March 28, 1988, testimony before

te Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, it is important to make

permanent the exclusions from employee income for employer-paid group

legal and educational assistance benefits, which expire after 1987.

These plans provide important benefits for working Americans. The tax

and administrative burdens that would arise in the absence of the

exclusions would likely force most of these plans to be terminated.

6. Bifurcation of Plans.

There has recently been a very serious trend to bifurcate

special rules and effective dates applicable to multiemplcyar and/or

collectively bargained plans. Thus, the special rules are applied only

to those individuals covered under the plan pursuant to a collective

bargaining agreement, and not to any individuals that may be covered

under the plan on any other basis. Statutory examples include the Code

section 411 ten-year vesting exception for multiemployer plans and the
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following effective dates: $7,000 limit on elective deferrals (TRA

1 1105(i)), minimum coverage and additional participation requirements

(TRA 1 1112(e)), minimum vesting standards (TRA 1 1113(e)); minimum

distribution requirements (TRA j 1121(d))i and nondiscrimination rules

for coverage and benefits under certain statutory employee benefit plans

(TRA 1 1151(k)). In addition, proposed Treasury regulations apply the

COBRA health care continuation coverage rules on a bifurcated basis.

Even worse, those regulations treat bargaining units that join a plan

after April 7, 1986, as if they were not collectively bargained, for

purposes of the effective date provisions. As a practical matter, in

most cases, such bifurcation renders the special rule or extended

effective date unusable by multiomployer plans.

We urge you to apply these and all special rules and effective

dates applicable to multiemployer and/or collectively bargained plans to

the entire plan, provided that the percentage of plan participants who

are covered pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement is sufficiently

high to justify characterizing the plan as collectively bargained.

7. Other Technical Corrections.

In addition, there are a number of other multiemployer plan

changes that should be included in the pending Technical Corrections

Bill. We have made submissions and presented testimony and are working

with staff on these issues, which relate to: ten-year vesting; proposed

changes in required frequency of pension plan valuations; pension plan

nondiscrimination rules; the treatment of life insurance contracts as

death benefits; joint and survivor annuity rules; effective dates;

section 415 limits on contributions and benefits under qualified plans;

and a proposed repeal of the current law provision terminating COBRA

coverage when an individual becomes covered by another group health plan.

If you have any questions, or if we can be of further help on any

of these issues, please call Vivian H. Berzinskli (872-8610) of our

professional staff.
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

Before: Senate Finance Committee

Subject: Technical Corrections Issues
Section 89 of the IRC, COBRA Amendments

Date: July 12, 1988

On behalf of the more than half million independent

business owners who are members of the National Federation

of Independent Business (NFIB), we submit the following

testimony on two key issues of concern to NFIB members

contained within the technical corrections legislation to

be taken up by this committee.

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code

Background

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA) included a revision

to section 89 of the IRC. Essentially this section will

now require that the non-discrimination tests which apply

for pension plans under the Employee Retirement Income

Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) will now apply to the

qualification of health, welfare, and fringe benefit plans.

Under section 89 all er Dyers must test each fringe

benefit plan and each separate set of options under a

fringe benefit plan to determine if the plan meets the new

definition of non-discrimination. Failure to meet these

new qualifications will result in the taxation of most

benefits received by the. owners or highly compensated

members of the plan.
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Small Business Concerns

When is a Mandate a Mandate?

Congress has spent a substantial amount of time

discussing the pros and cons of mandated benefits in the

areas of health care, child care, parental leave.

Congress has yet to underwrite any specific action in this

area, as there are many issues to be debated and

considered.

Yet, Congressional changes to section 89 of the IRC in

1986, if interpreted as broadly as the Joint Committee on

Taxation and the Treasury Department advocate, will result

in Congress mandating benefits.

While some say that the mandate will only occur in a

situation where the employer's benefits plan discriminates

against lower-paid employees, in fact section 89 creates a

new definition of discrimination.

The new rules draw lines which very few small business

owners can measure up to, creating a new definition of

discrimination that is based on a lack of coverage rather

than on eligibility. In crafting this new test, Congress

did not take into account two primary small business

issues, that of affordability and compliance.

When compared on a basis of cost per employee, the

cost to a small business owner for health insurance

coverage is higher than that for a large business. These

higher costs translate into limited flexibility by a small

business owner in the variations of coverage he can

provide to his employees.
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Under the new section 89 rules, a small employer who

provides health insurance coverage for employees, but who

requires his employees to share costs when dependents are

covered, can find the plan deemed discriminatory and

thereby disqualified for reasons outside the employer's

control.

Imagine the small employers of this country waking up

on January 2 of next year and being told that the health

plan which was fair and equitable two days ago is now

discriminatory against his/her employees.

The typical NFIB member generates a mere $350,000 per

year in sales. He/she is facing ever-increasing labor

costs and yet is trying to work with employees to provide

them some measure of protection against illness. However,

Congress has decided that the employer will not have such

discretion and that nothing less than a mandate will dc.

Additional Paperwork and Compliance Costs

Each separate set of options will require a separate

set of tests to be applied. The high option coverage is

one plan, the low option coverage is another plan, the

dependent coverage is a third plan, supplemental coverage

is a fourth plan.

Each plan requires the employer to test continuously

to determine if the plan qualifies under section 89. All

this adds up to increased compliance costs, increased

paperwork costs, increased costs of coverage. This cannot

realistically be perceived as an incentive for employers

on the edge of financially affording health insurance

coverage for their employees to purchase such coverage,
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Lack of IRS Regulations

Clearly the new paperwork (and compliance)

requirements are going to be difficult for most small

employers to integrate into their management systems,

especially since most accountants and attorneys have yet

tc, advise their clients on these new requirements. In

addition the IRS has yet to issue any clear guidance on

how employers are to comply with the new provisions.

Some safe harbor tests, or some protection against

adverse selection problems, is clearly warranted on behalf

of small employers. Additional time for small employers

to become familiar with yet-to-be published IRS

regulations is clearly warranted, too.

EXTENSION OF COBRA BENEFITS

Change in Termination Rule

Small business is about to be bitten by an expansion

of the infamous COBRA provisions. First enacted in 1985

under the Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act (hence

the acronym COBRA), these health insurance requirements

were enacted without the benefit of hearings or input from

the business community.

Apparently the snake is being let out of the bag

again. The technical corrections bill, introduced as

S.2238, contains an expansion of the COBRA rules. Under

the original provisions enacted in 1985, COBRA benefits

terminated when a former employee became eligible for

health insurance coverage by a new employer. The

technical corrections bill includes an expansion of COBRA
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by removing the automatic termination rule if the former

employee or a dependent is unable to qualify under the new

employer's medical plan due to a pre-existing medical

condition.

Calling this a simple technical correction is a

specious argument. The Finance Committee has requested

general comment on the technical corrections legislation,

but no hearings or review of this issue have been

conducted. Certainly no committee has held any hearings

to explore the adverse cost impact this type of rule could

have on a small employer.

If enacted, this new COBRA rule will have a serious

impact on some small employers. Their benefits plan costs

will rise, as will the employers' subsequent experience

ratings and future plan osts. Increased costs to provide

the same coverage will impact the employers' ability to

expand or maintain current benefit plans for his current

employees.

Data From 1985 Employee Benefits Survey

It would be helpful at this point to reiterate some

data from previous NFIB testimony on small employers'

health 'insurance costs and coverage.

The primary basis for our remarks come from two

national surveys we have conducted in this general area.

The first survey was done in 1978 and is entitled National

Health Insurance Report on Small Business. The second,

conducted in late 1985, is entitled Small Business

Employee Benefits.
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Coverage Among Small Firms

Small firms are not unlike their larger counterparts

in recognizing the value of employer-provided health

benefits. The number of small business owners providing

employee health insurance has been rising as the ability

to pay for these benefits increases.

According to our national survey in 1985, sixty-five

percent of firms offer health insurance for at least some

full-time employees, an increase of eight percentage

points from a similar finding in 1978. Forty-two percent

of small firms provided health insurance to all full-time

employees. Subsequent field survey data from April 1987

indicate as many as seventy-five percent of those who

provide fringe benefits are providing health insurance.

This, despite the fact that in 1985, the median monthly

health insurance premium paid by small employers was over

$1,766, more than double the monthly premium paid in 1978.

The rising cost of health insurance is the number one

problem as reported in NFIB's 1986 Small Business Problems

and Priorities study.

The vast majority of firms in all size categories

offer plans that include hospitalization/surgical and

major medical. In the aggregate, nearly two-thirds of

these employers pay the entire premium cost, with smaller

firms more likely to pay 100% of the premium than larger

firms. Well over eighty percent of health insurance plans

offered in small firms carried an option for dependent

coverage.

Employee health insurance was not provided by about

one-third of small employers. No single reason dominated
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their decisions. The most frequently cited reasons were:

employees covered under a spouse or parent policy

(secondary wage earners); premiums were too high; employee

turnover was too great; the firm's profitability was

insufficient; or the firm couldn't qualify for a group

policy. There is a fringe benefit hierarchy for small

employers. Paid vacations are provided first, with health

insurance becoming available as the firm matures and

begins to make a profit.

In their May 6 testimony, the Health Insurance

Association of America outlined three primary reasons for

higher premiums for small employers:

i) higher acquisition (marketing and underwriting)
and fixed administrative expenses which must be
recovered from a smaller number of employees;

2) the behavior of small business in the marketplace,
i.e. lower renewal rates and adverse selection; and

3) government regulations, particularly
state-mandated benefit laws.

NFIB evidence would support much of their reasoning

-- evidence accurrulated through our benefit surveys and

firsthand experience in launching our own group medical

insurance program, the details of which we will share with

you later in our testimony.

Review of these facts and the extensive results of our

employee benefit surveys lead NFIB to believe that small

employer-sponsored health care plans can best be expanded

by:

1) reducing health insurance costs by reducing or
eliminating state and federal mandates;

2) expanding the health insurance premium income tax
deduction for unincorporated businesses;
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3) offering .nore realist-,U-trUZncentives to small firms;
and

4) encouraging the further development of group plans and
multi-employer trusts (METs).

Tax Incentives

Tax incentives for health insurance have encouraged the

spread of private coverage, protecting people from financial

hardship and the public from carrying their burden. The United

States will forgive about $35 billion in taxes owed in 1987 to

provide this protection to about 146 million people.

The federal tax code has, since 1954, provided a double

subsidy for health insurance bought for employees by

employers. The employer's taxable income is reduced by the

amount of health insurance premiums paid, and the employee

doesn't have to include the dollar value of the insurance in

his or her income. Despite this strong commitment to encourage

businesses to provide health insurance through tax incentives,

small unincorporated business owners have never been afforded

the same privilege as their cc:porate counterparts.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made some movement in rectifying

this unequal treatment by allowing a 25 percent tax deduction

for health insurance premiums paid by unincorporated business

owners.

Forty-two percent of these business owners have no health

coverage. Sixteen percent of all uninsured workers in 1985

were self-employed. Health benefits can and should be expanded

to these owners and their families by extending them an equal

100% health premium tax deduction.
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Income tax deductions to purchase health insurance are an

ineffective incentive for new and marginal firms. If you're

not making money, there's nothing to take a deduction against.

A more viable tax incentive would be a deduction against

payroll taxes. From the first dollar they pay in salary -- •

even to themselves -- small business owners pay payroll taxes,

and to be of any real value, the incentive must be against a

tax they pay.

For our members, payroll taxes aren't just another cost of

doing business. Payroll taxes, for a majority of small firms,

constitute more of a burden than any other form of taxation.

Today, nearly one of every three federal tax dollars collected

is a payroll tax, and this burden remains a constant threat to

small, labor-intensive firms. NFIB recommends that the

committee explore payroll tax credits as a viable incentive for

expanding small employer health care coverage. We believe this

kind of encouragement coul&-go a long way in providing coverage

for many marginal employers and their workers.

Group Plans

Our surveys show that small business owners purchase

private health insurance from a great variety of carriers.

While the firm was the group sponsor more often than not,

trade/business associations have been increasingly taking that

role, including NFIB.

Recognize that, indeed, many small employers themselves

would be considered marginal at best. The 1983 median annual

earnings for full-time business owners, men and women

respectively, were $15,600 and $4,984. This compares to male

and female employees, $20,039 and $12,079 respectively

92-267 0 - 89 - 11
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(according, to the Monthly Labor Review, May 1987, U.S.

Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics).

There are now more than 15 million small businesses in the

United States, many of whom employ the young and old, women and

minorities in larger proportions than our competitors in big

business. Two-thirds of all American workers get their start

in a small firm.

In 1985, the number of jobs nationally increased by 2.7%.

The number of jobs in small business-dominated industries rose

by 5.1%. These include construction, retail trade, and services

(incidentally, those most lacking in health care coverage).

During the same period, employment in large business-dominated

industries rose by only seven-tenths of one percent (0.7%).

Minority self-employment rose to an all-time high of 522,000,

contrasted with 337,000 ten years earlier.

While we are making suggestions as to how coverage through

small firms might be expanded, we must recognize that much of

the problem is structural by nature. Federal mandates will

only exacerbate the problem.

The economics of mandated benefits are pure and simple. If

you legislate the cost of labor upward -- particularly,

marginal labor for marginal firms -- less labor will be

demanded and those jobs will start evaporating.

Ways and Means Committee Actions

The House Ways and Means Committee has reported out its

version of technical corrections, proposing several

"simplifications" to section 89. The recommendations of the

House committee provide a starting point for the Finance
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Committee, but in no way do the recommended actions solve the

problem for small employers.

There is still a need for some form of safe harbor to

protect employees while not penalizing those employers who do

not sponsor discriminatory health plans, but who voluntarily

provide equal benefits. A safe harbor is needed which allows a

small business owner to qualify his benefits package but

removes any excessive paperwork or recordkeeping burden.

A safe harbor which accomplished these goals would ensure

continued provision by employers of health and fringe benefits

for employees, without endangering the level of benefits the

employer can afford to provide.

Section 89 as drafted will deliver this message to small

employers.

It's fine, Mr. or Mrs. small business owner, that you are
helping your employees by providing some measure of health
protection, but we (Congress) do not think this is enough.
So to help you provide more benefits to your employees, we
are going to penalize you.

At this point, Congress is making the determination to

mandate a level of health benefits, as surely as if it enacted

the most radical health legislation currently being proposed.

Small business owners object to this backdoor mandate. If

the objective is fairness, we need to discuss a realistic

definition of fairness. As the data from previous NFIB surveys

illustrate, and as data from other non-profit non-partisan

organizations have shown, many small business owners are doing

as much as they can, voluntarily. Ensuring provision of

adequate coverage cannot be accomplished merely by a mandate:

practical limitations must be recognized. A comprehensive

review of health care costs and needs is required for a more
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thoughtful approach to health care and all fringe benefit

issues provided by employers.

I am not aware that such a debate was engaged in during

consideration of the 1986 Tax Reform Act.

Specific Recommendations

If the intention is to penalize employers who are

discriminatory, the regulations under section 89 should be

designed so as not to penalize those employers who do not

truly discriminate.

A safe harbor must be designed which does not result in an

employer being penalized under a definition of

"discriminatory" that itself discriminates against smaller

employers.

In crafting a safe harbor which works for employers with

fewer than 15 employees, some manner of aggregating the

value of all benefits to employees should be allowed as a

way of reducing the number of tests and the degree of

compliance the small employer must satisfy.

Data collection rules must include a limitation on the

number of times per year the small employer must gather the

necessary data to comply with section 89.

The definition of a part time employee as one who works at

least 17 1/2 hours per week is arbitrary and has been

formed without any prior debate. This needs to be modified.

The requirement for a sworn statement from employees who do

not elect employer-provided coverage places a burden on the
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employer which is unnecessary. Current law requires an

employee to affirm that he has received all available

information on fringe benefits from an employer and that

he understands his options.

* The definition of a highly-compensated employee needs to be

reviewed. Under the Ways and Means proposal, the

requirement to qualify for the safe harbors includes a

simplified method. However, the requirement also specifies

"that the employer would not be entitled to this election

if the employer maintains any "top heavy fringe benefit

plans".

" The top heavy rules which apply in the pension categories

by definition rule out all small employers from the

simplified safe harbors. This definition needs to be

removed from the safe harbor in defining highly compensated

employees.

Some realistic time frame must be provided small employers

to allow them and their insurance carriers to adjust to

these requirements.

Conclusion

NFIB asks this committee to carefully consider some

positive changes to section 89 of the IRC. Congress must

consider the impact of section 89 within two criteria:

The need to nurture the ability of small business to

continue to create jobs and economic opportunity; and
the need to encourage small employers to provide the
flexible range of fringe benefits which are responsive to

the needs of the employees, free of government mandates.

In addition, we ask your help to postpone changes in the
COBRA benefit rules and to provide an open forum to discuss

options for expandihg health care.
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WRITTEN STATUWT OF
THE MATIOKAL GRANGE

Prepared by
Mark C. Nestlen, Legislative Representative

Subitted to
The Senate Finance Committee

July 13, 1988
RE: S. 2238, the Technical Correction Act of 1988

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to submit testimony on S.
2238 (H.R. 4333), the Technical Corrections Act of 1988. The National
Grange, the first general agricultural and rural organization, strongly
supported passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. We believe that as a whole
the new tax laws have and will continue to benefit the economy,
particularly the agricultural economy. However, as with any major
legislation, there were sore drafting mistakes and a few content errors
that desperately need to be corrected. On behalf of the over 365,000
members nationwide, we strongly encourage the Finance Ccwmittee to move
forward with markup on the Technical Corrections Act of 1988. The
remainder of this testimony will deal with specific provisions which should
be addressed in that legislation.

HM- I - ISI91 IN S. 2238 (H.R. 4333) AS fIuuM

Discharge of

The technical change for the treatment of discharge of indebtedness
income of certain farmers (section 104(a) of the bill, section 405 of the
Reform Act, and sections 108 and 1017 of the Code) is inconsistent with the
Conference Report of the Reform Act. Farmers and taxpayers relied upon the
Conference Report and the change in the technical corrections will be at
their disadvantage. The Grange is oxcerned that this change could create
confusion for producers and their tax preparers and, therefore, opposes the
change.

Capital Gains for Dairy Termination Pr ,

Section 104(b) of the bill (section 406 of the Reform Act), retention
of capital gains treatment for sales of dairy cattle under the milk
production termination program, corrects the drafting error made in the Tax
Reform Act of 1986. However, the provision in the technical bill refers to
a sale occurring under the program before October 1, 1988. The sale had to
occur before September 1, 1988 by terms of the contract. Therefore, the
Grange supports section 104(b) of the technical bill but recommends the
date October 1, 1988 be changed to September 1, 1988.

Limitations on Farming Deductis

The Grange has contended that the 50 percent prepaid expense
provision is unnecessary due to the rules of the Reform Act that require
tax shelters to use accrual accounting, and the material participation
r-les. ite technical change, limitation of the use of the cash method of
accounting - limitations on farming deductions (section 108(a) of the bill,
section 801 of the Reform Act, section 464 of the Code), only deals with
the elimination of the prepaid provision for farming syndicates. The
Grange believes this technical correction should be expanded so that
section 464 shall not apply to all agricultural taxpayers who use the cash
method of accounting.

Self-Employed Health Inmurance Deductions

The National Grange disagrees with the proposed correction fo- the
deductibility of health insurance costs of self-employed individuals
(section lllB(b) of the bill, section 1161 of the Reform Act, and section
162(m) of the Code). The corrections bill would specify that the amounts
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deductible under section 162(m) do not reduce the income base for the self-
employed individual's social security tax. We do not believe that it is
equitable to allow employed individuals fringe benefits which do not add to
the income base for social security purposes unless the self-employed can
reduce their income base by the amount deductible under section 162(m).
The purpose of this provision was to develop a level field between the
employed and self-employed. This was only partially achieved since only 25
percent of health insurance will be deductible for the self-employed. The
recommended change in the correction bill will only further tilt the scale
in favor of the employed.

PAR T- 01 E MHI[ SBE[] BE ]I S. 2238 MH.R. 4333)

Preprcductive Period

Section 263A of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 forces livestock producers
to capitalize the preproductive period expenses of raising livestock rather
than allowing ranchers to deduct the expenses on an annual basis. This
provision has been successful in creating confusion and turmoil across the
country. Not only does this new capitalization requirement raise the cost
of producing livestock (the National Cattlemen's Association estimates
that production costs, via increases in taxes, could rise $50 to $100 per
head), but it also is so caiplicated that universities and accountants are
providing conflicting advice and may be leading producers in the wrong
direction.

It is absolutely essential that the capitalization requirements for
livestock, the so-called "heifer tax", be eliminated from the tax code.
The repeal of the provision passed the House floor last year in the budget-
cutting package but was removed in Oonference since it was a technical
correction to the Tax Reform Act. There are currently over 51 ocsponsors
in the Senate of legislation to repeal the capitalization requirement, and
a repeal of the provision should be included in any technical corrections
passed this year. (The repeal provision and a variation of the Grange's
revenue offset is included in the technical bill as reported by the House
Weys and Means Committee on July 14, 1988.)

A number of problems exist with the capitalization rule. First of
all, the preproductive period is inaccurately defined. The preproductive
period is defined as from conception of the animal until the animal gives
birth. This definition is practically and technically incorrect. Under
the "two gestation" definition, there are actually three distinctly
different management periods. From conception to parturition, the
management practices relate to the care of the mother. After birth until
the female is placed in the breeding herd is a second stage of management.
The management during this period relates to the growth and development of
the animal itself. When the female is placed in the breeding herd, the
care of that female is a production management and is similar to the care
that her mother received during gestation. Therefore, the "true
preproductive period" for livestock is from birth until placed in the
breeding herd.

The Department of the Treasury listened to industry concerns prior to
the development of regulations for the provision. However, the law was so
specific that the Treasury Department could not use recomdations from
the industry and suceeded in creating a nightmare.

The Treasury Department's regulations defined the preproductive period
as follows:

'"The preproductive period of an animal begins at the time of
acquisition, breeding, or embryo implantation. he preproductive
period ends at the time the animal is ready to perform the
primary function intended to be performed by that animal (e.g.,
when the animal becomes productive in marketable quantities), or
when the animal is reasonably expected to be sold or otherwise
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disposed of. For example, in the case of a cow used for breeding
purposes, the preproductive period with respect to the cow exis
on the date the first calf is dropped."

This rule, which was mandated by Ongress, creates discriminatory
situations between different types of livestock operators who use different
management practices. Some producers could come in under the two-year
period while their neighbor, due to a slightly different management
practice, would fall outside the period. The follcing are a few examples.

A producer who sells calves will have an unfair advantage over a
producer who retains calves for breeding purposes. If a rancher sells
calves under the two-year deadline, the preproductive period expenses could
be deducted while a rancher who retains heifers for the breeding herd would
be forced to capitalize the same expenses.

Additionally, bull calves are determined to have a different
preproductive period than heifer calves. Males do not have a second
gestation period. his, then, indicates that the preproductive period for
the male would end when he can impregnate a female - his intended function.

Furthermore, producers of protein food pru other than beef and
dairy are not affected by the provision and will not experience any changes
in their cost of production. As cattle production costs increase, supply
decreases Ahich, in turn, raises the price of live cattle and beef. As the
retail price of beef rises and other protein food source prices stay
constant, a substitution affect will occur, precipitated by bad tax policy.

Horses are yet another concern. The IRS regulation talks of the
intended function of the animal occurring when an offspring is produced.
However, race horses, sho horses, rodeo horses, etc. all perform their
useful purpose prior to entering the breeding herd. It is unclear how this
situation will be handled.

Another problem involved in this provision is the different
depreciation schedule for producers who elect not to capitalize. Under (vi)
Special rules for treatment of expenses (B), it states that:

"If the taxpayer or a related person makes the election, the
alternative depreciation system (as defined in section
168(g)(2)), shall be applied to all property used predominantly
in any farming business of the taxpayer or related person and
placed in service in any taxable year during which the election
is in effect."

Once again, these regulations tilt the playing field, this time in
favor of single coammodity producers. Mile most farmers will be allowed to
use a form of accelerated depreciation, a select few will be forced to use
the straight line depreciation method on all the farm's assets simply
because their operation is diversified - a recommended practice to avoid
economic dcwnturns.

The repeal of the capitalization requirements does have a cost. We
propose to offset the cost by chaiging the depreciation method for
agricultural assets. The Grange suggests that the depreciation method for
agricultural assets be changed from the double declining (200 percent)
balance method to the 150 percent declining balance method, and that single
purpose structures be depreciated over 10 years rather than 7 years. Both
changes are sound tax policy.

Changing the rate of depreciation does not reduce the overall tax
benefit of the investment. It does reduce the amount of up-front benefits
gained by the taxpayer. Changing the depreciation rate will reduce the
incentive for an investor to purchase agricultural assets solely for the
tax benefit gained by the first few years of depreciation. Moreover, this
depreciation method will more accurately reflect the useful life of the
asset. Lenqting the rrbmer of years single purpose strucures are
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depreciated for from 7 to 10 years will more accurately reflect university
studies which show 10 years is an accurate length for the life of single
purpose structures.

Loan ss Resees

one provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 that indirectly places an
unnecessary hlArden on our nation's family farmers is the provision that
repealed the reserve method of accounting for loan losses for the
institutions of the cooperative, farmer-owned Farm edit System ,EF-).
The Grange strongly supports returnirg the use of the reserve method of
accounting for loan losses to the I(S at the earliest possible date.

The 1 serves over 600,000 farmer borrowers and holds approximately
1/3 of all outstaixLing farm debt. Congress recently enacted the
Agricultural Credit Act of 1987 specifically to provide assistance to the
finatcially-troubled institutions of the Farm Credit System to assure this
nation's farmers that adequate supplies of agricultural credit would be
available to them at competitive interest rates. As a result of this
legislation, $130 million in financial assistance has already been provided
to specific System institutions.

The loss of the reserve method of accounting for loan losses
contradicts, in two way, the Congressional goal of assuring a healthy,
competitive Farm Credit System. First, it is estimated that the loss of
this provision will result in $90 million in additional tax liabilities for
the FCS and its farmer borrowers. It seems inefficient to provide federal
financial assistance to System institutions while at the same time
increasing their federal tax burdens.

Second, the loss of the reserve method of accounting for loan losses
places Farm Credit System institutions at a financial disadvantage in the
agricultural credit marketplace to many of its competitors, such as
commercial banks who continue to be able to use such accounting practices.
The ultimate test of the viability of a system of farmer-owned cooperative
Farm Credit institutions will not be the amout of federal assistance they
receive but their ability to compete in the marketplace. Given the
opportunity to compete for the farmers' borrowing business on a level
playing field with other agricultural lenders, we believe that the FCS
will be able to aggressively serve its borrowers while, at the same time,
minimizing the need for direct financial assistance.

Family Attribution for Material Particioation

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 provided certain restrictions on passive
investment losses where a taxpayer did not 'materially participate" in a
trade or business activity. The use of agents to run day-to-day operations
is allowed in the law. The Grange believes that a family member is a
special type of agent. We suggest that the technical package clarify that
for the purpose of the passive loss rules that activities of one family
member he attributed to another. (The attribution should be limited to
second generation family members and not be as broad as section 2032A.)
Specifically, a taxpayer who "actively participates" in a farming activity
should be attributed the activities of a family member for the purpose of
determining if the taxpayer "materially participates". The definition of
"farming activities" should be consistent with the definition of "farming
purpL='s" in section 2032A. The term "active participation" should have
the same meaning as otherwise provided in the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

PM MI - I MCWE )IM I IflI

Diesel Fuel Tax

As a part of the Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 (Title X, Subtitle
E, Part I, Section 10502), Congress changed the point of collection for the
diesel fuel excise tax from the retail level to the wholesale level. The
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effect of the provision is to require previously tax-free purchasers, such
as farmers, to pay the diesel fuel excise tax at the time of purchase and
then file for a refund either quarterly or annually based upon the amount
of refund due. The National Grange supports repeal of this new law as of
October 1, 1988. There are over 54 Senators who are cosp ors of
legislation to repeal the diesel fuel tax provision, and the Senate Finance
committee has approved the repeal. The repeal provision should be contained
in the technical package. (Repeal of the tax collection as of July 1, 1988
is contained in the technical bill passed by the House Ways and Means
Committee on July 14, 1988.)

Since farmers and ranchers are exempt from the diesel fuel tax for
off-highway use, it makes no sense to require payment of the tax and then
have users file for a refund or tax credit. In a serne, the collection of
the tax results in a mandated, interest-free loan from farmers and ranchers
to the federal government since the government does not pay interest on
the money held prior to the refund.

Higher interest costs and cash flow problems will undoubtedly result
from the nw tax collection procedures. Based on the 1982 Cens.n of
Agriculture, annual use of diesel fuel by agriculture is approximately
three billion gallons per year. At 15 cents per gallon, the annual diesel
tax collection would amount to approximately $420 million. This is a
substantial increase in up-front cost of production. Individual producers
may be forced to increase their operating loans to cover taxes ranging from
several hundred to several thousand dollars depending on the farm's diesel
fuel requirements. This will, in turn, increase the amount of interest
producers will be required to pay to their lending institution. Even if
some farmers and ranchers are not required to increase their operating
loans, they will still lose the tim value of their money.

There are problems and inequities that exist with regard to the refund
system. In general, farmers may file for quarterly refunds of the tax if
the refund for the quarter totals $1,000. Undoubtedly, there are some
users who cannot qualify for quarterly refunds because the refund would be
less than $1,000. In fact, it appears that less than 20,000 farmers will
be eligible for quarterly refunds. Those farmers who would not qualify for
quarterly refunds would be forced to loan money to the government until
tax time when the diesel fuel tax would be filed as a tax credit against
any tax liability owed to the IRS.

In addition to the added paperwork costs to farmers, the costs to the
Internal Revenue Service of distributing and maintaining a refund system
will subtract from the benefits of any added revenue which may find its
way to the Treasury. Moreover, since interest payments are a deductible
business expense, as interest costs rise, revenues for income tax to the
Treasury will decrease. However, we understand that repeal of the
provisions has a revenue cost. The Grange reconierds that to offset the
cost (I) the remittance of the collected tax be required on a weekly basis,
(2) the fuel tax for private exemption buses, except school buses, be
repealed, and (3) the wine tax credit be modified.

Taxation of Co*nrtion Reserve Program Pajmp,=

The Internal Revenue Service has made a misinterpretation of the
Congressional intent for self-employment taxation on rental payments. In
the Food Security Act of 1985, Congress established a ten-year acreage set-
aside program, the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), to conserve our
nation's vital resource - soil. In return for discontinuing production on
highly erodible land, the Secretary of Agriculture reached agreements on
the level of rental payments to be paid to producers by the Department of
Agriculture.

In 1987, the Internal Revenue Service determined that payments made
under the Conservation Reserve Program would be considered earned income
for self-eMploymert tax purposes. (Acording to the IRS, the CRP is
similar to the Soil Bank Program, Revenue Ruling 60-32, 1960-1, C.B. 23 aid
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the Crop Adjustment Program, Revenue Ruling 65-149, 1965-1, C.B. 434 and
Revenue Ruling 68-44, 1968-1, C.B. 191.) This conclusion conflicts with
the Congressional intent in the 1985 Farm Bill, treats payments from land
leased to the government under the CRP program differently from payments
for land leased to other renters, and discourages farmers frcm
participating in the CRP.

As self-employed workers, farmers are required to contribute to the
social security system under the terms of the Self-Employment Contributions
Act [SECA]. Section 1402(a) of the Internal Revenue Code defines net
earnings from self-employment for SECA tax purposes and stipulates that
agricultural rental payments are excluded from net earnings if the renter
does not 'materially participate" in production on the land. Therefore,
for a farmer who rents his property to another farmer and has no
involvement in the production of the land, the rental payments are not
considered earned income for SECA purposes. The IRS has determined for a
farmer who participates in the CRP and is clearly not involved in
production on the land, the rental payments he receives fram the Secretary
are treated as earned income.

To ensure that there would be no misunderstanding about the CRP
payments, the farm bill conferees included language in the Conferenoe
Report that clarified the definition of a rental payment. The farm bill
conferees concurred that:

1"... 'rental payment' mean(s) a payment made by the Secretary
to an owner or operator of a farm or ranch containing eligible highly
erodible cropland to ompensate the owner or operator for retiring
such land fron crop production and placing such land in the
Conservation Acreage Reserve."

The Conference Report also defined conservation payment as
reimbursement for the cost of cultivating ground cover or grasses to
replace the crop that had been grown on the land. However, the CRP payment
is specifically and repetitively referred to as a rental payment from the
Secretary to the farmer because the Secretary and the farmer entered a
contractual agreement in which the farmer agreed to rent his highly
erodible land to the Secretary in exchange for annual rental payments.

According to the Department of Agriculture, more than 160,000 farmers
signed agreements with the Secretary to set aside highly erodible acreage
for ten years. More than 8.2 million acres were taken out of production in
1987. The estimated annual rental payments exceeded $915 million with an
average per farmer rental payment of $5,700 (resulting in an average per
farmer tax increase of $742). And while taxing these payments would
increase revenues for the social security system, such a levy would be
unfair to farm households and would have an adverse effect on the CRP
initiative.

Clearly, the IRS ruling is inconsistent with the Congressional intent.
A number of steps have been taken to correct this problem; however, none
have been sucessful to this point. We recommend that e provision be
included in any technical tax correction legislation whi 4I forces the IRS
to corply with the Congressional intent. The provision could say-

'q ental payments made under the Conervation Reserve PrcgraAn by
the Secretary of Agriculture are not taxable under the terms of the
Self-Employment Contributions Act."

Thank you for this opportunity to share our concerns with current tax
policy. The Grange truly hopes these changes to S. 2238 (H.R. 4333) will
be acceptable to you and the entire Finance Crnmittee.
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STATEMENT OF
NEW ENGLAND ELECTRIC SYSTEM

BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

Comments on H.R. 4333,
the Technical Corrections Act of 1988

New England Electric System, a public utility holding company

whose subsidiaries serve 1.2 million electric customers in the States of

Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Rhode Island, is pleased to comment on

H.R. 4333, the Technical Corrections Act of 1988. Our comments address

the reduction in the dividends received deduction for portfolio stock

investments.

Current law provides for an 80-percent intercorporate dividends

received deduction if the stockholding corporation owns at least 20

percent of the stock of the dividend paying corporation. If less than

20 percent is owned, a 70-percent dividends received deduction is

available. The purpose of the dividends received deduction is to

eliminate, to a great extent, the multiple taxation of earnings at the

corporate level.

The House Committee on Ways and Means has included a provision

in the Technical Corrections Act that would phase down, over a

three-year period, the dividends received deduction for "portfolio

stock" from the present 80 percent or 70 percent levels to 50 percent.

This proposed reduction, particularly when coupled with the reductions

in the deduction percentage from 85 percent to present levels enacted in

1986 and 1987, is substantial and can have a significant negative impact

on the New England Electric System and on other electric utilities

operating in the New England region.

In the case of the New England Electric System companies, the

dividends received deduction attributable to the single asset

corporation dividends is used to lower electric rates for its

customers. Thus, enactment of the House proposal will directly and

adversely affect our customers' electricity bills.

According to the House Committee bill, ownership of 20 percent

or less of the stock of a corporation is considered a-"portfolio"
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investment and, thus, would be subject to the reduced dividends received

deduction. The House Committee bill retains the higher dividends

received deduction where ownership is greater than 20%, since the owning

corporation is considered the "alter ego" of the distributing

corporation.

Since the late 1950's, many electric utilities in New England

have joined together to construct a number of large power generating

facilities for the benefit of customers throughout the region. In

certain instances, this joining together has been accomplished by

formation of "single asset corporations" that are owned exclusively by

New England-based electric utilities. Each single ar-et corporation

owns and operates a specific power plant and sells the electricity

produced from the plant to its stockholding utilities, generally, in

direct proportion to their stock interests. The utility shareholders,

in turn, resell the electricity at cost to their customers. Although

the utility shareholder companies are truly "alter egos" of the single

asset corporations, most would fail to qualify as such under the House

Ways and Means Committee bill. Consequently, since most of the

after-tax profits earned by the single asset corporations are regularly

distributed as taxable dividends to the utility shareholder

corporations, these earnings woulo be unfairly subject to

double taxation at the corporate level. Furthermore, the earnings from

these corporations would be taxed a third time when distributed as

dividends to the owning utilities' individual shareholders.

The single asset corporation structures utilized by the

utilities in New England to Jointly share in large power projects

clearly should not be construed as "portfolio investments". We urge the

Senate Finance Committee to modify the dividends received deduction

provision in the House bill to exclude classification of jointly owned

utility power projects by utility corporations as portfolio stock

investments.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on this

important tax matter.

Respectfully submitted,

Y4=.
July 15, 1988 President and Chief Executive Officer,

New England Electric System
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD I. KOCH
MAYOR

THE CITY OF NEW YORK
TO

THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
CONCERNING H.R. 4333, THE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1988

AS REPORTED BY THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

JULY 18, 1988

This statement summarizes the position of the City of New
York on the provisions contained in H.R. 4333, the Technical
Corrections Act of 1988, as reported by the House Committee on
Ways and Means. The City supports passage of H.R. 4333 with
certain modifications. There are many areas in the tax law which
require legislation this year. Consequently, I urge the Senate
Finance Committee to report a technical corrections bill similar
to the House bill and to include in it extensions of expiring
provisions and certain policy adjustments and clarifications.

This statement is divided into four sections. The first
covers provisions in the House bill which the City of New York
opposes. The second covers provisions in the House bill which
the City of New York specifically supports. The third covers
provisions which the City supports, but which we believe should
be modified. The fourth section covers provisions not in the
House bill which the City of New York urges the Finance Committee
to include in its bill.

In view of the limits on the length of statements to the
Finance Committee, the description of the various provisions will
necessarily be brief. If the Committee desires more information
on the City's position on any issue, I encourage them to contact
the City of New York's Washington office.

PROVISIONS IN THE HOUSE BILL WHICH THE CITY OF NEW YORK OPPOSES

1. Extension of Private. For-Profit Housinq Bond Restrictions to
Charities. The City urges the Finance Committee to reject the
House provision which would impose on charitable organizations
which build housing the rules which apply to private, for-profit
developers of housing.

The rules devised to restrict for-profit developers are
unnecessarily burdensome for charitable organizations which are
building and rehabilitating housing. These rules will discourage
their involvement in solving the housing problems of the country.
The City of New York urges the Finance Committee to reject such
restrictions on housing by charitable organizations.

2. Repeal of Ability to Make In-Service Distributions of $3500
or Less (Section 457). The City of New York urges the Finance
Committee to delete Sec. 111(e)(9) from the Technical Correction-
Act of 1988, S. 2230 as introduced. That provision would
eliminate the ability of participants in Eligible Section 457
Plans to receive small distributions that close out their
participation in the plan while they still work for the state or
local government.

This change is directly contrary to the intent of the 1986
Act and should not be considered a technical correction. The
provision would also lose revenue. As introduced, the provision
would also tax existing plans and participants who relied on the
Tax Reform Act of 1986.
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The Tax Reform Act of 1986 provided that distributions could
be made from an Eligible Section 457 Plan as long as (1) the
balance was less than $3500 and (2) the employee could no longer
participate in the plan. This current law provision applies to
distributions occurring both while the employee is still working
for the state or local government and after the employee has
separated from service.

Current law serves two functions. First, it makes it easier
for lower paid employees to participate because they can be
assured that if the salary reduction arrangement proves too
burdensome, then they can not only stop having amounts withheld
from their checks but can get iack the funds already withheld.
Second, it allows plan administrators to clear small accounts off
of the books; accounts which otherwise would have to be carried
for years until the person separates from service or retires.

The requirement in current law that if the employee elects
this option, then he or she can no longer participate in the plan
adequately protects against this option turning the Eligible
Section 457 Plan into a tax-free savings account.

This provision loses revenue because it delays the receipt
of income. When the lump sum is received, the employee pays tax
on it. This provision delays receipt of the income until after
separation from service rather than allowing an earlier,
in-service distribution.

Finally, this provision in S. 2230 has a retroactive
effective date of January 1, 1987. In reliance on the 1986 Act,
the City of New York amended its Eligible Section 457 Plan to
allow in-service distributions of less than $3500 effective
January 1, 1987 and has in fact made such distributions. The
retroactive effective date would make the City's plan taxable
retroactively.

PROVISIONS IN THE HOUSE BILL SUPPORTED BY THE CITY OF NEW YORK

1. Extension of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit. The City of
New York urges the Finance Committee to extend the Low Income
Housing Tax Credit at least until December 31, 1990. The City
also urges that the limited carryforward rule for 1989 be
retained, or that some other provision be made for projects which
have relied on that rule and which, under the House bill, are at
risk of not having credits available to them.

There are many aspects of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit
which the City believes should be modified, some of those are
discussed in the next section; however, we also believe it is
necessary to extend the program this year in this tax bill.

It takes at least 18 to 24 months from planning a low income
housing project to placing it in service. Because the current
sunset date is December 31, 1989, we are already at the time when
the inception of new projects will be delayed. In order to
prevent serious disruption in the program, it must be extended
this year.

The Low Income Housing Tax Credit is an essential element in
the City's housing program, a program which is unprecedented in
this country. within the next ten years the City will spend over
$5 billion of its own funds to rehabilitate over 100,000 units of
housing which have been abandoned or come into the City's hands
through tax foreclosure. Those units will be made available to
low income and homeless families. Some of the units will be
operated by the City, but most will be turned over at no charge
to community organizations or sold at low cost to developers. In
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addition to the equity raised through the syndication of the low
income housing credit, the City will provide approximately
$50,000 per unit to rehabilitate the units.

There is a dire nped for low income housing in New York and
throughout the nation. Such housing cannot be built without the
combination of governmental subsidies and favorable federal
income tax treatment. The housing problem is serious. The
vacancy rate for low income housing in New York City is less than
1%. The waiting list for public housing in New York City is over
200,000 families. Because of the shortage of low income housing,
the City is forced to house some homeless families in commercial
hotels on an emergency basis. The City has worked hard and
reduced the numbers housed in hotels, but still thousands of
unfortunate families have no other place to live.

2. Exempt Bona Fide Debt Service Funds from Arbitrage Rebate.
The City urges the Finance Committee to exempt the earnings on
certain types of accounts called "bona fide debt service funds"
from the arbitrage rebate requirement when those accounts are
established for fixed rate governmental bonds with an average
maturity of 5 years or longer. A similar provision was included
in last year's Finance Committee's miscellaneous title.

The exemption of these accounts will ease considerably the
administrative burden imposed on the City by the arbitrage rebate
requirement; At the same time, it will not interfere with the
policy behind arbitrage rebate. The policy is to remove any
incentive to issue bonds in order to earn arbitrage.

Because of the way the financial markets work, it is
virtually impossible to earn positive arbitrage which will be
rebated on these accounts. Exempting them will not cost any
revenue, nor will it encourage the issuance of arbitrage bonds,
because there is no rebateable positive arbitrage to be cqrned.
Existing Treasury regulations define a bona fide debt service
fund.

3. Exempt State and Local Governments from Pension Distybutions
Beginning at Age 70 1/2. The City of New York urges the Finance
Committee to exempt state and local governments from the
requirement that pension distributions begin no later than when
an employee reaches age 70 1/2, whether or not the employee has
retired. This provision was included in last year's Finance
Committee's miscellaneous title.

By the end of this year the City of New York will have 864
employees over 70 1/2 in the New York City Employees Retirement
System (NYCERS) and 405 teachers over 70 1/2.

New York State law prohibits "double dipping," the payment
of pension benefits to an employee who is still working for the
City. The City must obey the state law and not pay the benefits.
Failure to pay the pension subjects the employee to a tax of 50%
of the unpaid benefit. Further, the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act (ADEA) prohibits the City from setting a mandatory
retirement age. The result is a series of conflicting,
irreconcilable requirements on the City.

4. Exempt Authors and Artists from the Uniform Capitalization
Rules. The City of New York urges the Finance Committee to
exclude authors and artists from the uniform capitalization rules
imposed under the 1986 Act. A similar provision was included in
last year's Finance Committee's miscellaneous title.

The City believes that further relief is needed despite the
recent IRS Notice 88-62 which laid out a three year safe harbor
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for authors and artists. The notice does make a positive
recognition that projections of income by the artists are not
necessary. However, the notice would still require authors and
artists to delay their deductions and in effect to pay tax on
half of their expenses. The application of the uniform
capitalization rules to artists is extremely unfair, especially
given the exemption for certain businesses with income up to $10
million a year.

5. Extension of Mortgage Revenue Bonds. The City supports the
extension of the Mortgage Revenue Bond (MRB) program and
especially supports the provision in the House bill which would
adjust the family income eligibility levels in areas with
relatively high housing costs and low median income.

Under the program's current eligibility structure, there is
little or no program in New York City. The reason is that the
combination of high housing costs with the City's relatively low
median income means that if a family has income low enough to
qualify for the program, they cannot afford to buy a house.

PROVISIONS IN THE HOUSE BILL WHICH THE CITY OF NEW YORK BELIEVES
SHOULD BE MODIFIED

I. Low Income Housing Tax Credit. The City of New York urges
the Finance Committee to include the package, contained in last
year's House and Senate bills, of additional technical
corrections and miscellaneous provisions designed to improve the
usefulness and administrability of the Low Income Housing Tax
Credit.

As noted above under the section dealing with the extension
of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit, the City urges the
Committee to include in any extension, a provision which
preserves the current law limited carryover provision for 1989
credit. Many projects in New York have been operating under a
schedule which relies on the availability of- that carryforward
provision. They should not now be paenalized for that reliance.

There are two additional provisions which deserve special
mention. First, last year's House bill would have allowed a
general, project specific, one year carryforward of the credit.
Some provision to allow a carryforward is necessary for the
orderly administration of the program and for the program to be
used to its full potential.

Second, another important provision would prevent a decrease
in the applicable income limits or permissible rents where there
is a decrease in family size due to death, divorce, separation,
or abandonment. This provision was included in H.R. 4333 as
reported by the House Ways and Means Committee.

2. Apply Section 415 Limits to State and Local Plans
Prospectively Only. The City of New York urges the Finance
Committee to apply the Section 415 limits to state and local
qualified plans only with regard to newly hired employees and
allow time for state legislative action. A similar provision was
included in last year's Finance Committee's miscellaneous title.

The provision as adopted by the House Ways and Means
Committee does not allow enough time for state legislative
action. The Ways and Means provision would require action by
December 31, 1988. By the time this bill is enacted, the New
York State legislature will have adjourned for the year. The
time for action should be advanced to December 31, 1989.
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The formulae in New York City's pension plans exceed the
current Section 415 limits on maximum pension benefits which may
be paid. The City cannot amend its plan to reduce the formulae
for current employees because such a reduction would violate the
New York State Constitution. This situation means that the
City's pension plans are technically not qualified and, given the
state constitutional constraints, could not be qualified plans.

Further, the City has, in fact, no power at all to amend its
plan or make elections. All changes and elections must be
authorized by the state legislature. Therefore, the date of
application of the new limits must be far enough in the future to
allow action by the New York State legislature and should not
require the City to make elections.

3. Eligible Deferred Compensation Plans (Sec. 457) - Taxation of
Nonretirement Benefits. The City of New York urges the Finance
Committee to assure that accrued vacation, sick, compensatory
time, severance, disability, and death benefits provided pursuant
to state or local laws, rules, and regulations or pursuant to a
collective bargaining agreement are not taxed under Section 457.

The City believes that the House bill does not adequately
protect state and local government employees because it allows
the Treasury Department to define "bona fide" and contains no
safe harbor. Given the history of Treasury's positions on this
issue, the City believes the Congress should adopt the language
contained in S. 2480, introduced by Sen. Moynihan.

The City definitely opposes attempts to define "bona fide"
by reference to "highly compensated employees" or a cap on the
amount of benefits which public employees can accrue. The
definition of highly compensated employees contained in the Code
is extraordinarily complex and would involve applying the tests
each year to at least 225,000 City employees and their various
benefit packages. The application of a cap, contained in the
report language accompanying the Finance Committee bill last
year, is unfair, discriminatory, and an unnecessary intrusion of
the federal government into municipal labor relations.

4. Extension of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit. The City of New
York urges the Finance Committee to extend the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit (TJTC) for two years without any changes to the program.

The House bill would eliminate eligibility for economically
disadvantaged youth 22, 23, and 24 years old. In New York City,
that age group accounted for one-third of the TJTC participants.

In 1987, 23,000 New York City residents including 4,500
public assistance recipients were employed in full time and
summer jobs through the TJTC. 21,000 of those were youths in
full time, year round employment. Though much needs to be done,
TJTC has been effective in bringing out-of-school, out-of-work
youth into the workforce.

5. Diesel Fuel Taxes. The City of New York urges the Finance
Committee to revise its provision concerning diesel fuel
recordkeeping to exempt state and local governments from the
registration, bonding, and reporting requirements. Otherwise the
Committee's legislation may require the use of logbooks, similar
to the burdensome auto recordkeeping requirements of a few years
ago.

At the least, the Committee should revise its provision to
explicitly allow the Treasury Department the discretion to waive
the registration, bonding, and reporting requirements for the
over 82,000 state and local governments.
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If the reporting requirements are imposed on state and local
governments, the result will be a tremendous amount of
unnecessary paperwork. The fuel usage of the fleets of garbage
trucks, highway trucks, snow plows, and other vehicles will have
to be recorded and reported. The City of New York has
approximately 6,000 diesel fueled vehicles and purchases
approximately 13.3 million gallons of diesel fuel each year.

The City of New York supports the efforts of both the
Finance and Ways and Means Committees to allow exempt and
off-the-road users of diesel fuel (such as tugboat operators! t:
purchase the fuel free of tax. However, both committees have
done so in a way that imposes unnecessary recordkeeping burdens
on state and local governments which the Treasury Department does
not require under current law. Treasury Department Notice 88-30
exempts state and local governments from the reporting,
registration, and bonding requirements under the diesel fuel
provision contained in the Revenue Act of 1987.

Another problem involves the different treatment of diesel
fuel and diesel for heating oil. Diesel heating oil is not
subject to the $0.151 per gallon tax or the reporting
requirements. The City of New York purchases approximately 5.7
million gallons a year of diesel for heating. This diesel oil is
bought from the same supplier and, with the decentralized
ordering and distribution system employed by the City, the
imposition of reporting requirements for diesel used for one
purpose but not the other will compound the administrative
difficulty.

PROVISIONS NOT IN THE HOUSE BILL WHICH THE CITY OF NEW YORK URGES
THE FINANCE COMMITTEE TO INCLUDE IN ITS BILL

1. Eliminate the "Cliff" in the Mass Transit Fringe Benefit.
The City of New York urges the Finance Committee to preserve the
exclusion for mass transit passes and vouchers when the employer
provides more than $15 a month.

Under current regulations, if an employer gives more than
$15 a month in mass transit passes or vouchers, the entire
amount, including the first $15, becomes taxable. The City urges
the Finance Committee to eliminate this effect and provide that
regardless of the total amount of the mass transit fringe benefit
provided by the employer, the initial tax-free amount will remain
excluded from income.

The City of New York also believes that expansion of this
fringe benefit can be a major factor in reducing air pollution
and traffic congestion caused by automobile commuting. The City
supports increasing the tax-free amount to $60 a month, which
will be a greater incentive for employees to commute by mass
transit and which will help overcome the bias in the tax code in
favor of automobile commuting.

2. Exclude Need-Based Government benefits from Determination of
Dependency. The City urges the Finance Committee to provide that
need-based government assistance not be included in the
determination of whether or not a taxpayer has dependents.

This change would benefit low income working families who
now are not eligible for the earned income credit, dependent
exemptions, and head of household status because they receive
benefits under federal, state, or local programs such as food
stamps, medicaid, AFDC, and general assistance.
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Under current law, a person only has dependents if he or she
provides more than half of their support. When determining
support, benefits provided through need-based government programs
are considered support provided by someone other than the parent
or guardian. This results in the determination that some working
poor families have no dependents. They are therefore ineligible
under current law for the earned income credit, dependent
exemption, and favorable head of household status. This effect
is counter to the policies of removing the poor from the tax
rolls and encouraging them to be self-supporting.

3. Modify Tax-Exempt Bond Rules for Subacute Care AIDS
Facilities. The City urges the Finance Committee to modify
certain tax-exempt bond provisions to make it less expensive,
faster, and allow greater flexibility to issue qualified
501(c)(3) bonds for subacute care AIDS facilities.

It is inappropriate and needlessly expensive for AIDS
patients who need long term care, or who simply need shelter, to
be treated in hospitals; currently there is no alternative. The
need to provide facilities for the long term care of people with
AIDS will increase dramatically over the next few years. As of
April 1988, 14,294 people in the City had been diagnosed as
having AIDS with an additional 100,000 New Yorkers suffering from
HIV-related illnesses. It has been estimated that 400,000 people
in New York have been infected with the AIDS virus. The City
currently has 40 beds in the public hospitals devoted to long
term care of AIDS patients, this year that number will increase
to 110 beds.

The City's public hospitals have 36% of the AIDS patients,
though they only have 16% of the hospital beds. More must be
done to encourage the nonprofit hospitals to care for AIDS
patients. Relieving teaching hospitals and hospitals affiliated
with religious institutions from the $150 million per institution
cap for subacute care AIDS facilities and easing the restrictions
on pooled financings would allow facilities to be built faster,
less expensively, and more flexibly.

The City plans to provide $25 million in capital funds for
health related facilities for the long term care of AIDS
patients. In addition, we provide shelter for 290 people with
AIDS, and we will be increasing that number.

4. Exempt Trans-shipments of Imports and Exports from Double
Application of the Harbor Tax. The City urges the Finance
Committee to include in its bill a provision to exempt from a
double application of the 4/10 of 1% harbor tax those imports and
exports which pass through a U.S. port and are unloaded and
loaded again for further waterborne transportation.

The Port Revenue Act of 1986 imposed a 4/10 of 1% harbor tax
on the value of cargo loaded and unloaded at U.S. ports., Under
normal shipping patterns, uninfluenced by tax-induced
distortions, certain ports serve as gateways for imports and
exports. Goods arrive at these ports, are unloaded, and loaded
again to continue their journey. These goods, however, are
subject to the harbor tax twice - once on unloading and again on
loading. This creates an unfair burden and induces importers and
exporters to adopt an inefficient method of business in order to
minimize their taxes.
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5. Exempt from Payment of Alcohol Excise Tax Transfers from a
Foreign Trade Zone to a Customs Warehouse. The City of New York
urges the Finance Committee to exempt from payment of the alcohol
excise tax transfers from a foreign trade zone to a customs
warehouse and not to place a cap on the amount eligible for such
an exemption.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 imposed a new sy sem for the
collection of alcohol excise taxes which will Yesu.t in the
export of American jobs. The Act imposed tax on the first
removal from a foreign trade zone or customs bonded warehouse,
rather than the last removal.

Distilled spirits importers do more than warehouse and
deliver imported goods. They also bottle bulk goods and
repackage shipments. The effect of the 1986 changes is to make
it advantageous for importers to ship their goods to Canada or
Mexico to perform those operations, and then to ship into the
United States. After the 1986 Act the importers can delay
payment of the tax by one step in the shipping process if they
remove their operations from the United States.

Last year, a provision in the House bill would have imposed
a cap on the quantity which could qualify for the single tax-free
transfer. All that such a limit would do is to delay the day
that the importers would leave the United States. Once the limit
is reached, the tax law would again give the importers the
incentive to leave the United States.
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WHEN DELIVERY MUST BE ASSURED .... le tIOrl COURIER SERVE

* ATLANTA 0 LOS ANGELES
* CHICAGO 0 NEW YORK
* DALLAS 0 SAN DIEGO
* DENVER * SAN FRANCISCO
t HOUSTON 0 WASHINGTON, D.C.

July 19, 1988

Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Conittee on Finance

SD-205, Dirksen, Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Senate Finarnce Committee Hearing on Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

The comments outlined in this letter are for the record of the hearing on
Technical Corrections on July 13, 1988.

As an employer with a non-contributory comprehensive welfare benefit plan,
we are now faced with the onerous task of proving that our plan is non-
discriminatory.

We have always sought to maintain equal levels of benefits for all full-
time employees regardless of location. We do, however offer benefits to
part-time employees on a partial contributory basis. Consequently for our
total employee population working nre than 17.5 hours per week, we have a
plan that will likely be discriminatory. The different contribution level
for part-tine employees and dependents has added two more plans. We will
have to look into the possibility of aggregating plans and could be better
off disco-ntinuing the option for part-time employees to obtain benefits
since the contribution arrangement for part-tine is different from that for
full-time employees.

Also, since enployee-pay-all plans are not subject to testing, we may be
forced to consider eliminating our contribution for dependent health care
which is currently non-contributory.

If we finally determine we wuld like to leave our plans alone and let
employees be taxed on the value of the benefits, the rules concerning
what should constitute the value of the benefits are vague.

In summary, while the goal of non-discrimination my have some worth, we
are appealing for more workable rules and less complicated tests, and
fairer consideration for arployers who have conscientiously strived to
maintain a non-discriminatory plan.

Sincerely,

.y B. Mariller

President

encls. (4)

RBM/ns
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NORTH TILLAMOOK COUNTY HOSPITAL DISTRICT

dba: H.E. RINEHART MEMORIAL HOSPrAL 278 Rowe Street
NEHALEM VALLEY CARE CENTER P.O. Box 16

Wheeler, Oregon 97147-0016
July 20, 1988 Phone (503) 368-5119

U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen SEnate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Comments for the Record - July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on plan sponsors.
Much, if not most, of the data required is difficult to obtain and will not be
used for any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also lead to large
expenses--at a time when many employers are already finding the cost of health
care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89
non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such a
complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test," because of the way
the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor with
the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers who offer both
a traditional helath plan and a Health Maintenance Organization--as they may be
required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice
among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatiory, the cost of
gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex--yet, as the effective date draws nearer, we
are stilllackingnecessary Treasury regulation. How can employers be expected
to comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding
issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there will not be
sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before the rules wil be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors--especially those plan
sponsors who have never "discriminated," but who are now in a position where they
have to provide their non-discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible
standards--you should consider the following alternatives:

1. Repealing Section 89;
2. Delaying Section 89's effective data to at least a year after Treasury

issues final regulations;
3. Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

KEN J. CAFFERTY
Administrator

KJC/cm
-EQUALOPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"
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July 20, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
S0-205, Oirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on plan
sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data required is difficult to obtain and
will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also
lead to large expenses -- at a time when many employers are already finding
the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89
non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such
a complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?

While there is slightly easier "alternate coverage test" because of the way
the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor
with the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers who offer
both a traditional health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization -- as
they may be required under state and federal law..

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice
among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of
gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex -- yet, as the effective date draws nearer,
we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulation. How can employers be
expected to comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the
many outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future,
there will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before
the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors -- especially those
plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but who are now in a position
where they have to provide their non-discrimination according to nearly
incomprehensible standards -- you should consider the following alternatives:

* Repealing Section 89;

* Delaying Section 89's effective date to at lest a year after Treasury
issues final regulations;

* Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is
appreciated.

Sincerely

Kim Kaphammer
Benefits Administrator
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July 19, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Ed Mihalski, Minority Chief of Staff
U.S. Senate Ccmmittee on Finance
SH-203, Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Section 89 will bury most employers in- time consuming
paperwork. Most of the data required is difficult to obtain
and will not be used for any other purpose. It will also
lead to large expenses--at a time when many employers are
already finding the cost of health care too high.

The concept of non-discrimination is commendable, but the
Section 89 rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary
to use such a complicated and detailed method to prove
non-discrimination?

It is not fair to penalize employers who wish to provide
employees with a choice among benefits. Assuming a plan is
non-discriminatory, the cost of gathering data, as well as
testing, is staggering.

The rules are extremely complex--yet, we still lack
necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be
expected to comply when we have not received any meaningful
guidance on the many outstanding issues? Even if
regulations are issued in the near future, there will not be
sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before
the rules take effect.

Please consider the following alternatives:

* Repealing Section 89;
* Delaying the effective date for at least a year after

Treasury issues final regulations;
* Simplifying the rules by establishing several

reasonable alternatives.

Sincerely,

John Sall, President

Oregon Association of Health Underwriters

bjs
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PATTON, BOGGS & BLOW
2550 M STREET. N.W.

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20037
(202) 457-6000

ITT TILCK 440324

TRT TELXI 197780
TzLeCo ,Em 4576315 WRITER S DIRECT DIAL

(202) 457-5212

July 22, 1988

Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman, Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Bentsen:

This letter is submitted for inclusion in the record of the
hearings of the Committee on Finance with respect to S. 2238, the
proposed Technical Corrections Act of 1988 (the "Act"). Section
112(bb)(1) of the Act would modify the foreign personal holding
company ("FPHC") provisions of the Internal Revenue Code (the
"Code") as they apply to the U.S. beneficiaries of a foreign
trust that in turn owns stock of an FPHC. Specifically, it would
provide for the issuance of regulations under which a
proportionate share of amounts actually distributed by an FPHC to
such a foreign trust would instead be deemed to have been
distributed (and hence would be taxable) to the U.S.
beneficiaries of the foreign trust.

For the reasons set forth below, section 112(bb)(1) of the
Act should be amended to provide that, at least in cases where
this new deemed distribution rule is applicable, subsequent
actual distributions by the intervening foreign trust to its U.S.
beneficiaries would first be treated as distributions of the
income that was previously taxed to such beneficiaries under the
amended FPHC provisions.

Present Law.

Under present law, the U.S. shareholders of an FPHC are
taxed on their proportionate shares of the foreign corporation's
undistributed FPHC income. In the Tax Reform Act of 1984,
Congress added what is now section 551(f)'of the Code to provide
that stock of an FPHC that is owned by certain intervening
entities (e.g., a foreign nongrantor trust) will be treated as
owned proportionately by the U.S. owners of the intervening
entity (e.g., the U.S. beneficiaries of the foreign trust).
Under this so-called "hopscotch" rule, which was amended in
certain respects by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, undistributed
FPHC income in effect "skips over" the intervening foreign trust
and is taxed to the U.S. beneficiaries of the trust. The
hopscotch rule does not now apply, however, if the FPHC makes
actual distLibutions to the foreign trust in an amount sufficient
to eliminate what would otherwise be its undistributed FPHC
income. Ln such a case, no U.S. tax is imposed on the U.S.
beneficiaries by reason of such distributions to the foreign
trust. A U.S. tax is paid by such beneficiaries when and as they
receive distributions from the foreign trust.

Proposed Deemed Distribution Rule.

Section 112(bb)(1)(A)(ii) of the Act would amend section
551(f) of the Code so that in cases to which the hopscotch rule
is applicable to treat the U.S. beneficiaries of a foreign trust
as the U.S. shareholders of an FPHC, regulations are to be
prescribed under which distributions by an FPHC to a foreign
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trust which owns stock of the FPHC would be deemed to have been
made those U.S. beneficiaries who, under the hopscotch rule, are
deemed to own the stock of the FPHC.*/ The stated purpose of
this change, which would apply to taxable years of foreign
corporations beginning after December 31, 1986, is to prevent
distributions by an FPHC that produce no current U.S. tax (e.g.,
distributions to the foreign trust) from reducing undistributed
FPHC income.

The Problem.

It is readily apparent that, when the deemed distribution
rule is added to the FPHC provisions of present law, a U.S.
beneficiary of an intervening foreign trust will always pay a
current U.S. tax on his proportionate share of the FPHC income of
the foreign corporation. If no portion of such income is
distributed to the foreign trust, it will be taxed to the U.S.
beneficiary as undistributed FPHC income, as under present law.
If the entire amount of such income is distributed to the foreign
trust, it will be taxed to the U.S. beneficiary under the new
deemed distribution rule.

Under the Act, the application of the trust distribution
rules would not be conformed to reflect the enactment of the

deemed distribution rule. As a result, subsequent actual
distributions by the trust of amounts not in excess of the prior

deemed distributions (which would have been previously taxed) may
in effect be taxed a second time. This is because the rules of
the Code governing distributions by foreign truss provide that
such distributions will be deemed to include a proportionate
share of the current year's income of the trust and a
proportionate share of prior years' income of the trust. By

reason of this failure to conform the trust distribution rules,

the U.S. beneficiary will be worse off than if he owned the stock
of the FPHC directly.

Proposed Amendment.

Section 112(bb)(1) of the Act should be amended to include
in the revisions to section 551(f) of the Code a generic rule
which provides that, in determining the character of
distributions by a foreign trust to which the hopscotch rule
applies, the first distributions received by the U.S.
beneficiaries of such a trust will be deemed to be amounts that
have been previously included in the income of the U.S.
beneficiaries under the FPHC hopscotch provision (e.g., the
deemed distribution rule).

Rationale for the Asendment.

The proposed amendent would simply assure that the U.S.
beneficiary of an intervEning foreign trust is placed is no worse
position than if he owned the stock of the FPHC directly. This

A/ This would be accomplished by amending the last sentence of

section 551(f) of the Code, which currently authorizes the

issuance of regulations providing for certain adjustments to

carry out the purposes of the hopscotch rule. As so
amended, section 551(f) would also authorize regulations

under which rules similar to those set forth in section

1297(b)(5) of the Code would be applicable in such cases.

Section 1297(b)(5) is one of a series of provisions
applicable to passive foreign investment companies and it

would be amended by the Act to, among other things, impose

the deemed distribution rule.
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is the correct tax policy result. The original hopscotch rule
and the deemed distribution rule are intended simply to assure
that such a U.S. beneficiary could not gain a U.S. tax advantage
by reason of the existence of the intervening foreign trust.
However, in the absence of a conforming amendment with respect to
the application of the trust distribution rules is made, the U.S.
beneficiary will be faced with a tax disadvantage that he
typically cannot avoid.*/

The proposed amendment is also consistent with other
provisions of the Code and the Act aimed at preventing double
taxation that might otherwise arise under various current
inclusion rules. For example, as noted, the original FPHC
hopscotch rule (section 551(f) of the Code) itself contemplated
that the Treasury would issui regulations to prevent instances of
double taxation. While the specific example in the legislative
history of the 1984 Act deals with the application of the
hopscotch rule when the intervening entity is a corporation,
there is no suggestion in that legislative history that such
regulations could not address the issue in the context of
intervening trusts. Similarly, the current inclusion provisions
of subpart F of the Code have always contained a "hopscotch" rule
and have always contained a mechanism (now embodied in section
959 of the Code) aimed at preventing some forms of Ulis type of
double taxation. Indeed, in the Tax Reform Act of 1986, in
connection with a major expansion of the subpart F provisions,
Congress adopted a non-generic relief provision of precisely the
type contemplated by the proposed amendment here. Finally, the
proposed new FPHC deemed distribution rule itself contains (in
proposed Code section 1297(b)(5)(B)) a limited no double taxation
provision. In short, Congress has consistently accepted the
notion that the current inclusion rules should be structured to
prevent double tayition and the proposed amendment does no more
than apply this well established principle to cases where the
intervening entity is a foreign trust.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is understood that concern
has heretofore been expressed that amendments of the type
proposed here would require a significant alteration of the trust
distribution rules that is in itself objectionable on tax policy
grounds and, further, that such proposed amendments would
inappropriately permit increased deferral of U.S. tax on other
income of the intervening trust. Neither of these objections is
a valid reason for rejecting the proposed amendment.

No direct alteration of the trust distribution rules is
required. The proposed amendment would simply provide a
threshold ordering rule under which trust distributions would be
deemed to consist of previously taxed FPHC income before the
regular trust distribution rules are applied. Moreover, this
ordering rule parallels the subpart F ordering rule for corporate
distributions (section 959(c) of the Code), under which corporate
distributions first deemed to be out of previously taxed income
and subsequent distributions are characterized under the regular
corporate distribution rules. Thus, just as section 959(c) of
the Code in effect sets up a nontaxable account receivable
outside the regular corporate distribution system, and which
Congress clearly intended to apply to the FPHC hopscotch rule in
the case of intervening corporations, the proposed amendment
(like the non-generic subpart F intervening trust rule adopted by
Congress in 1986) would establish a similar account outside the
regular trust distribution system for FPHC rules.

/ To a limited extent this problem exists under present law,
but the proposed deemed distributed rule makes the policy
justification, and the need, for the proposed amendment even
more compelling.
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There is no discernable tax policy reason why the trust
distribution system should be viewed by Congress as more
sacrosanct than the corporate distribution system. Once an
entity is skipped over for inclusion purposes, it should be
skipped -ver distribution for purposes. The kind of entity
disregarded under the hopscotch rule should make no difference.
Moreover, because there is no evidence that Congress ii tended
that the relief regulations under the FPHC hopscotch rule should
be inapplicable to intervening trust cases, the proposed
amendment can properly be viewed as clarifying in nature.

Finally, it is no answer to suggest that the possible
deferral of U.S. tax on other income of the trust warrants
rejection of the proposed amendment. The very same possibility
exists for controlled foreign corporations under subpart F.
Moreover, if deferral is perceived to be the problem, it should
be addressed directly (as Congress has done) and not indirectly
through the rejection of an obviously necessary and appropriate
ordering rule.

In connection with the foregoing, it should be noted that
the FPHC provisions of the Act, when viewed from a broader
perspective, appear to reflect a judgment that portions of the
subsequently enacted passive foreign investment Company ("PFIC")
rules should be incorporated into the FPHC provisions. Congress
should, at the appropriate time, give consideration to including
in this selective incorporation policy the "look through" rules
of section 1296(c) of the Code. These look through-rules reflect
the correct judgment that the status of a foreign corporation as
a PFIC should be determined by reference to the assets and income
of the corporations in which it holds a substantial interest.
That same logic should be applied to the FPHC provisions at an
early date.

Sincerely,

Donald V. Moorehead
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921 S.W. Washington Suite 250 * Portland, OR. 97205 • (503) 243-2930 Fax (503) 227-1951

July 20, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and administra-
tive burden on plan sponsors. Much if not most, of the data
required is difficult to obtain and will not be used for any
other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also lead to
large expenses--at a time when many employers are already finding
the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant
Section 89 non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it
really necessary to use such a complicated and detailed method
to prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test,"
because of the way the test is designed, it will not be available
to any but the plan sponsors with the simplest plan. Indeed,
it will be unavailable to employers who offer both a traditional
health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization--as they may
be required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees
with a choice among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-
discriminatory, the cost of gathering and maintaining data, as
well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex -- let, as the effective date
draws nearer, .e are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations.
How can employers be expected to comply when we have not received
any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding issues? Even
if regulations are issued in the near future, there will not
be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before
the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors --
especially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated"
but who are now in a position where they have to provide their
non-diqcrimination according to nearly incomprehensible standards
-- you should consider the following alternatives:

• Repealing Section 89;

* Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a year
after Treasury issues final regulations;

• Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor
alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors
is appreciated.

Sincerely,

nice M. Richard
fice Manager
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918 16th Street, N.W. Suite 704 Washington, D.C. 20006 (202) 296-3776

July 24, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Committee on Finance
Room SD-205
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Bentsen:

We are writing in response to your June 30, 1988 request
for written statements commenting on the Technical
Corrections Act of 1988, H.R. 4333.

We have enclosed a copy of a letter we wrote to you a
year ago expressing our views on Section 111(f) which would
provide new rules for Simplified Employee Pensions. The
letter stated our opposition tQ Section 111(f) on the ground
that the proposed new rules are substantive rather than
technical, and that they represent unsound tax and retirement
policies.

Quite frankly, we do not understand why Section 111(f)
has remained in the Technical Corrections Act. Certainly no
one we have talked to at the staff level thinks that the
proposed rules are appropriate for technical corrections
legislation or that they make sense.

As the "father" of the SEP, you are aware that SEPs are
the best chance that lower-income employees employed by small
businesses have for pension coverage; SEPs offer their
employers significant tax advantages and generous retirement
benefits without any of the administrative burdens associated
with traditional pension plans -- SEPs can be set up in a
matter of minutes with an IRS form. Up until recently the
trade off for this "easy" pension plan was that all
contributions to a SEP were made by the employers.

Unfortunately for lower-income employees, the Tax Reform
Act of 1986 permitted employers with 25 or fewer employees to
set up SEPs that contained only voluntary employee
contributions. These salary reduction SEPs were patterned
after 401(k) plans used by larger companies. An important
difference is that they are free of the reporting and
disclosure requirements required of 401(k) plans to assure
compliance with the law. These new do-it-yourself SEPs are,
of course, of no value to lower-income employees who cannot
afford to save voluntarily.

Section 111(f) would dramatically increase the number of
employers able to set up salary reduction SEPs; rather than
traditional employer-paid SEPs. Employers with more than 25
employees would be able to set up these savings plans (and
make no employer contributions) as long as only 25 of their
employees were eligible to participate in the SEPs. Larger
employers with a great my young employees, or employees
represented by a union, would qualify. This is plainly not
what Congress intended in 1986, and it should not be
permitted now. Section 111(f) would needlessly hurt lower-
income small business employees, most of whom are women,
without serving any public policy objective.
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With the thought that it might be helpful in your
deliberations, we have enclosed a copy of a booklet on SEPs
that we recently wrote for the U.S. Department of Labor and
the Small Business Administration.

sin rely yours,

ren W. FergusQS
director

Anne E. Moss
Women's Pension Project Director

enc.

July 24, 1987

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D.C. 2.0510

Dear Chairman Bentsen:

We are writing to comment on Sections lll(f)(1)(a)(ii)
and (2) and Section l1(f)(7)(2) of the proposed Technical
Corrections Act of 1987 (S. 1350). These sections would
eliminate important substantive protections that are now
provided by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 to workers covered by
Simplified Employee Pensions. They would significantly
expand the number of companies able to offer salary reduction
SEPs and would delay the effective date of the SEP
integration rules. We oppose these changes. They are not
"technical" and they represent unsound tax and retirement
policies inconsistent with the pension equity objectives of
the Tax Reform Act.

I. Section 1108(a) of the Tax Reform Act permits
businesses with 25 or fewer employees to offer a salary
deferral arrangement as part of a Simplified Employee Pension
plan. Sections lll(f)(l)(a)(ii) and (2) of the Technical
Corrections Act would make salary reduction SEPs available to
companies with 25 employees who "are eligible to participate"
in the SEP.

Employers are permitted to exclude the following
categories of employees from SEPs:

* employees who have not worked for the company during

3 out of the last 5 years;

* employees who earn less than $300 a year;

* employees who have not reached age 21;
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" employees covered by a collective bargaining
agreement, if-retirement benefits were the subject of
good faith bargaining; and

* non-resident aliens.

The proposed change would, accordingly, permit businesses of
any size to offer a salary deferral SEP as long as only 25
employees were eligible to participate. For example, an
employer with 100 workers could offer a salary deferral SEP
as long as 75 of the workers had fewer than three years of
service or were represented by a union.

This was not what Congress intended in adopting Section
1108(a). Members of Congress heard testimony that only 14
percent of workers in companies with fewer than 25 employees
are covered by retirement plans and that small businesses
are often deterred by the high administrative costs of
setting up 401(k),plans. The salary deferral provision
included in the law was carefully targeted to provide a
simplified tax deferred savings vehicle for these very small
companies. There was no intention that it apply to larger
employers that can easily afford a 401(k) plan as a trade-off
for the very generous tax shelter that 401(k)s provide for
themselves and their middle income and high-paid employees.

Permitting companies with more than 25 employees to
o-fer salary reduction features in their SEPs would undercut
the retirement security of workers who might otherwise
benefit from these plans. The availability of a salary
deferral feature encourages companies to set up SEPs funded
entirely by voluntary savings rather than employer
contributions. This means that lower-paid employees who
cannot afford to save for themselves will receive no benefits
from these plans. It also invites tax abuse since SEPs are
free of the reporting obligations that permit the government
to test for nondiscrimination" (and have to cover only 50%
rather than 70% of employees). -

II. The Tax Reform Act limits the amount of social
security that employerscan take into account when
contributing to SEPs. Starting in 1987, employers
contributing to a SEP are required to make contributions for
all eligible employees. No longer can they contribute only
for employees earning more than $43,800, the social security
wage base. Also under current law, the percentage of pay
contributed on earnings over the wage base cannot be more
than twice the percentage of pay contributed for earnings
below the wage base.

The decision to make these new integration rules
effective immediately for SEPs reflects the fact that SEP
contributions are de .ermined on a year-to-year basis. Unlike
other plans where plan documents depend on a fixed formula or
require the contribution of a set percentage of pay or
profits, an emp?.oyer maintaining a SEP chooses each year how
much to contribite--or whether to contribute at all. There
is no need to ,mend plan documents or revise pre-determined
funding schedules to bring SEPs into compliance with the new
integration rules.

92-267 0 - 89 - 12



te fact that the 19 Mg not issued reguiations foe the
new SEP integration rules is no justification for denying
lower-paid workers much needed benefits for an additional two
years. The requirements of the law a applied to SEPs are
straightforward, and can easily be implemented in the abserce
of IRS interpretation. Should there be ambiguities, they can
readily be resolved. Virtually all non-model SEPs are issued
by financial institutions that can request IRS rulings to
assure that their plans are in compliance with the new law.

The 1987 effective date for the new SEP integration
rules reflects a deliberate policy change designed to afford
important protections to the growing ember of workers
covered by SEPs. We trust you will not do away with those
protections under the guise of technical corrections.

Sincerely yours,

O'f" SA u'
Amy R. Shannon
SEP Campaign Coordinator
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July 20, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter responds to your June 30, 1988 announcement

of a Senate Finance committee hearing on the Technical

Corrections Act of 1988 which indicated that written
statements for the record of the hearing could be
submitted no later than July 25, 1988. Wa welcome this

opportunity to submit the following comments for the
record.

ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX - IMPACT ON COMPANIES
EMERGING FROM TROUBLED DEBT RESTRUCTURINGS

Companies that successfully emerge from troubled debt
restructurings will satisfy their obligations with e._her
cash, new debt, securities or some combination of the
three. In general, most debtors will achieve in a
nontaxable transaction, a reduction in debt through (1)
an outright forgiveness, or (2) an exchange of debt for
stock. These items are nontaxable to the extent of the
company's insolvency.

In many cases, the creditor accepts an equity interest in
the debtor in satisfaction of the debt where the value of
the equity is less than the amount of the original debt.

In general, this occurs because the creditor has
concluded that such an agreement is necessary to maximize
the recovery of its investment (i.e., the creditor's
objective is to make the best of a bad situation) and the
company is willing to give up substantial equity to
creditors so that the company can survive.

In general, the accounting rules provide that to the
extent that the debt extinguished exceeds the value of
any stock issued, the excess, if material, is reflected

as an extraordinary gain in the financial statements.
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Although the income statement reflects the amount as an

extraordinary gain, the financial statements taken as a

vhol clearly reflect a company that is struggling to

emerge from or avoid falling into bankruptcy.

However, recording such gain in the financial statements

may result in a significant additional tax liability to

the company--even though the company may have otherwise

experienced a loss during the year--in that the debt

restructuring may cause the company to be subject to the

alternative minimum tax (AMT).

Code section 56(f)(2)(a) states,

In General - The term 'adjusted net book income' means
the net income or loss of the taxpayer set forth on the
taxpayer's applicable financial statement, adjusted as
provided in this paragraph.

Unfortunately, no specific adjustment is provided to

exclude this extraordinary gain from adjusted net book

income.

In contrast, a company in Chapter 11 bankruptcy

proceedings, using the stock-for-debt exception, might

not report an extraordinary gain from the transaction for

financial statement purposes if the quasi-reorganization

provisions of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43,

Chapter 7, Section A are satisfied. If no financial

statement income is recognized, there is no AMT with

respect to the transaction.

We believe that this result was not intended by Congress

and that a specific adjustment should be provided to

clarify that extraordinary gain amounts from troubled

debt restructurings shall be excluded from the

computation of adjusted net book income.

Example

During 1987, X Corporation, in order to avoid filing for

bankruptcy protection, recapitalizes by exchanging shares

of its common stock for outstanding subordinated

debentures. If the restructuring was done pursuant to
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FAS 151, this tax-free reorganization results in an

extraordinary gain required to be reported in the

financial statements. Note that no cash is received by X

Corporation in this transaction; it merely involves the

exchange of one type of capital (Common Stock) for

another (Subordinated Debt).

Even though X Corporation experienced (1) a book loss

before recognition of this extraordinary item, as well as

(2) a regular taxable loss, a substantial AMT liability

will be generated -- solely due to this transaction --

because of the difference between book income (aht

extraordinary items) and taxable income.

Book (Loss) Before Extraordinary Items $ (100)

Extraordinary Gain on Debt Restructuring 1.000

Book Income $ 900

Taxable Income (i00Q

Difference 1:0

Alternative Minimum Taxable Income

Alternative Minimum Tax

Note that, had X Corporation issued common stock for

cash, there would have been no book gain and, therefore,

no AMT liability.

The General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986

(hereinafter referred to as the Blue Book) states,

"Congress concluded that the minimum tax should serve one

1/ As defined in Statement of Financial Accounting

Standards No. 15 (FAS 15). A restructuring of debt

constitutes a troubled debt restructuring for purposes of

FAS 15, if the creditor, for economic or legal reasons

related to the debtor's financial difficulties, grants a

concession to the debtor that it would not otherwise
consider. That concession either stems from an agreement

between the creditor and the debtor or is imposed by law

or a court.

FASB Technical Bulletin 81-6 clarifies the applicability
of FAS 15 to debtors in bankruptcy situations. In
general, FAS 15 does not apply to debtors who, in

connection with bankruptcy proceedings, enter into

troubled debt restructuring that result in a general

restatement of the debtors liabilities.
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overriding objective: to ensure that no taxpayer with

substantial economic income can avoid significant tax

liability by using exclusions, deductions and credits"

(p. 432). Further, on page 434, the Blue Book states,

"(I)n order to achieve both real and apparent fairness,

Congress concluded that . . .whenever a company publicly

reports significant earnings, that company will pay some

tax for the year (emphasis added)."

To address the "apparent fairness" issue, Congress added

the book income adjustment to the AMT calculation. The

"economic inco;4e" issue is addressed via the adjustment

for adjusted current earnings (ACE). Note that the ACE

adjustment will replace the book income adjustment in

1990. Further, we believe that under current law,

extraordinary gains from Chapter 11 proceedings or

troubled debt restructurings will not be included in the

ACE adjustment. Thus, the problem only exists as a

result of the book income adjustment.

We believe this result to be extremely unfair. Although

the income statement reflects the amount as an

extraordinary gain included in net income, the financial

statements taken as a whole clearly reflect a company

that is struggling to avoid bankruptcy. Pursuant to FAS

15, the debtor must fully disclose the troubled debt

restructuring, including a description of the principal

terms and features of the settlement. Clearly, the new

shareholders of the company, i.e., the former creditors,

do not view the extraordinary gain as earnings. Rather,

the acceptance of equity in exchange for outstanding debt

was their only alternative short of forcing the company

into bankruptcy. Neither a "real" nor anyone's

definition of an "apparent fairness" would expect or

require ANT to be imposed under these circumstances.

We believe that this unfair result was not envisioned by

Congress. Congress enacted the book ircome adjustment in

response to highly publicized instances in which

companies reported significant earnings, but paid no tax.

We believe that an extraordinary gain on a troubled debt

restructuring does not constitute earnings as envisioned

by Congress and, therefore, the statute should be

clarified to specifically exclude the gain from the

calculation of adjusted net book income for purposes of

the book income adjustment.
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Recommendation

To clarify that this result was not intended by Congress,

a specific provision should be added as subparagraph (I)

of Section 56(f)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code is as

follows:

(I) TITLE 11 AND INSOLVENT DEBTORS--

Adjusted net book income shall be reduced by

the amounts excluded from gross income under

section 108(e)(10)(b) to the extent such

amounts were included in adjusted net book

income.

Further, to clarify this matter with respect to adjusted

current earnings, a specific provision should be added as

paragraph (7) of Section 56(g) of the Internal Revenue

code as follows:

(7) TITLE 11 AND INSOLVENT DEBTORS--

Adjusted Current Earnings shall be reduced by

the amounts excluded from gross income under

section 108(e)(10)(B) to the extent such

amounts were included in adjusted current

earnings.

Sincerely,

Price Waterhouse
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the'

Financial Principal Mutual
Group Life Insurance Company

STATEMENT

TO: THE U.S. SEN' f& CONITTK ON FINANCE

RE: HEARING ON TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS TO THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986

DATE: JULY 1988

Purpose

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 added a new Section 89 to the Federal Internal

Revenue Code. Among other things, this Section 89 contains nondiscrimination

tests that, beginning in 1989, are to apply to all group life and health

plans. These tests are intended to discourage (via tax penalties) those

plans that:

1. do not extend coverage to classes of employees traditionally considered

part-time workers; and

2. do not provide nonhighly compensated employees with benefits that

are relatively close in value to the benefits provided highly

compensated employees.

The Principal Mutual Life Insurance Company has no objections to this intent.

We are, however, convinced that the Section 89 tests, as presently

structured, are too onerous and that their attendant rules of application

are too complex--particularly for small employer group plans. Collectively,

these tests and rules have much more potential for harm than for good.

This Statement and its two addendums outline our small employer concerns

and suggest Section 89 modifications that we believe could well serve both

the interests of employers and the intent of Section 89. Accordingly,

we ask that this Statement and its addendums be entered into the written

record of the Committee's hearing.
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Background

The Principal Mutual Life Insurance Company is headquartered in Des Moines,

Iowa. We are a major underwriter of life and health insurance for small

employer groups located throughout the United States. Our current

policyholders include over 50,000 employers with fewer than ten full-time

employees each. The programs sponsored by these employers provide coverage

to approximately 363,000 employees and their dependents. The typical health

plan in force has these characteristics:

1. A single common schedule of benefits available to all employees (highly

compensated and nonhighly compensated) and their dependents.

2. Eligibility limited to full-time employees and their dependents

(full-time defined as 25 or more hours per week) who submit satisfactory

evidence of insurability.

3. Empi'oyer/employee cost sharing -' employers generally pay all or a

part of employee premium - employees generally pay all or a part of

their dependent's premium.

The Nondiscrimination Tests - An Overview

There are three primary tests under Section 89. Each group life and health

plan must satisfy either an 80% participation test or both a 50/90%

eligibility test and a 75% benefits test. Application of these tests is

to be governed by a series of very complex and difficult-to-understand

rules. Clarifying regulations are needed before the tests can be

consistently and correctly applied.

The easiest to apply of the tests is the 80% participation test. This

test was specifically intended by Congress to be a simple alternative for

employers who have a single common schedule of benefits available to all

employees (highly compensated and nonhighly compensated) and their

dependents. Accordingly, it is appropriate for application to our typical

small employer group plans.
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the 80% participation test requires simply that at least 80% of each

employer's momhighly compensated employees (ad their depeauwts) be eurelled

for coverage. The base for this test, however, must include (1) employees

wbo are part-time (as few as 17 1/2 hours per week), (2) employees and

dependents who decline to enroll because they have similar coverage under

another employer's plan, and (3) employees and dependents who are refused

coverage under evidence of insurability requirements.

The Section 89 nondiscrimination tests and rules as applied to small employer

plans concern us in two respects:

1. In order to conduct the tests, employers will need to maintain detailed

personnel records. These records must identify employees and dependents

in a variety of categories (full-time or part-time, eligible or not

eligible, insured or not insured, etc.). Few of our 50,000 small

employer policyholders presently have data bases sufficient for such

purposes.

2. the characteristics of our typical small employer plan make it very

difficult to accept that such plans could be labeled discriminatory

under any reasonable criteria. Nevertheless, the majority of our

plans will fail the 80% participation test.

The first of these concerns is based on the many years of experience we

have acquired in administering the plans of our small employer policyholders.

The second of these concerns is based on the fact that a significant numbc-

of small employer plans have difficulty qualifying under our normal 75%

participation underwriting rule, even though our percentage requirement

is five points lower and our base is much smaller than that required by

the 80% test. The validity of this concern has been confirmed through

a survey and sample testing of 100 of our small employer health plans.
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Small Employer Survey

The details of our small employer survey and sample testing are provided

in Addendum A of this Statement. The most significant of the facts disclosed

by our survey are:

I. When employee and dependent health coverages were separated for testing

purposes, 56% of the resulting employee only plans and 70% of the

resulting dependent only plans failed the 80% participation test.

2. When employee and dependent health coverages were aggregated for testing

purposes, 68% of the resulting combined employee/dependent plans failed

the 80% participation test.

3. Failure to satisfy the 80% participation test is often beyond the

power of a small employer policyholder to prevent or correct. For

a. If an employer -has from five to nine nonhighly compensated

employees, nonenrollment of any two (for whatever reason -

unacceptable evidence of insurability, coverage under another

employer's plan, affordability, etc.) automatically disqualifies

the plan. -

b. If an employer has less than five nonhighly compensated employees,

nonenrollment of any one (for whatever reason - unacceptable

evidence of insurability, coverage under another employer's plan,

affordability, etc.) automatically disqualifies the plan.

4. When a small employer plan fails the 80% participation test because

part-time employees (as few as 17 1/2 hours per week) are not eligible

for coverage, the employer has four options:

a. revise the plan's eligibility requirements and attempt to enroll

enough part-time employees to satisfy the test; or
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b. reduce the working hours of the part-time employees to less than

17 1/2 hours per week, thus removing those employees from the

test base; or

c. leave the plan as is - compute and report the taxable income

penalty amounts; or

d. terminate the plan.

Unless transitional relief can be obtained to permit an orderly, gradual

phase-in of expanded eligibility (i.e., eligibility of part-time employees),

the sudden and immediate impact of the cost required to cover these employees

will drive many small employers to seriously consider options b., c. and

d.--none of which will serve the policy objective of expanded coverage.

Suggested Actions

We believe it imperative that the concerns expressed above be addressed.

In our view, relief is necessary if the Section 89 nondiscrimination

requirements are to be applied in an orderly, consistent and fair manner.

To that end, Addendum B of this Statement contains a series of suggested

regulatory/legislative actions that we urge the Committee to consider.

We fully support the policy objective of extending coverage to a broader

base of rank-and-file employees and will encourage our policyholders to

comply with Section 89. However, unless the rules can be simplified so

that small employers are able to understand, apply and pass the tests,

a proliferation of discriminatory plans may result. In our view, expansion

of coverage must recognize the characteristics of small employer plans

and must employ a measured, incremental approach in order to be successful.

Final Comment

We have limited the scope of this Statement to the particular problems

posed by Section 89 for small employer groups. We are also concerned with

the equally difficult problems for large employers. The Principal Mutual

Life Insurance Company, as an employer, maintains benefit plans with 10,000

participants. We are faced with the task of gathering information, valuation

and record keeping to test some 800 separate plans under purposes of

Section 89. The effort required to monitor compliance for purposes of

the eligibility and benefit tests will be monumental, even if all applicable

rules were themselves clear and comprehensible.
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ri July 20, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Admi istrator
U.S. Senate Ctmmittee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office BuildingPCC Washington, D.C. 20510

Airfoils, Re: Ccments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical CorrectionsInc. flC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:
25201 Chagrin Boulevard-Suite 290
8eachwood Ohio 44122
Telephone number (216)831-3590 Section 89 of the Internal Revenue d, added by the
Telecopier number (216) 7666217 Tax Reform Act of 1986, places an overnhsbirq data

gathering and administrative burden on plan sponsors.
Mach, if not most, of the data required is difficult
to obtain and will not be used for any other purpose.
Data gathering and testing will also lead to large
expenses-at a time when many employers are already
finding the ost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of nm-discrimination is laudable, but the
resultant Section 89 non-discrimination rules are
overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such a
complicated and detailed method to prove
non-discrimination?

Wtile there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage
test," because of the way the test is designed, it
will not be available to any but the plan sepsor with
the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to
employers who offer both a traditional health plan and
a Health maintenance Organization-as they may be
required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide
employees with a choice anag benefits? Even assuming
that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of
gathering and maintaining data, as wiell as actual
testing, is-staggering.

The rules are incredibly conplex--yet, as the
effective date draws nearer, we are still lacking
necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be
expected to comply when we have not received any
meaningful guidance on the many outstanding issues?
Even if regulations are issued in the near future,
there will not be sufficient time to respond to the
new requirements before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan
spnsors-especially those plan sponsors who have
never "discriminated, but who ar now in a position
where they have to provide their nrn-discrimination
according to nearly incniprehslble standards-you
sa uld consider the following alternatives:

o Repealing .Section 89;

o Delaying Section 89's effective data to a
least a year after Treasury issues final
regulations;

o Simplifying the rules by establishing several
safe harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of
plan sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely
/

M. S. oll
Director, HBmsn Resourcs
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Comments on Section 89

Mary E. Wims
Assistant Vice President Personnel

Providence Journal Company

I have been in the pension and employee benefit field for

over ten (10) years and have never been more frustrated with a

piece of legislation than I have been with Section 89.

My company offers virtually identical basic health coverage

to all employees and yet the provisions of Section 89 will

require several levels of "testing" due to HMO options and single

vs. family coverage. At the very least, adopting a nondiscrim-

inatory "facts and circumstances" standard should satisfy your

objective without the tedious multiple hurdle formulas in Section

89. Due to the vagaries of experience rated plans, community

rated plans, and geographic variance in health cost, my plans may

or may not comply with Section 89 provisions even though they

clearly comply with "nondiscriminatory" intent. To be sure, many

resources will be used up testing and patching benefit plans to

fit some Treasury articulated value standard - resources which

will profit my employees not at all and which might prove a tax

drain.

Please consider a general safe harbor exemption, an 80

percent coverage test with a provision for minor value

differential and a deadline extension. Perhaps the wiser move

would be repeal of Section 89 altogether.

A competitive American economy will require more options,

more individualized programs, and more employee cost

consciousness in order to flourish. In its current form, Section

89 suggests plain vanilla coverage or none at all.
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Quinault Indian Nation
POST OFFICE BOX 189 TAHOLAH, WASHINGTON B6S7 - TELEPHONE 28)278211

July 25, 1988

The Honorable Max Baucus
706 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
ATTN: Tim Vettel

Dear Senator Baucus:

I submit this letter and the enclosed Interior Department
Solicitor Coldiron's September 1983 Opinion for inclusion in the
July 12, 1988 hearing record on H.R. 2792 "Indian Fishing Rights
Clarification" bill before the Senate Finance Committee's Subcom-
mittee on Taxation and Debt Management hearing on "Miscellaneous
Tax Bills."

Our principle concern is with Section (1)(c)(3) of the bill and
the corresponding House report language. The section as presently
drafted implies that any rights which presently exist under
treaties and other federal law to an exemption from the taxation
of income derived from the exercise of Indian fishing rights are
abrogated, and replaced by the statutory exemption established by
the bill. This is inappropriate and unnecessary. It establishes
as dangerous precedent for the abrogation of treaty rights.

The IRS makes mockery of established Indian law and our treaty
provisions with the contention that Federal income tax exemption
language should have been included in our treaties. Our Treaty of
Quinault was negotiated in 1856. The Sixteenth amendment to the
Constitution allowing Federal taxation wasn't passed until 19131
Two separate Interior Department Solicitor Opinions (Coldiron 1983
and Richardson 1985) clearly support the Tribal position on this
issue. I have enclosed Solicitor Coldiron's opinion on this issue
for your review.

We reserved the right to fish in our "usual and accustomed"
fishing grounds in our treaties. These fishing rights are a
treaty-protected right upheld seven times in this century by the
Supreme Court. Each Tribe in the Pacific Northwest manages their
respective fishing licenses, their enrolled members, and enforces
Tribal fishing regulations.

I appeal to you to assist in securing swift, decisive action and a
favorable report on H.R. 2792 in these waning days of the 100th
Congress. Two hundred years ago the U.S. Constitution was
adopted. Congress also passed in 1787 the Northwest Ordinance
which included the following:

"The utmost good faith shall always be observed
towards the Indians; their lands and property shall
never be taken from them without their consent; and in
their property, rights and liberty, they never shall be
invaded or disturbed ... but laws founded in justice and
humanity shall from time to time, be made, for prevent-
ing wrong being done to them, and for preserving peace
and friendship with them."
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Even though the administration supports H.R. 2792 and the House
has passed this bill, the IRS has withheld collection efforts "for
a reasonable period of time," and Indian fishermen-continue to be
brought before the U.S. Tax Court!

Your support and Senate Finance Committee action on H.R. 2792 "to
clarify Indian treaties, Executive orders, and Acts of Congress
with respect to Indian fishing rights" is critical.

Sincerely,

Joe DeLaCruz
President
Quinault Indian Nation

* , Unihcd States Department of the Interior

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

September 22, 1903
Memorandum

To: Assistant Secr~ptjr -- lnd.a A f irs

Subject. rederal income taxation of Stevens treaty fishing
ioome

You have asked my opinion as to whether the income of members
of certain Washington State treaty tribes generated from
commercial fishing pursuant to the treaties is subject to
the federal income tax. "It is my opinion that fishermen who
are members of tribes that have established treaty rights I/
are exempt from federal income tax on fishing income earned
pursuant to those treaties. This opinion does not apply to
income earned by these same flshermeo from other sources,
such as fishing. in nontreaty areas or to income derived from
fish in excess of 501 of the available take. This opinion
applies only to the federal income tax and does not apply to
any other federal tax, excise, fee or license of any kind
whatsoever. This opinion does not apply to State taxation
in any form.
Your request for my opinion was, I understand, prompted by
recent enforcement efforts of the Internal Revenue Service
directed toward members of the Lummi, Tulalip, Puyallup and
Swinomish Tribes 2/ and seeking to collect taxes on treaty
1/ United States v. Washington 384 F.Supp. 312 (W.D. Wash.
1974), aff-d 520 F.2d'676 (9th Cir. 1975) cert. denied, 423
U.S. 108-(1976)1 United States v. Washing ton, 459 F.Supp.
1020 (W.D. Wash. 1978)s Puget Sound Gillnetters Mss'n v. U.S.
District Court, 573 F.2d-1123 (9th Cir. 1978)s Washington v.
Wa-st,-.State Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel Ass'n. 443
U.S. 658
(1979).
2/ in addition to these tribes, other tribes with treaty
rights in Washington include the Hoh, Makah, MuckleshOot,
Nisqually, Quileute, Quinault, Sauk-Suiattie, Skokomish,
Squaxin Island, Stillaguamish, Upper Skagit, Nooksack, Suqua-
mish, Port Gamble Band of Clallam Indians, Lower Elwha Tribal
Community, Jamestown Band of Clallam Indians and the Yakima
Indian Nation. A number of Oregon and Idaho Indian tribes
have similar treaty fishing rights.
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fs, hir.g lrcoe. The Internal Revenue Service. of course, has
responsibility for the interpretation and enforcement of the
federal income tax laws. However, this Department has the
primary responsibility within the federal government for
the protection of Indian treaty fishing rights, including
the authority and responsibility tq interpret those rights.
Accordingly, I believe it is not only appropriate but
necessary that I interpret the treaties in this instance,
where the irterpretator. of the federal tax laws under which
the IRS is proceeding -ay conflict with fishing rights guaran-
teed under the treaties.

At the outset, I recognize that the only two decided cases or
this issue have found that treaty fishing income is subject
to the federal income tax. Strom v. Commissioner, 6 T.C.
621 (1946), aff'd per curiam, 158 F.2d 520 (9th Cir. 1947);
Earl v. Commissioner, 78 T.C. 1014 (1982). However, as more
fully discussed below, both decisions suffer frou a lack of
adequate consideration of the treaty rights involved. The
Strom case was decided prior to both the United States v.
Washington series of cases, which comprehensively interpreted
the treaty fishing rights for the first time, and the Supreme
Court's decision in Squire v. Capoeman, 351 U.S. 1 (1956),
now the controlling case on questions of federal taxation of
Indian trust and treaty income. The Earl case was brought
pro se by an individual Indian fisherman, who never presented
the court with the appropriate arguments on his own behalf.
I do not believe therefore that these cases may be considered
dispositive of the issue.

The Treaties

The treaties relevant to this issue are the six treaties nego-
tiated by Governor Stevens in the 1850's with tribes in
Washington State. 3/ Governor Stevens negotiated these treaties
in order to clear title to the lands then in the Territory
of Washington. The tribes and bands in Washington ceded
title to vast areas of land in exchange for small reser-
vations and various other guarantees. With inmaterial varia-
tions, the treaties each provide:

The riyht of takir.U fish at usual and accustomed
grounds and stations is further secured to saic
IniOins, in commo with all citizens of the
United States; and of erecti,'g temporary houses
for the purpose of curing; .

Article 4, Treaty .of Point No Point, 12 Stat. 933.

This reservation of a right to fish has been interpreted seven
times by the United States Supreme Court. United States v.
Winans, 198 U.S. 371 (1905); Seufert Bros. Co. v. United States,
249 U.S. 194 (1919); Tulee v. Washington, 315 U.S. 681 (1942);
PYallup Tribe v. Department of Gme Puallup II, 391 U.S.
392 (968), Department of Game v. P-ya lup Tribe (Puyallup 1I),

3/ Treaty of Medicine Creek, December 26, 1854, 10 Stat.
T132; Treaty of Point Elliott. January 22, 1855, 12 Stat.
927; Treaty of Point No Point, January 26, 1855, 12 Stat.
933; Treat) of Neah Bay, January 31, 1855, 12 Stat. 939;
Treaty with the Yakimas, June 9, 1855, 12 Stat. 951; Treaty
of Olympia, July 1, 1855 and January 25, 1856, 12 Stat. 971.
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414 U.S. 44 -(1973); Pu allup Tribe v. Department of Game
(Puyallup i11), 433 US. 165 (1977); Washington v. Washingtor.
State Commercial Passenger Fishins Vessel Ass'n (Fishing Vessel),
443 U.S. 658 (1979). These decisions establish the treaty
right of the Indians to fish at their usual and accustomed
places free of state regulation except where necessary for
purposes of conservation and their right to take up to 50%
of the available fish.

The fishing rights reserved by the Indians in the treaties
included not only the right to fish for subsistence purposes
but the right to fish for commercial purposes. At the time
of the treaties, the Indians fished commercially, as recognized
by the Supreme Court: "Fish constituted a major part of the
Indian diet, was used for commercial purposes and indeed was
traded in substantial volume.' Fishing Vessel, sura, 443
U.S. at 665. Quoting from the strict court's opinion, the
Court described the Indians' reliance on fish for commercial
purposes in more details

"At the time of the treaties, trade was
carried on among the Indian groups
throughout a wide geographic area. Fish
was a basic element of the trade. There
is some evidence that the volume of this
Intra-tribal trade was substantial, but
it is not possible to compare it with
the volume of present-day commercial
trading in salmon. Such trading was,
however, important to the Indians at
the time of the treaties. In addition
to potlatching, which is a system of
exchange between communitius in a social
context often typified by competitive*
gifting, th.re was a considerable amount
of outright sale and trade beyond the
local community and sometimes over great
distances. In the decade irumediately
preceding the treaties, Indian fishing
increased in order to accommodate in-
creased.demand for local non-Indian
consumption and for export, as well as
to provide money for purchase of intro-
duced commodities and to obtain
substitute non--Indian goods for native
products which were no longer available
because of the non-Indian movement into
the area. Those involved in negotiating
the treaties recognized the contribution
that Indian fishermen made to the terri-
torial economy because Indians caught
most of the non-Indians' fish for them,
plus clams and oysters.'

443 U.S. at 665-666, n.7. The Court vent on to find that,
*During the [treaty) negotiations, the vital importance of
the fish to the Indians was repeatedly emphasized by both
sides, and (Governor Stevens') promises that the treaties
would protect that source of fcod and commerce was crucial
in obtaining the Indians' assent.* 443 U.S. at 676. The
Supreme Court's conclusion that the treaty reserved to. the
Indians a right to take up to 50% of the available fish
incorporates the Court's recognition of the role of fish in
the Indians' economy and its recognition that the treaty
negotiators understood that role and intended that the
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right to fish commercially was to be included in the rights
reserved to the Indians.

Other Supreme Court decisions have held that the State of
Washington could not require an Indian exercising off-reserva-
tion fishing rights to purchase a state fishing license,
Tulee v. Washington, supra, and that the stzte's regulatory
authority over treaty fishing was limitet9 to that regulation
reasonable and necessary for conservation. Tulee, Puyallup I,
Puyallup 1I.

The United States, a direct party to the treaties, is of course
bound by them and, absent exercise by Congress of its power
to abrogate treaties, is subject to limitations similar to
those imposed on the state with regard to the Indians' treaty
rights. United States v. Winans, supra, 198 U.S. at 381-382;
Hoh Indian Tribe v. GBaidrdge, 522 F. Supp. 683 (W.D. Wash.
19el).

The Tax Cases

In Squire v. Capoeman, 351 U.S. 1 (1956), the leading case on
federA taxation of Indian income, the supreme Court considered
whether capital gains from the sale of standing timber on
allotted lands was subject to the 'federal income tax. The
Court held that the General Allotment Act of 1887, 24 Stat.
386, created an exemption fromuthe tax :n the circumstances
before it. In reaching its conclusion, the Court acknowledged
that the General Allotment Act did not -ontain an express
exemption from the tax but nonetheless inferred an exemption
from the government's undertaking, expressed in section S of
the act, 25 U.S.C. S348, to convey the allotment at the end
of the trust period "free of all charge or Incumbrance whatso-
everw and ia 1906 amendment to section 6 of the act, 25 U.S.C.
5349' which provides for removal of *all restrictions as to
* . . taxation' after issuance of a fee patent. 351 U.S.
at 6-8. The Court also found that the tax exemption was
necessary to fulfill the purpose of the allotment system
"to protect the Indians' interest and 'to prepare the Indians
to take their place as independent, qualified members of the
modern body politic."1 351 U.S; at 9.

The Court responded thus to the government's argument that
the case should be treated as an ordinary tax case:

We agree with the Goverrent that Indians
are citizens and that in ordinary affairs
of life, not governed by treaties or
remedial legislation, they are subject to
the payment of income taxes as are other
citizens. We also agree that, to be valid,
exemptions to tax laws should be clearly
expressed. but we cannot agree that
taxability of respondents in these cir-
cumstances is unaffected by the treaty,

- the trust patent or the Allotment Act.

351 U.S. at 6.

While the Court acknowledged Lhat a tax exemption must be
clearly expressed, it found the necessary clear expression
in language which, as noted love, implied, rather than
expressly stated, the exemption. 351 U.S. at 6-U. It
did so by reference to the intent of Congress in the General
Allotment Act, 351 U.S. at 7-U, and to the principle of
tre ty and statutory construction which the Court described
thus:
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I)oubtful expressions are to be resolved
in favor of the weak and defenseless
people who are the wards of the nation.
dependent upon its protection and good
faith. Hence, in the words of Chief
Justice Marshall, "The language used in
treaties with the Indians should never
be construed to their prejudice. If
words be made use of, which are suscep-
tible of a more extended meaning than
their plain import, as connected with
the tenor of the treaty, they should be
considered as used only in the latter
sense.' ICitations omitted)

351 U.S. at 6-7. 4/

The Court in Capoeman held that the taxes from which the
General Allotment Act was intended to shield allotments
during the trust period included the federal income tax,
even though that tax was not in existence at the tier the
General Allotment Act and its 1906 amendment were enacted.
35] U.S. at 7-8. The Court also rejected the argument put
forth by the government that taxation of income derived from
an allotment was sufficiently distinct from direct taxation
of the allotment to make income taxation permissible even it
direct taxation were prohibited. See 351 U.S. at 6.

Lower court decisions following Capoeman have established that
the tax exemption in the General Allotment Act applies as
well to allotments made under other allotment acts even
though those acts do not necessarily contain the exemptive
language of the General Allotment Act. big EaQle v. United
States, 300 F.2d 765 (Ct.Cl. 1962)1 United States v. Hallam,

04 F.2d 620 (10ti% Cir. 1962); Stevens v. Commr, 452 r.2d
741 (9th Cir. 19711. The courts reasoned that the other

4/ This sarne rule was called upon by the Supreme Court in
Fishing Vessel when it discussed the necessity of interpreting
the Stevens treaties in accord with the intent of the parties:

[IIt is the intention of the parties,
and not solely that ot the superior
side, that must control any attempt to
interpret the treaties. When Indians
are involved, this Court has long given
special meaning to this rule. It has
held that the United States, as the
party with the presumptively superior
negotiating skills and superior knowledge
of the language in which the treaty is
recorded, has a responsibility to avoid
taking advantage of the other side.
"[T]he treaty must therefore be construed,
not according to the technical weaning
of its words to learned lawyers, but
in the 'sense in which they would naturally
be understood by the Indians.* This
rule, in fact, has thrice been explicitly
relied on by the Court in broadly
interpreting these very treaties in the
Indians' favor. [citations omitted)

443 U.S. at 67S-676.

r
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allotment acts had the same purpose as the General Allotment
Act / and therefore the sae tax exemption should apply.
These decisions recognize the essential Capoeman holding as
founded upon the purpose of the General Allotment Act rather
than upon the presence of specific language.

Other lower court decisions whlh have addressed the extent
of the General Allotment Act exemption have held that income
earned by an Indian from land purchased and placed in trust
for him under $5 of the Indian Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C.
S465, shares the tax exemption, Stevens v. Couu'r, sura.,
but that income earned by an Indian from tribal or other
Indians' trust land does not. Holt vy Comm'r, 364 F.2d 38
(8th Cir. 1966), cert. denied, 386 U.S. 931; Fry v. C6mm'r,
557 F.2d 646 (9th Cir. 1977). cert. denied. 434 U.S. 101;
United States v. Anderson. 625 F.2d 910 (9th Cir. 1980),
cert. denied, 450 U.S. 920. The courts In these latter
cases viewed the purpose of the General Allotment Act as
one to protect the allottees' property from encunbrance
during the trust period, a purpose which would not be
infringed by taxation of an Indian's income from other than
his own trust property. Thus, while holding the income at
Issue taxable, these decisions recognized the relevance of
the underlying purpose of a treaty or statute to the determi-
nation whether language contained therein expresses a tax
exemption applicable to the particular circumstances at
Issue.

The courts in Holt, Fry, and Anderson, having found the
General Allotment Act exemption inapplicable. -ere also
unable to find any exemption in other statutes or treaties
relevant to the income at issue. These decisions, as veIl
as others, 6/ demonstrate that a tax exemption must derive
from language in a treaty or statute and that an exemption
may not be based on policy alone or on generalized references
to treaties and statutes. £_..2* Anderson, supra; LaFontaine
v. Conm'r, 533 F.2d 382 (8th Cir. 19'76). Wh1le holding the
particular in-.:ome at issue taxable, these courts have followed
the basic teachings of Capoeman. As the Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit stated in Anderson, that court's most
recent opportunity to consider the issue,

The rule that ambiguous statutes and
treaties are to be construed in favor of
Indians applies to tdi exemptions, . • •
but this rule 'comes Into play only if
such statute or treaty contains language
which can reasonably be construed to
confer income [tax) exemptions* . . a

S/ The Court of Claims stated in Big Eagle, *P^.allel con-

gressional purposes [between the General Allotment Act and

the Osage Allotment Act] are apparent, but the basic purpose
Is the one alluded to in Coeman and that is to protect
the property so that it vili adequately serve the needs of

the ward and finally bring him to & state of competency and

independence. This chance is encouraged, If not guaranteed,
by tax exemption." 300 r.2d at 771-772.
6/ E.Q., Convr v. Walker@ 326 F.2d 261 (9th Cir. 1964) and

5ourdain v. Commr. 617 F.ld 507 (8th Cir. 1980) cert. denied
449 U.S. 839o holding the salaries of tribal officials taxable.
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*The intent to exclude must be definitely
expressed, where, as here, the general
language of the Act laying the tax is
broad enough to include the subject-
matter.' (citations omitted.)

625 F.2d at 913. Further, in response to Anderson's argument
that the policy of the General Allotment Act was applicable
to his income earned from land other than his own (to which
the court found the GAA exemption did not extend), the court
stated,

Capoeman ana every other Supreme Court
and Ninth Circuit case have held that
such policy arguments are fruitless in
the absence of statutory or treaty
language that arguably is an express
tax exemption. Such policy arguments,
however, might persuade courts to con-
strue such arguable language, it any
exists, actually to be an express tax
exemption.

625 F.2d at 914, n. 6.

Analysis

Capoeman and its progeny make clear that a tax exemption must
be based on treaty or statutory language, arguably creating
an exemption, which is applicable to the income-producing
activity at issue. Once such arguable language is Identi-
fied, however, the policy or purpose of the treaty or statute
may be called upon to determine whether the language does in
fact create an exemption.

The language in the St.vens treaties expressly securing to
the Indians the right of "taking fish at usual and accustomed
grounds and stations is such arguable language. First, it
is directly applicable to the fishing activity at issue.
Thus the instant situation is easily. distinguishable from the
taxpayers' unsuccessful attempts in Holt, Fry, and Anderson
to apply the General Allotment'Act tax exemption to income
from land to which the General Allotment Act itself did not
apply, and from attempts to infer tax exemptions from other
statutory or treaty language which had no direct relation to
the activity at issue. E.g., Anderson, Jourdain v. Commor;
Larontaine v. Comm'r. 7/

Second, the treaty provision states no limitation on the
Indians' right to fish at usual and accustomed places other
than that the right is to be exercised in common with citizens.
On its face, the provision might well be read to prohibit
any limitation on or diminishment of the fishing right other
than the one specified. Of course,-It might also be read

7/ In Anderson, the Ninth Circuit rejected arguments that
sections 5# 6, and 16 of the Indian Reorganisation Act, 25
U.S.C. S5465, 466, 476, conferred income tax exemptions for
the income of an Indian derived from other Indians' land.
625 f.2d at 915-916. In Jourdain, the Zighth Circuit con-
cluded that a treaty provision protecting Indians from
"molestation by the United States' did not preclude income
taxation of a tribal official's salary. 617 F.2d at SOl-S09.
In Larontaine, the Eighth Circuit found that the taxpayer,
while citing more than thirty treaties, was unable to point
to any provision thesein exempting his income from taxation.
533 1.2d at )12.
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otherwise but, at the least, an aubiguity exists, sufficient
to call into play the rules of construction relating to
ambiguous treaty and statutory provisions. Moreover, such
an ambiguity makes the language arguably a tax exemption and
so requires that the purpose and policy of the treaty be
examined to determine whether a tax exemption does exist.

As discussed above at pages 3-4' the right to fish under the
Stevens treaties includes the right to fish commercially and
thus necessarily the right to earn income from fishing.
Commercial fishing under the Stevens treaties, unlike many
other economic activities in which Indians might engage, is
thus specifically and expressly protected from intetference
by the United States.

As to the understanding of the Indian treaty negotiators
which, as discussed above, the Supreme Court has considered
critical to the proper construction of treaties, it is no
more likely that the Indians understood tkat the federal
government would tax their fishing right than that they under-
stood that future states woild be able to impose a charge
upon it. To the contrary, the Indians were assured that
they would be able to fish 4nd trade as they had prior to
the treaties, see p. 4, s.ora, when they paid no taxes and
were not required, in any other manner, to turn over a portion
of their fishing catch or proceeds to the government.

Accordingly, in my view, the rules of treaty and statutory
construction relied upon by the Supreme Court in Fishing Vessel,
Tulee, and Capoeman require the conclusion that the Stevens
treaties reserved to the Indians the right to fish free from
taxation, including federal income taxation.

The question remains whether the later-enacted Internal
Revenue Code abrogated or modified this treaty right, because
Congress, unlike the state legislatures, has the power to
abrogate treaties with Indians. Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock -167
U.S. 553 (1903).

In Caioeman, the Supreme Court concluded that the Internal
Revenue Code did not modify the federal government's under-
taking in the General Allotment Act to hold allotments free
of taxation in order to fulfill the purpose of that Act. 8
Sim.larly, the Internal Revenue Code, in my view, did not
modify the obligation undertaken by the federal government
in the Stevens treaties to recognize the fishing rights
reserved to the Indians. As the Supreme Court has stated,
*While the power to abrogate Itreaty) rights exists
0 • . 'the intention to abrogate or modify a treaty is not
to be lightly imputed to the Congress.'' (citing, inter
alia, Squire v. Capoeman. M Menommnee'Tribe v. United States,

F-U.S. 404, 412"413 (1968). In Menorenee, the Court held
that a statute terminating the federal relationship with the
Menominee Tribe did not abrogate the trite's treaty hunting
and fishing rights even though those rights derived from a
treaty provision creating the tribe's reservation and the

8/ *it is unreasonable to infer that, in enacting the
income tax law, Congress intended to limit or undermine the
Government's undertaking. To tax respondent under these
circumstances would . . . be Oat the least a sorry breach of
faith with these Indians." 351 U.S. at 10.

i A
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reservation itself was extinguished pursuant co the termina-
tion act. The Court, as it said, declinedl] to construe
the Termination Act as a backhanded way of abrogating the
hunting and fishing rights of these Indians." 391 U.S. at
412. The Court reiterated the principle of Menominee in
Fishing Vessel, while holding that a 1930 agreement between
the United States and Canada did not.implicitly extinguish
the Indians' treaty right. 'Absent explicit statutory lan-
guage, the Court stated, 'we NTive been extremely reluctant
to find congressional abrogation of treaty rights.' 443 U.S.
at 690.

One court has found an. Implied limitation upon Indian treaty
hunting and fishing rights in the Eagle Protection Act, 16
U.S.C. SS668-668d. United States v. Fryberg, 622 F.2d 1010
(9th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1004. 9j/ Although
the court acknowledged the lack of express language in the
Eagle Protection Act abrogating or modifying the treaty, it
relied upon a body of evidence in surrounding circumstances
and legislative history which it believed indicated that
Congress did intend that the act apply to treaty Indians,
and upon the well-established principle that reasonable and
non-discriminatory conservation statutes apply to treaty
rights when such application is necessary to achieve the
conservation purpose of the statutes. 10/ The court also
noted that the modification of the Indians' hunting rights
was relatively insignificant because eagles had never provided
the Indians with 'any commercial benefit or . . . subsistence
value." 622 F.2d at 1014. Rather, the court noted, the only
apparent reason to hunt eagles was for religious and ceremonial
purposes, and the act contained an exception permitting use
of eagle specimens for religious purposes. Id.

The situation with respect to taxation of treaty fishing in-
come is clearly distinguishable from that addressed in Fryberv.
The treaty modification which would be implicated by applica-
tion of the federal income tax to income from treaty fishing
is significant because it would diminish the value of the
right to fish commercially, a right which, as discussed
above, was clearly reserved to the Indians by the treaties.
In effect, it would represent a taking by the United States
of a portion of the right It guaranteed to the Indians.
Moreover, unlike the conservation measures addressed in
Fryberg and theI Puyal]up cases, supra, at 3-4, whose effective-
ness depends upon their being applicable to everyone, the
federal income tax can achieve its purpose even though it
does not tax every source of income. The "necessity' rationale
supporting application of conservation laws to treaty rights
is therefore lacking in the case of tax laws. Accordingly,
under the principles of Capoemar? and Menominee, absent more
explicit language than is present in the Internal Revenue
Code, Congress should not be deemed to have modified the
Stevens treaty fishing rights nor to have limited or under-
mined the federal government's undertaking in those treaties.

!/ The Eighth Circuit reached the opposite conclusion in
United States v. White, 508 U.S. 453 (8th Cir. 1974), stating
that 'it was incumber.t upon Conrress to expressly abrogate or
modify the spirit of the relationship between the United
States and the Red Lake Chippewa Indians on their native
reservation.' Id., at 457-458.

10/ See cases cited supra at p. 4.
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Stra and Earl are Incorrect

As I mentioned at the outset, the only two court decisions
on federal income taxation of treaty fishing income have
concluded that--such income is subject to tax. Strom v.
Commissioner, 6 T.C. 621 (1946), aff'd per curiam, 158 F.2d
520 (9th Cir. 1947)1 Earl v. Commissioner, 78 T.C. 1014
(1982).

The Strom decision predated both Squire v. Capoeman and the
United States v. Washington series of cases. The case in-
volved on-reservation fishing by two members of the Quinault
Tribe. The Tax Court apparently considered only Article 1I
of the Quinault treaty, 12 Stat. 971, which authorized the
setting aside of a reservation (and by implication exclusive
fishing rights therein) for the Quinaults, and not the explicit
language in Article III reserving off-reservation fishing
rights, which is the language that, as discussed above,
creates the tax exemption. ]1/ In any evert, the court
analyzed the case by reference to two Supreme Court cases
holding taxable a competent Indian's share of tribal oil ard
gas royalty income and an Indian's investment income. 12/

The third case relied upon by the Tax Court in Strom, an
earlier Tax Court decision affirmed by the Tenth Circuit,
held that an Indian's restricted land and income therefrom
was subject to the federal estate tax. 13/ In light of
Capoeman and subsequent decisions, this case is not presently
followed by the IRS. See Rev. Rul. 69-164, 1969-1 C.B. 220.

Applying these three cases, the Tax Court made several state-
ments in support of its conclusion which, after Canoeman and
Fishing Vessel, are unpersuasive. First, the court stated
that there was no express exemption from tax In the treaty.
As discussed above at pp. 5-9, we now know from Capoeman and
its progeny that a tax exemption, although it must derive
from specific language in a treaty or statute, need not be
expressly couched in terms of nontaxability. Second, the
court considered it significant that'the fishing income at
issue was in the "untrammeled possession" of the petitioners.

11/ Although the Article III language ostensibly applies
only to off-reservation fishing, the Supreme Court held in
Fishing Vessel that it also applies to on-reservation fishing,
to the extent, at least, that the Indians' on-reservation
catch counts in their 50% allocation. 443 U.S. at 687.

12/ Choteau v. Burnet, 283 U.S. 691 (1931)1 Superintendent
of Five Civilized Tribes v. Comm'r, 295 U.S. 418 (1935).
Both cases were distinguished by the Supreme Court in Capoeffian,
351 U.S. at 9 and n.19. At the time Strom was decided, the
Supreme Court appeared headed toward a rule that all or
essentially all Indian income was taxable, a clear change of
direction from the earlier understanding, derived from admini-
atrative rulings, that no Indian income from tribal or allotted
lands was taxable. It was not until ten years after Strom
that the Supreme Court in Capoeman limited the scope of-the
Choteau and Superintendent holdings and signalled a return
of the penduiu to a point between the two extremes. For an
historical analysis of the tax cases see Putzi, "Indians
and Federal income Taxation," 2 N.Mex. Law Rev. 200 (1972);
Fiske and Wilson, "Federal Income Taxation of Indian Ircome
from Restricted Lands,- 10 Land and Water Law Rev. 63 (1975).

13/ Landman v. Coiwar, 42 B.T.A. 958 (1940) aff'd 123 F.2d
787 (10th Cir. 1941) cert. denied 315 U.S. 810.
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Capoemar. sets no requirement that income from allotments (as
distinguished from the allotments themselves) must be in
restricted status in order to be tax exempt. Third, although
It conceded that the federal government could rot directly
tax exercise of the fishing right, the court concluded that
the government could tax Income trom fishing because a tax
pn income was not .a burden on the fishing right. As discussed
above at p. 7, the same distinction between a direct tax
and a tax on income was 'argued by the government in Capoemar.
and rejected by the Supreme Court. Moreover, after Fishing
Vessel, it is clear that the fishing right reserved by the
treaties encompassed the right to sell fish, so that an
income tax is, in fact, a burden on the fishing right. See
supra, at pp. 10-11. Finally, the court appears to have
premised its conclusion in part upon an error of fact, in
that it apparently believed that the Indians at treaty time
had not engaged in substantial commercial fishing. The
court stated, for instance, "it is a far cry from the fishing
operations of the members of an uncivilized tribe of Indians
at the time of the execution of this treaty, and the commercial
fishing business now carried on by the petitioners." 6 T.C.
at 627. As we now know, however, the treaty Indians did in
fact rely heavily upon fish for* commercial purposes. See
supra at 3-4.

In my view, the law as it has developed since Strom and the
facts bout Indian fishing that have come to l'ght since
Strcm have undermined that decision so completely that it
must now be considered unsound precedent.

Carl v. Comm'r, supra, is a 1982 Tax Court decision which
reached the same conclusion as Strom. For a number of reasons,
I do not believe it is persuasive authority. First, the
opinion reflects the fact that the petitioner, who had no
attorney, was unable to present the court with on adequate
analysis of the treaties. It could not be expected, of
course, that the Tax Court, which normally does not interpret
treaties, would have, on its own, any appreciable familiarity
with the long and complex litigation Involvibg the Stevens
treaties. Consequently, although the court briefly alluded
to the lower court decisions in United States v. Washr9lqton,
it failed to even mention Fishing vessel or any of the vther
Supreme Court decisions interpr,-ting the treaties and also
failed to demonstrate an undersanding of the principles of
those cases.

Further, the Tax Court, as might be expected, relied heavily
on Strom, which is, in my view, no longer good law. The
court also interpreted Capoeman as essentially limited to
its facts, contrary t,. th.* a,.tet:pretatior giver that case Ly
the federal courtz vt app.eal. See discussion, su ra, at pp.
7-9. Vvider.tly, 3t was this interpretation of Capoemar that
led the court to cnr.clude that because the petitioner s
fishing rights wert not individually owr.ed in the sense ah
allotment is individually owned, there could be no tax exemp-
tion. The court cited Fry, Anderson and other cases discussed
supra at pp. 7-9 as support for that interpretation, based
on the holdings in those cases that, in the circumstances at
issue, income earned by Indians from tribal land was not
exempt. The basis for those decisions, however, as discussed
above, was not that income from tribal property is ipso
facto taxable, but that the General Allotment Act exemption
Bid'dot apply and, second, that no other exemption could be
found in treaty on statute. The second basis for those decis-
ions makes them -inapplicable to treaty fishing income, for
which an exemption is found in the treaties. For these
reasons, particularly the lack of treaty analysis, I do not
consider the Earl decision authoritative.
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P. 0 BOX 20 * SPRINGFIELD. OREGON 91477

ROSBORO LUMBER COMPANY PHONE 503-746 1411

July 18, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on plan
sponsors. Much, if not most of the data required is difficult to obtain and
will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also
lead to large expenses -- at a time when many employers are already finding
the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89
non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use
such a complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test," because of the
way the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan
sponsor with the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers
who offer both a traditional health plan and a Health Maintenance
Organization -- as they may be required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice
among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of
gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex -- yet, as the effective date draws nearer,
we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can empluyers be
expected to comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the
many outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future,
there will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before
the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors -- especially those
plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but who are now in a position
where they have to prove their non-discrimination according to nearly
incomprehensible standards - you should consider the following alternatives:

t Repealing Section 89;
t Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a year after Treasury

issues final regulations;
t Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is
appreciated.

Sincerely,

Michael L. McCrady
Controller

MLM: sll
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233 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, SUITE 790 SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 9O5401 (2131 486-1674

July 19, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen, Senate Office Building
Washingtor, DC 20510

Subject: Hearing on Technical Corrections - July 1 3, 1988

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

We are concerned with the effect Section 89 will have on oar Company's
benefit programs. Although we understand and believe that non-dis-
crimination is appropriate and a worthy goal, we find that Section
89 will be a serious and costly administrative burden to our Company.

Although we are a fairly small company [approximately 150 employ-
ees], we have employees scattered in ten states. To provide group
medical coverage to these employees, we have seven [71 separate
HMO contracts, each covering separate geographic areas, and we
have an indemnity contract which provides coverage for employees
in nine [9] locations where HMO coverage is unavailable because
we have too few employees to qualify for HMO coverage or are unable
to enroll enough employees to qualify for a semi-reasonably priced
indemnity group policy.

Now, after struggling to organize group coverage that meets the
requirements of insurance companies and HMO organizations, we
must face Section 89 tests. We do not know precisely how many
groups and tests this will require, but estimate it will be in excess
of 24 for medical insurance. We haven't yet considered our group
life tests.

We feel we are being put in a "Catch 22" between the requirements
of local HMO's, group indemnity underwriters, and the U.S. Govern-
ment's Section 89. By splintering our work force Into so many group
contracts and sub-group tests within the contracts, we are bound
to fail the Section 89 tests on some coverages. The result may or
may not show discriminatory coverages.

But, whatever the result of the Section 89 tests, it will be by chance
and by insurance industry pricing biases for different geographic
locations rather than designed discrimination on the part of the Coin-
pany.

It seems unfair. We are unable make the plans uniform; the insurance
industry prevents that. So, our remedy is to modify and reduce the
benefits or eliminate the Company contribution.

Please consider methods for relief or delayed implementation of
Section 89 for employers such as ourselves who have small work forces
in several geographic areas.

Very truly yours,

SCQPE INDUSTRIES

John J. Crowley
Vice President

JJC:dec
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Seaftle ot-3nteligencer

WILLIAM R COBB
BUSINESS MANAGER July 18, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform
Act of 1968, places an overwhelming data gathering and
admi-Aistrative burden on us as a plan sponsor. Much, if not
most, of the data required is difficult to obtain and it is my
understanding will not be used for any other purpose. Data
gathering and testing will also lead to large expenses - at a
time when we are already finding the cost of health care to be
exorbitant.

The resultant Section 89 non-discrimination rules are
overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such a complicated
and detailed method to prove non-discrimination? While there is
a slightly easier "alternate coverage test" because of the way
the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the
plan sponsor with the simplest plan. It will be unavailable to
employers who offer both a traditional health plan and a health
maintenance organization - as we are required by union contract.
Is it fair to penalize employers who provide employees with a
choice among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-
discriminatory, the costs of gathering and maintaining data, as
well as actual testing, are staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex - yet, as the effective date
draws nearer, we are still lacking necessary Treasury
regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when we
have not received any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding
issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there
will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements
before the rules will be effective.

101 EU1.IOTrAVEJUE WEST SEATI7 , WASHNGTN98119 20W448-8057
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Page 2 - Senate Finance Conmittee

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors-
especially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but
are now in a position where they have to prove their non-
discrimination .according to nearly incomprehensible standards,
you should consider the following alternatives:

* Repealing Section 89;
* Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a

year after the Treasury issues final regulations;
* Simplify the rules by establishing several safe

harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

William R. Cobb
Business Manager
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

WRC :mc

cc: Senator Dan Evans
Senator Brock Adams
Congressman John Miller



The Section 89 Coalition

July 11, 1988

Mon. Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Section 89 Coalition is a voluntary coalition of both
small and large employers, labor unions, managed health care
plans, health insurers, and benefits consultants who have
banded together to communicate their concerns about Section
89 to Congreass. The Coalition appreciates the changes to
Section 89 included in the Ways and Means version of the
technical corrections bill, H.R. 4333, and views them as
positive steps forward. Before employers can realistically
comply with the policies of Section 89, however, much work
remains to be done, including work on simplification, safe
harbors and health policy issues raised by the rules. The
comments below represent our specific areas of concern and
highlight major issues that need to be addressed in the
current Section 89 requirements. We would appreciate the
inclusion of this letter and its attachments in your hearing
record on H.R. 4333.

The members of the Coalition share common concerns about
Section 89:

o The Coalition supports Congress' goals of discouraging
discrimination in employer-provided health-and group-
term life benefits, but believes that the statute is
overly complex, too expensive to administer, and will
drive employers to limit their plans by eliminating
subsidized family coverage, reducing available health
options and eliminating plan choices for employees.

o The membership is greatly concerned about the imminent
effective date of Section 89. With little time
remaining, employers still do not have regulatory
guidance on critical issues under Section 89,
including, for example, separate lines of business and
former employees. In view of these 'unanswered
questions and the changes necessary to make Section 89
more workable, the Coalition requests sufficient lead
time for employers to comply with a revised Section 89.

o The Coalition has also expressed a willingness to
explore the concept of a "phased implementation" of the
rules. This would be in accord with some expressed
Congressional concerns that an outright delay of the
January 1, 1989, effective date included in the 1986
tax reform bill be avoided.

o The Coalition believes that both the tax and health
policy goals of Section 89 are better served by
simplifying and clarifying the nondiscrimination rules,
and has demonstrated its willingness to assist Congress
in developing reasonable and practical revisions to
Section 89.
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In addition to these general concerns, the Coalition has a
number of specific, major issues in the current statute that
we wish to discuss.

1. Safe Harbors:

The Coalition supports the adoption of appropriate safe
harbors that allow employers to demonstrate compliance with
section 89 on a simplified basis. No safe harbors are
contained in the Ways and Means bill. The Coalition's
initial set of safe harbors are attached as Exhibit 1.

2. Separate Lines of Business:

The Coalition supports having interim guidelines for
determining separate lines of business pending the
availability of both regulations and rulings. The Ways and
Means bill does not address this need. Attached (as
Exhibit 2) are the Coalition's preliminary suggestions. The
attached exhibit includes a transition rule for allocating
headquarters employees; a permanent rule is also needed. in
addition, operating units which are at least 35 miles apart
should automatically be considered geographically
separate. Finally, the 75 percent rule for allocating
employees in the Ways and Means bill should be modified as
follows: An employee providing at least 75 percent of his
services to a line of business need not be allocated to that
line if he is a member of a functional unit that works for
multiple lines of business (i.e., the unit does.not provide
at least 75 percent of its services in the aggregate to any
one line), and no more than an insubstantial number of
employees in the unit provide at least 75 percent of their
services to a single line of business.

3. Time for Testing and Sampling:

The Coalition believes that absolute one-time-per-year data
gathering is necessary. An employer should not be required
to track mid-year enrollment changes by highly compensated
employees ("HCEs") as mandated by the Ways and Means bill
if, under tne plan, elections by these employees to change
benefits may only be made in the event of a change in family
status. With respect to sampling, the Coalition believes
the Ways and Means bill should be modified to reduce the
required confidence level to 95 percent and to increase
the allowable margin of error to five percent.

4. Group Term Life Benefits:

As described in more detail in Exhibit 3, there are
significant problems with application of section 89 to
group-term life benefits: the uniform definition of
compensation, by itself and in conjunction with the
definition of a plan, is unworkable and procedures for
determining the employer-provided benefit are unclear.
These problems are not addressed in the Ways and Means
bill. As a result, the application of section 89 to group-
term life benefits should be delayed. On an interim basis,
nondiscrimination rules applicable to group-term life
benefits under pre-Tax Reform law should be continued.

5. Sworn Statements:

In addition to the changes in this area in the Ways and
Means bill, the Coalition believes that, rather than
requiring the statutorily mandated sworn statements
regarding an employee's family status, an employer should be
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allowed to apply the tests as if some percentage of its non-
HCEs had families not covered elsewhere and some higher
percentage of its HCEs had families not covered elsewhere.
Also, the Ways and Means bill should be modified so that
evidence of insurability may be required for opt-outs that
subsequently want to enroll in the plan if the employer
requires such evidence of other similarly situated late
entrants.

6. 90/Du Test:

The current cliff in the 90/50 test's sanction should be
eliminated. Instead, if less than 90 percent of the
nonhighly compensated employees ("NHCEs") have benefits
available, then benefits available to HCEs in excess of a
certain percentage of the benefits available to NHCEs should
be taxable excess benefits. Under this proposal, the
percentage would be 100 percent multiplied by a fraction,
the numerator of which is the percentage of NHCEs with
benefits at the reference level elected, and the denominator
of which is 90. This issue is not addressed in the Ways and
Means bill.

7. Comparability and Aggregation:

The Coalition believes the proposed comparability standards
are too high. 80 percent comparability should apply to all
tests, and this should apply without any increase in the 80
percent coverage standard under the alternative test unlike
undel the Ways and Means bill. In addition, the aggregation
rules should be liberalized. For example, it should be
permissible to aggregate employee-only health coverage with
a benefit other than health (in order to test that benefit)
if both employee and family health coverage pass when tested
separately. This issue is not addressed in the Ways and
Means bill.

8. Former Employees:

In order to avoid undue complexity, benefit increases for
employees terminating before January 1, 1989 should be
tested solely under a subjective test, such as the
nondiscriminatory terms test. This would modify the rule
under the Ways and Means bill. Also, federally mandated
increases, such as the Medicare Catastrophic maintenance of
c~ffort provision, should be disregarded. This issue is not
addressed by the Ways and Means bill.

In addition to these areas of major concern, a list of the
Coalition's positions on other technical Section 89 issues
is attached as Exhibit 4.

The Coalition looks forward to working -*;ith the Finance
Committee and the Joint Tax Committee as this legislation
moves through the Coigressional process. We appreciate your
willingness to help make this law more workable for
employers.

Sincerely,

Carol Kelly
Chairperson

92-267 0 - 89 - 13
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Submission of the
Securities Industry Association

to the
Comunttee on Finance, U.S. Senate

The Securities Industry Association ("SIA")

represents over five hundred seventy-five leading investment

and brokerage firms headquartered throughout the United

States and Canada, which collectively account for

approximately 90% of the securities transactions conducted

in North America. The activities of SIA Members include

retail brokerage conducted on behalf of 30 million

individual shareholders, institutional brokerage,

over-the-counter marketmaking, various exchange floor

functions and underwriting and other investment banking

activities conducted on behalf of corporations and

governmental units at all levels. Because of their role in

the capital markets, SIA members are in a position to

recognize the impact of tax policy on the capital market as

well as on investment decisions by corporations and

investors.

The SIA opposes the provision of H.R. 4333

approved by the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of

Representatives which would reduce the corporate dividends

received deduction for corporations owning less than

20 percent of the payor corporation from the current 70

percent to 55 percent in 1989, 52.5 percent in 1990, and

50 percent in 1991 and subsequent years. The House

provision is based on a faulty understanding of the purpose

of the dividends received deduction and an inadequate grasp

of the tremendous impact the House provision would have on

the capital markets. We urge the Senate to reject this

provision.

This Committee has given consideration to the tax

treatment of the dividends received deduction during the
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last several years, and SIA has been pleased to have worked

with you and the staff. Although we opposed certain of the

proposals in the Senate Finance Commtittee staff report on

the reform of corporate taxation published in 1983, the

changes ultimately enacted in the Tax Reform Act of 1984

curbed abuses but reflected an appreciation of the funda-

mental importance of the dividends received deduction.

The description of the provision prepared by the

staff of the Joint Committee for the House Ways and Means

Committee indicates that the proposal is intended to

distinguish between corporate dividends received from a

corporation that is so closely related as to be its "alter

ego" and dividends received from a corporation in which

there is a portfolio investment. This explanation reflects

a serious misunderstanding of the purpose of the dividends

received deduction.

Unlike the consolidated return provisions, the

dividends received deduction is not intended to vary with

the degree of common control of two corporations. Rather,

the dividends received deduction is an integral part of the

"classic" two-tier system of taxing corporations and

shareholders, which ensures that corporate earnings are not

triple taxed. In enacting the corporate income tax, the

Congress decided that corporate profits should be taxed

twice, but only twice--once at the corporate level, when the

corporation pays taxes on its earnings, and again when those

earnings are ultimately paid out as dividends to individual

investors. The corporate tax is rot intended to be imposed

every time an intermediate corporate distribution is made.

To do so would be to tax multiple times earnings that have

already been fully taxed at the corporate level.

The Congress has historically recognized the

importance of the dividends received deduction, which was

effectively 100 percent from 1917 to 1935 and remained at 85
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percent until 1986. In 1987, the Senate rejected the

changes in the dividends received deduction approved by the

House Ways 6 Means Committee. Ronald Pearlman, who was then

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy

and is now Chief of Staff of the Joint Committee, recognized

that the dividends received deduction fills this crucial

function in his 1983 testimony before this Committee, in

which he opposed an across-the-board extension of the

holding period to qualify for the deduction. Statement of

Ronald A. Pearlman, Hearings before 1he Committee on Finance

United States Senate, 98th Cong., ist Sess. (October 24,

1983) at 33. Many academic and professional commentators

advocate the retention or even the expansion of the

dividends received deduction as a means of achieving

integration.

The dividends received deduction is thus not a

"loophole" or special-interest provision for corporate

portfolio investors. It is the cornerstone of a coherent

system of corporate taxation. Other countries have adopted

some kind of integration system to reduce the burden of

double taxation of corporate earnings. Of ten foreign

industrialized countries, seven (Belgium, Canada, France,

Italy, Japan, Germany, and the U.K.) have instituted systemb

specifically designed to reduce the problem of double

taxation.*

Despite its importance, the dividends-received

deduction has been eroded in recent years in the search for

revenue. While the need for tax revenue is important, and

every taxpayer must contribute its fair share, the dividends

receiveA deduction has borne a disproportionate burden.

Unpublished study, SIA/Arthur Andersen & Co.,
April 1985.
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Before the Tax Reform Act of 1986, intercorporate dividends

were subject to an effective tax rate of 6.9%. If the House

provision is enacted, that rate would increase by nearly

250% to 17% in spite of the large personal and corporate tax

rate cuts enacted by the 1986 Act.

Moreover, it is misleading to-focus on the rate of

tax paid by the recipient corporation. The dividends

received deduction, as its name implies, is available only

with respect to dividends. The point here is that dividends

which are distributed out of earnings and profits of the

distributing corporation reflect previously taxed income.

The aggregate tax burden on the income which generated the

earnings and profits which made the dividend possible would

be 45.22% if the House proposal were to be enacted at

current rates in 1991. If amounts are subsequently distri-

buted by the recipient corporation to an individual

shareholder in the 28% bracket, the overall tax burden would

be 60.56t. Incidentally, these percentages do not take into

account any effect the dividends received deduction claimed

by the recipient corporation has on its earnings and

profits, which in turn supports the dividend treatment of

its distributions.

This is not a matter of merely theoretical

interest. The proposed reduction in the dividends received

deduction would have a serious impact on the capital markets

and on the businesses that rely on those markets to raise

the funds necessary to invest and grow. Decreasing the

dividends received deduction means that equity in all its

forms is less attractive to investors. As a direct result,

issuers of preferred stock, for example, must increase the

yield of the stock in order to raise the same amount of

capital. Increasing the cost of equity capital in this way

has serious consequences throughout the economy.

One immediate consequence will be to create a

tax-driven bias for issuing debt rather than equity.
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Increasing the cost of equity financing makes debt doubly

attractive. Not only will debt financing be relatively

cheaper, but interest payments on debt are deductible.

Concern has been expressed recently that the U.S. economy is

already overleveraged.

Statistics show that U.S. companies are now

burdened with unprecedented amounts of debt. The 1980s have

seen the debt-to-net worth of nonfinancial corporate America

escalate to record levels.* The debt-to-net worth ratio of

nonfinancial corporate America stood at 52.0% and 56.3% in

1986 and 1987 on a current cost basis (84.6% and 91.6% on a

historical cost basis), the highest this ratio has reached

since the start of the series in 1948. So too, the

debt-to-equities ratio, which average about 42.9% in the

1960s, escalated sharply in the 1970s and has remained over

70% in the 1980s. In 1986 and 1987, the debt-to-equities

ratio of nonfinancial corporations was 73.3% and 79.0%,

respectively. A high load of debt increases the risk of

bankruptcies should the economy suffer a recession. We can

ill afford legislation which increases the tax bias favoring

debt financing and fosters a further deterioration in the

balance sheets of American business.

The major issuers of high yielding common and

preferred stock have been utilities and banks, including

thrifts. In the first four months of this year, 81% of all

preferred stock offerings were made by firms in these

industries and it is estimated that 80%-85% of the buyers of

preferred stock are corporations. Utilities and banks are

particularly hard-pressed for capital in the depressed areas

of the country such as the Southwest. The increased cost of

Balance Sheets for the U.S. Economy, 1948-1987, Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, April 1988.
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funds will be passed on to consumers in the form of utility

rate increases and higher rates on mortgages and small

business loans.

The burden of a further reduction in the dividends

received exclusion is a real one. For example, issuers sold

$13.9 billion of new preferred stock in 1986 when preferred

stock was yielding 8.76% on average, the federal corporate

tax rate was 46% and the dividends received deduction was

85%. Purchasers, therefore, received an 8.16% effective

after-tax yield on that stock. If the d .idends received

deduction had been the proposed 50%, issuers would have to

have afforded investors a 10.59% dividend (versus the actual

8.76% average yield) in order to maintain that 8.16%

*after-tax yield. Assuming 100% is purchased by

corporations, this translates into a 21% increase, or $255

million increase, in cash dividend payments over the $1,218

million in dividends actually paid on these new issues in

1986 alone!

Similarly, issuers sold $11.4 billion in new

preferred in 1987 at an average yield of 8.37% for an

after-tax yield of 7.70% to purchasers (when the dividends

received deduction and corporate tax rate were both lower,

at 80% and 40%, respectively). Here, issuers would have had

to raise the yield to 9.63% (up from 8.37%) to maintain that

7.70% effective yield if the deduction were only 50%. That

is a 15% increase in cash payments, or $143 million more,

than the $954 million in dividends actually paid for this

new stock in 1987 alone (assuming all outstanding at the

year's onset).

Finally, in the first half of this year (when the

exclusion was 70% and the tax rate 34%), issuers sold $3.4

billion of new preferred at an average yield of 9.04%, for

an after-tax yield to purchasers of 8.12%. If, again, the

dividends received deduction had been reduced to 50%,

issuers would have had to sell that same preferred with a
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9.78% yield (versus the 9.04% actual yield) for the

purchasers to have maintained an 8.12% after-tax yield.

That is an additional $25 million in cash dividends, or 8%

more, for the new stock sold in the first half of this year

alone.

One might note that the additional dividends

payments seem to be smaller in each additional year. What

may be happening is that the reduction in the exclusion from

85% to 80% to 70% is affecting corporate purchasers'

decisions to buy new preferred despite lower tax rates

overall. This may be impairing issuers' ability to sell

these securities, causing the amounts of new preferred stock

issues to decline drastically. Based on this year's first

half, the amount of preferred that will be issued by

December of this year will be half that sold in 1986.

Assuming issuers' financing needs are constant (if not

rising), if they cannot sell equity they will raise their

capital through the issuance of new debt, on which interest

payments are tax deductible.

In addition, the increase in the cost of equity

financing will most affect small businesses and new

ventures, which are least able to turn to the debt markets

as an alternative. These are the same small businesses and

startup companies that have been the major source of new

jobs in the 1980's. Increasing the cost of capital for

American business also puts U.S. industry at a competitive

disadvantage in international markets. In an era of

burgeoning trade deficits, it is counterproductive to create

an additional tax burden on the cost of funds.

The dividends received deduction has undergone

significant scrutiny by the Congress since 1983 and has

already borne a large share of the burden of recent tax

reform. The House provision would give a further shock to

equity markets that have been in the doldrums since last

October. We urge this Committee to refuse to follow the

House in this ill-considered and ill-timed piniect.
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Signet Banking Corporation Mrs Mary P Carlton
7 North Eighth Street Executie Vice Pfesdent
PO Box 25970
Richmond VA 23260-5970
804-771-7467

SIGT
July 25, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox,

I am writing to you regarding technical correction
legislation (S. 2238) as it concerns Section 89 of the Internal
Revenue Code.

Signet Banking Corporation recognizes the legitimacy of
nondiscrimination as a policy goal for legislators, however "tax
simplification" is an equally desirable policy goal. We believe
there are less complicated means of measuring nondiscrimination
than the labyrinthine mathematical approach of Section 89.

Signet Banking Corporation allows its employees to select
from among two to five different health plans (depending on
geography) and to select either family or individual coverage.
Over 80 percent of eligible employees elect some form of coverage.
Employee surveys have revealed that the vast majority -of those
employees waiving coverage do so because their spouse receives
cheaper, often no cost, coverage from the spouse's employer (often
a branch of the Federal government).

Additionally, our employee surveys indicate that while
employees have individual py:eferences, the various health plans
(indemnity and "O's) are viewed as similar alternatives of like
cost. Indeed our enrollment is nearly 50-50 between HMOs and
indemnity plans. Further, Medical benefits are viewed as the most
valuable qualified plan benefits our employees receive.

Despite all this, Signet Banking Corporation cannot pass the
so-called safe harbor test of Section 89 (f) because apparently
(the current lack of regulations prevents us f-om knowing for
sure) Section 89 considers us to be offering 2 fferent health
and 6 different dental plans! I can assure you our employees do
not- think they have 32 choices, but are instead selecting from
three health plan options.



Section 89 (f) also creates confusion when considering the
definition of a plan contained in Section 89 with other Federal
legislation- mandating the offering of HMO's. We find ourselves
caught in a web of regulations which produce an impossible
situation. We cannot pass Section 89 (f) if we comply with the
HMO Act, and we cannot comply with the HMO Act and meet the
Section 89 (f) test.

Instead of being able to demonstrate compliance with a simple
rule applied to all our employees, we will now have to go through
a series of three sub-tests, each more mathematically elaborate
than the next, and do so 32 times!

Further, we would like to proceed with the testing, but we
cannot because the necessary regulations have not been issued,
almost two years after passage of the legislation and just five
months before the implementation date.

Signet, like many employers, is giving serious considerations
to eliminating as many medical plan options as we can in order to
simplify our recordkeeping and administration time and expenses.
This shrinking of employee choice is likely to occur nationwide
and is certainly an unfortunate and unintended effect of this
legislation.

We strongly urge you to reconsider the testing requirements
of Sections 89 and postpone their implementation until at least
180 days after the issuance of the regulations.

Mrs. Mt P. CarltonExecutive Vice President
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Pk, D.VIbNCE MEDICAL CENTER SISTERS OF
ooWTES LSNSTREET t PO IEC

IX10RILAND ORI(,.ON ROV1 ENCE
FHONE 103) 2 10-III1 SERVICE IN THE WEST SINCE IS.So

July 18, 1988

Iaura Wilonx, Hearing Adinistrator
U. S. Senate Ocmmittee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Coments for the Recrd
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical correction
fln Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilonx:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Oode, added by the Tax Reform Act of
1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on
plan sponsors. Mxh, if not most, of the data required is difficult to
obtain and will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and
testing will also lead to large expenses - at a time when many employers are
already finding the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of rno-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89
nr-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use
such a complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?

whilee there is a slightly easier "alternate oerage test," because of the
way the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan
sponsor with the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers
who offer both a traditional health plan and a Health Maintenance
Organization - as they may be required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice
among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost
of gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are inredibly complex - yet, as the effective date draws nearer,
we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be
expected to oply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the
many outstanding issu? Even if regulations are issued in the near
future, there will not be sufficient time to resprid to the new requirements
before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors - especially those
plan sponsors uto have never "discriminated" but who are now in a position
where they have to provide their na-t-discrimination according to nearly
incaprehensible standards - you should consider the following alternatives:

- Phpealing Section 89;
- Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a year after

Treasury issues final regulations;
- Simplifi the rules by establishing several safe harbor

alternatives.

Your ccruideratin of these issues and the plight of plan spomors is
a preciated.

Sinorely,
P4VDNEMEDI(hL CER

Assistant hAdinistratc~r
MA=n Resorces
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Laura WilCOX,
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee 

on Finance

SD-2
0 5 , Dirksen Senate 

Office Bldg.
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Dear Ms. Wilcox: 3 9o
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Strimsoin Lumber Com~anY. Forest Grove, Oregon I Fors~t Fibel products Company. Forest Grove, Oregon.

Northwest petrochemical Coirporation, Anacores, WashingonI Miller Redwood Company, Crescent Cityhforfa

Mller Redwood Company, plywood Dvision Merlin, Oregon I Rellim RedwoOd Company Crescent Cit n

July 20, 1988
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any meaningful guidance-on the many outstanding issues? Even
if regulations are issued in the near future, there will not be
sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before the
rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors - espe-
cially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated", but
who are now in a position where they have to prove their non-
discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible standards -
you should consider the following alternatives:

* Repealing Section 89;
. Delaying Section 89's effective data to at least a year after

Treasury issues final regulations;
* Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor

alternatives.
Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan spon-
sors is appreciated.

Very truly yours,

STIMSON LUMBER COMPANY

a rrel . Schroeder

President

DHS/nJj
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Skagit Valley July 19, 1988

Hospital
and Health
Center

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

I am writing in regard to the July 13, 1988, hearing on Tech-
nical Corrections to IRC Section 89, and my comments are for
the record.

Skagit Valley Hospital and Health Center is a Public District
frospital with a publicly elected Board of Commissioners organ-
ized under the laws of the State of Washington. The Hospital
isooperated in a very open environment and certainly in an en-
vironment of non-discrimination. We also operate in a very
challenging financial environment as virtually all hospitals
are in the country and certainly in this part of the state,
and find that the burden of complying with a very complex act
is proving very difficult at best.

As you are aware, there is a whole new industry building up
to assist employers, for a price of course, to learn how to
comply with Section 89. I am faced with the prospect of send-
ing people to a variety of meetings to try to understand this
and probably will have to employ a firm to come in to provide
the expertise which my own employees do not have and cannot
have the time to obtain to attempt tU comply with the act. I
cannot believe that the United States Congress intended em-
ployers to have to go to this extent and particularly those
such as ours who have tried very diligently to not discrimi-
nate in any of our employment practices. Is there no easier
way than to come up with a law so complex that most employers
cannot understand it to provide for non-discrimination in our
employee and benefit practices?

Further, I am advised that these incredibly complex rules are
still lacking the necessary Treasury regulations. The little
that I do know about Section 89 would lead me to believe thatT4 5 JSsI,~ ~ there are a number of major outstanding issues upon which the

PO B ;x 1376
V rilV .......n W Treasury has not even provided guidance at this writing.
982731376 Yet, the time to meet these new requirements is becoming in-
206 424-1111 creasingly short.
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Therefore, I would respectfully request that you either con-
sider repealing Section 89, delaying Section 89 for a year af-
ter the Treasury issuea it's final regulations, or greatly
simplifying the rules by perhaps establishing several so-
called "safe harbor" alternatives".

Thank you for your consideration of my request.

Sincerely,

Patrick R. Mahoney
Administrator

cle
cc: Senator Dan Evans

Senator Brock Adams
Congressman Al Swift
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Guy E. MltO One Bel Cner
Vce Prewenl St. Lows. Missoun 6310?
Human Resources Phoua (314) 235-7000

July 22, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Senator Bentsen:

The current version of the Section 89
legislation is of grave concern to Southwestern Bell
Corporation (SBC). SBC is supportive of legislative
action aimed at promoting the nondiscriminatory delivery
of welfare benefits. However, SBC firmly opposes the
method dictated in the Section 89 statute.

The Senate Finance Committee will soon be
conducting hearings on the Technical Corrections proposed
to TRA 86. The significance of the Section 89 nondis-
crimination procedures should not be underestimated.
As currently enacted, Section 89 nondiscrimination
procedures will create severe problems for Southwestern
Bell Corporation and other large employers.

The statute, as it is written today, goes to
exaggerated lengths to impose complicated and costly
testing procedures premised on identifying and penalizing
discriminatory action. The detailed nature of the tests
reflects a basic distrust of plan sponsors. This is
unfair and unwarranted. Rather than employers seeking
innovative ways to optimize resources and satisfy the
individual needs of its employees, the effect of
Section 89 could be compliance at the cost of reducing
employee benefit options and coverage.

The hearing on Technical Corrections provides
an opportunity to enact safe harbors and simplification
rules, without which SBC and many other large employers
will have to invest a wealth of benefit resources proving
that their welfare plans are not discriminatory.
Further, the expense of proving compliance will result
in a tax expenditure by the federal government.
Further, the expense of proving compliance will result in
a tax expenditure by the federal government.

Included in the pages that follow is a summary
of the benefit environment at SBC, a )rief discussion of
the problems inherent to the current version of Section
89 and a statement urging legislative relief.

On behalf of Southwestern Bell Corporation, I
implore you and each member of the Finance Committee to
consider the wasteful drain on company resources and the
unfortunate consequences of implementing the current
version of Section 89.
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This correspondence and the attendant
information is respectfully submitted for inclusion in
the hearing file.

Sincerely,

SBC BENEFIT ENVIRONMENT

Prior to 1984, Southwestern Bell Telephone Company
operated in five states as a member of the AT&T Bell System.
Today, some four years later, Southwestern Bell Telephone
Company is e member of the Southwestern Bell Corporation
family of companies operating in 50 states. Southwestern
Bell Corporation consists of more than a dozen companies with
67,000 employees and 26,000 retirees. The companies range
from fewer than 100 employees t--atmost 60,000.

The Bell System tradition of being a quality
provider of benefits was passed on to SBC in 1984, when all
of the Bell System benefit plans became SBC plans. Welfare
benefits have since been expanded to better meet the needs of
SBC's increasingly diverse employee family. Today, SBC
offers a comprehensive program of quality welfare benefits,
almost totally supported by company contributions. Last
year, Southwestern Bell Corporation spent in excess of
$287 million on welfare benefits for its employees and
retirees. It is not surprising that a recent study comparing
the value of benefits provided in 20 major industrial firms,
ranked SBC benefits among the top 10-15% among major employer
groups. While this is not a precise measurement, it confirms
SBC as an industry leader in the provision of employee
benefits.

Southwestern Bell understands the value of its
human resources and has structured its welfare benefit
programs to attract high participation from employees at all
levels. Following are some general characteristics of the
SBC health plans.

1. A uniform level of eligibility requirements apply

to active employees and pensioners.

2. Coverage continues during disability, up to age 65.

3. Dependent coverage is employer provided.

4. SBC pays 100% of the premium in company-sponsored
plans and makes an equal contribution to HMOs.

5. The level of benefits provided is the same for all
employees and retirees, regardless of level or
salary.

6. Various plan and coverage options are provided
(CustomCare, HIMO, DMO). Selection is at the
preference of the employee.
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These circumstances apply to most of the people,
most of the time. There are, however, some minor EXCEPTIONS
to the rule. The exceptions are not-capricious and do not
arbitrarily impact ;age groups. The exceptions are
structural and relate to service credit and certain leave of
absence provisions available to employees. Once an employee
achieves six months' service, SBC considers this a
substantive working relationship and extends company paid
welfare benefits.

Southwestern Bell also provides EXECUTIVE LEVEL
coverage on a very restrictive basis. Executive level
welfare plans were introduced to handle the special needs of
the officers of the company and key senior managers. In the
SBC family, this is less than 40 of the 67,000 employees.
SBC understands this plan to be a violation of the nondis-
crimination provisions and will voluntarily impute 100% of
the cost of the plan to the participants.

As you can see, SBC benefit plans have been
designed to make welfare benefits broadly available to its
employees. SBC's benefit history and its current benefit
practices meet the intent of Section 89.

PROBLEMS WITH SECTION 89

Requires Excessive Data Collection

The magnitude of the data collection effort cannot
be overestimated. If the existing version of Section 89 is
implemented, SBC would be required to develop an extensive
data base to obtain and keep current over 100 fields of data
for each of its 67,000 active employees and its 26,000
retirees. The data requirement inherent in Section 89 poses
two major problems:

1. Some of the information simply does not exist. For
example, SBC does not maintain the marital status
of employees (for EEO purposes) nor is information
on leased employees maintained.

2. The information that does exist is not easy to
retrieve. For SBC, collecting the kind of
information needed by Section 89 will require
interrogating at least 12 payroll systems and
retrieving files from 70 different carriers.

In addition, two of our smaller subsidiaries have
employees covered by multiemployer plans. No detailed plan
data is available covering these plans.

Exhibit 1 briefly lists some of the data employers
,7ill be required to obtain and keep current for testing
purposes.

Definition of a "Plan"

Another complexity of Section 89 involves the
definition of a "PLAN." Prior to Section 89, SBC had a
simple and functional way of looking at welfare benefits.
SBC provides health coverage consisting of a medical, a
dental and a vision plan. In addition, there is a group term
life insurance plan.

Looking just at the medical plan... SBC offers three
arrangements. Employees are free to determine which of these
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arrangements best fits their individual situation. The
company pays 100% of the cost of coverage for employees and
their dependents, except for employees with less than six
months of service or those working less than 24 hours a week.
All employees will then fall into one of the coverage options
listed in Exhibit 2.

Section 89 stipulates that, "for testing purposes,
each level of benefit coverage within a medical or group term
life insurance plan is considered to be a separate plan."
What was thought to be one medical plan, with options to meet
employees' needs, has multiplied into 824 plans (Exhibit 3).
With the different medical plans offered by the smaller SBC
subsidiaries, there could be approximately 900 medical plans.

This still does not account for the total SBC
family. In two SBC subsidiaries, welfare benefits are
provided through multiemployer plans. Once the Section 89
definition of a plan is applied to these situations, the
total number of medical plans available in SBC will exceed
1000. The same process must be applied to the dental, vision
and life insurance plans.

The existing version of Section 89 is explosive and
will have a significant and unhealthy impact on the cost of
administering employee benefits.

Increased Cost Due to System Development and Compliance
Administration

SBC does not currently have a centralized benefit
system. Such a system would be needed to track employee
eligibility and coverage data. To develop such an extensive
data base and associated testing programs would cost SBC over
$1 million and would take at least 18 months to develop.
This development effort could not be seriously undertaken
until regulations were available.

The cost of Section 89, however, should not be
limited solely to the $1 million plus required to develop an
eligibility and data base management system. SBC will also
have to increase its benefit staff to oversee the collection
and consolidation of data from subsidiaries. Additional
costs will also be incurred by subsidiaries and carriers to
provide data to the Corporate staff.

Could Result in a Reduction of Benefits

Under Section 89, competitive and comprehensive
benefit packages similar to SBC plans could fail the
nondiscrimination tests because they offer (and pay for)
several different levels of coverage for employees and
dependents.

Employers with comprehensive welfare plans could
simplify their testing procedure and more easily achieve
compliance by drastically reducing the quality of its welfare
benefits. For example, Southwestern Bell could immediately
reduce the risk of noncompliance, as well as the cost of
administering Section 89 by providing only one type of
company paid medical benefit for employees only. This would
eliminate all coverage for dependents and retirees. It would
also eliminate all options for employees. Ttis surely was
not the desired impact of Section 89, yet it is our simplest
compliance strategy and it will be the most ac-ceptable
outcome for some plan sponsors.
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RELIEF FOR SECTION 89:
SAFE HARBOR AND SIMPLIFICATION

The most unfortunate consequence of Section 89 is
that the cost of data collection, data maintenance and actual
nondiscrimination testing will far outweigh the cost of
compliance. Health care expense is one of the fastest
growing segments of the American economy. The nondiscrim-
ination procedures compound the problem by generating empty
overhead expense.

This problem can be remedied by enacting safe
harbors that would evaluate the structural characteristics of
a plan.

Employers such as SBC who provide welfare coverage that is
clearly not discriminatory should not be burdened with
extensive and otherwise unnecessary data collection and
associated programming and administration zcst. The safe
harbors listed below (proposed by the Association of Private
Pension and Welfare Plans (APPWP) and the Section 89
Coalition) are much needed.

Safe Harbor #1

A common health plan (such as an employer-wide
indemnity plan or group of comparable plans), as well as any
alternative plan (such as an HMO), will satisfy the 80% test
if:

1. at least 80% of all employees (disregarding
statutorily excluded employees) are eligible to
participate in the common plan;

2. no employee contributions to the common plan
(whether before-tax or after-tax) are required or
permitted;

3. if an employee opts out of the common plan in order
to join an alternative plan, the employer will
contribute to the alternative plan an amount that
is equal to the lesser of (a) the cost of coverage
under the alternative plan or (b) the cost of
coverage under the common plan (with actuarial
adjustments permitted to reflect demographic
differences); and

4. at least once a year, each participant is given the
opportunity to leave any alternative plan and to
enter the common plan (or to leave the common plan
and to enter any alternative plan).

Safe Harbor #2

A common health plan (such as an employer-wide
indemnity plan or group of comparable plans), as well as any
alternative plan (such as an HMO), will satisfy the 80% test
if:

1. at least 80% of all employees (disregarding
statutorily excluded employees) are eligible to
participate in the common plan;
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2. for nonhighly compensated employees, employee
contributions (both before-tax and after-tax) do
not exceed a reasonable limitation, expressed as
a dollar limit or as a percentage of compensation;
the limitation would be indexed to reflect
increases in the cost of health care; and

3. the employee bears no more than a specified
percentage of the total cost of the common plan
(taking into account the cost of co-pays and
deductibles.

Enactment of these safe harbors would eliminate the
need for detailed testing for the majority of the SBC welfare
plans as over 93% of our employees are covered by plans that
meet these clearly nondiscriminatory characteristics. An
employer who provides a uniform level of coverage for its
employees (without regard to compensation) should not have to
spend a million or more dollars to prove that it is nondis-
criminatory.

The safe harbors proposed by the APPWP will cover
the most obvious void in the current statute. Enactment of
this safe harbor would not degrade in any way the goals of
Section 89. SBC urges your consideration and support for
these safe harbors.

Preliminary proposals for Technical Corrections
contain revisions that greatly simplify the testing
requirement for plans that do not qualify for the two safe
harbors herein presented. These include proposed changes to
the statutory Definition of a Plan, the Headquarters Rule,
Time of Testing, the Comparability Rule, etc.

The language in these areas of the current statute
is narrow and creates unnecessary complexity. In each of the
areas mentioned above, the language and testing procedures
can be simplified without jeopardizing the ability of the
test to identify clearly discriminatory plans. Emphasis
should be given to replacing the detailed tests in the
current statute with broad guidelines that preserve the
intent of the nondiscrimination provisions without creating
exorbitant overhead and other administrative expense.

In addition, SBC would like the following proposals
considered during Technical Corrections.

0 Exemption from Testinr
Plans should be exempt from nondiscrimination
procedures when the cost of the plan coverage is
already being imputed to the participant as taxable
income.

o Multiemplover Plans
Release employers from any responsibility for
nondiscrimination testing of multiemployer plans.
Consistent with the terms negotiated in collective
bargaining, employers contribute an agreed upon
amount, on behalf of each employee, to the plan.
The type and conditions of coverage are not within
the control of the employer.

Much attention has been given to the problem of
jata collection needed for Section 89. The complexity is
multiplied for data collection on former employees. This
area is especially troubling as much of tr.e information
needed is not available (marital and dependent status). The
accuracy of what is available is questionable. This is an
area that requires careful and unhurried deliberation. A
delay in the effective date for former employees nust be
granted. Your support in this matter is urgently needed.
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SBC BENEFIT STRUCTURE -MEDICAL
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SOUTHWIRF
Carrollton, Georgia 30119 a 404/832-4242

July 29, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

After reviewing the various reports and announcements on the
subject of Section 89 (non-discrimination compliance) for Group
Benefit Plans, it is our opinion that this type of lesiglation is
counter-productive to our goal of providing the very best health
and life insurance coverage to our employees.

The cost in terms of manpower and resources to design
systems, gather data, and run the various tests will far outweigh
the benefit of determining the fairness of benefit plans to all
groups of employees.

As a matter of fact, the legislation is likely to have a
reverse effect from the goals it intends to accomplish. We will
likely consider reducing coverage options, eliminate certain
supplemental plans and/or allow employees to pay the penalties for
non-compliance.

We fully support Congress' goal of discouraging discrimina-
tion in employer provided health and group term life benefits,
however Section 89 has transformed this goal into a complex web of
administrative requirements exceeding the capabilities of most
employers. We solicit your support in helping to simplify Section
89 and in obtaining adequate lead time to implement whatever new
rules are adopted.

Sincerely,

SOUTHWIRE COMPANY

Gary ldridge
Corporate Benefits Manager

"SOUTHWIRE MEANS SERVICE"
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2713 Sierra Vista
Grand Junction, Colorado 61503
August 4, 1988

Laura Wilcox. Hearing Administrator
U. S. Senate Committee on Finance
D-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building

Washington, DC 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of
1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on
plan sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data required Is difficult to
obtain and will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and
testing will also lead to large expenses - at a time when many employers
are already finding the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrlmination is laudable but the resultant Section 89
non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use
such a complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimInation? While
there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test" because of the way the
test Is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor with
the simplest plan. Indeed it will be unavailable to employers who offer
both a traditional health plan and a health maintenance organization - as
they may be require under state and federal law. Is it fair to penalize
employers who wish to provide employees with a choice among benefits? Even
assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of gathering and
maintaining data, as well as actual testing, are staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex - yet, as the effective date draws nearer,
we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be
expected to comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the
many outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near
future, there will not be sufficient time to respond to the new
requirements before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors - especially those
plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but are now in a position
where they have to prove their non-discrimination according to nearly
incomprehensible standards, you should consider the following alternatives:

" Repealing Section 89;
" Delaying Section 89's effective date to at lease a year after Treasury
issues final regulations;

" Simplify the rules by establishing several safe harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and plight of plan sponsors is
appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

n G. Spencer
President, Weste Colorado
Personnel Association
A Chapter of ASPA
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July 20, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U. S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of
1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on
plan sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data required is difficult to
obtain and will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and
testing will also lead to large expenses--at a time when many employers
are already finding the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89
non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use
such a complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test," because of the
way the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan
sponsor with the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers
such as us who offer both a traditional health plan and a Health Maintenance
Organization.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice
among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost
of gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex--yet, as the effective date draws nearer,
we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can we be expected
to comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance dn the many out-
standing issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there
will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before the
rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors--especially those
plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but who are now in a position
where they have to provide their non-discrimination according to nearly
incomprehensible standards--you should consider the following alternatives:

o Repealing Section 89;

o Delaying Section 89's effective data to at least a year after
Treasury issues final regulations;

o Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor
alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is
appreciated.

Sincerely,

Beverly C. Lincoln, Director

Personnel Services

BCL:db
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SULLIVAN & CROMWELL

July 20, 1988

Treatment of Forward Currency Contracts
Under Section 851(b) (4) of the Code
(Section 851(b) (4) and (g) (1) of the Code;
Sections 106(1)-106(o) of the Technical
Corrections Bill of 1988 (S. 2238))

This memorandum discusses the treatment under the

diversification requirements of Section 851(b) (4) of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the "Code") of forward cur-

rency contracts entered into by a regulated investment com-

pany ("RIC") to hedge, either partially or fully, the cur-

rency risk associated with the RIC's foreign currency denom-

inated investments.

As discussed more fully below, we propose that in

the case of a "designated hedge" under Section 851(g) (2) of

the Code consisting of a forward currency contract and for-

eign currency denominated investments held by a RIC, the

netting rule of Section 851(g) (1) of the Code apply in deter-

mining the value of the positions of the designated hedge

for purposes of Section 851(b) (4) of the Code.

Discussion

Section 851(b) (4) of the Code generally requires

that a RIC diversify its assets so that at the close of each

quarter of the taxable year at least 50% of the value of its

total assets is represented by cash and cash items (including

receivables), Government securities, securities of other

RICs and other securities. For this purpose, "other securi-
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ties" of a particular issuer will be counted only if their

value does not exceed 5% of the RIC's total assets and 10%

of the outstanding voting securities of the issuer. In

addition, a RIC may not invest more than 25% of its total

assets in the securities of any one issuer (other than Gov-

ernment securities or securities cf other RICs).

Section 851(c)(5) of the Code provides that for

purposes of Section 851(b)(4) of the Code terms not other-

wise defined in Section 851(c) of the Code have the same

meaning as when used in the Investment Company Act of 1940,

as amended. A no-action letter issued by the Securities and

Exchange Commission indicates that forward currency contracts

are "securities" under the Investment Company Act of 1940.*

Thus, a forward currency contract may be treated as a "secu-

rity" for purposes of Section 951(b) (4) of the Code, and as

a consequence a RIC's position in a forward currency contract

would be subject to the 5%, 10% and 25% limitations under

Section 851(b) (4).

Regardless of who is considered the issuer of a

Currency Fund (SEC, Sept. 25, 1986) (holding that the
Securities and Exchange Commission was "unable to
concur" with the applicant's view that a forward cur-
rency contract is not a security for purposes of the
Investment Company Act of 1940). See also Steve Stein
(SEC, Jan. 4, 1974) (indicating that a foreign currency
futures contract may constitute a security).

-2-
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forward currency contract,* or the method for determining

its value*, fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates

could cause a RIC to violate the diversification requirement

of Section 851(b)(4) of the Code, or could severely limit

its ability to hedge its foreign currency denominated invest-

There is currently no authority as to who the issuer of
a forward currency contract is for purposes of
Section 851(b) (4) of the Code. In determining who the
issuer is of an interest rate futures contract, the
Internal Revenue Service has consistently taken the
position that the issuer is the issuer of the underly-
ing security, on the theory that the issuer of the
futures contract should be "the entity the economic
fortunes of which ultimately determine the performance
of the contract and since that is the entity in which
the purchaser of such a contract invests." See G.C.M.
39526 (July 8, 1986) (stating the general rule set
forth above and addressing the treatment of municipal
bond index futures contracts). See also G.C.M. 39316
(Dec. 21, 1984) (stating the general rule set forth
above and addressing the treatment of stock index
instruments); Letter Rulings 8823067 (Mar. 11, 1988);
8726017 (Mar. 26, 1987); 8721042 (Feb. 19, 1987).
Thus, under this approach the issuer of a forward cur-
rency contract would be the foreign government of the
currency involved or a notional issuer which is the
currency itself.

It is unclear how a forward currency contract should be
valued in applying the diversification requirements of
Section 851(b)(4). Section 851(c)(4) provides that for
purposes of Section 851(b)(4) of the Code the term
"value" means: "with respect to securities . . . for
which market quotations are readily available, the
market value of such securities; and with respect to
other securities and assets, fair value as determined
in good faith by the board of directors . . ." With
respect to interest rate futures contracts, the
Internal Revenue Service has taken the position that
the value is the value of the futures contract, rather
than the amount paid on margin, because the investor's
liability is virtually unlimited and is related to the
value of the futures contract. See G.C.M. 39316 (Dec.
21, 1984); Letter Ruling 8823067 (Mar. 11, 1988).

-3-
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ments.* Because foreign currency exchange rates are more

volatile than interest rates, this problem is more acute in

the case of forward currency contracts than in the case of

interest rates futures contracts and other investments the

value of which is tied to interests rates.

To minimize the risk that a RIC would be disquali-

fied by reason of foreign currency hedging activities, we

propose that, in the case of a "designated hedge" under

Section 851(g) (2) of the Code consisting of a forward cur-

rency contract and foreign currency denominated investments

held by a RIC, the netting rule of Section 851(g) (1) of the

Code, which now applies for purposes of the short short ruie

of Section 851(b) (3), also apply in determining the value of

the positions of the designated hedge for purposes of

Section 851(b) (4) of the Code. For example, if the value of

a forward currency contract increased by reason of currency

exchange rate fluctuations and the value of hedged foreign

currency denominated instruments held by the RIC correspond-

ingly decreased in value, the increase and decrease in value

Section 851(d) of the Code provides that a RIC will not
be disqualified by reason of violating the diversifica-
tion requiremert as of the end of any quarter unless
the violation exists immediately after the acquisition
of any security or other acquisition, and that a RIC
violating the diversification requirement by reason of
such an acquisition is allowed 30 days after the end of
the quarter to correct the violation. Notwithstanding
these provisions, fluctuations in foreign currency
exchanges rates could severely limit a RIC's ability to
enter into forward currency contracts.

-4-
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would be netted for purposes of applying Section 851(b) (4)

of the Code to the forward currency contract and the hedged

instruments.* This could be accomplished by amending

Section 851(g) (1) of the Code to read as follows:

'(1) IN GENERAL.--In the case of any designa-
ted hedge, for purposes of subsections (b) (3)
and (b) (4), increases (and decreases) during
the period of the hedge in the value of posi-
tions which are part of such hedge shall be
netted." (Underlined language is the new
amendment).

Our complete proposal, with suggested committee report expla-

nations, is attached to this memorandum as Annex A.

The regulations contemplated by Section 851(g) (2) (A) (iii)

of the Code should clarify that a RIC's position in a foreign

currency option, futures or forward contract and its invest-

ment in foreign currency denominated investments may consti-

tute a "designated hedge". Although clause (A) (i) of

Section 851(g) (2) provides that a designated hedge may exist

where a RIC has an option to sell, is under a contractual

The proposed netting rule would be consistent with the
position adopted by the Internal Revenue Service where
a RIC enters a short (selling) position in an interest
rate futures contract to hedge the value of a security
owned by tae RIC. In that case, the security only (and
not the futures contract) is counted in applying the
diversification requirement. See Letter Ruling 8823067
(Mar. 11, 1988). See also G.C.M. 39316 (Dec. 21, 1984)
(stating that: "In certain hedging and risk-covered
situations the securities need only be counted once.
For example, if a taxpayer writes a call option or
cntcrs a short sellingg) position irn a futures contract
and own, the identical security to 'cover' the option
or futures contract, the risk is limited and the
security should only be counted once in applying the
diversification rules.")

-5-
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obligation to sell, or has made and not closed a short sale

of substantially identical property, it is unclear under

current law whether a RIC writing or acquiring a foreign

currency option or entering into a foreign currency futures

or forward contract owns "substantially identical" property

by reason of holding a foreign currency denominated stock or

security. The existing authorities construing the term

"substantially identical," as used in Sections 1091 and 1233

of the Code and as such term relates to foreign currency,

antedate the enactment of the straddle rules and the passage

of Section 988 of the Code. See e.j., Rev. Rul. 74-218,

1974-1 C.B. 202 (foreign currency not a security subject to

Section 1091 of the Code); Reg. 5 1.1233-1(d) (2) (i) (futures

contracts in any commodity on or subject to rules of exchange

not substantially identical to future requiring delivery in

another calendar month). A foreign currency denominated

debt security, however, clearly constitutes a position with

respect to the foreign currency in which the debt is denomin-

ated for purposes of Section 1092 of the Code. Moreover,

Section 988(a) (1) (A) of the Code explicitly requires separate

computation of the gain or loss attributable to foreign

currency fluctuations.

Accordingly, the attached proposal should be

adopted by the Committee.

Randall K.C. Kau
Sharp Sorensen
Kenneth Gershenfeld

Sullivan & Cromwell
125 Broad Street
New York, N.Y. 10004
(212) 558-4000

-6-
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ANNEX A

Proposal

1. Section 851 (g) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code is

amended to read as follows:

"(1) IN GENERAL. -- In the case of any
designated hedge, for purposes of si bsec-
tions (b) (3) and (b) (4) , increases (and
decreases) during the period of the
hedge in the value of positions which
are part of such hedge shall be netted."
(Underlined language is the new amend-
ment).

2. If the above proposal is adopted, in subsequent

committee reports or explanations of the Technical

Corrections Act of 1988 the following explanatory language

should be added to the current language on pages 75-78 of

the Description of the Technical Corrections Act of 1988

(H.R. 4333 and S.2238) prepared by the Staff of the Joint

Committee on Taxation (JCS-10-88):

a. Add the following after the penultimate sentence

of the first paragraph under "Definition of regulated invest-

ment company", in the "Present Law" section (page 75):

For purposes of the 30% test, any increase in

value on a position that is part of a designated

hedge is offset by any decrease in value (whether

or not realized) on any other position that is

part of such hedge. Finally, at the close of each

quarter of the RIC's taxable year at least 50% of

-7-
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the value )f the assets of the RIC must be repre-

sented by cash and cash items, Government securi-

ties, securities of other RICs and other securi-

ties, with such "other securities" of an issuer

counted only if their value does not exceed 5% of

the RIC's assets or 10% of the outstanding voting

securities of the issuer. Furthermore, not more

than 25% of the RIC's assets may be invested in

the securities of any one issuer (other than Gov-

ernment securities or securities of other R!Cs)

(the "diversification tests").

b. Add the following after the "Present Law" section

(page 76):

Reasons for Change

Hedging activities

Congress recognizes that a RIC may prop-

rarly engage in certain hedging activities that are

consistent with the passive nature of the RIC and,

under current law, in the case of certain hedging

transactions both the hedged and the hedging posi-

tions are considered to be a single investment for

purposes of applying the 30% test (section 851 (g)).

Circumstances may exist, however, in which these

hedging transactions would cause a RIC to lose its

qualification as such because of a failure to meet

the diversification tests. Therefore, to facili-

-8-
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tate a RIC's ability to engage in hedging activi-

ties without the risk of disqualification as a

RIC, Congress believes that, in the case of a

designated hedge under section 851(g), the netting

rule of that section should also apply for

purposes of determining the value of the positions

of the hedge for purposes of applying the

diversification tests.

c. Add the following to the end of "Explanations of

Provisions" section (page 78):

Hedging activities

The bill provides that in the case of a

designated hedge under section 851(g) , the netting

rule of that section will apply in determining the

value of the positions of the hedge for purposes

of applying the diversification tests. Therefore,

for purposes of applying the diversification tests,

any increase in value on a position that is part

of a designated hedge is offset by any decrease in

value (whether or not realized) on any other posi-

tion that is part of the same hedge. The rules of

section 851(g) will be applied for this purpose in

the same manner as the rules of section 851(g) are

applied for purposes of the 30 percent test.

Clause (A) (iii) of section 851(g) (2)

authorizes the Secretary to prescribe regulations

-9-
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identifying positions which will qualify as posi-

tions in a designated hedge under section 851(g).

These regulations shall provide that a RIC's invest-

ment in an option to sell a currency, or its short

position in a currency futures contract or forward

currency contract, and the RIC's investment in

foreign currency denominated stocks or securities,

may constitute a designated hedge for purposes of

section 851(g). Prior to the issuance of such

regulations, Congress intends that a RIC shall be

allowed to treat such investments and positions as

part of a designated hedge for purposes of

section 851(g) provided the other requirements of

that section are satisfied.

-10-
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TALMANNRE
The Talman Home Federal Savings and Loan Association of Illinois

THOMAS J, PROST
Senior Vice President

Group Executive, Administrative Services

July 18, 1988

Senate Finance Commlritttee
Wasihirgion, D.C.

i: _C0 ts for the Record of the Senate Finance omittee hearing
for technical corrections to Section 89 held July 13, 1988.

Dinr Comntiltee Members,

I am wril.ing to add Talman's run<e to the list of eniplovers seeking
relief from the burden of Sect ion 89 of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

We have done prce] lt nrtry test ing arx find that complia icc' will require
extensive investment of time and money for data gathering, analysis.
plan analis and redesign implementation. Compliance is irrade very
difficult by the seventeen and one-half hour rule which requires the
in lusion of pRtrt-timr employees for test iog purtses. TPhis severely
impacts the service industry which relies heavily on part-time
entployeew r)r- lng , and weekend hoilirs.

While the intent of section 89 may be to provide equitable benefits
for all levels of employees, in fact, it serves as a disincentive to
employers to enhance employee benefits and, for that rotter, to offer
these plans at all.

Therefore, SF res.v'c I fully suwnit two requests to the comimitt ee:
for simplification of the testing rules and for an extension of the
comp i ance dead I I it.

Sincerely, /

- i i- , 7

cc: The Honorable Alan J. Dixon, Senator
The Honorable Paul Simon, Senator
The Honorable Robert H. Tersich, 48th 4istrct Representative

Main Off ce 550t S Kedzie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60629 (312) 434-3322
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Statement of The Tax Council

on The Technical Corrections Act of 1988

The Tax Council appreciates the opportunity to submit its views on the

Technical Corrections Act of 198 and issues added to it by the House Ways and

Means Committee. The Council is a business supported organization concerned with

Federal tax policy matters. While deliberately small in overall number, the

Council represents a broad spectrum of industry including manufacturing, mining,

energy, electronics, transportation, public utilities, consumer products and

services, retailing, public accounting, banking and other financial services.

Technical corrections to the Tax Reform Act of 1986 are necessary and overdue

for taxpayer compliance. Important for capital formation and productivity are the

associated extensions of the R&E credit and a settlement of the allocation of R&E

expenditures between foreign and domestic sources.

Unfortunately, the House Ways and Ileans Committee tentatively has decided to

finance the extension of provisions and certain other revenue losing provisions

primarily through new tax burdens on the business sector. Not including the Alaska

Native Corporations provision, the Ways and Means Committee would raise business

taxes by almost $5 billion over a three year period through accelerated corporate

tax payments, repeal of the completed contract method of tax accounting and a

further cutback in the dividend received deduction. There would be tax relief for
the business sector in provision extensions, but the three year total would amount

to an estimated $3.1 billion, far less than the new tax burden on business.

Furthermore, to reduce the overall revenue cost of the extensions the Ways and

Leans Committee generally would make them effective only through 1990 and would cut

back some benefit. The R&E credit for example, would be at risk again in only two

years and would involve a basis adjustment for the amount of credit taken. Its

incentive value would be reduced accordingly. In contrast, the two largest revenue

raisers from the corporate sector would be permanent tax increases.

The Ways and fleans Committee action to raise business taxes comes on top of

several tax measures where business also has borne the brunt. In fact, according

to the FY 1989 budget proposal, the net effect of major enacted legislation from

1981 through 1987 -- including the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, the Tax
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Reform Act of 1986, and the 1987 Reconciliation Act -- was a large increase in

corporate tax liabilities estimated at $160 billion for the 1987-1991 period. For

the same period, individual taxpayers will experience very substantial net tax

reduction on the order of $1.2 trillion. To continue to utilize the corporate

income tax as a means of achieving a "quick fix" of the budget deficit problem is

short-sighted and could result in a permanent disincentive to long-term economic

growth.

For tax policy, the Ways and Means Committee proposal to lower again the

dividend received deduction for corporate portfolio investments is particularly

troubling. Under the Committee bill, the deduction for dividends received from

corporate stock ownership of less than 20 percent in other corporations would fall

from 70 percent to 50 percent by 1991. This would aggravate the 1987 Act provision

and double taxation of corporate earnings. In fact, it really constitutes triple

taxation when the portion of dividend income subject to the tax penalty is

distributed to shareholders. There is absolutely no policy justification for this

provision. If enacted it would encourage corporations to rely even more on debt

financing, as opposed to equity financing, and would increase the risks of economic

destabilization. Furthermore, the significant economic issues involved in multiple

taxation of corporate earnings hardly should be considered in the context of a

narrow technical corrections bill.

The Tax Council urges the Senate Finance Committee to approve expeditiously the

technical corrections necessary for tax policy guidance on the Tax Reform Act of

1986. The Council also urges adoption of important provision extensions,

particularly the R&E credit and allocation of R&E expenditures. For maximum

encouragement of productive research, the R&E credit should be nade permanent

without a basis adjustment.

The anti-investment provisions of the House Ways and Ileans Committee bill,

especially the proposed dividend deduction cutback and the repeal of the completed

contract method, should be dropped. Any shortfall from the extension of provisions

could be made up by broadening hospital insurance payroll tax coverage as proposed

earlier by the Administration.
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TT
July 27, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

Ed Mihalski, Minority Chief of Staff
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SH-203, Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technial
Corrections IRC Section 89

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and
administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not most, of the
data required is difficult to obtain and will not be used for any
other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also lead to large
expenses -- at a time when many employers are already finding the
cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the
resultant Section 89 non-discrimination rules are overwhelming.
Is it really necessary to use such a complicated and detailed
method to prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternative coverage test,"
because of the way the test is designed, it will not be available
to any but the plan sponsor with the simplest plan. Indeed, it
will be unavailable to employers who offer both a traditional
health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization -- as they may
be required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide
employees with a choice among benefits? Even assuming that a plan
ia non-diucriminatory, the Cost of gathering and maintaining data,
as well as actual testing, is staggering.

THE TERTELING COMPANy, INC. / 1755 WESTGATE DRIVE / PO. BOX 4127 / BOISE, IDAHO 83704
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July 27, 1988
Page Two

The rules are incredibly complex -- yet, as the effective
date draws nearer, we are still lacking necessary Treasury
regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when we have
not received any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding
issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there
will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements
before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors --
especially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but
who are not in a position where they have to provide their non-
discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible standards --
you should consider the following alternatives:

- Repealing Section 89

- Delaying Section 89's effective data to a least a year
after Treasury issues final regulations

- Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor
alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors is appreciated.

Very truly yours,

THE TERTELING COMPANY, INC.

Bobbi Azpitarte

Executive Assistant

BJA/em

THE TERTELING COMPANY, INC. / 1755 WESTGATE DRIVE / P.O. BOX 4127 / BOISE, IDAHO 83704
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TRUITT

I 10 FRONT ST N E 5 ALIM ORE 97308 PO B0X 309 PH (503) 362-3674
TWX 510,5990tO2

July 19, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
US Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

Several years ago, we made rather significant changes in
the benefit programs at our Company, putting all our year-
round people... hourly, salaried, and owners of the
Company... under the same health, life, and accident insurance
programs. My primary motivation for doing this was to have a
good, generous program available in which our year-round
employees, from top to bottom, were treated equally.

Now, I learn that under the Tax Reform Act of 1986 we're
about to get clobbered. I'm referring to the requirement
that health insurance plans not discriminate in favor of
highly compensated employees. There is no problem when
comparing any salaried person with year-round hourly
positions. A problem arises, however, when nondiscrimination
tests are applied to our seasonal people versus the highly
compensated employees.

Although we're not required to do so, we provide a very
good major medical health insurance plan for our seasonal
people who have worked with us for three years. Not all food
processing companies do this. However, this apparently isn't
good enough; and this legislation is going to force us to do
cne of the following:

- Eliminate health coverage for all seasonal
employees, or

- Increase the health insurance benefits for all
seasonal employees, or

- Require our highly compensated people to pay taxes
on a portion of the benefits that they've been getting for a
number of years.

QUALITYCANNERS of PACIFIC NORTHWEST FRUITS ANDVEGETABLES
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Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
Page 2
July 19, 1988

- The most onerous thing it will force us to do,
though, is to identify and collect all this data and apply it
to a series of nondiscrimination tests. It's not very clear
how to do it, and it appears that our small Company will have
to hire another individual just to accomplish all this.

I have no quarrel with the desire to promote more nearly
equal benefit levels in industry - in fact, that's just what
we did a number of years ago. In the seasonal Fruit and
Vegetable Processing Industry, however, there are different
levels of pay and benefits for the seasonal workers. There's
no question that they are an important part of our operation;
but they're with us for periods of a couple of weeks to
perhaps four months, hence the differences in benefits.

I believe you have created a piece of complex,
difficult, and, ultimately, expensive (to us) legislation to
go after what was probably a noble objective. I just wish
you could figure out a simpler way to accomplish all this.

Very truly yours,

Dav uitt
DJT:mm
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Thality Community Hospital

4

July 25, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the Record, July 13, 1988
Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

Section 89 of the IRC, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, adds a great bit of
burden to Plan sponsors such as our company. Most of the data is very difficult
to obtain and will not be used for any purpose, therefore, bleeding to a great
expense when we are already finding the cost of healthcare quite high for our
employees.

Is it really necessary to use such a complicated and detailed method to prove
non-discrimination, especially for those of us that have never discriminated in
the past, but are in the position where we will have to provide non-discrimination
according to nearly incomprehensible standards? While there is an alternative
coverage test, it does not apply to our corporation, as well as many others as we
offer both traditional healthcare and an HMO.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice of
benefits? We find that the rules are incredibly complex and yet we are still
lacking necessary treasury regulations. Even if regulations are issued in the
near future, we will not have adequate time to respond to the new requirements
before the deadline date.

We appeal to you to reconsider Section 89 by reviewing the following alternatives:

1. Repealing Section 89
2. Delaying Section 89's effective date for a period of time to allow

regulations to assist employers in reviewing data.
3. Simplify the rules by establishing more simplified non-discrimination

tests.

Thank you for your consideration of this letter as we, too, as a healthcare
corporation seek to reduce the cost of healthcare.

Sincerely,

Daryl . Gohl
Director of Human Resources
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HEADQUARTERS MEDFORD DIVISION
433 S E. Lake Rood P.O Box 22187 2195 Sage Rod P.O. Box 1647

Por and, Oregon 972224082 503/653-6330 kdfcd, Oregon 9750101 26 603/773-7363
Telecopief (5031 6627356

July 21, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Corgrittee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washinoton, D.C. 20510

Re: Comments for the record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox,

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on plan
sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data required is difficult to obtain and
will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also
lead to large expenses -- at a time when many employers are already finding
the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant Section 89
non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such
a complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test," because of the way
the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor
with the simplest plan. Indeed, it will unavailable to employers who offer
both a traditional health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization -- as
they may be required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice
among ben-fits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of
gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.
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The rules are encredibly complex -- yet, as the effective date draws nearer,
we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be
expected to comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the
many outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future,
there will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before
the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors -- especially those
plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but who are now in a position
where they have to provide their nor-discrimination according to nearly
incomprehensible standards -- you should consider the following a'zrnatives:

* Repealing Section 89;
* Delaying Section 89's effective data to at least a year after Treasury

issues final regulations;
* Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is
appreciated.

Al an ones
President

CC/ Ed Mihalski
Mark Hatfield
Bob Packwood
Les Aucoin
Robert F. Smith
Ron Wyden
Peter DeFazio
Denny Smith

jm/l190A
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UNITED STATES FIDELITY AND GUARANTY COMPANY
P. 0. BOX 1138

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21203

HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

July 26, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510 .

Re: IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

As an Employee Benefits Manager, I am greatly concerned about the
review by your Committee regarding the technical corrections
legislation (S. 2239), including possible revisions to Section
89.

I, therefore, ask your assistance in simplifying Section 89 which
has already cost us in money and resources in attempting to
understand what will be required to gather the data and to design
and implement systems to run the tests.

To-date, we have determined that it will be necessary to perform
a total of 378 tests. Obviously, this will be time consuming and
costly.

I think you and your Committee should be awart of the possible
negative health policy implications Section 89 can cause. It may
compel sponsors to reduce options, eliminate employer subsidies
or otherwise sumplify their benefit packages to make testing
easier.

Obvisously, employers are still in the dark as to how to value
the benefit to be tested. I implore you to give employers
significant lead time to implement Section 89 once the final
regulations are published.

Please include the above comments as being for the record of the
hearing on Technical Corrections held July 13, 1988.

Thank you for your support on this matter.

Sincerely,

Mary Carole Kirkpatrick
Superintendent
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1212 Avenue ofthe Americas New Yor, New Yor 10036
Tetepa 212 354 4480 Telx USCOUNCIL 14-31 NY

United States Council for ng A ,ern ness as .US of
Intematonal Business The International Chamber or Commerce

The International Orgaoisation of Employfrs
De Business and Industry Advisory Commaitee to the OECD
The ATA Carnet System

July 21, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Committee on Finance
205 Senate Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6200

RE: Technical Corrections Act of 1988 -- H.R. 4333 Section 112(aa)

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In response to your request for comments on the Technical Corrections Act of
1988 (H.R. 4333), 1 respectfully submit the following on behalf of the United
States Council for International Business.

The U.S. Council for International Business is comprised of some 300 major
corporations, law firms, and accounting firms with substantial experience in
foreign operations of U.S. entities. The Council represents American business
in the major international economic institutions such as the OECD and the
International Chamber of Commerce. Its primary objective is to promote an open
system of world trade, finance, and investment.

The U.S. Council wishes to express its concern over Section 112(aa), a provision
that would result in an override of international tax treaty obligations of the
United States. This provision in the "technical corrections" legislation is
hardly a technical correction. In fact, it represents a reversal of the
long-standing U.S. treaty policy of honoring all treaty commitments unless
subsequent legislation cle I evidences an intention to override one or more
specific treaty provisions. Under the pending legislation, unless the 1986 Tax
Reform Act expressly provides that an existing income tax treaty provision is to
prevail over any inconsistent rule adopted in the 1986 Act, the provisions of
the 1986 Tax Act will apply in the case of any known or future, and as yet
unknown, conflict between the Act and any treaty provision in effect on date of
enactment of the 1986 Tax Act. There are some 38 treaties in effect subject to
this treaty override rule. This new rule also establishes a new treaty override
policy for future legislation.

We consider this provision most unfortunate--a significant step backward in the
implementation of the extensive treaty program to which the U.S. has been
faithfully committed for many years. Treaties, after all, do not
instantaneously materialize; they are concluded after lengthy and careful
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The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
July 21, 1988
Page 2

negotiations between the two countries to accommodate to each other's tax
systems in the interest of encouraging bilateral trade, commerce and investment.
Moreover, treaties so spawned require long-term nurturing, together with mutual
respect and reliance by treaty the partners. Treaty partners should be able to
rely upon their treaties until such treaties are revised through renegotiation.
Wholesale overrides and cavalier disregard of our international commitments, as
has been clearly demonstrated in the 1986 Act, and now again in the Technical
Corrections thereto, do discredit to the leadership role which the U.S. has
traditionally sought to exercise, and does injustice to our treaty partners.

Although technically correct, it is wrong to argue, narrowly, that, since the
constitutional authority in support of treaty overrides exists, it is therefore
justified. We oppose any and all tax legislative treaty overrides. We are in
agreement with the U.S. Treasury Department's view in believing that a bilateral
negotiation (or termination) is the appropriate vehicle for changing treaties.
Even assuming ar uendo that selective treaty overrides aimed at specific abuses
are appropriate w ich we do not believe is the proper approach), surely a
residual treaty override to negate any potential conflict that is not as yet
apparent is patently contrary to the biTiatera protective and mutual reliance
principles underlying out treaty negotiation process.

This is such an extraordinarily important matter of principle, impinging upon
international comity, that, at the very least, it should not be relegated to
resolution as a "technical correction."

Richard M. Hamer
Chairman
U.S. Council Committee on
Taxation
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United States Department of the Interior

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

September 21, 1983
Memorandum

To: Assistant Secr tar -- Ind. A f irs

From: Sol ic itor .
Subject: Federal inc tto of Stevens treaty fishing

income

You have asked my opinion as to whether the income of members
of certain Washington State treaty tribes generated from
commercial fishing pursuant to the treaties is subject to
the federal income tax. "It is my opinion that fishermen who
are members of tribes that have established treaty rights l/
are exempt from federal income tax on fishing Income earned
pursuant to those treaties. This opinion does not apply to
income earned by these same fishermen from other sources,
such as fishing in nor.treaty areas or to income derived from
fish in excess of 50% of the available take. This opinion
applies only to the federal income tax and does not apply to
any other federal tax, excise, fee or license of any kind
whatsoever. This opinion does not apply to State taxation
in any form.

Your request for my opinion was, I understand, prompted by
recent enforcement efforts of the Internal Revenue Service
directed toward members of the Lummi, Tulalip, Puyallup and
Swinomish Tribes 2/ and seeking to collect taxes on treaty

I/ United States v. Washington 384 F.Supp. 312 (W.D. Wash.
1974), aff'd 520 F.2d 676 (9th Cir. 1975) cert. denied, 423
U.S. 1086 (1976); United States v. Washington, 459 F.Supp.
1020 (W.D. Wash. 1978)1 Puget Sound Gillnetters Ass'n v. U.S.
District Court, 573 F.2d 1123 (9th Cir. 1978)l Washington v.
Wash. State Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel Ass n, 443
U.S. 658
(1979).

2/ In addition to these tribes, other tribes with treaty
rights in Washington include the Hoh, Makah, Pluckleshoot,
Nisqually, Quileute, Ouinault, Sauk-Suiattle, Skokomish,
Squaxin Island, Stillaguamish, Upper Skagit, Nooksack, Suqua-
mish, Port Gamble Band of Clallam Indians, Lower Elwha Tribal
Community, Jamestown Band of Clallam Indians and the Yakima
Indian Nation. A number of Oregon and Idaho Indian tribes
have similar treaty fishing rights.
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fistoi ng incone. The Internal Revenue Service, of course., has
responsibility for the interpretation and enforcement of the
federal Income tax laws. However, this Department has the
primary responsibility within the federal government for
the protection of Indian treaty fishing rights, including
the authority and responsibility to interpret those rights.
Accordingly, I believe it is not only appropriate but
necessary that I interpret the treaties in this instance,
where the interpretation of the federal tax laws under which
the IRS is proceeding may conflict with fishing rights guaran-
teed under the treaties.

At the outset, I recognize that the only two decided cases on
this issue have found that treaty fishing income is subject
to the federal income tax. Strom v. Commissioner, 6 T.C.
621 (1946), aff'd per curiam, 158 F.2d 520 (9th Cir. 1947);
Earl v. Commissioner, 78 T.C. 1014 (1982). However, as more
fully discussed below, both decisions suffer from a lack of
adequate consideration of the treaty rights involved. The
Strom case was decided prior to both the United States v.
ia--h-i"ngton series of cases, which comprehensively interpretedd

the treaty fishing rights for the fist time, and the Supreme
Court's decision in Squire v. Cazpoeman, 351 U.S. 1 (1956),
now the controlling case on questions of federal taxation of
Indian trust and treaty income. The Earl case was brought
pro se by an individual Indian fisherian, who never presented
the court with the appropriate arguments on his own behalf.
I do not believe therefore that these cases may be considered
dispositive of the issue.

The Treaties

The treaties relevant to this issue are the six treaties neglo-
tiated by Governor Stevens in the 1850's with tribes in
Washington State. 3/ Governor Stevens negotiated these treaties
in order to clear title to the lands then in the Territory
of Washington. The tribes and bands In Washingtot ceded
title to vast areas of land in exchange for small reser-
vations and various other guarantees. With immaterial varia-
tions, the treaties each provide:

3/ Treaty of Medicine Creak, December 26, 1854, 10 Stat.
T332; Treaty of Point Elliott, January 22, 1855. 12 Stat.
927; Treaty of Point No Point, January 26, 1855, 12 Stat.
933; Treaty of Neah Bay, January 31, 1855, 12 Stat. 939;
Treaty with the Yakimas, June 9, 1855, 12 Stat. 951; Treaty
of Olympia, July 1, 185S and January 25, 1856, 12 Stat. 971.
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The right 01 takirn fish at usual and accustomed
grounds and stations is further secured to saic
lr.diar.r, it common with all citizens of the
United States; and of erecting temporary houses
for the purpose of curing;

Article 4, Treaty of Point No Point, 32 Stat. 933.

This reservation of a right to fish has been interpreted seven
times by the United States Supreme Court. United States v.
Winans, 198 U.S. 371 (1905); Seufert Bros. Co. v. United States,
249 U.S. 194 (1919); Tulee v. Washing ton, 315 U.S.. 681 (1942);
Puyallup Tribe v. Department of Game yal2up 1), 391 U.S.
392 (1968); _Department of Game v. Puyallup Tribe (Puyallup II),
414 U.S. 44 (1973); Puyallup Tribe v. Department of Game
(Puyallup i1), 433 U.S. 165 (1977); Washington v. Washington
State Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel Ass'n (Fishing Vessel),
443 U.S. 658 (1979). These decisions establish the treaty
right of the Indians to fish at their usual and accustomed
places free of state regulation except where necessary for
purposes of conservation and their right to take up to 50%
of the available fish.

The fishing rights reserved by the Indians in the treaties
Included not only the right to fish for subsistence purposes
but the right to fish for commercial purposes. At the time
of the treaties, the Indians fished commercially, as recognized
by the Supreme Court: "Fish constituted a major part of the
Indian diet, was used for commercial purposes and indeed was
traded in substantial volume.* Fishing Vessel, supra, 443
U.S. at 665. Outing from the district court's opinion, the
Court described the Indians' reliance on fish for commercial
purposes in more detail:

"At the time of the treaties, trade was
carried on among the Indian groups
throughout a wide geographic area. Fish
was a basic element of the trade. There
is some evidence that the volume of this
intra-tribal trade was substantial, but
it is not possible to compare it with
the volume of present-day commercial
trading in salmon. Such trading was,
however, important to the Indians at
the time of the treaties. In addition
to potlatching, which is a system of
exchange between communities in a social
context often typified by competitive
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gifting, thre was a considerable amount
of outright sale and trade beyond the
local community and sometimes over great
distances. In the decade immediately
preceding the treaties, Indian fishing
increased in order to accommodate in-
creased-demand for local non-Indian
consumption and for export, as well as
to provide money for purchase of Intro-
duced commodities and to obtain
substitute non-Indian goods for native
products which were no longer available
because of the non-Indian movement into
the area. Those involved in negotiating
the treaties recognized the contribution
that Indian fishermen made to the terri-
toriai economy because Indians caught
most of the non-Indians' fish for them,
plus clams and oysters.0

443 U.S. at 665-666, n.7. The Court vdent on to find that,
"During the (treaty) negotiations, the vital importance of
the fish to the Indians was repeatedly emphasized by both
sides, and [Governor Stevens') promises that the treaties
would protect that source of food and commerce was crucial
in obtaining the Indians' assent.* 443 U.S. at 676. The
Supreme Court's conclusion that the treaty reserved to the
Indians a right to take up to 50% of the available fish
incorporates the Court's recognition of the role of fish in
the Indians' economy and its recognition that the treaty
negotiators understood that role and intended that the
right to-fish commercially was to be included in the rights
reserved to the Indians.

Other Supreme Court decisions have held that the State of
Washington could not require an Indian exercising off-reserva-
tion fishing rights to purchase a state fishing license,
Tulee v. Washington, sura, and that the state's regulatory
authority over treaty fishing was limited to that regulation
reasonable and necessary for conservation. Tulee, PuyalluP I,
Puyallup 11.

The United States, a direct party to the treaties, is of course
bound by them and, absent exercise by Congress of its power
to abrog ate treaties, is subject to limitations similar to
those imposed on the state with regard to the Indians' treaty
rights. United States v. Winans, suer&, 198 U.S. at 381-382;
Hoh Indian Tribe v. B5ldridge, s22 F. Supp. 683 (W.D. Wash.

9a6m.
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The rax Cases

In Squire v. Carpoeman, 351 U.S. 1 (1956), the leading case on
federal taxation of lndian Income, the supreme Court considered
whether capital gains frcm the sale of standing timber on
allotted lands was subject to the 'federal income tax. The
Court held that the General Allotment Act of 1887, 24 Stat.
388, created an exemption from the tax in the circumstances
before it. In reaching its conclusion, the Court acknowledged
that the General AllotneRt Act did not contain an express
exemption from the tax but nonetheless inferred an exemption
from the government's undertaking, expressed in section S of
the act, 25 U.S.C. 5348, to convey the allotment at the end
of the trust period *free of all charge or incumbrance whatso-
ever' and a 1906 amendment to section 6 of the act, 25 U.S.C.
$349, which provides for renoval of "all restrictions as to
* • . taxation" after issuance of a fee patent. 351 U.S.
at 6-8. The Court also found that the tax exemption was
necessary to fulfill the purpose of the allotment system
'to protect the Indians' interest and 'to prepare the Indians
to take their place as independent, qualified members of the
modern body politic.'" 351 U.S.. at 9.

The Court responded thus to the government's argument thaL
the case should be treated as an ordinary tax case:

We agree with the Goverrnent that Indians
are citizens and that in ordinary affairs
of life, not governed by treaties or
remedial legislation, they are subject to
the payment of Income taxes as are other
citizens. We also agree that, to be valid,
exemptions to tax laws should be clearly
expressed. but we cannot agree that
taxability of respondents in these cir-
cumstances Is unaffected by the treaty,
the trust patent or the Allotment Act.

351 U.S. at 6.

While the Court acknowledged Lhat a tax exemption must be
clearly expressed, it found th~e necessary clear expression
in language which, as noted al'ove, implieo, rather than
expressly stated, the exemption. 351 U.S. at 6-V. It
did so by reference to the intent of Congress in the General
Allotment Act, 351 U.S. at 7-ti, and to the principle of
treaty and statutory construction which the Court described
thus:
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Iioubtful expressions are to be resolved
in favor of the weak and defenseless
people who are the wards of the nation,
dependent upon its protection and good
faith. Hence, in the words ot Chief
Justice Marshall, OThe language used in
treaties with the Indians should never
be construed to their prejudice. It
words be made use of, which are suscep-
tible of a more extended meaning than
their plain import, as connected with
the tenor of the treaty, they should be
considered as used only in the latter
sense." (Citations omitted]

351 U.s. at 6-?. 4/

The Court in Capoeman held that the taxes from which the
General Allotment Act was intended to shield allotments
during the trust period included the federal income tax,

4/ This sane rule was called'upon by the Supreme Court in
Fishing Vessel when it discussed the necessity of interpreting
the Stevens treaties in accord with the intent of the parties:

111t is the intention of the parties,
and not solely that of the superior
side, that must control any attempt to
interpret the treaties. When Indians
are involved, this Court has long given
special meaning to this rule. It has
held that the United States, as the
party with the presumptively superior
negotiating skills and superior knowledge
of the language in which the treaty is
recorded, has a responsibility to avoid
taking advantage of the other side.
"(TIhe treaty must therefore be construed,
not according to the technical meaning
of its words to learned lawyers, but
in the sense in which they would naturally
be understood by the Indians.' This
rule, in fact, has thrice been explicitly
relied on by the Court in broadly
interpreting these very treaties in the
Indians' favor. (citations omitted]

443 U.S. at 675-676.
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even though that tax was not in existence at the time the
General Allotment Act and its 1906 amendment were enacted.
351 U.S. at 7-8. The Court also rejected the argument put
torth by the government that taxation of Income derived from
an allotment was sufficiently distinct from direct taxation
of the allotment to make income taxation permissible even if
direct taxation were prohibited. See 351 U.S. at 6.

Lower court decisions following Capoeman have established that
the tax exemption in the General Allotment Act applies as
well to allotments made under other allotment acts even
though those acts do not necessarily contain the exemptive
language of the General Allotment Act. Bi2 Eagle v. United
States, 300 F.2d 765 (Ct.Cl. 1962); United States v. Hallam,
304 F.2d 620 (10th Cir. 1962); Stevens v. Com'r, 452 F.2d
741 (9th Cir. 1971). The courts reasoned that the other
allotment acts nad the same purpose as the General Allotment
Act 5/ and therefore the same tax exemption should apply.
These decisions recognize the essential Ca2oeman holding as
founded upon the purpose of the General Allotment Act rather
than upon the presence of specific language.

Other lower court decisions whlh have addressed the extent
of the General Allotment Act exemption have held that income
earned by an Indian from land purchased and placed in trust
for him under 55 of the Indian Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C.
S465, shares the tax exemption, Stevens v. Com'r, sura,
but that income earned by an Indian from tribal or other
Indiana' trust land does not. Holt v. Con'r, 364 F.2d 38
(8th Cir. 1966), cert. denied, 386 U.S. 931; Fry v. Comm'r,
557 F.2d 646 (9th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 101l;
United States v. Anderson, 625 F.2d 910 (9th Cir. 1980),
cert. denied, 450 U.S. 920. The courts in these latter
cases viewed the purpose of the General Allotment Act as
one to protect the allottees' property from encumbrance
during the trust period, a purpose which would not be
infringed by taxation of an Indian's income from other than
his own trust property. Thus, while holding the income at

5/ The Court of Claims stated in Big Eag)e, 'Parallel con-
gressional purposes [between the General Allotment Act and
the Osage Allotment Act) are apparent, but the basic purpose
is the one alluded to in Capoeman and that is to protect
the property so that it will adequately serve the needs of
the ward and finally bring him to a state of competency and
independence. This chance is encouraged, if not guaranteed,
by tax exemption.' 300 F.2d at 771-772.
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issue taxable, these decisions recognized the relevance of
the underlyinV purpose of a treaty or statute to the determi-
nation whether language contained therein expresses a tax
exemption applicable to the particular circumstances at
issue.

The courts in Holt, Fry, and Anderson, having found the
General Allotment Act exemption inapplicable, mere also
unable to find any exemption in other'statutes or treaties
relevant to the income at issue. These decisions, as well
as others, 6/ demonstrate that a tax exemption must derive
from language in a treaty or statute and that an exemption
may not be based on policy alone or on generalized references
to treaties and statutes. E., Anderson, supr; LaFontaine
v. Comn'r, 533 F.2d 382 (St-i r. 5761.' While holding the
particular income at issue taxable, these courts have followed
the basic teachings of Capoemsan. As the Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit stated in Anderson, that court's moat
recent opportunity to consider the issue,

The rule that ambiguous statutes and
treaties are to be: construed in favor of
Indians applies to tdA exemptions . s *
but this rule *comes into play only if
such statute or treaty contains language
which can reasonably be construed to
confer income Itax] exemptions' .
"The intent to exclude must be definitely
expressed, where, as here, the general
language of the Act laying the tax is
broad enough to include the subject-
matter.* (citations omitted.)

625 F.2d at 913. Further, in response to Anderson's argument
that the policy of the General Allotment Act was applicable
to his income earned from land other than his own (to which
the court found the GAA exemption did not extend), the court
stated,

Capoeman and every other Supreme Court
and Ninth Circuit case have held that
such policy arguments are fruitless in
the absence of statutory or treaty
language that arguably is an express
tax exemption. Such policy arguments,
however, might persuade courts to con-

6/ E.g., Conm'r v. Walker, 326 F.2d 261 (9th Cir. 1964) and
Tourdan v. Comm'r, 617 F.id S07 (8th Cir. 1980) cert. denied
449 U.S. 83w. holding the salaries of tribal officials taxable.

92-267 0 - 89 - 15
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strue such arguable language, if any
exists, actually to be an express tax
exemption.

625 F.2d at 914, n. 6.'

Analysis

Capoeman and its progeny make clear that a tax exemption must
be based on treaty or statutory language, arguably creating
an exemption, which is applicable to the income-producing
activity at issue. Once such arguable language is identi-
fied, however, the policy or purpose of the treaty or statute
may be called upon to determine whether the language does in
fact create an exemption.

The language In the Stevens treaties expressly securing to
the Indians the right, of "taking fish at usuAl and accustomed
grounds and stations' is such arguable language. First, it
is directly applicable to the fishing activity at issue.
Thus the instant situation Is easily. distinguishable from the
taxpayers' unsuccessful attempts in Holt, Fry, and Anderson
to apply the General Allotment'ct tax exemption to income
from land to which the General Allotment Act itself did not
apply, and from attempts to infer tax exemptions from other
statutory or treaty language which had no direct relation to
the activity at issue. 7E.., Anderson, Jourdain v. Comm'r;
LaFontaine v. Comm'r. 7/

Second, the treaty provision states no limitation on the
Indians' right to fish at usual and accustomed places other
than that the right is to be exercised in common with citizens.
On its face, the provision might well be read to prohibit
any limitation on or diminishment of the fishing right other
than the one specified. Of course, it might also be read

7/ In Anderson, the Ninth Circuit rejected arguments that
sections 5, 6, and 16 of the Indian Reorganization Act, 25
U.S.C. S5465, 466, 476, conferred income tax exemptions for
the income of an Indian derived from other Indians' land.
625 F.2d at 915-916. In Jourdain, the Eighth Circuit con-
cluded that a treaty provision protecting Indians from
"molestation by the United States' did not preclude income
taxation of a tribal official's salary. 617 g.2d at SOB-509.
In LaFontaine, the Eighth Circuit found that the taxpayer,
while citing more than thirty treaties, was unable to point
to any provision therein exempting his income from taxation.
533 F.2d at 382.
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otherwise but, at the least, an a&fbigulty exists, sufiicier.t
to call into play the rules of construction relating to
ambiguous treaty and statutory provisions. Moreover, such
an ambiguity makes the language arguably a tax exemption and
so requires that the purpose and policy of the treaty be
examined to determine whether a tax exemption does exist.

As discussed above at pages 3-4. the right to fish under the
Stevens treaties includes the right to fish commercially and
thus necessarily the right to earn income from fishing.
Commercial fishing under the Stevens treaties, unlike many
other economic activities in which Indians might engage, is
thus specifically and expressly protected from interference
by the- United States.

As to the understanding of the Indian treaty negotiators
which, as discussed above, the Supreme Court has considered
critical to the proper construction of treaties, it is no
ruore likely that the Indians understood that the federal
government would tax- their fishing. right than that they under-
stood that future states would be abl, to impose a charge
upon it. To the contrary, the JIndians were assured that
they would be able to fish and trade as they had prior to
the treaties, see p. 4, su_., when they paid no taxes and
were not required, in any other manner, to turn over a portion
of their fishing catch or proceeds to the government.

Accordingly, in my view, the rules of treaty and statutory
construction relied upon by the Supreme Court in Fishing Vessel,
Tulee, and Capoeman require the conclusion that the Stevens
treaties reserved to the Indians the right to fish free from
taxation, including federal income taxation.

The question remains whether the later-enacted Internal
Revenue Code abrogated or modified this treaty right, because
Congress, unlike the state legislatures, has the power to
abrogate treaties with Indians. !,one Wolf v. Hitchcock, 187
U.S. 553 (1903)o

In Capoeman, the Supreme Court concluded that the Internal
RevenueCode did not modify the federal government's under-
taking in the General Allotment Act to hold allotments free
of taxation in order to fulfill the purpose of that Act. 8/

8/ 'It is unreasonable to infer that, in enacting the
Tncome tax law, Congress intended to limit or undermine the
Government's undertaking. To tax respondent under these
circumstances would-. . . be 'at the least a sorry breach of
faith with these Indians." 351 U.S. at 10.
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Sim.larly, the Interna] Revenue Code, in my view, did not
modify the obligation undertaken by the federal government
in the Stevens treaties to recognize the fishing rights
reserved to the Indians. As the Supreme Court has stated,
"While the power to abrogate Itreaty) rights exists
. • . 'the intention to obrogate or modify a treaty is not
to be lightly imputed to the Congress.'= (citing, inter
alia, Squire v. Capoeman.) Menominee Tribe v. United States,

93-U.S. 404, 412-413 (1968). In Menominee, the Court held
that a statute terminating the federal relationship with the
Menominee Tribe did not abrogate the tribe's treaty hunting
and fishing rights even though those rights derived from a
treaty provision creating the tribe's reservation and the
reservation itself was extinguished pursuant Lo the termina-
tion act. The Court, as it said, Ideclineld) to construe
the Terminaticn Act ms a backhanded way of abrogating the
hunting and fishing rights of these Indians." 391 U.S. at
412. The C:ourt reiterated the principle of Henominee in
Fishing Ve,,ssel, while holding that a 1930 agreement between
the United States and Canada did not-implicitly extinguish
the Indianr;' treaty right. *Absent explicit statutory lan-
Vi,age,= t.e Court stated, 'we hiave been extremely reluctant
to find congressional abrogation of treaty rights.' 443 U.S.
at 690.

One court has found an Implied limitation upon Indian treaty
hunting and fishing rights in the Eagle Protection Act, 16
U.S.C. SS668-668d. United States v. Fryberg, 622 F.2d 1010
(9th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1004. 9/ Although
the court acknowledged the lack of express language in the
Eagle Protection Act abrogating or modifying the treaty, it
relied upon a body of evidence in surrounding circumstances
and legislative history which it believed indicated that
Congress did intend that the act apply to treaty Indians,
and upon the well-established principle that reasonable and
non-discriminatory conservation statutes apply to treaty
rights when such application in necessary to &chieve the
conservation purpose of the statutes. 10/ The court also
noted that the modification of the Indians' hunting rights
was relatively insignificant because eagles had never provided
the Indians with 'any commercial benefit or . . . subsistence

9/ The Eighth Circuit reached the opposite conclusion in
United States v. White, 508 U.S. 453 (8th Cir. 1974), stating
that 'it was incumbent upon Congress to exprc-osly abrogate or
modify the spirit of the relationship between the United
States and the Red Lake Chippewa Indians on their native
reservation.' Id., at 457-458.

10/ See cases cited supra at p. 4.
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value.* 622 F.2d at 1014. Rather, the coutt noted, the only
apparent reason to hunt eagles was for religious and ceremonial
purposes, and the act contained an exception permitting use
of eagle specimens for religious purposes. Id.

The situation with respect to taxation of treaty fishing in-
come is clearly distinguishable .-rom that addressed in Fryberg.
The treaty modificatior.. which would be implicated by applica-
tion of the federal income tax to income from treaty fishing
is significant because it would diminish the value of the
right to fish commercially, a right which, as discussed
above, was clearly reserved to the Indians by the treaties.
In effect, it would represent a taking by the United States
of a portion of the right it guaranteed to the Indians.
Moreover, unlike the conservation measures addressed in
Fryberg and the LP uyelu.2 cases, supra, at 3-4, whose effective-
ness depends upon their being applicable to everyone, the
federal income tax can achieve its purpose even though it
does not tax every source of income. The Inecessityl rationale
supporting application of conservation laws to treaty rights
is therefore lacking in the case of tax laws. Accordingly,
under the principles of Capoema and Menominee, absent more
explicit language than is present in the Internal Revenue
Code, Congress should not be deemed to have modified the
Stevens treaty fishing rights nor to have limited or under-
mined the federal government's undertaking in those treaties.

Strom and Earl are Incorrect

As I mentioned at the outset, the only two court decisions
on federal income taxation of treaty fishing income have
concluded that such income is subject to tax. Strom v.
Commissioner, 6 T.C. 621 (1946), aff'd per curiam, 158 F.2d
320 (9th Cir. 1947); Earl v. ComnuissJoner, 78 T.C. 1014
(1982).

The Strom decision predated both Squire v. Caooeman and the
United States v. Washington series of cases. The case in-
volved on-reservation fishing by two members of the Quinault
Tribe. The Tax Court apparently considered only Article II
of the Quinault treaty, 12 Stat. 971, which authorized the
setting aside af a reservation (and by implication exclusive
fishing rights therein) for the Quinaults, and not the explicit
language in Article III reserving off-reservation fishing
rights, which is the language that, as discussed above,
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creates the tax exemption. ]I/ In any event, the court
analyzed the case by reference to two Supreme Court cases
holding taxable a competent Indian's share of tribal oil and
gas royalty income ar, an Indian's investment income. 12/

The third case relied upon by the Tax Court in Strom, an
earlier Tax Court decision affirmed by the Tenth Circuit,
held that on Indian's restricted land and income therefrom
was subject to the federal estate tax. 13/ In light of
Capoeran and subsequent decisions, this case is not presently
followed by the IRS. See Rev. Rul. 69-164, 1969-1 C.B. 220.

Applying these three cases, the Tax Court made several state-
ments in support of its conclusion which, after Capoeman and
Fishing Vessel, are unpersuasive. First, the court stated
that there was no express exemption from tax in the treaty.
As discussed above at pp. 5-9, we now know from Capoeman and
its progeny that a tax exemption, although it must derive
from specific language in a treaty or statute, need not be
expressly couched in terms of nontaxability. Second, the
court considered it significant that-the fishing income at
issue was in the "untranmeled possession' of the petitioners.

11/ Although the Article III language ostensibly applies
only to off-reservation fishing, the Supreme Court held in
Fishing Vessel that it also applies to on-reservation fishing,
to the extent, at least, that the Indians' on-reservation
catch counts in their 50% allocation. 443 U.S. at 687.,

12/ Choteau v. Burned, 283 U.S. 691 (1931); Superintendent
of Five Civilized Tribes v. Commr, 295 U.S. 418 (1935).
Both cases were distinguished by the-Supreme Court in Capoeman,
351 U.S. at 9 and n.19. At the time Strom was decided, the
Supreme Court appeared headed toward a rule that all or
essentially all Indian income was taxable, a clear change of
direction from the earlier understanding, derived from admini-
atrative rulings, that no Indian Income from tribal or allotted
lands was taxable. It was not until ten years after Strom
that the Supreme Court in Capoeman limited the scope of the
Choteau and Superintendent holdings and signalled a return
of the pendulum to a point between the two extremes. For an
historical analysis of the tax cases, see Putzl, *Indians
and Federal Income Taxation," 2 N.Mex. Law Rev. 200 (1972);
Fiske and Wilson, "Federal Income Taxation of Indian Income
from Restricted Lands," 10 Land and Water Law Rev. 63 (1975).

13/ Landman v. Comm'r, 42 B.T.A. 958 (1940) aff'd 123 F.2d
787 (10th Cir. 1941) cert. denied 315 U.S. 810.
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Capoeman sets ro requirement that income from allotments (as
distinguished from the allotments themselves) must be Jr.
restricted status in order to be tax exempt. Third, although
It conceded that the federal Wovernment could rot directly
tax exercise of the fishing right, he court concluded that
the government could tax income trom fishing because a tax
pn income was not a burden on the fishing right. As discussed
above at p. 7, the same distinction between a direct tax
and a tax on income was 'argued by the government in Capoeman
and rejected by the Supreme Court. Moreover, after Fishing
Vessel, it is clear that the fishing right reserved by the
treaties encompassed the right to sell fish, so that an
income tax is, in fact, a burden on the fishing right. See
supra, at pp. 10-1. Finally, the court appears to have
premised its conclusion in part upon an error of fact, in
that it apparently believed that the Indians at treaty time
had not engaged in substantial commercial fishing, The
court stated, for instance, Olt is a far cry from the fishing
operations of the members of an uncivilized tribe of Indians
at the time of the execution of this treaty, and the commercial
fishing business now carried.on by the petitioners." 6 T.C.
at .627. As we now know, however, the treaty Indians did in
fact rely heavily upor. fish for;;onercial purposes. See
supra at 3-4.

In my view, the law as it has developed since Strom and the
facts about Indian fishing that have come to light since
Strcm have undermined that decision so completely that it
must now be considered unsound precedent.

Earl v. Comm'r, supra, is a 1982 Tax Court decision which
reached the same conclusion as Strom. For a number of reasons,
I do not believe it is persuasive authority. First, the
opinion reflects the fact that the petitioner, who had no
attorney, was unable to present the court with on adequate
analysis of the treaties. It could not be expacttd, of
course, that the Tax Court, which normally 6oes nnt interpret
treaties, would have, on its own, any appreciable ',mlllarity
with the -long and complex litigation involvIba the Stevens
treaties. Consequently, although the court briefly alluded
to the lower court decisions in United States v. Wash;inton,
it failed to even 'mention Fishirng Vessel or any of the vther
Supreme Court decisions ir.terpr.oting the treaties and also
failed to demonstrate an understanding of the principles of
those cases.

Further, the Tax Court, as might be expected, relied heavily
on Strom, which is, in my view, no longer good law. The
court also interpreted Capoeman as essentially limited to
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its facts, cor.trary t,' tr,. it.tesIlretatior. giver. that Casy L.y
the federal court, vt appeal. See discussion, su.P, at Pp.
7-9. Lvident)y, it was thi. interpretation of Capoemar. that
led tht. court to cnr.cJude that Decause the petitioner's
fishing rights wert rot individually owned in the sense an
allotment is individually owned, there could be no tax exemp-
tion. The court cited fr, Anderson and other cases discussed
supra at pp. 7-9 as support for that interpretation, Dased
or. the holdings in those cases that, in the circumstances at
issue, income earned by Indians.from tribal land was not
exempt. The basis for those decisions, however, as discussed
above, was not that income from tribal property is ipso
facto taxable, but that the General Allotment Act exemption
did not apply and, second, that no other exemption could be
found in treaty on statute. The second basis for those decis-
ions makes them -inapplicable to treaty fishing income, for
which an exemption is found in the treaties. For these
reasons, particularly the lack of treaty analysis, I do not
consider the Earl decision authoritative.
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July 21, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Buildina
Washingtcn, D.C. 20510

Dear Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data-gathering
and administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not
most of the data gathered is difficult to obtain and will
not be used for any other purpose. Data-gathering and
testing will also lead to large expenses - at a time when
many employers are already finding the cost of health care to
be exorbitant. At our facility, we will have to hire someone
with an appropriate background to do the data-gathering or
testing, or use outside sourcing to get the task
accomplished. Of course, it will be our patients who will
pay for this through increased rates.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the
resultant Section 89 non-discrimination rules are
overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such a
complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination?
While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test"
because of the way the test is designed, it will not be
available to any but the plan sponsor with the si,,,plest plan.
Indeed, it will be unavailable to employers who offer both a
traditional health plan and a health maintenance organization
- as they may be required under state and federal law. Is it
fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with
a choice among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is uion-
discriminatory, the cost of gathering and maintaining data,
as well as actual testing are staggering.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors-
especially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated"
but are now in a position where they have to prove their non-
discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible
standards, you should consider the following alternatives:

-- Repealing Section 89;

-- Simplify the rules by establishing several safe harbor
alternatives.

I do believe you should keep this proposed regulation in
perspective by asking "What is it going to accomplish?" From
my perspective, it is not going to result in any benefit to
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the payors of health care payors because 1) it simply adds
costs to those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated",
which is the group I feel Valley Medical Center falls into;
or, 2) for a plan sponsor that doesn't meet the test for non-
discrimination, it means probably a reallocation of existing
plan costs, and more than likely an increased benefit cost to
offset the reduced benefits for those effective. So, in the
case where discrimination is found, the cost to the payor of
health care services would probably increase more than where
no discrimination was-found, but in both instances, the cost
of health care will increase at a time when we in the
industry are confronted with other artificial inflation
spiraling forces (e.g.: increased Medicare and Medicaid
write-offs).

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Karen Hickey
Director of Human Resources

KH/fp
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STOEL RIVES BOLEY
JONES & GKEY

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

SUITE 900
1730 M STREET NW

WASHINGTON, D C 20036-4505

Telephone (202) 955-4555
Teopier (202) 955-4551

Wnter's Drrtcf Vial Number

(202) 955-4569

July 20, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Room SD-205
Dirksen Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: HR 4475 as a Possible Amendment to S 2238

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

In response to your request, I respectfully submit the
following comments regarding the Technical Corrections Act of
1988 (Corrections Act).

I. Commenters.

These comments are made on behalf of Klawock Heenya
Corporation, Cape Fox Corporation and Klukwan, Inc. (collective-
ly, the "Village Corporations"), each of which is a Village Cor-
poration organized pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act of 1971, as amended (ANCSA), 43 U.S.C. § 1601 et seq.
Each of the Village Corporations is located in the Southeast
Region of Alaska, is or has been engaged in the timber industry,
and has entered into one or more sales of losses including net
operating losses ("NOLs").

II. H.R. 4475 Would Repeal the NOL Provisions.

Current authority to sell NOLS is found at Section
60(b)(5) of the 1984 Tax Reform Act, as amended by Section
1804(e) (4) of the 1986 Tax Reform Act (the "NOL Provisions") and
expires on December 31, 1991. H.R. 4475 would repeal the NOL
Provisions prospectively by terminating the authority of an
Alaska Native Corporation ("ANC" or "Native Corporation") to:
(i) sell its NOLs which arise after April 26, 1988, to another
corporation, and (ii) enter into any transaction to sell NOLS,
whenever generated, after April 26, 1988. It is our understand-
ing that H.R. 4475 is included as a provision of the House Tech-
nical Corrections bill (H.R. 4333).

III. Village Corporations' Position on H.R. 4475.

The Village Corporations would prefer that H.R. 4475
not be enacted or that its effective date be postponed. How-
ever, if Congress must modify or repeal the NOL Provisions as
part of the Corrections Act, the Village Corporations urge that,
at a minimum, the attached statutory and committee report lan-
guage be included. The purpose for making these clarifications
is to assure that Native Corporations obtain the full benefit of
those NOL sales authorized by Congress and completed prior to
April 27, 1988. Furthermore, such clarifications will enable
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the Native Corporations to avoid needless and unintended litiga-
tion either with the buyers of such losses and credits or with
the Internal Revenue Service. Since the proposed changes would
merely clarify existing law, and do not permit additional losses
to be sold, they will not cause an unanticipated loss of
revenue.

IV. RecoLnendations.

A. Legislative History.

The Village Corporations are concerned that if 1986
Reform Act § 1804(e)(4) is modified or repealed, such action may
be accompanied by legislative history critical of completed
transactions. Such a report would lend support to the IRS's
position that many ANC NOLs sold prior to the modification or
repeal provision's effective date should be disallowed--even if
losses were generated and sold in a manner that complied with
the Code. Representative Dan Rostenkowski's (D-IL) floor state-
ment introducing H.R. 4475 makes clear his intention that repeal
of the NOL Provisions be prospective and Nnot affect losses
transferred in taxable years prior to the date of introduction."
134 Cong Rec H. 2626 (daily ed April 27, 1988). The Village
Corporations urge that the provisions of the Corrections Act be
consistent with this intent.

B. Carryback of Losses.

As proposed, H.R. 4475 repeals the authority of Native
Corporations to sell NOL arising after April 26, 1988. As a
result, NOL incurred by a Native Corporation between April 27,
1988 and December 31, 1991 could not be carried back to offset
ihe pre-April 27, 1988 income generated on the consolidated fed-
iral income tax return of a Native Corporation.

It is the Village Corporations' position that no
provision of the Corrections Act should preclude an ANC from
carrying-back losses that arise after April 26, 1988 to offset
pre-April 27, 1988 income generated in the consolidated return
of a Native Corporation. Such transactions were entered into in
good faith compliance with existing law. Thus, after the effec-
tive date of any ANC NOL modification or repeal Corrections Act
provisions, a carryback could be used, for example, to "fill in"
for ANC losses sold in a pre-effective date transaction which
are subsequently disallowed by the Internal Revenue Service on
audit. In this way, the Natives would receive the full benefit
of their pre-effective date transactions.

C. Audit Procedures.

The Internal Revenue Service has ruled that an ANC NOL
buyer's income may be consolidated with a Native Corporation's
only to the extent necessary to fully utilize the Native Corpo-
ration's losses and credits, as determined on audit. If the Na-
tive Corporation's losses are reduced on audit, no tax would be
due from the Native Corporation because an equal amount of the
buyer's income (previously reported on the Native Corporation's
consolidated federal income tax return) would "spring back" to
the buyer. Accordingly, any corresponding income tax deficiency
would appear on the federal income tax return of the buyer.
Only the buyer, not the Native Corporation, would receive a
"Notice of Proposed Deficiency" from the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice. Without receipt of a "Notice of Proposed Deficiency," the
Native Corporation could not obtain standing in U.S. Tax Court.
Similarly, if t owes no tax, the Native Corporation could not
sue for a refund in a U.S. District or Claims Court.
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Because the Native Corporation receives most of the
benefit of a NOL transaction, the buyer has less at stake during
audit and, therefore, less incentive to substantiate the losses
and credits at audit. Furthermore, the buyer often has less im-
mediate access to information necessary to substantiate those
losses or credits and may be preoccupied with other items on its
return. As a consequence, there is a risk that the transac-
tion's benefits to the Native Corporation may be diluted or
reduced.

The Village Corporations propose that any modification
or repeal of the NOL Provisions include language requiring that
the Internal Revenue Service issue a Notice of Proposed Defi-
ciency to both the ANC NOL buyer and the Native Corporation sel-
ler. In this way, either party to the transaction will be able
to obtain jurisdiction in U.S. Tax Court.

D. Alternative Corporate Minimum Tax.

Under current law, NOL sale payments to Native Corpo-
rations are not subject to regular corporate income tax. In
prior Internal Revenue Service administrative rulings, these
payments have also been judged to be exempt from the alternative
corporate minimum tax.

The Village Corporations' propose that these ad-
ministrative rulings be codified to assure that those payments
received by Native Corporations for sales completed prior to
April 27, 1988 not be subject to any form of federal taxation,
including the alternative corporate minimum tax.

V. The ANCSA Experience Before the NOL Provisions.

Pursuant to ANCSA, Congress transferred to the Alaska
Native Corporations the right to select 44 million acres of land
from the federal government, and also transferred $962.5 million
to the Alaska Native Fund (ANF) for disbursement to the Native
Corporations over a ten year period. In return, the Alaska Na-
tives relinquished all of their Alaskan aboriginal rights. The
land was to be conveyed to the Natives within three years of the
Act's 1971 enactment, and the ANF payments were to be used sole-
ly for corporate capital needs. Under Section 2 of ANCSA, Con-
gress declared its express intent that "the settlement should be
accomplished rapidly, with certainty, in conformity with the
real economic and social needs of Natives, without litigation,
with maximum participation by Natives in decisions affecting
their rights and property ... (and] without creating a reserva-
tion or lengthy wardship or trusteeship.N1

Unfortunately, the Natives actual experience with
ANCSA has been quite different. The Native Corporations were
forced to expend ANF monies and even shareholders' personal
savings to obtain the benefits the settlement was supposed to
grant them. In fact, to this day, many Native Corporations--
including all of the Village Corporations--have yet to receive
all of their land under ANCSA.

1ANCSA Section 2(b), 43 USC Section 1601(b) (1971).
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Ambiguities in ANCSA, which Congress has needed to
clarify on numerous occasions, have led to further delay, confu-
sion and litigation. In obtaining their land, the Village Cor-
porations have had to contend with the competing claims and
positions of the State of Alaska, boroughs and municipalities,
federal agencies, environmentalists, neighboring villages and
regional corporations, and individuals such as homesteaders.

The most egregious period of delay, from 1971 until at
least 1980 was, ironically, also a period of historically high
inflation. Native Fund payments, however, were not adjusted for
inflation and did not bear interest. This resulted in a massive
reduction in the purchasing powar of the cash settlement. When
these factors are accounted for, it has been estimated that the
actual value of the ANF to the Natives was about 55% of the
$962.5 million originally transferred by the United States. As
a result of these bureaucratic delays and economic conditions,
when the Native Corporations finally did begin to receive their
land, most were already in financial difficulty. The Native
Fund that was intended by Congress to capitalize these corpora-
tions and exploit the land's natural resources had, instead,
been eroded by inflation, market conditions and enormous un-
anticipated costs associated with obtaining title to the land.
Thus, when the land was finally available, the Native Corpora-
tions were required to borrow venture capital, often with the
land itself as security.

For the Village Corporations and other Native Corpora-
tions who received commercial timberland, an additional factor
further eroded the value of the Settlement. Had the government
conveyed the timberlands to the Native Corporations without un-
due delay, when Native Fund money was available to capitalize
timber operations, Native Corporations would have had the op-
portunity to generate substantial profits marketing their timber
in the high-priced timber market of the late 1970's. But bec-
ause most Native Corporations did not receive their timberlands
until after timber prices had peaked and the timber industry was
in a severe and long decline, the Natives missed the opportunity
to realize substantial profits from these lands. Since their
shareholders economic survival depended on it, most Native Cor-
porations, including the Village Corporations, had no choice
other than to harvest the timber at a large loss. However,
these tax losses were useless to the Natives unless they could
sell them, since their chances for profitability--even during
the 15 year period during which carryforward is allowed--were,
at best, marginal.

This is the context in which first Section 60(b) (5) of
the 1984 ReTorm Act and eventually Section 1804(e) (4) of the
1986 Reform Act were enacted.

VI. The NOL Provisions.

A. Section 60(b)(5) of the 1984 Reform Act.

Recognizing that the purposes for which ANCSA was
enacted had not been met, Congress enacted tax legislation.
Section 60(b) (5) of the 1984 Reform Act exempted Native Corpora-
tions from new general rules relating to the filing of a con-
solidated federal corporate income tax return until 1992.
Although this exception was intended to allow Native Corpora-
tions to use their losses against a profitable corporation's in-
come in exchange for a tax sharing payment, inadequate legisla-
tive history accompanied the provision and impeded the ANCs'
ability to convince profitable corporations to join in NOL
transaction-. Additionally, the Internal Revenue Service
refused to rule on requests submitted by taxpayers that had
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structured such transactions, in part because other Sections of
the Internal Revenue Code and principles of law outside of the
consolidated return requirements generally preclude such types
of transactions.

Section 60(b) (5) also created several inequities.
Only a few Native Corporations could use the provision. A com-
plete system of asset transfers, stock purchase and security
agreements were also required. Section 60(b) (5) produced a
benefit "split" between an ANC NOL buyer and seller that strong-
ly favored the corporate buyer. This often left a profitable
corporation with a large windfall while providing the Native
Corporation with a small share of the tax benefit associated
with the loss. In some cases under Section 60(b)(5), the Native
Corporation received as little as 37 percent of the tax benefits
from such sales.

B. Section 1804(e)(4) of the 1986 Reform Act.

In recognition of Section 60(b)(5)'s shortcomings,
Congress enacted section 1804(e) (4) of the 1986 Reform Act.
Among other things, Section 1804(e) (4) mandates that no Section
of the Internal Revenue Code or principle of law shall deny the
benefit or use of losses incurred by a Native Corporation to the
affiliated group of which the ANC is the common parent.

During consideration of the 1986 Reform Act, Senator
Ted Stevens (R-AK) offered this explanation of the Congressional
policy behind Section 1804(e) (4):

"In 1984 and again today, we are offer-
ing an amendment to further the purpose of
the Alaska Native Claim Settlement Act. The
amendment before us is necessary in order to
offset some of the net operating losses that
were caused by the delay of Congress in
eliminating impediments to the distribution
of land to the regional and village corpora-
tions pursuant to ANCSA.

"This amendment allows a portion of the
loss that was incurred as a result of the
failure of the Federal government to live up
to its commitment to the Natives to be ab-
sorbed in a tax transaction. The amendment
is grounded in social policy, the policies
of ANCSA, and not in tax policy considera-
tions. -

"The Native Corporations were organized
pursuant to the mandate of the 1971 Act.
Alaska Natives operate these corporations
pursuant to a mandate of Congress." 132
Cong Rec S. 8176 (daily ed. June 23, 1986).

Section 1804(e) (4) increased the Native Corporation's
share of tax savings at the expense of buyers. It also in-
creased the number of buyers of Native Corporation NOLs, allow-
ing virtually every Native Corporation to sell its NOLs. Since
the enactment of Section 1804(e) (4) Native Corporations have
generally received NOL transaction payments equivalent to
between 70 and 85 percent of a transaction's tax benefits.
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VIT. The NOL Provisions Have Been Successful.

The NOL Provisions reflect a commitment of Congress to
preserve the settlement's value to the Natives by permitting
them to sell their tax losses. The Provisions have had a P' -
nificant positive effect on Native Corporations and tieir
shareholders. Many corporations have been able to pay off bur-
densome debt. Others have been able to invest in businesses or
other investments that should benefit their shareholders in the
coming years. Still others have finally been able to declare
dividends to their shareholders.

This is exactly what Congress intended that the Native
Corporations do with the money provided by NOL sales. But these
gains will be diminished if Congress encourages the Internal
Revenue Service and the courts to adopt the position that the
NOL Provisions were a mistake and disallow completed transac-
tions.

VIII. Requested Action By The Committee.

If Section 1804(e) (4) of the 1986 Reform Act is to be
modified or repealed in the Corrections Act, the Village Corpo-
rations believe that Native Corporations should receive the f~u
benefit of any pre-effective date NOL sale authorized by current
law. Accordingly, while additional transitional or other relief
may be appropriate and necessary, at a minimum, the Village Cor-
porations respectfully request that the attached statutory and
report language be included by the committee in any modifica-
tions to or repeal of the NOL Provisions.

IX. No Effect On Revenue.

Because these amendments do not apply to any ANC NOL
sale transactions that occur after April 26, 1988, the effective
date of H.R. 4475, they will not cause an unanticipated loss of
revenue.
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Washington Federal 1.
Savings Bank ,',1h ....

July 25, 1988

Laura Wilox
Hearing Administrator
US Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and
administrative burden on plan sponsors. Much, if not most, of
the data required is difficult to obtain and will not be used for
any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also lead to
large expenses--at a time when many employers are already finding
the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resulting
Section 89 non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it
really necessary to use such a complicated and detailed method to
prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternative coverage test,"
because of the way the test is designed, it will not be available
to any but the plan sponsor with the simplest plan. Indeed, it
will be unavailable to employers who offer both a traditional
health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization--as they may be
required under state and federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees
with a choice among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-
discriminatory, the cost of gathering and maintaining data, as
well as actual testing, is staggering,

The rules are incredibly complex--yet, as the effective date
draws closer, we are still lacking the necessary Treasury
regulations. How can employers be expected to comply when we
have not received any meaningful guidance on the many outstanding
issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future, there
will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements
before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors--
especially those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but
who are now in a position where they have to provide their non-
discrimination according to nearly incomprehensible standards--
you should consider the following alternatives:

- Repealing Section 89

- Delaying Section 89's effective data to at least a year
after Treasury issues final regulations

- Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor
alternatives

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan
sponsors is appreciated.

Sincerely,

&n D. Racine
Vice President
Administration

Ia
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WELLS FARGO BANK

August 15, 1988 525 Market StreeSTEPHEN A. ENNA 5 ae r
Senno Vice President San Ffancrsco, CA 94*3

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

The new IRS Section 89, enacted as part of the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, applies detailed nondiscrimination rules to
employer sponsored benefit plans, including group health and
group term life arrangements. While Wells Fargo fully supports
Congress' goal of preventing discrimination in employer provided
health and group-term life benefits, Section 89 institutes a
complex web of administrative requirements exceeding the capa-
bilities of many employers. In addition, although Section 89 is
scheduled to take effect for many employers beginning January 1,
1989 there are still no regulations on many critical Section 89
issues.

Although a technical correction has been proposed to delay
the effective date of one aspect of the Section 89 rules, this
provision is insufficient. Unless Congress acts, the complexity
and lack of timely regulatory guidance may result in less
benefits to the very workers Section 89 seeks to protect.

Again, we fully support Congress' goal of preventing
discrimination in employer provided benefits, but two things are
critically needed:

o Simplification
o A minimum of 12 months lead time following issuance, in

final form, of all regulations needed to apply section 89

We urge Congress to use this delay to enact major
simplifying changes to Section 89. Unless compliance is
simplified employers will be discouraged from offering benefits
that in any way complicate or add extra steps the Section 89
testing process. Employers will be driven to simplify their
plans undesirably, for example, by reducing available health
options (including HMOs) and eliminating cafeteria plan choices.
We would be pleased to assist Congress in developing reasonable
and practical revisions to Section 89.

Pl eronministrator
& Personnel Director
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Whidbey General Hospital

S-lv 20, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance

SSD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Comments for the Record

July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of

1986, places an overwhelming data-gathering and administrative burden on

plan sponsors. Much, if not most of the data required is difficult to

obtain and will not be used for any other purpose. Data-gathering and

testing will also lead to large expenses - at a time when many employers

are already finding the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudab)i, but the resultant Section 89

non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use

such a complicated and detailed method to prove non-discrimination? While

there is a slightly easier alternatee coverage test" because of the way the

test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor with

the simplest plan. Indeed, It will be unavailable to employers who offer

both a traditional health plan and a health maintenance organization - as

they may be required under state and federal law. Is it fair to penalize

employers who wish to provide employees, with a choice among benefits?

Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of gathering and

maintaining data, as well as actual testing are staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex - yet, as the effective date draws nearer,

we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be

expected to comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the

many outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near

future, there will not be sufficient time to respond to the new

requirements before the rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsor - especially those

pl31 sponsors who have never "discriminated" but are now in a position

where they have to prove their non-discrimination according to nearly

incomprehensible standards, you should consider the following alternatives:

Repealing Section 89;

Delaying Section 89's effective date to at least a year

after Treasury issues final regulations;

Simplify the rules by establishing several safe harbor

alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors Is

appreciated.

Rbert L. I ra
AdministratY
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_ companyy, Ino.
ADMINISTRATORS OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS 0',

P * BOXA 4U.PORTLAND OREGON 7200 - AREA COOK 503-202-SS1 -OFFICES- 3140 N I *ROADWAY OR TEAMSTERS LDOG

August 3, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U. S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden on plan
sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data required is difficult to obtain and
will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering and testing will also
lead to large expenses - at a time when many employers are already finding the
cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable up to a point. It is difficult
to fully subscribe to what appears to be the intent of Congress that a 17 1/2
hour per week employee should have somewhat the same benefits as a "highly
compensated employee". However, the resultant Section 89 non-discrimination
rules are overwhelming. Is it really necessary to use such complicated and
detailed methods to prove non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test," because of the way
the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the plan sponsor with
the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailabe to employers who offer both a
traditional health plan and a Health Maintenance Organization - as may be
required under state and federal law.

Is it fair tc penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a choice
among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory, the cost of
gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing, is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex - yet, as the effective date draws nearer, we
are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can employers be
expected to comply when we have not received any meaningful guidance on the
many outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued in the near future,
there will not be sufficient time to respond to the new requirements before the
rules will be effective.

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors - especially those
plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but who are now in a position
where they have to provide their non-discrimination according to nearly
incomprehensible standards - you should consider the following alternatives:

1. Repealing Section 89;

2. Delaying Section 89's effective data to at least a year after Treasury
issues final regulations;

3. Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor -
alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is
appreciated.

Sincere

William C. Earhart, President
The William C. Earhart Co., Inc,
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July 25, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U. S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

Re: Comments for the Record
July 13, 1988 Hearing on Technical Corrections
IRC Section 89

Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act
of 1986, places an overwhelming data gathering and administrative burden
on plan sponsors. Much, if not most, of the data required is difficult
to obtain and will not be used for any other purpose. Data gathering
and testing will also lead to large expenses -- at a time when many
employers are already finding the cost of health care to be exorbitant.

The concept of non-discrimination is laudable, but the resultant •
Section 89 non-discrimination rules are overwhelming. Is it really
necessary to use such a complicated and detailed method to prove
non-discrimination?

While there is a slightly easier "alternate coverage test," because of
the way the test is designed, it will not be available to any but the
plan sponsor with the simplest plan. Indeed, it will be unavailable to
employers who offer both a traditional health plan and a Health
Maintenance Organization -- as they may be required under state and
federal law.

Is it fair to penalize employers who wish to provide employees with a
choice among benefits? Even assuming that a plan is non-discriminatory,
the cost of gathering and maintaining data, as well as actual testing,
is staggering.

The rules are incredibly complex -- yet, as the effective date draws
nearer, we are still lacking necessary Treasury regulations. How can
employers be expected to comply when we have not received any meaningful
guidance on the many outstanding issues? Even if regulations are issued
in the near future, there will not be sufficient time to respond to the
new requirements before the rules will be effective.

GoodFI-etbkeePerS* 1500 Division Street. Oregon City, Oregon 97045 (503 656-1631
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IRC Section 89 -2- July 22, 1988

In order to provide a measure of relief to plan sponsors -- especially
those plan sponsors who have never "discriminated" but who are now in
a position where they have to provide their non-discrimination
according to nearly incomprehensible standards -- you should consider
the following alternatives:

* Repealing Section 89;

Delaying Section 89's effective data to at least a year after
Treasury issues final regulations;

* Simplifying the rules by establishing several safe harbor
alternatives.

Your consideration of these issues and the plight of plan sponsors is
appreciated.

S i n c e r e l y, '

Adminis. Steed
Administrator
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August 5, 1988

Laura Wilcox, Hearing Administrator
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
SD-205, DirKsen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Ms. Wilcox:

We are deeply concerned about the tremendous data assemblage
and administrative burden created by Section 89 of the
Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
Why? Why? Why?

First, small businesses are hurt by Section 89. We are a
relatively small company (less than 400 employees) and have a
small administrative staff. Further, we must maintain a
"lean* organization to compete effectively in our markets.
Section 89 will add siQnificant costs with no productive
outcome. We do not have the resources to absorb such costs.

Second, Section 89 will add costs to the already rising cost
of health care. It will no result in non-HCE's receiving
more benefits. Rather, it will result in HCE's receiving
less benefits and it will also reduce the total benefits of
all employees to offset the rise in administrative costs.
Bluntly, Section 89 adds unnecessary costs and suffering to
both employers and employees, particularly small businesses
like ours.

Compliance with Section 89 will be a nightmare. We strongly
advocate the repeal of Section 89. In the meantime, we urge
a prudent approach by your committee in reducing the
complexity and burden of compliance, particularly for small
businesses.

Cordially,

WILLIAMS' BAKERY

St3even J. Mayek
Vice President, human Resources

cc: Senator Hdtfield
Senator Packwood
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.Ax,.- ., ,.. Statement on the Technical Corrections Act of 1988
) ?c' - ( 11(H.R. 4333 and S. 2238)

This statement describes a technical problem arising out of the

generic transition rules of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the "Act") that would

prevent the tax-exempt financing of certain pollution control facilities con-

sisting of a cooling tower and related facilities at the Wm. H. Zimmer

Generating Station (the "Zimmer Facilities"). The Zimmer Facilities are owned

as tenants In common by The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company, Columbus

Southern Power Company and The Dayton Power and Light Company (the

"Companies"), and the financeable cost is not currently expected to exceed

$120 million. Squire, Sanders & Dempsey has been retained by the Companies,

and this statement is being submitted on their behalf.

The problem involves the imposition of a pre-September 26, 1985

"inducement resolution or other comparable preliminary approval" requirement

by Section 1312(a)(1)(B) of the Act to the tax-exempt financing of a facility

that commenced construction before September 2, 1972 and that will be

completed on or after September 26, 1985. This matter is not addressed in the

Technical Corrections Act of 1988 (H.R. 4333 and S. 2238) as originally intro-

duced. The following review of the existing Treasury Regulations containing

the official action or inducement resolution requirement and the history of

Section 1312 of thr Act, as they affect the Zimmer Facilities, indicates why

this correction is appropriate. Because the facts giving rise to this problem

are rather unique, it is believed that there are no other similarly affected

facilities. Therefore, the suggested correction would have a very limited

impact.

Under Tress. Reg. Sl.103-8(a)(5)(ii), copy attached, an exempt facil-

ity which commenced construction, reconstruction or acquisition before Septem-

ber 2, 1972, could satisfy certain applicable timing requirements if an appro-

priate official action or inducement resolution was adopted before the facil-

ity was placed in service. Under this rule, a facility where construction was
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commenced before September 2, 1972 and was completed on or after September 26,

1985 could satisfy Treas. Reg. SI.103-8(a)(5)(ii) if an appropriate official

action or inducement resolution was adopted on or after September 26, 1985 but

before the facility was placed in service.

On September 26, 1985 the Joint Committee on Taxation released a

summary of tax reform options which included provisions to change certain

rules applicable to tax-exempt financing of certain exempt facilities such as

the Zimmer Facilities. These provisions had an effective date of December 31,

1985 with a transition rule exception allowing tax-exempt financing after that

date for certain of these facilities where construction was commenced before

September 26, 1985 and was completed on or after that date. The proposed

transition rule contained an additional requirement that facilitiesis would

be defined as property for which bond financing was approved by a governmental

unit . . . before September 26, 1985." H.R. 3838 as passed by the House of

Representatives in December 1985 contained a transition rule exception

(including a pre-September 26, 1985 inducement resolution requirement) similar

to that set forth in the earlier Joint Committee statement. H.R. 3838 as

passed by the Senate in June 1986 contained a parallel transition rule excep-

tion but substituted "March 1, 1986" for "September 26, 1985. The Conference

Committee version of H.R. 3838 adopted the House transition rule on this point

so that Section 1312(a)(1)(B) of the Act, as enacted into law in October 1986,

contained a pre-September 26, 1985 inducement requirement. Significantly,

there is no indication in the legislative history of the Act that Congress

intended to repeal Treas. Reg. $l.103-8(a)(5)(ii) with the enactment of Sec-

tion 1312(a)(1)(B) of the Act.

The construction of the Zimmer Facilities began before September 2,

1972 and they have not yet been placed in service. Thus, under the existing

Treasury Regulations, the Zimmer Facilities could meet the timing requirements

for tax-exempt financing as long as an "inducement resolution" was obtained

before the placement in service date. On the other hand, the generic transi-

tion rule of Section 1312(a)(1)(B) of the Act requires adoption of an induce-

ment resolution with respect to the Zimmer Facilities before September 26,

1985. The generating facility served by the Zimer Facilities was originally

planned as a nuclear power plant. The construction of the nuclear plant was

not completed, and in 1984 the Companies decided to convert the partially
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constructed plant to a coal-fired facility. In November 1984 the Companies

obtained an inducement resolution with respect to the yet-to-be constructed

pollution control facilities for the coal-fired facility. However, in

reliance on the pre-September 2, 1972 rule of Treas. Reg. Sl.i03-8(a)(5)(ii),

the Zimmer Facilities were not expressly described in that inducement

resolution. In response to the new requirement of Section 1312(a)(1)(B), an

amended inducement resolution specifically referring to the Zimmer Facilities

was obtained or. November 7, 1985, and consequently the Zimmer Facilities have

now clearly satisfied Treas. Reg. $l.103-8(a)(5)(ii). Moreover, the Zimmer

Facilities would have satisfied the Senate transition rule based on a March 1,

1986 date but do not satisfy the transition rule of the Act based on a

September 26, 1985 date.

The unfairness caused by Section 1312(a)(1)(B) of the Act in this

case is due to the fact that the new inducement resolution rule was first made

public on September 26, 1985, and as a result it became effective Innediately,

even though under then existing law no such requirement applied to the Zimmer

Facilities. It is particularly inequitable to deny tax-exempt financing of

the Zimmer Facilities where tax-exempt financing had been contemplated by the

Companies well before September 26, 1985, but where an inducement resolution

had not been obtained as of that date in reliance on the existing Treasury

Regulations.

The foregoing circumstances involve a case where Congress should make

a technical correction to the Act that would permit tax-exempt financing on a

transition rule basis of a project, such as the Zimner Facilities, where con-

struction had commenced before September 2, 1972 and was still ongoing on

September 26, 1985 and where an inducement resolution was obtained after

September 26, 1985. An appropriate technical correction would be one that

applied for purposes of Section 1312 of the Act the pre-September 2, 1972 rule

of Tress. Reg. 5l.103-8(a)(5)(ii). The following language, added to either

Section 1312 or Section 1318 of e Act, would accomplish this purpose:
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In the case of a facility the construction, reconstruc-

tion or acquisition of which commenced before September

2, 1972, the requirement of subsect:on 1312(a)(l)(B)

shall be satisfied if an inducement resc.ution or other

comparable preliminary approval is adopted by an issuing

authority (or by voter referendum) before the date the

entire facility is or was first placed in service.

Because Section 1318 contains a number of speciall rules relating to effective

dates and transition rules, it is p. obably more appropriate to make this cor-

rection in Section 1318.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Respectfully-submitted,

Jackson B. Browning, Jr.
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